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GENESIS OF THE HISTORIES OF THE PARISHES 
OF BALLINAGLERA AND INISHMAGRATH

Personal Perspective

I was seven years old in 1953 when my father, Peter S. Clancy, better known as 
Peadar, then Principal of Cornagee N.S., started work on the history of our parish 
of Ballinaglera. I have a vivid memory of him reading out sections of what he 
had written to my mother and of them sharing jokes over some of the material.
It was, however, when he started work on Inishmagrath that life in our house 
changed. My father began to spend hours in his study, which we called the 
"book-room", writing up the text in his immaculate handwriting. Much time 
was devoted at weekends and during holidays to visiting graveyards and 
deciphering inscriptions on old tombstones. Outings with my father were 
frequently interrupted by what seemed like endless conversations between him 
and friends who shared his interest in local history.

My father died in July, 1956, aged 55, when we were on holiday in Dublin. 
"Inishmagrath" was very near completion; in fact, his own preface to the work is 
dated June, 1956. My mother always claimed that it was my insistence that "we 
must finish Daddy’s book" that woke her from her bereavement and inspired her 
to ask Brother John Christopher Forde, a Christian Brother, a native of 
Ballinaglera and a former pupil of my father, to finish the work. It was completed 
in 1958. A hundred copies were produced and given to friends and family. The 
inscription in each case was the same: "with compliments from Maura and 
Mummy", written in my childish hand.

When my mother, Eileen Clancy, retired from the Principalship of Slievenakilla 
N.S. at age 70 in 1973, she decided to take up my father's notes on Ballinaglera 
parish and to complete them. She was a very young, alert 70-year-old. 
Nevertheless, she would not have been capable of carrying out the detailed 
research that the task required. She had just lost a very dear sister and brother and
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was missing her school routine. Patrick J. Forde, a brother of Brother John 
Christopher, came to the rescue and agreed to co-author the work. Patrick 
became intensely interested in the project and applied his great capacity for detail 
to it over the next number of years. It was Patrick’s visits to our home and his 
reports on progress as well as her own work on the project that kept up my 
mother’s spirits during a difficult period of her life.

I have very happy memories of her amusing accounts of walking to various sweat- 
houses and holy-wells with Patrick and her great friend, Ciss Kiernan, whose 
knowledge of the parish was considerable. The Ballinaglera history was completed 
in 1980. It was launched at a memorable ceremony in the old Cornagee N.S., 
where both my parents had taught. Sadly, it was before the days of ready access to 
video equipment and only some newspaper cuttings and poor-quality 
photographs remain to tell the story.

As the only child of Peter and Eileen Clancy, I am privileged to unite their names 
and their important contributions to our local heritage in this single volume. I 
hope that it will remind future generations of the largely untold story of our past.

Maura Clancy 
Ballinaglera, April 2003
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Brother John Christopher Forde

John Forde was the second son of Terence and Sarah Anne Forde, (nee McPartlin) 
of Tullynaha, Ballinaglera, County Leitrim. He was born on 6th June, 1914, and 
received his early education at the local national school at Slievenakilla where he 
was a pupil of Peter S. Clancy. In his youth he was immersed in the local 
traditions and lore of his beloved locality. He became a fine flute player, and with 
his brother Patrick was in popular demand for providing music at ceili dances.

John left Ballinaglera in 1932 to enter the Christian Brothers community in 
Baldoyle, Dublin. Having qualified as a primary school teacher, he taught in 
various schools until his retirement in 1979. Most of his work was done in St. 
Joseph’s School for Deaf Boys in Cabra. He did enormous work, compiling 
specially graded language readers with exercises for children with hearing 
impairment. All the manuscripts of these readers still exist.

John was a skilled choir-master and worked hard in preparing school choirs for 
competitions in the various feiseanna including the prestigious Feis Ceoil. His 
dedication and hard work produced many winners. He had a wonderful mind, and 
anything he set out to do was always sure to be just perfect. His grasp of detail 
was first class. He was a very versatile person. He had a great understanding of 
photography, bee-keeping, carpentry, drawing, astronomy, the English language and 
the many facets of the education of hearing impaired children. Eileen Clancy 
certainly chose the right person to help complete and edit the work on 
Inishmagrath, a project he threw himself into with great devotion and enthusiasm.

Towards the end of 1978, John’s health began to show signs of serious decline. He 
reached retirement in June 1979, but he had very little time to enjoy the fruits of 
his labour.The Lord called him home on the 12th October. 1979.
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Patrick J. Forde

Patrick J. Forde, son of the late Terence and Sarah Anne Forde (nee McPartlin) of 
Tullynaha, Ballinaglera, was born in 1913. He attended Slievenakilla NS, where for 
a short time he was a pupil of Peter S. Clancy. Until the age of 25 years he lived 
in Ballinaglera and was closely associated with the traditions and mode of life of 
the people. He was particularly interested in traditional Irish music and became a 
well-known performer on fiddle and flute.

In 1938 he left Ballinaglera to undertake courses of study in horticulture, 
including a course in the Albert Agricultural College, Glasnevin. Dublin where he 
developed a special interest in botany and general biology. He later acquired 
further qualifications in these subjects. His early work was in Parknasilla in Co. 
Kerry, Howth Demesne and The Botanic Gardens in Dublin. Following this he 
turned to what was to be his main work, developing parklands from green-fields 
in south Dublin for Dublin Corporation. The most notable of these is Bushy Park 
where he lived and worked from the early 1950s until his retirement in the early 
1980s. The wooded areas, walkways, tranquil pond area and playing fields which 
are now enjoyed by so many Dubliners were meticulously planned and laid out 
under his direction.

Although Patrick spent many years in the public service in Dublin and elsewhere 
he nevertheless kept in close touch with the affairs of his native parish. His 
brother,Terence, lived in Ballinaglera until his death in 1973. His sister. Kathleen, 
and his two nephews still live there. Living in Dublin provided him with the 
opportunity of doing the extensive research necessary for the present work. The 
result of this research helped to confirm and occasionally to throw additional light 
on his own recollections of traditions, as well as on traditional information 
obtained from other people living in Ballinaglera. Thus the present work may be 
regarded as a combination of tradition and documentary evidence.
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Patrick had a huge awareness of the need to record accurately for posterity. His 
keen eye looked both to the past and to the future. As the maturing trees around 
south Dublin stand in tribute to his dedicated and careful planning in the 
horticultural sphere, so this book stands as a gift from Patrick and his co-author 
Eileen Clancy in tribute to the people who lived before and with them in 
Ballinaglera.

Patrick died in May 1997 a week before his 84th birthday. He is survived by his 
wife Ellen, and his daughters Patricia Parks, Maureen Kelly and Helen Forde. His 
son Terence died in October 1997. His family have vivid memories of his tireless 
research and writing for the present work, all of which was undertaken in his 
spare time. If he wasn’t working on ‘the book’, he was playing his beloved fiddle 
and swapping and meticulously recording tunes, on tape and in manuscript form 
with his many musician friends from various parts of Ireland. He had a very sharp 
intellect and an amazing memory for detail. He could vividly recall incidents from 
as young as the age of three. He was a perfectionist by nature and any project he 
undertook was with minute attention to detail. His family and friends are 
extremely proud of his work and grateful to him for the invaluable legacy he has 
left for future generations.
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FOREWORD

It is twenty years since I reviewed Historical Notices of the Parish of 
Inishmagrath by the late Peter Clancy for Breifne in 1959. I remember well the 
enthusiasm with which I read it, the story of a parish and its people skilfully 
pieced together from oral traditions and fragments of written evidence lovingly 
collected from a hundred different sources. I expressed the hope then, that his 
notes on Ballinaglera would be completed and published. The present volume is 
the realisation of that hope.

Mrs. Eileen Clancy and Patrick J. Forde have used the information in the original 
notes but have so expanded them and revised them that this is an entirely new 
work. It is an ambitious work covering all aspects of the life of the parish down 
through the years. It will be welcomed by Ballinaglera people everywhere. Local 
historians too will welcome it as a significant contribution. I have particular 
pleasure in welcoming it because it covers so thoroughly the ecclesiastical history 
of the parish. It was Dr. Philip O’Connell who pointed out in 1937 that it is only 
when we have the history of each parish written that we can attempt the 
definitive history of the diocese. This history of the parish of Ballinaglera brings 
that possibility nearer.

f Francis J. McKiernan, 
Bishop of Kilmore

(i)
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Most Rev. Dr. Francis J. MacKiernan, Bishop of Kilmore (1972-1998)
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INTRODUCTION

The present work had its origin in a request made in 1953 by the late Rev.
Francis Rynn, P.P., Ballinaglera, Co. Leitrim, to the late Peter S. Clancy, B.A., N.T., 
who was then Principal of Cornagee National School, asking him to compile a 
history of Ballinaglera Parish. Encouraged by Fr. Rynn he commenced this task, 
which, for him, was really a labour of love. Very Rev. P. Canon Connolly, P.P, 
Inishmagrath, was so impressed by his enthusiastic approach to the Ballinaglera 
project that he persuaded Peter to defer the work on Ballinaglera and undertake 
an investigation into the history of the neighbouring parish of Inishmagrath. The 
work on Inishmagrath, Historical Notices of the Parish of Inishmagrath, 
Co. Leitrim, completed and edited posthumously by the late Rev. Br. J. C. Forde, 
was published in 1958. In the meantime, however, with a view to compiling a 
history of Ballinaglera he had assembled and written out a considerable amount of 
preliminary notes, dealing with phases of Ballinaglera’s history. These notes are 
now deposited in the Parochial House, Ballinaglera. To avoid confusion the 
authors point out that while the present parish of Ballinaglera since 1969 
comprises Ballinaglera, Newbridge and part of Doobally, the Ballinaglera as 
described in these pages is the pre-1969 parish, which is now the main chapel area 
of Ballinaglera.

Peter Clancy, a native of Ballinaglera, was an outstanding teacher and a man 
who was deeply interested in the Irish language and its literature, in Irish history, 
and especially in the history and traditions of his home district in County Leitrim. 
He taught in Glangevlin, County Cavan, for five years till July 1927 when he was 
appointed Principal of Slievenakilla National School in his native parish. Having 
brought the pupils there to the necessary stage of proficiency in Irish, he taught all 
the subjects through its medium for many years. In 1952 he became Principal of 
Cornagee National School in Dowra. He succeeded to a great extent in 
inculcating in his pupils a realisation of the value of local history and of the 
importance of preserving local traditions, and, invariably, he gave them the Irish 
versions and meanings of the place names in the school district. He collected 
much folklore material in the Ballinaglera area including songs in Irish from some
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of the then surviving native speakers. This material is preserved in the Archives of 
the Irish Folklore Department of University College, Dublin.

Peter Clancy was sociable and versatile, and, while never seeking 
compliments, his clarity of expression and persuasiveness usually resulted in his 
becoming the central figure whenever he was present in gatherings where general 
topics were being discussed. His example has been the inspiration, which led us, 
the co-authors of this work, to expand and complete the account of Ballinaglera 
which he had begun.

While on holiday in Dublin in July 1956 he died suddenly at the age of 55
to the great sorrow of the people of Ballinaglera by whom he was so much 
beloved. He left behind his wife, Eileen, and daughter, Maura. Eileen Clancy and 
Patrick J. Forde, who was a pupil of his in Slievenakilla National School from 
1927 to 1928, whole-heartedly dedicate the present work to his memory.

Very Rev. Edward P. Tully, PP, Ballinaglera (1975-1981)

(iv)
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CHAPTER I

The parish of Ballinaglera is situated in mid Co. Leitrim along the northern half 
of the eastern shore of Lough Allen but it includes 1,792 acres of that lake 
extending westward, in which portion Inch Island is situated. The boundary with 
Inishmagrath Parish, in the lake, is a projection of the Shannon where it enters the 
northern end of the lake passing just west of the island. The Shannon from 
Dowra to its entry into the lake, a distance of about two miles, forms the 
remainder of the western boundary. On the north it adjoins County Cavan while 
the Sliabh an Iarainn mountains lie on the east side, the boundary being on top of 
the mountains, and the Stony River with its projection into Lough Allen to meet 
the projection of the Shannon mentioned, forms the boundary on the south. The 
parish is roughly triangular in shape. Geographically it would appear to belong to 
South Leitrim but for administrative purposes, both civil and ecclesiastical, it is 
included in North Leitrim and is in the diocese of Kilmore.

Since the rearrangement of Kilmore parishes in 1969. Newbridge district 
west of the Shannon, formerly part of Inishmagrath Parish, and part of Doobally 
district to the north-west, formerly included in Killinagh Parish, have been 
attached to Ballinaglera. Except for later reference to the new church at 
Newbridge and priests’ ministry in the extended parish, these two districts are 
not included in the present work.1 Adjoining parishes are Inishmagrath to the 
west in Co. Leitrim, Killinagh to the north-west beyond Dowra in Co. Cavan, 
Glangevlin, also in Co. Cavan, to the north, the Co. Cavan portion of Drumreilly 
Lower to the north-east, Oughteragh in Co. Leitrim to the east. Kiltubrid and 
Drumshanbo the south-east and south respectively, both in Co. Leitrim.
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PHYSICAL FEATURES

The area of the parish is 14,484 acres, about 22.75 sq. miles. From Dowra to the 
Stony River, a distance of 5 miles, a strip of low-lying land with occasional hills 
extends along Lough Allen for a width varying from one to two miles. Then the 
general contour rises gradually towards the Sliabh an Iarainn mountains. These 
mountains partly encircle the parish in roughly a horse-shoe shape on northeast 
and south. Through the open interior of the horse-shoe flows the Yellow River, 
which with its many tributaries, right and left, flowing rapidly, usually through 
steep glens, drains most of the parish. The Yellow River, from its source in 
Slievenakilla to Lough Allen, is some 5 miles in length. Along the southern 
boundary of the parish the Stony River makes a short rapid descent from the 
mountains to the lake, its right bank tributaries draining the southern part of the 
parish. Sliabh an Iarainn extends south-westward, roughly parallel to Lough Allen, 
into Drumshanbo and Kiltubrid parishes. The highest peak, 1,927 ft., occurs in 
Kiltubrid. Highest peaks in Ballinaglera are in Slievenakilla, 1,793 ft., near 
Glangevlin border, and Bencroy, 1,708 ft., mostly inTullynaha adjoining 
Oughteragh. Between these two peaks there is a wide depression through which 
the Mountain Road passes from Ballinaglera to Ballinamore.

Lakes
Apart from Lough Allen, some 3 miles wide, with its beautiful expanse, which by 
contrast with the mountains enhances the scenery immensely, there is a lake of 
about 14 acres, Lough Yugan (Loch a’ Ghuagain)/ partly in Corraglas and partly in 
Fahy townlands. On the flat mountain top the boundary between Ballinaglera 
and Glangevlin, which is also the boundary between Co. Leitrim and Co. Cavan, 
passes through the first three of the following small lakes. Lough Nambrack, 
known locally as Loch Bhaine, at 1,297 ft. above sea level, covers some 15 acres 
and is roughly circular in shape. About two thirds of it is in Ballinaglera, partly in 
Carntulla and partly in Slievenakilla, and the remainder in Glangevlin. Several 
attempts have been made to stock the lake with trout but, because of the absence 
of sufficient feeding, these fish became lean and eventually disappeared, leaving no
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sign of life. In 1971 it was harnessed to provide a piped water supply for 
Ballinaglera. Because of its elevation and purity of the water it is very suitable for 
this purpose. About 150 yards eastward and at a somewhat higher level is 
Knockgorm Lough, about 4 acres in extent. It could be connected for a 
supplementary water supply if necessary. Muintir Eolais Lough, about 6 acres, lies 
over half a mile south-east from Knockgorm Lough. Lough Doo, (Loch Dubh) a 
very small lake, entirely in Ballinaglera, is over three quarters of a mile south from 
Muintir Eolais Lough. Lying entirely in Glangevlin with its southern end 
touching Ballinaglera is Altshallon Lough, known locally as Loch na Froganna. It 
is a small deep lake almost surrounded by cliffs and situated less than quarter of a 
mile north from Lough Nambrack.

King’s Stone (Cloch a’ Ri)
In Clerhanbeg portion of the mountains beside a short range of cliffs there is a 
massive column of rock roughly rectangular in transverse section towering to a 
height of about 45 feet and surrounded by huge boulders, which would appear to 
have fallen there as a result of a collapse of the cliff face. This column of rock is 
named King Rock on the Ordnance Survey map but it is locally known as Kings 
Stone, and formerly as Cloch a Ri. It is majestic in appearance but is obviously 
of natural origin.

Soil
The soil in Ballinaglera is very variable in quality and depth. Along the Shannon 
and Lough Allen and extending roughly to the Dowra-Drumshanbo Road it is of 
an alluvial nature. In Corraglas there was deep bog. most of which has been cut 
away for turf fuel. East of the road up the hilly country side the soil is shallower 
and of a heavy clayey texture generally, except in the lower parts of the numerous 
deep small river valleys where it is more friable. Farther east towards the 
mountains the soil gradually changes to a lighter, more peaty, nature sometimes 
referred to as "black ground".
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SLIABH AN IARAINN IN MYTHOLOGY

Sliabh an Iarainn figures prominently in tales of the Tuatha de Danann who, 
according to Irish mythology, came from Greece and having conquered the 
Firbolgs, later on attempted to keep out the Milesians from the land of Erin.
They are credited with having had magical powers which enabled them to settle 
and wrap themselves in a mist on the summit of Sliabh an Iarainn while they 
extracted metal from the iron ore for which the mountains were renowned and 
from which they have derived their name.

The Goban Saor
According to local tradition that noted elusive character of Irish Folklore, the 
Goban Saor, is said to have come here in the 7,h century and made use of the 
famous iron ore. Furthermore, folklore has it that he erected many buildings at 
Tobar Bheo Aoidh.Tarmon, Corry, Corraglas and Inch Island in Lough Allen. He 
was very reserved and strict with those who worked with him but he often 
worked alone at night. He would never disclose his secrets so that no one could 
ever build or work as he did. Owing to his great skill he was alleged to have had 
mighty influence in Erin.

EARLY SETTLEMENTS - GIANTS’ GRAVES’

The Shannon and Lough Allen were probably the route taken by the earliest 
settlers in this district. About a mile east from the lake shore, in the townland of 
Clerhanmore, there is a group of ancient graves which consists of the remains of 
what was once a court cairn. This seems to suggest that the earliest settlement in 
the district was there, where a clearance of vegetation would have been more 
easily achieved than nearer to the lake. The remains of this court cairn are on a 
low broad based hill in view of the Old Road and about 100 yards east from a 
ring fort on McTigue’s land. They are known locally as,‘The Giants’ Graves’. 
This is a common term used to describe such monuments dating back to
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megalithic times and indicating habitation of the district by man from the late
Stone Age onward - 3000B.C. to about 2000 or 1800 B.C.

The megalithic site in Cleighran More (sic) (Clerhanmore) has been 
described by Professor Ruairi de Valera in a paper published by him entitled, The 
Court Cairns of Ireland".3 The following is his description. Fair preservation. 
Traces of cairn-base near gallery but interference by fence at rear. Entry jambs 
and an adjacent stone on one side and a detached stone (less certainly a court- 
stone) on opposite side suggest narrow assymetrical court. Gallery three, or 
possibly four chambers. Jambs and back-stone higher than sides. Flanker lower 
than entry jamb, which is highest stone present. Slab tilted partially off first pair 
of segmenting jambs is probably lintel. "

This court tomb was built by some of Ireland’s first farmers who landed on 
the Mayo coast around 3000 B.C., having journeyed from Brittany. They adapted 
stone tools to their agricultural practices and so they are called Neolithic or New 
Stone Age people. Their surviving tombs mark out their path across the northern 
half of Ireland. A court tomb has, usually, a frontal court and this can be closed in, 
or may be open at the front as at Cleighran More (sic). A gallery or passage leads 
from the court. The gallery is divided into burial compartments by jamb stones 
and septals. Sometimes a tomb has a central court with a gallery at each end. 
Other tombs have two courts, one at each end, with a central gallery.The whole 
tomb was covered by a cairn which can be trapezoid-shaped or rectangular. In 
the .Cleighran More (sic) example the cairn has been removed and only some of 
the stones survive to indicate the original outline of the tomb. It would have 
been built, as all these tombs probably were, of a combination of standing stones 
(orthostats) and dry stone walling, roofed by a method known as corbelling by 
which a roof is gradually built up by the placing of dry stones on top of each 
other and projecting inward. Apart from these graves, there is no apparent 
evidence or tradition in the parish of standing stones or other megalithic 
monuments such as are met with in manv other parts of the country.
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Ring Forts
At least sixteen ring forts are still discernible and well dispersed throughout the 
parish. They all follow the same pattern of construction: round or oval in shape, 
somewhat raised, and surrounded by a deep fosse or trench two to four yards 
wide, in some cases of clay construction and in others of stone. Measurements
vary from 35 yds. by 30 yds. to 50 yds. by 15 yds. while one is 40 yds. in diameter.
If built of stone it was called a caiseal fort. In some cases the boundaries are not 
easily defined now because the stones were taken away for making streets or roads 
and the clay ditches were destroyed by cattle. They all have clusters of mainly old 
whitethorns growing on them and in one case these are said to be 200 years old. 
They propagate naturally and so the clusters are of irregular shape. A local 
superstition that it is unlucky to cut a bush in a fort or otherwise interfere with 
one has greatly contributed to their survival. There are stories of supernatural 
lights having been seen in a fort shortly before a death in the locality. However, it 
is pretty well established that such forts were the dwellings of man from the early 
Iron Age - between 500 and 300 B.C.. They were farmsteads, and the 
surrounding trench contained water for protection against attack, or stealth of 
farm stock at night time. In tradition it is mentioned that from each fort at least 
one other could be seen. Residences of this type were gradually abandoned in 
the course of the later middle ages, though some may have been inhabited as late 
as the 16th century. The rough locations of identified forts are shown in the 
included map of the parish.

PART OF WEST BREIFNE

In ancient and medieval times this parish was part of West Breifne and was within 
the territory ruled by O’Rourke extending westward to the Atlantic Ocean from 
the River Graine or Woodford River, at Ballyconnell, which formed the boundary 
with East Breifne. It included the portion of Co. Cavan west of the river as well 
as north Leitrim and parts of Fermanagh and Sligo. In 1584 Lord Deputy Perrott 
formed East Breifne into Co. Cavan and West Breifne into Co. Leitrim. When
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Chichester’s scheme for the plantation of Ulster was being finalised in 1608, the 
boundary between Co. Cavan and Co. Leitrim was altered to include in Co. 
Cavan the territory between Ballyconnell and the present Cavan-Leitrim 
boundary. The Mac Conshnamha family, later anglicised Forde, under the 
O Rourkes ruled a large portion of West Breifne, including Ballinaglera area, and 
had their seat at Corry in the adjoining parish of Inishmagrath.4

SAINT BEQ-AQDH

Tradition says that St. Beo-Aodh (lively Hugh) founded a school and monastery at 
a place still called Tobar Bheo-Aoidh in the townland of Clerhanbeg aw'ay back in 
ancient times. It does not mention whether Christianity had already been 
introduced into the area now known as Ballinaglera. The lands of Clerhanbeg, 
and probably those of the adjoining townland of Clerhanmore, belonged to the 
school and monastery. Many priests may have received their education there. On 
Inch Island in Lough Allen, the ancient church was dedicated to St. Beo-Aodh 
and, according to tradition in Ballinaglera and Inishmagrath. the church and 
surrounding cemetery were founded by the saint. The church was reconstructed 
by Franciscans,5 probably in the 17"' century. In Fahy townland. on Larkins map 
of Co. Leitrim, dated 1818,‘Cill Voy’ (Cill Bheo-Aidh) ruined church is shown 
with its adjacent cemetery. However, it seems likely that the wooden church and 
the cemetery were founded by Franciscans and dedicated to St. Beo-Aodh 
perhaps in the 17"’ century. The modern church in Ballinaglera is dedicated to the 
same saint under his English name of St. Hugh.

St. Beo-Aodh, bishop of Ardcarne, near Boyle, who died in 524 A.D. was an 
ordinary bishop of the Patrician type with a vaguely defined diocese whose centre 
was the church or Ardcarne. He evangelised Ardcarne itself, the two ‘island 
parishes’ of the modern Ardagh Dioceses” viz. Killerry in Co. Sligo and 
Killanumery in Co. Leitrim, and also Inishmagrath and Ballinaglera. He was 
patron saint of all these parishes. There is no evidence that he was abbot of any 
monastery at Ardcarne or anywhere else. Colgan speaks of his monastery at 
Ardcarne, but the passage he cites mentions merely the fame of Beo-Aodh among
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fellow bishops and other clerics for hospitality which obviously could be exercised 
in a bishop s house quite as much as in a monastery. His chain of missionary 
memorials can also be traced through each of the other parishes we have listed.
In Inishmagrath, across the road from Aughalaghy cemetery, is ’Tobar Buey’ - 
Holy well of Beo-Aodh - under a blessed bush beside the southern bank of the 
stream dividing Lavagh and Corralustia townlands. This holy well establishes the 
saint’s close link with Inishmagrath Parish. Continuing on the Black Road 
through the parish of Killanumery in Ardagh Diocese, we reach the townland of 
Tullynascrin, which gets its full name from a shrine of St. Beo-Aodh, east of the 
national school, where Mass was said all through the Penal times.' No place 
except Ardcarne itself is more intimately associated with St. Beo-Aodh than 
Killerry in Co. Sligo and in Ardagh diocese. At Crossboy was one of the Termon 
Crosses of his sanctuary, as O ’Donovan learned from the local people when 
engaged on the Ordnance Survey in the 1830s. The education authorities 
erroneously named the school Cross Buidhe’, and the present natives translate this 
Yall-a Cross’. At the medieval ruined church there are stones and a ‘straining 

thread’ at which the people from far and near say certain prayers for cures ‘to the 
saint of the place’ - St. Hugh of Ardcarne -. At Cartronhugh (St. Hugh’s quarter), 
near Ballintogher, was the great stone enclosure of St. Beo-Aodh with its ‘Reilig’ 
and souterrain? which was frequently explored by speleologists from as far away as 
Scandinavia. In recent times the great stone enclosure of Cartronhugh was pulled 
down and its materials used to surface yards and roads around Ballintogher.9

Tobar Bheo-Aoidh in Ballinaglera
Tobar Bheo-Aoidh is situated in Clerhanbeg along the right bank of the stream 
called Tobar Bheo-Aoidh River which forms the boundary with Clerhanmore. 
The well itself is about a quarter of a mile from the main road in the upstream 
direction and 50 yards farther upstream there is a sealed pipe line at a height of 6 
feet which carried water over the hollow and formed part of the old mill-race 
leading to McTigue’s mill. This is a useful landmark for locating the well. The 
well is 12 yards north from the right bank of the stream at the base of a steep 
bank which is overgrown with trees and thicket. The surrounding ground is
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marshy from lodgement of water flowing away from the well. The well itself is 
rather shallow and remains continuously filled. A pattern or station was held there 
annually on 8"' March, feast day of St. Beo-Aodh, but this has long since been 
discontinued.

ST. BRIGID’S WELL

St. Brigid’s well is situated on the side of a hill in the townland of Greaghnafarna 
overlooking the Loughy Road. It consists of a perfectly cylindrical hole, eight 
inches in diameter and one and a half feet deep, in a rock firmly embedded in the 
ground, the surface of the rock corresponding with ground level. At the bottom 
of the hole, which forms the well, there is a crevice, which allows the water to 
enter. The well never runs dry even during periods of prolonged drought. 
Tradition says that St. Brigid prayed there and left the imprint of her knee in the 
stone. This well is frequented chiefly for the cure of toothache. In order to 
obtain the favour, five Paters, Aves and a Creed are said in honour of St. Brigid 
and certain promises are made. Some of these are to abstain from shaving, or 
polishing shoes on a Sunday. Should the promise be broken the toothache returns 
more severely than ever. The pilgrim blesses himself with the water and applies it 
to the teeth. An offering of a small stone is placed on the pile of stones, or ‘cairn’, 
near the well. Another offering of a small stone, a pin worn on the person or a 
small coin is left near the well on completion of the exercises.

CHURCHES AND GRAVEYARDS

In all probability the earliest Christian church in this district was that with the 
surrounding graveyard, situated on Inch Island in northern Lough Allen, which St. 
Beo-Aodh in tradition is credited with having founded in the 6th century.
Church and graveyard seem to have served both Inishmagrath and Ballinaglera as 
one parish till late in the 17"’ century.The population would have been smaller up 
to that time and, in the case of Ballinaglera, probably mainly located in the lower
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region near the lake. The ruins of the church, reputedly rebuilt by the 
Franciscans, still exist on the island which is just over 6 acres. From the northern 
end of the lake, there is a peninsula about a quarter of a mile long reaching to 
within less than a quarter of a mile from the island. The end of the peninsula is 
commonly spoken of as ’The Dead Men’s Point formerly ‘Gob na nDaoine 
Marbh’. From this point the dead were conveyed by boat to the island for burial. 
This stretch of water is the shallowest part of the lake. During dredging 
operations on the Shannon in 1937 for electrical power purposes, when the level 
of the lake became temporarily lowered, a sandy ridge appeared connecting the 
peninsula to the island. Tradition of a flag-stone on which coffins were placed for 
conveyance to the island seems an exaggeration as also does a tradition that a great 
flag-stone once stretched from the peninsula to the island until it was swept away.

In the late 17Ih century when Franciscan friars in New Creevelea, on the 
western side of Lough Allen, ministered jointly in Inishmagrath and Ballinaglera, 
tradition relates that a group of them arrived in Ballinaglera and settled in 
Corraglas townland. At that time a dispute had been developing between the 
peoples on opposite sides of the Shannon about burial rights on Inch Island. 
Tradition has it that Fr. Padraig O Coirnin,1" leader of the Franciscan group, was 
asked to arbitrate. There was a heavy coat of snow and Fr. O Coirnin advised the 
people to return home. He said they would soon see a green patch of ground 
and that they were to choose it as the new burial ground for Ballinaglera. Thus 
the ground beside the lake shore in the townland of Fahy was chosen. Tradition 
tells of a small wooden church, Cill Bheo-Aoidh, having once stood in Fahy 
graveyard. This is borne out by the evidence in Larkin’s Map, 1818, referred to in 
dealing with St. Beo-Aodh. The fact that the church was so named (Cill Bheo- 
Aoidh) may account for the vague tradition that St. Beo-Aodh was the founder. 
Folklore relates how St. Beo-Aodh, wishing to find a suitable burial ground, 
prayed for divine assistance. He was directed in a dream to walk towards Sliabh an 
Iarainn and look in the direction of the lake where he would see a piece of land 
covered with snow. He did as directed and so the present burial place was 
selected. This tradition would appear to be a variant of that relating to Fr. O 
Coirnin, the snow patch and green appearing in reverse. The snow tradition is a
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common folklore motif associated with many early Irish saints. It seems likely 
that Fahy graveyard with its little wooden church was founded by the Franciscans 
and dedicated to St. Beo-Aodh. Two of the Franciscans who ministered in 
Ballinaglera area were interred in Fahy graveyard.11 The oldest inscribed 
tombstone there reads "Pray for the soul of Nancy Karr who dep. this life April 5, 
1796, aged 37 years".12 This graveyard is still in use.

With Fahy graveyard serving Ballinaglera, and Kilbride graveyard in 
Inishmagrath having been founded not later than 1735, the date inscribed on the 
door lintel of the little church which was never roofed therein, it might be 
expected that burials on Inch Island should have ceased from around that time. 
However, it appears that this was not the case. So hallowed had been the regard 
for Inch Island that some burials, as related in tradition, continued there till a 
considerably later time.

St. Hugh’s Church
The present Ballinaglera Church of St. Hugh was preceded by a low thatched 
building about 50 yards farther north. It occupied the site of the sitting-room 
portion of Arthur Mulvey’s present dwelling-house and licensed premises and 
extended farther north-ward into Mulvey’s present yard. The Mulvey family then 
lived on the opposite or west side of the partly-enclosed street. Some people 
born in the parish in the 1860s were able to give a vivid description of it, having 
heard some of their parents and grand-parents describe the old church which they 
remembered.

This church was quite inadequate and as Emancipation brought a new 
outlook, Rev.Thomas Brady, who was Pastor of Ballinaglera from 1829 to 1835, 
selected a site for a new church as "Pat Rynn’s Hill", on the eastern side of the 
Dowra-Drumshanbo Road, just south of the junction with the Slievenakilla 
Road. For some reason this site was later abandoned and an arrangement 
negotiated with Owen Mulvey, the present Arthur Mulvey’s great-grandfather, for 
the site or the present church, giving him in exchange the ground occupied by 
the old church. However, in view of the economic conditions prevailing at that 
time, the building of a church such as the present Ballinaglera one, was a
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formidable undertaking requiring years of preparation. Finally, during the pastorate 
of Fr. Bryan Keaney, the present church was erected, being completed in 1842. 
Apart from tradesmen, all labour was given free by the men of the parish, each 
contributing a specific number of days work. The church was built of stone, the 
front porch and belfry being of cut stone, obtained from the hill above Lacky 
Loughlin’s house. For at least forty years the floor of the church was of clay and 
there were no seats. A low mound to the right of the Blessed Virgin Altar, inside 
the church, for many years marked the grave of Fr. Francis Mason P.P. who died in 
1875. Later a stone flag floor was laid, but with coloured tiles leading up the 
central nave to the altar, and seats were installed.The church is surrounded by a 
graveyard which was formed at the time the church was built and which has been 
in use ever since. The area is some 31 sq. perches which together with Fahy 
graveyard, some 29 sq. perches,1' has been more than ample for the needs of the 
parish.

No Protestant church has ever existed in Ballinaglera, and so the few 
Protestants who lived here attended religious service either in Drumshanbo or 
Drumkeeran.

ABSENCE OF MANSIONS OR BIG HOUSES

There is no mansion or similar type big house, nor is there any tradition of such 
ever having existed, in Ballinaglera. It is to be inferred that Ballinaglera did not 
attract English settlers to lease many farms in this area, nor did the landlords 
themselves favour living here. Accordingly this district did not experience any 
large scale settlement and the overwhelming majority of its surviving population 
are of strictly old Irish origin, and the demesne walls, characteristic of many other 
areas, are absent.

Part of the Civil Parish of Drumreilly
From the early 19,h century onward the civil records dealing with this district 
invariably refer to the Ballinaglera area as being part of the civil parish of 
Drumreilly. In tithe lists of 1834 and again in the General Valuation of Rateable
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Property dated 1856 by Richard Griffith, Commissioner of Valuation, which is 
known as Griffith Valuation, Ballinaglera area in the barony of Dromahaire, Union 
of Carrick-on-Shannon, is referred to as Drumreilly. Further, in Valuation of 
Tenements Lists dated 27th Oct., 1886, at the General Valuation Office,
2 Fitzwilliam Place, Dublin, the official name given to the parish we now know as 
Ballinaglera was Drumreilly. Moreover, some old school registers, such as that of 
1894 of Slievenakilla National School in Upper Ballinaglera, have the Parish of 
Drumreilly" inscribed on them.

In all the foregoing old records, as well as in Ordnance Survey Name 
Books, the area which comprises Ballinaglera is included in the civil and 
Protestant parish of Drumreilly. That civil parish also incorporated the old 
Catholic parish of Drumreilly lying east of the Sliabh an Iarainn mountains. Thus, 
in the civil sphere the name Drumreilly was adopted and the Catholic parish of 
the name together with Ballinaglera area formed into one civil parish. Incidentally, 
around the end of the 18,h century, the old Catholic parish of Drumreilly was 
divided into Drumreilly Lower and Drumreilly Upper, as separate parishes, the 
latter lying south of Lough Garadice in Co. Leitrim and Drumreilly Lower lying 
between that lake and the mountains, mostly in Co. Leitrim but with six 
townlands in Co. Cavan.14 One of these townlands, Doon, adjoins Ballinaglera on 
top of the mountain at Slievenakilla. However, the civil parish of Drumreilly did 
not include six townlands11’ which were taken from the adjoining Oughteragh 
parish and added to Drumreilly Lower at the time of formation of the latter as a 
separate Catholic parish.

Sources of information obtained in the National Library Dublin,16 show that 
Drumreilly as a civil parish existed and was united with Templeport from 1661 to 
1835, the union being dissolved in the latter year and thenceforward the two 
treated as separate civil parishes. Thus, Ballinaglera area, presumably, was part of 
Drumreilly civil parish from 1661 and perhaps somewhat earlier. About seven 
years earlier, as shown by the relevant sections of the Down Survey Map and 
Books of Distribution and Survey (circa 1654) Ballinaglera area was part of the 
parish of Inishmagrath which, at that time, appears to have been both a Catholic 
and civil parish co-extensively.
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A vague misconception has to some extent existed locally, but 
understandably, by which the mountain area of Drumreilly Lower adjoining 
Ballinaglera became confused with the name Corlough.This name applies to a 
mountain area in Slievenakilla lying south from Muintir Eolais Lough along the 
boundary of Glangevlin and extending in an imprecise way into that parish. 
However, this mountain area, called Corlough, is quite different from the parish of 
Corlough which does not touch Ballinaglera but lies east of Drumreilly Lower.
On the Down Survey Map Drumreilly appears as "Drumreally", while the 
'Census of Ireland", 1659, interprets the meaning as Reilly’s ridge which seems 
incorrect because the Irish form of the name is Druim Oirbhealaigh1' meaning 
the ridge of the eastern road. Two of the three district electoral divisions in 
Ballinaglera are also named Drumreilly East and Drumreilly West, the third being 
Yugan in the Dowra area.

The Synod of Drumreilly held in 1652ls almost certainly must have been located 
within the old Catholic parish of Drumreilly. Somewhere in the mountainous 
region of that parish, near Ballinaglera, seems the most likely venue. It is well 
known that Dr. Eoghan MacSweeney, Catholic bishop of Kilmore, 1628-1669, 
lived for several years from 1652 in a humble cottage on the slopes of Sliabh an 
Iarainn, on the border of Cavan and Leitrim.The Synod may have been held in 
the house where Dr. Mac Sweeney resided which probably was situated in that 
mountainous area which at a later time became part of Drumreilly Lower. The 
Synod of Drumreilly was also attended by that distinguished primate of Armagh, 
Dr. Hugh O’ Reilly, who had preceded Dr. MacSweeney as bishop of Kilmore 
from 1625 to 1628. On account of the proximity to Ballinaglera of Dr. 
MacSweeney’s likely abode, he may have had close association with this parish.

THE EMERGENCE OF BALLINAGLERA
TO PAROCHIAL STATUS

Ballinaglera, which means the town or home of the clerics, and which seems to 
have got its name early in our history, has ever since been true to its name. It has
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given many priests, brothers and nuns to the Church of Patrick. Moreover in the 
Penal Days, Ballinaglera and surrounding districts always welcomed and sheltered 
outlawed priests, friars and nuns when they fled here for safety. The name is 
referred to in Composition Book of Connaught in dealing with an inquisition 
in Dromahaire before Sir Richard Bingham, 26th Sept. 1585, which states: Also 
Ballenegleragh and Inis McRa consisting of 8 qrs. belonging to Bishop of 
Kilmore".19The Down Survey Map of the district made about 1654, which does 
not mention the name Ballinaglera, shows the area as part of Inishmagrath Parish. 
Again, this area is included with Inishmagrath in Books of Distribution and 
Survey (circa 1654). As the Protestant and civil parish of Drumreilly had not yet 
been formed, it seems likely that Inishmagrath Parish including Ballinaglera area as 
a single Catholic parish was also recognised by the British as a Protestant and civil 
one till some time after 1654. For a long time afterwards it is likely that 
Ballinaglera remained part of the Catholic parish of Inishmagrath. There is no 
mention of Ballinaglera in the 1675 list of Kilmore clergy nor in either of the 
well-known Penal Registration Lists of 1704 and 1715.

However, there is a strong tradition in Ballinaglera that in the Penal Days 
Glangevlin and Ballinaglera were jointly administered by one pastor residing in 
Glangevlin. High up on the mountain in the townland of Carntulla there is a 
huge Mass-rock known as Cloch a tSagairt where tradition relates that the priest 
rested and sheltered on his way across the mountains between the two areas. In 
1750, Dr. Laurence Richardson, bishop of Kilmore forwarded to Rome a list of 
the Kilmore pastors. On that list Philip Magauran is given as pastor of Gian and 
Ballinaglera. Evidently he was in charge of both, but Ballinaglera had not then 
achieved independent parochial status. The attachment of Ballinaglera to 
Glangevlin rather than to Inishmagrath may have been a temporary arrangement 
brought about by the conditions then prevailing.There was probably less risk of 
being caught by British soldiers for a priest walking from Glangevlin to 
Ballinaglera than his coming here from Inishmagrath.

In the interval between 1750 and 1800 we have no documentary evidence, 
but much tradition, concerning the labours of Franciscan friars in the Ballinaglera 
region. The names of several of these dispersed friars are recalled and revered, but 
their ministrations, precious though they be, do not qualify them to be placed on
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the pastoral succession list. One of these fugitive friars. Rev. Charles Reynolds, has 
been tentatively placed by Most Rev. Dr. McKiernan, our present bishop, on the 
list of pastors given in Breifne (1972), p.374. Early in 1801, Dr. Dillon, bishop of
Kilmore, in reply to a request for information, furnished Lord Castlereagh with 
particulars of the diocese, including a list of the clergy ministering in Kilmore in 
that year. Although Rev. Ambrose Cassidy, Regular", is expressly listed as "Parish 
Priest of the parish of Ballynagleragh".20 it seems by no means certain that Dr. 
Dillon supplied the information concerning that Franciscan priest in the form 
stated. It seems somewhat likely that Fr. Cassidy had charge of Ballinaglera as an 
outlying district of Inishmagrath Parish at that time. How long after 1801 he 
remained in Ballinaglera does not seem to be known, but he was P.P. of 
Inishmagrath in 1817.21 The next Parish Priest in Ballinaglera of whom we have 
any record22 was Rev. Patrick Carroll in 1822. He retired in 1829 and Rev. 
Thomas Brady succeeded as Adm. until 1835. Rev. Bryan Keaney succeeded until 
Fr. Carroll’s death about 1845 when he became P.P. He was transferred to 
Inishmagrath in 1853.

From the foregoing it seems clear that in 1822, at the latest, Ballinaglera was 
a separate parish. It has remained so ever since.There has been a continuous 
succession of pastors except for short intervals in some cases between the 
departure of one and the appointment of a successor. A dispute which had been 
growing between the people of Inishmagrath and Ballinaglera about common_ X
burial rights on Inch Island and settled by Fr. Padraig O Coirnin, O.F.M.2'' late in 
the 17,h century is indicative of a separate identity of the two communities for a 
century and a quarter, at least, before the diocesan authorities put the separation 
into effect.
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‘Giants’ Graves’ in Clerhanmore• ** f *
* 1Lf

* 1 J

St. Hugh’s Church with Post Office on right and Parochial House in background.
(Photo reproduced from G. Kiely Ballyshannon)

Fahy Graveyard
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Tobar Bheo-Aoidh (Well of St. Beo-Aodh)

Another view of the Church and surroundings (Photo reproduced from G. Kiely Baltyshannon)
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CHAPTER II

The place-names of a parish often provide us with information regarding the 
physical features of the area or aspects of the district that no longer exist. Many of 
these names go back for centuries, some to the dawn of history. Others are of 
more recent origin, and in this parish that applies particularly to the names of 
places on the mountains, these areas having come more into use by expanding 
population at a later stage in the history of the parish.

In some of the place-names given throughout this chapter where the 
anglicised form 'Tully occurs as part of a name, the Irish form Tulaigh, rather than 
Tulach, is given in the derivation because the dative form was generally used 
instead of the nominative in the vernacular in many such cases. In Ballinaglera, a 
tulach or tulaigh means an area at the fringe of the mountain between farm land 
and the mountain itself. These tulachai, usually sloping upward from the farms, 
are attached to respective farms and fenced as a continuation of them to the 
mountain boundary which in most cases is clearly defined by a continuous fence 
or ditch.1

Apart from old forms of townland spelling, used in most official documents 
in the 19th century, which are given in the part of chapter III dealing with 
Griffith Valuation and Registry of Deeds, the present generally accepted spellings 
of townland names are given throughout herein to suit the familiarity of the local 
reader. The older forms are necessary when tracing information concerning them 
from old official records.

The following are the anglicised forms of Ballinaglera townland names with 
their Irish derivations and meanings, taken from Ordnance Survey Name Books 
in the National Library, Dublin, but in some instances revised on the basis of local 
pronunciation. In the above source, two forms of spelling townland names, one
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by John O Donovan, are often given, but sometimes both of these differ from the 
modern English spelling which is being adopted here for the sake of simplicity. 
All of them appear to be of comparatively ancient origin. Areas of the townlands 
are taken from Townland Index, Census of Ireland, 1901, and inserted to the 
nearest acre.

Townland Names with Derivations, Meanings and Areas
Acres

Annagh Upper 
Annagh Lower 
Aughrim

Carntulla

Clerhanbeg:
Clerhanmore:
Corraglas:
Cornagee:
Cornagella’.

Cornamuckla North: 
Cornamuckla South: 
Coralubber
(present form of name):

Eanach: A marsh. 167
Vide Upper. 177
Eachdhroim: Hill of the horses or
horse shaped hill. 879
Carn tulcha: Cairn of the height. Cor naTulcha, 
meaning the turn or twist of the tulach, may be 
an alternative.3 A further alternative could be 
Carnatulla from Ceathru na Tulcha = the hill quarter 
(a measurement). In Books of Distribution and 
Survey, "Teighe McLoghlan of Carnetullagh" is given
as proprietor of lands in "Shraghnagavanagh" in 1641. 
Cloichrean beag: little stony place. 355
Vide beg. 368
Corrach glas: the green marsh. 140
Corr na gaoithe: Round hill of the wind. 129
Corr na gcoileach: Round hill of
the cocks (very doubtful). 122
Corr na muclach:’Round hill of the piggeries. 267
Vide north. 640
Corr an lubair: Round hill of the coil, turn
or twist, probably from shape. The old form, as
given in Ordnance Survey Name Books,
was Cortober, Corr tobair:The hill of the well. 559
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Cuiltia:
Dernahona:
Derrinageer:

Derrinwillan: 
Druminalass: 
Drumnafinla 
Drumnafinla Barr: 
Drumristan:
Eden:
Fahy:
Greaghnafarna 
Inishmagrath (Island) 
Kilgarriff:
Kilmore:
Lurgandill:
Slievenakilla:

Stradrina:
Stranagarvanagh:

Tullynaha:
Tullynapurtlin:
Tullyvacan:

Urbal:

Urball Barr:

Coillte: Woods
Doire na habhna: Oak wood of the river.
Doirin na gcaor: Little derry or oak wood
of the berries.
Doire an mhuilinn: Derry or oak wood of the mill. 
Droimin an leasa: Little ridge of the fort.
Droim na fionghaile: Ridge of the murder. 
Drumnafinla Upper
Droim Ristin: Little Richard’s ridge (very doubtful) 
Eadan: A brow or hill slope.
Faithche: A green plain.
Greach na bhfearna: the marsh of the alders.
i.e. Inch Island, Ionnas Mac Ratha, Magrath’s Island.
An choill gharbh: Rough wood.
Coill mhor: Big wood
Lorgan dailhThe blind man’s hill-side.
Sliabh na Coille: the mountain of the wood, or 
the tree - covered mountain? In Ordnance Survey 
Name Books, Sliabh na Cille - The mountain of the 
church - is given. While the latter seems more 
in accord with the pronunciation of "Slievenakilla 
the church connotation seems very remote. 2,
Srath draighneach: Holm of the aloe bushes. 1.
Srath na ngarbh-eanach: Holm of the rough 
marshes: or, Srath na ngarbhanach: Holm of 
the rough men.
Tulach na hatha (na haithe): Hill of the kiln. 1,
Tulach na portlinne: Hill of the bank/pond.
Tulach bheacan: traditionally given as meaning - 
The hill of Mushrooms.
Iorball or ruball signifies a tail of land i.e. a long 
narrow strip.
Barr an rubaille:Top of the tail or strip.

805
175

'1
557
217

592

117
138
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Urbal Barr is now regarded in Ballinaglera as including Drumnafinla Barr where 
nobody lives in 1979 but which was formerly a separate townland. Thus, there are 
now 34 townlands in Ballinaglera as compared with 35 in the Ordnance Survey, 
including Inch Island in Lough Allen regarded as a townland.

Some Local Sub-denominations

Sceillm (pron. Scealin) - exposed rock or a crag - This is the name of an 
indefinite area in the rugged upper parts of Greaghnafarna and Urbal Barr 
(formerly Drumnafinla Barr) where rocks and crags abound.

Tulach na nGleacach (more usually Gleacai) - the hill of the combatants - It is a 
high ridge in the upper north-east part of Coralubber.

Mullach Ruadh - a reddish hill or summit - in Stranagarvanagh.

Poll - A hollow - This name is applied to a hamlet of farm houses in
Stranagarvanagh along the Carntulla boundary.

Poll na nEasanna - the hollow of the stoats (weasels) - in Carntulla, left bank of 
Denis McHugh’s River, 200 yds. North of school.
Strath Salach - dirty holm - opposite side of road at Denis McHugh’s Bridge.
Mullach Beag - the small hill or summit - In Slievenakilla, it was there that the 
notable eviction took place in 1881.
Gob - a point, as land jutting into sea or lake - In Clerhanmore, it is a
promontory jutting into Lough Allen.

In Aughrim are the following four:-

Draighneans (Na Draighneain) - an anglicised plural form, a place abounding in 
blackthorns - It is near what was formerly Forde’s Hollow House.

Screaglan Bui - a yellow precipice - It is along the right bank of Alt na 
gCuileann River about a quarter of a mile upstream from the bridge on the 
Tullyvacan - Aughrim Road.
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Seanphairc - a field untilled for a long time - About half an acre, it is roughly 
200 yards north -west from Screaglan Bui on the south side of the road made in 
1931 where formerly there was a lane.

Poll a’ Chait - the hollow of the cat- It is an overhanging precipice some 30ftX _
high just beside Alt na gCuileann River on its right bank, about 40 yards 
downstream from the bridge on the Tullyvacan-Aughrim Road.The road turns 
northward from the bridge towards the top of the precipice and then bends 
sharply eastward. From the latter point there is a steep bank for about 12ft. down 
to a small spring-well where there is a ledge about a yard wide at the top of 
precipice. In tradition,5 a priest, probably Fr. Charles Reynolds, O.F.M., is said to 
have had a narrow escape down there from British soldiers, perhaps in the latter 
half of the 18th century.

In Tullynaha are the following seven:-

Alt na gCuileann - the ravine or deep precipitous glen of the holly trees- It is 
the deep ravine with precipitous sides starting at a waterfall in the mountains and 
widening to become a glen in Tullynaha and Aughrim. Alt na gCuileann River 
flows north-westward through the glen to join the Yellow River. Occasional holly 
trees grow naturally in the fertile parts of the glen which has been aptly named.

Tobar Shile - Sheila’s well - It is near the top of the hill known as Spike, east of 
Alt na gCuileann River.

Poll a’ tSean Ti - the hollow of the old house - It is near the right bank of Alt 
na gCuileann River and west of Tobar Shile.

Log a’Turlaigh - the hollow of the mere or marsh - A place dry or marshy in 
summer but frequently under water in winter. It is on the west side of Alt na 
gCuileann River opposite the hill of Spike.

Corran - A serrated or indented hill (Dineen), a peaked or pointed hill - It is aX
large, high hill a short distance west of Alt na gCuileann River, near the i1
boundary.
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Lurthan - ("th as in English) - a variant of Luaithrean, the site of a fire or 
where a fire was lit - It is the area in Tullynaha between the stream flowing under 
Lurthan Bridge and the river that forms the boundary between Tullynaha and 
Tullyvacan.

Seanbhaile Aille (pron. Shanwillailey or Seanwilaile. The ‘w’ sound would 
indicate an original broad ‘bh or ‘mh ) - the old homestead of or near a rock - 
Seanbhaile Aille Bridge was formerly the name applied to the bridge on the river 
forming the boundary between Tullynaha and Tullyvacan.

In Drumristan are the following six:-

Leana a’ Ghabhair - the goat’s meadow - It is a field along the right bank of 
the Yellow River and regarded as part of Drumristan Big Meadows which are 
mainly on the opposite side of the river. The field is now overgrown with 
blackthorn bushes.

Poll Bui - a yellow hole or hollow - It is in the main portion of the Big 
Meadows near the left bank of the Yellow River.

Poll Jack - Jack’s hollow - It is a quarter of a mile from the main road and a 
furlong from the Clerhanbeg boundary.

Corr na Circe - the hill of the hen - or Cor na Circe; bend in road, path, hill or 
stream of the hen; 120yds. farther south.

Tulach na Croise - the hill of the cross (on which a cross stood) or a crossing of 
paths - 400 to 500 yds. east of Corr na Circe.

Beann na ngag - the peak of the indentations or fissures.
<

In Fahy are the following (except Buaile)

Spadan - poor fallow ground - in this case reclaimed bog.

Smutan - usually a short block or stump of wood cf. Smutan adhmaid - An oak 
tree once stood at this spot.
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Buaile - a summer milking place - On the mountain south of the Stony River 
in view of Fahy, fog on it indicated poor weather ahead.
Bun Beag - the little hill foot - It is in the north of the townland.
Tradition6 has it that poteen was made in the 19th century along the stream near 
Myles Darcy’s house in Greaghnafarna at a place called 'Mac Beaga .

In various townlands there are the following:-

Cladagh - a narrow flat area along a river - They exist in Tullynaha, Aughrim, 
Carntulla and Coralubber.
Cnocan - a small hill or hillock - There is one in Tullynaha and one in Aughrim.
Poll Gorm - a blue pool - It is the name given to a deep marshy hole that 
bubbles on the surface at certain times of the year. There is one in Carntulla 
along the left bank of Denis’s River a few yards upstream from the bridge. There 
is another in Slievenakilla along the left bank of the Yellow River, not far from its 
source, opposite Keenan’s house on land now owned by Patrick McPartlin of 
Aughrim.
Screag - bare, rough, steep ground - In Ballinaglera, the term is applied solely to 
steep parts of the side of a deep ravine where a river has caused a landslide.
Leachta - piles of stones - This term usually applies to a heap of small stones 
collected as a landmark. Small loose stones usually abound in areas where leachtai 
appear. In passing, even casually, it is customary for each person to deposit one on 
the pile. At St. Brigid’s well in Greaghnafarna there is such a pile. Faithful 
observance of the custom is evident in certain areas on the mountains in order to 
create such landmarks. The word Leachta is the specific name of one such 
landmark on the southern portion of the mountains. The word is used 
occasionally to describe a heap of stones collected during tillage for removal 
afterwards.
Sraithi - from sratli, a small meadow or holm along a river - In Ballinaglera a 
sraithin means a field, usually a meadow, along a river. There are at least ten of 
these along the Yellow River.
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MEANINGS AND LOCATIONS OF PLACE-NAMES
IN IRISH ON BALLINAGLERA PORTION OF THE

SLIABH AN IARAINN MOUNTAINS

Landmarks and certain areas on the Sliabh an Iarainn Mountains are still known 
by Irish names which have come down orally. These names appear to be of 
comparatively recent origin and were probably adopted when the mountainous 
areas became populated from the 18"’ century onward. Those listed and described 
hereunder, which are confined to the Ballinaglera portion of the mountains, are 
used up to the present time (1979) because of the continuing necessity for them. 
However, there may have been some that have not survived and possibly a few 
that have been overlooked notwithstanding considerable care in compiling the list. 
Nearby similar place names just outside the Ballinaglera boundary are being 
referred to in the descriptions wherever they are found useful in helping to 
identify the location of places within that boundary. These names enabled the 
people who kept sheep on the mountains to inform each other as to their 
whereabouts. This economic aspect was almost certainly responsible for the 
naming of landmarks and areas during the late 18"’ and early 19"' centuries when 
Irish was the spoken language. Landmarks such as rocks and waterfalls are 
obviously well defined but many of the areas to be described have no defining 
boundaries.

The northern mountain spur between 4 and 5 miles long runs in a south
easterly direction from the Playbank in Urbal Bar (formerly Drumnafinla Barr), 
overlooking Dowra, to the sharp turn from eastward to south-westward in the 
Mountain Road at Asca Bhan in Slievenakilla area. While extending farther 
eastward outside Ballinaglera, at Asca Bhan the mountains also turn south- 
westward past Beann Chruaiche (Bencroy), a distance of about 1.5 miles, and a 
further 1.5 miles or so the Beal Beag Rock, continuing for about a mile in the 
same direction along the cliffs to Derreen which is a townland in Kiltubrid Parish 
just outside the Ballinaglera boundary. Although the mountains continue in the 
same south-westerly direction into the parishes of Kiltubrid and Drumshanbo, 
they also extend westward for 2 or 3 miles to Stradrina in the southern end of
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Ballinaglera, continuing much farther southward beyond the boundary, which is 
the Stony River. The horse-shoe shape applies only to the Ballinaglera portion of 
the mountains.

The sequence of place names in Ballinaglera portion of the mountains given 
herein follows first an outer circuit in a clockwise direction from north-west 
through east to south-west corresponding with the roughly horse-shoe shape 
mentioned. Starting at the playbank at the north-west extremity, this course, 
bounded by the circuit just described, encompasses a width of 1.5 to 2 miles, 
ending at the Stony River. Because of the increasing width of the mountains 
from Beann Chruaiche onward, an inner course of about a quarter the length and 
roughly the same width is being pursued from that peak as far as King’s Stone in 
Clerhanbeg. This short inner course is at a lower level and extends downward to 
where the mountain borders tulachai attached to occupied holdings.

It seems strange that no Irish name for the Playbank, so notable for games 
and amusement during the 19"' century, appears to have survived. Various piles of 
stones, each known as a "leachta'' exist in what used to be Drumnafinla Barr as 
well as in the part of Coralubber which is close to the mountains.

Mountain Place Names in Irish

Ascaf - Sedgy boglands - On Reynolds tulaigh in Coralubber. Ascai consists of a 
rock surrounded by rushes and heather.

Carraig na hAiste - the rock of the feat - It is named Carrignahasta on 
Ordnance Survey Map, and consists of a line of rocks near the Co. Cavan 
boundary in north-west Stranagarvanagh.

Beann Bheag - little peak - It is a mountain ridge where there is a line of rocks 
about a furlong south-east from Carraig na hAiste. About half a mile directly 
northward there is a more spectacular line of cliffs at a greater height just across 
the Co. Cavan boundary. A short distance south-west of Beann Bheag there is a 
line of rocks where the area is known as ‘The Hopper .
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Lochan - a little lake or pool - Descending southward down the mountain to 
within about 100 yards of the Game Ditch there is a rushy marshy spot known as 
Lochan.

Caiseal - a stone ring fort - A short distance south-west of Lochan is Caiseal 
where there is a rushy area with rocks on the west side near the top of John 
Gilmartin’s tulaigh in Stranagarvanagh.

Cloch na hAltora - the altar stone - Farther down, on John Gilmartin’s tulaigh, 
is Cloch na hAltora where mass was said during the Penal Days.

Carraig na gCat - the rock of the cats - It is between Cloch na hAltora and the 
right bank of Denis McHugh’s River.

Carraig na Madadh - the dog’s rock - It is higher up on the same slope.
Abha Bhui - the Yellow River (or stream) - Less than a quarter of a mile farther 
north-east near the source of Denis’s River and on the left bank of it in Carntulla 
is the small flat area known phonetically as Awe-Wee = Abha Bhui.

Cloch an tSagairt - the priests’ stone - About another quarter of a mile in the 
same direction in Carntulla are the two high rocks with a recess between them 
forming a cave in which priests rested or found shelter on the way between 
Ballinaglera and Glangevlin during the Penal Days. About 400 yards on the west 
side is a line of rocks with recesses known as,‘The Twelve Rooms’.

Alt na nGarrdha - the ravine of the gardens - It is a narrow deep glen down 
the mountain slope south-east of Cloch an tSagairt, through which flows the small 
river which forms the boundary between Carntulla and Slievenakilla. The land in 
the low lying portion of the glen along the river is sheltered and fertile, which 
probably accounts for the name. Between ,the top and midway down the ravine 
there are ledges of rock on either side which are only between 3 and 4 yards apart 
but with a depth of 30 or 40 feet between, to the stream below. Around 1840 an 
intrepid young man,‘Paidi(n) McGovern of Slievenakilla jumped across the chasm 
which ever since has been known as ‘Paidi’s Leap’.
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Carraig Chuim Achaidh - the rock of the hollow of the field -; or
Carraig Chumaidhe (pron. Carraig Cum a hee) - the shapely rock - This is a line 
of rocks north-east of Cloch an tSagairt and at a greater height approaching a bare 
stretch of mountain top.

Tulach Bhaine - (pron.Tulach Wanyeh) - the ridge of the barren area - Situated 
east of Carraig Chumaidhe it is the bare or semi-barren area on the mountain top 
adjoining the boundary between Ballinaglera and Glangevlin. An alternative form 
could be Tulach Bhainne - ridge of milk - (perhaps originating in the legend of 
the Gias Gaibhleanna). Just across the boundary in Glangevlin is the small deep 
lake surrounded by cliffs known locally as Loch na bhFroganna - the lake of frogs
- but named Altshallan Lough on Ordnance Survey Map.

Loch Bhaine - the lake of the barren area -. Named Lough Nambrack on 
Ordnance Survey Map. A short distance eastward is Knockgorm Lough. (See 
under ‘Lakes’ Chapter I.)

Cloch Bhan - the white stone - This is an area farther east extending from the 
Black Ditch at top of the late Myles McGrail’s tulaigh out to the Co. Cavan 
boundary.

Poll a’ Bhroic - the badger’s hollow or den - Here there is a chair-shaped rock. 
It lies south of Cloch Bhan.

Tulach na nDaoine? (pron. Tulach na Duine) - the ridge frequented by people
- Returning to the Mountain Road, the area towards the north-east of it from 
the Lodge Bridge to Keenan’s house up to the Black Ditch is known as Tulach na 
Duine (sic) and is quite good grazing land.

Loch na bhFaoillean - the lake of the sea-gulls - It is named Muintir Eolais 
Lough on Ordnance Survey Map and lies astride the Leitrim-Cavan boundary 
north-east of Cloch Bhan.

Currach Cuach - the bog or marsh of the cuckoos - Sometimes cumhang 
(cung) was pronounced cii (cf. Belcoo = Beal ciing), so an alternative meaning 
might be Currach Cumhang - the narrow marsh -. It is farther south and is a 
rugged swampy area with two rocks.
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Spincm - a pointed crag or cliff - It lies farther south-east and is exactly as its 
name implies.

Loch Dubh - black lake - Named Lough Doo on Ordnance Survey Map, it is a 
small lake .75 of a mile south from Loch na bhFaoillean.

Tulaigh na Blonoige - the ridge of the lard, either from shape or fertility - This 
is an area extending from the north side of the Mountain Road between the 
Poorhouse Bridge and Asca Bhan farther east, out to the high part of the 
mountains towards the Black Rocks near the Co. Cavan boundary.

Incidentally, downstream at the Poorhouse Bridge on the left bank of the stream 
and south side of the road, there was a residence which was occupied up till the 
early 1920s. This is the farthest bridge up the Mountain Road. About midway 
between it and the Lodge Bridge, referred to as Tulaigh na nDaoine?, is Peadar 
Eoghanaidh Bridge.

Asca Bhan - the white swamp of the sedge - Asca Bhan is a large swampy area 
on the south-west side of the Mountain Road, where it bends sharply from 
eastward to south-westward within somewhat over a mile from the coal pit at 
Gubnaveagh farther on. Growing within this marshy area is a somewhat grey 
sedge known as ceannabhan - cotton sedge or bog cotton - which produces a 
mass of white blossoms in May. It is situated near the north-east end of a wide 
depression running west to east through the mountains with part of the long 
northern mountain spur towering on the north side and Beann Chruaiche 
(Bencroy on map) rising gracefully between 1.5 and 2 miles away on the 
south side.

<
Poll Gias - the green hollow - turning south-west for about a mile and a half, 
Poll Gias is situated about .33 of a mile from the south side of the road roughly 
opposite the Poorhouse Bridge. A coal mine has been operated there at various 
times since the early 1920s.

Log a’ Chaoith - the hollow of the bog-hole - This is near Poll Gias.
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Tulach na nAis (pron. Tulach ’n nAis) - the ridge of the slopes (of a hill) - 
This is an area extending from the Mountain Road just west of the Poorhouse 
Bridge to Poll Gias.

Tulach an Uisce - the watery ridge - It is a large marshy area between Poll Gias 
and Beann Chruaiche (Bencroy).

Raonaidheacht (pron. Rownaiocht) - Raonach = A place of paths. This is a 
slope upwards and southward from a waterfall on the Slievenakilla-Aughrim 
boundary.

Log Eadain Beag - the little hollow near the hill, slope or brow - It is an area 
just above the source of Markey’s River in Aughrim.

Tulaigh Ard - the high ridge - It is north of and lower down than
Raonaidheacht and extends into Slievenakilla.

Carraig na nAis (pron. Carraig ‘n nAis) - the rock of the slopes (of a hill) - 
It is 600 to 700 yards north or downward from Log Eadain Beag

Ascal na Muc (pron. Ascal ‘a Muc, where n’ of article has been 
assimilated by ‘1’ of Ascal) - the ravine or glen of the pigs - This is a marshy 
glen to the south-west of Beann Chruaiche.

Beann Chruaiche (Bencroy) - the peak of the ridge or mountain - Beann 
Chruaiche, much referred to already, is a widely based coniform peak in the 
Slievenakilla-Aughrim-Tullynaha area of the mountains and is an outstanding 
feature in the mountain range because of the wide depressions all around it, 
causing it to appear in high relief from long distances away.

Fuaran - usually a cold spring-well: may here mean a cold or exposed place - 
Commanding a good view it forms the south-east side of Beann Chruaiche 
where Fuaran Rock, which is a high cliff, is situated and from where a line of 
high cliffs run northward for about a mile to Gob or Gubnaveagh where the coal 
pit is located.
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Beal Beag - the little gap - It is the depression running west to east across the 
mountains on the southern side of Beann Chruaiche and extends about a mile 
each way. This depression is small, as the name implies, only by comparison with 
that on the northern side of Beann Chruaiche. The ground is rather flat but 
rising gently eastward through the wide trough of Beal Beag, and so some of the 
landscape in south Leitrim beyond Oughteragh Parish comes into view about a 
mile before reaching the parish boundary on the east. The south side of the 
depression is bounded for about a mile by The Green Brae which is a green 
marshy slope rising steeply up to the high southern portion of the mountains. At 
the eastern extremity of The Green Brae is Beal Beag Rock which is the 
northern end of a line of cliffs 200 to 300 ft. high running south-west for about a 
mile to Derreen in Kiltubrid Parish. Near the base of Beal Beag Rock there is a 
small deep lake known as Lochan a’ Bheil Bhig, just across the boundary in 
Oughteragh Parish. Like Fuaran Rock, the top of Beal Beag Rock commands a 
good view of a wide area in South Leitrim and parts of counties Cavan, Longford 
and Roscommon. At the western end of The Green Brae is The Stone Mark 
which is a typical ‘leachta’ with a rocky base.

Leachta or ‘Learchta’ a heap of stones often over a grave or of some
commemorative nature - Both pronunciations are used in Ballinaglera, the former 
more usual in the eastern townlands of Aughrim, Tullynaha and Tullyvacan, the 
latter more usual in Stradina, Cornamuckla South and Clerhan area in the 
southern end of the parish. The unwritten r’ sound in the middle of the word 
‘Lea(r)chta’ is a northern trait, particularly associated with parts of Donegal. The 
difference in pronunciation within this parish shows the intermingling of western 
and northern Irish. This is just one of the many forms of local pronunciation 
showing that Ballinaglera was on the border line between Connaught and Ulster 
forms of Irish.

From the top of the Green Brae a wide expanse of mountain extending 
westward rises gradually southward for over a mile and then inclines downward 
towards the townlands of Mullaghgarve and Gortnawaun in Kiltubrid Parish. On 
the high mountain ridge approaching that boundary, Leachta, which is just a pile 
of stones, is situated. Nearby to the south is a line of rocks with recesses or caves
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facing southward. In 1923 the body of a man was found in one of the caves 
about three months after his death. His identity has never been discovered and it 
was believed that he had been "on the run" during the political troubles of 
that time.

Poll a’ Chuisleain - the hollow of the damp marshy area - Over half a mile 
north-east of Leachta is the green marshy hollow of Poll a’ Chuisleain where there 
are some rocks on the south side.

Poll a’ tSleibhe - the mountain hollow - Proceeding westward for half a mile 
on Stradrina portion of the mountain one comes to Poll a’ tSleibhe which is a 
swamp, nearly circular, about half a mile in diameter and almost surrounded by 
cliffs. The level lush green vegetation does not attract sheep to graze on it. They 
know instinctively the danger of entering the quagmire and perhaps they do not 
relish the sedge that grows there.

Buaile Aindriais - Andrew’s mountain grazing or milking place - Less than a 
mile farther westward from Poll a’ tSleibhe, there is a line of rocks near the area of 
mountain known and pronounced as "Bollandrish", probably a mispronunciation. 
Northward, still in Ballinaglera, there is nearby a right-bank westward flowing 
tributary of the Stony Rover, the source of which is in Drumshanbo Parish.

Tulach an Uisce - the watery ridge - It is an area north-west from Buaile 
Aindriais and farther down the mountain slope. It should not be confused with 
the same name in Aughrim - Slievenakilla portion of the mountains.

Alt Sasanach - the ravine of the English - It is the ravine through which a 
rugged part of the Stony River flows.

Tulaigh Bhinn an Ailt - the ridge of the peak of the ravine - This is an area 
sloping westward in Stradrina near the upper part of the Stony River.

Stradrina Beann - Stradrina Peak - It is a peak north of Buaile Aindriais.

Cornamuckla Beann - Cornamuckla Peak - Farther north in Cornamuckla 
South portion of the mountains this peak is situated.
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Poll Gias - a (the) green hollow - Not to be confused with an area of the same 
name in Slievenakilla, already described, it is situated just outside the Head Ditch 
which separates Stradrina portion of the mountains from occupied lands in that 
townland.

Inner Circuit

Going back to Beann Chruaiche which is situated roughly about mid-way in the 
outer circuit traversed, we will now trace southward from that peak the inner 
circuit of the mountain area as far as King’s Stone.

Carraig Bhinn Chruaiche - the rock or rock face of Bencroy - Having dealt 
already with Beann Chruaiche itself and its immediate surroundings, we are back 
again within half a mile from it on the south-west side where Carraig Bhinn 
Chruaiche is situated. Carraig Bhinn Chruaiche is a line of rocks resembling 
huge boulders varying from about 8 to 12 ft. high and about 100 yards in length 
on a dry ridge. The rocks are quite irregular in outline resulting in natural cave
like indentations, some of which have overhanging ledges of rock. These natural 
recesses have been used as sheep-pens when it was necessary to catch them and 
examine them for scab disease, to separate them from their lambs in autumn, or to 
mark owners initials on their sides with pitch.

Tulach (Tulaigh?) Bhroc - the hill of badgers - This is a dry slope on the south 
side of Carraig Bhinn Chruaiche leading down to the source stream of Alt na 
gCuileann River.

Brocach - a place abounding in badgers; overhanging rocks with caves to shelter 
badgers - Between a quarter and half a mile westward from Tulaigh Bhroc down 
along the source stream of Alt na gCuileann River there is a waterfall 50 to 60 ft. 
high surrounded by rocks with caves which form homes for badgers and from 
which apparently the name Brocach has been given to the area.

Screag Noirin a’ Chailleach - the precipice of Noirin the Cailleach or old 
woman - About 400 yards down from Brocach a stream named Scardan River
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enters Alt na gCuileann River from the south. The left bank of this stream for 
some distance upward is formed by a precipice facing eastward known as Screag 
Noirin a’ Chailleach. Ndirin a’ Chailleach is possibly a folklore character.

Briseadh an Talaimh - a place where the land is broken or there is a fissure in 
the ground - Half a mile or so south-east from Scardan River and about the same 
distance south from Brocach there is a rugged area facing northward named 
Briseadh an Talaimh leading up to The Black Face, a long dry slope on which 
heather burns freely in May, leaving the slope black during the summer months.
In Briseadh an Talaimh area there are many purtans (Turtans) as they are termed 
locally. These are simply small mounds about 1.5ft. to 2 ft. high of varying outline 
and dimensions from say 1.5 ft. to 3 or 4 ft. in length and width. Distances 
between them vary from about a yard to 5 or 6 yards. They seem to have been 
formed naturally by soft portions of bog between them having become eroded, 
leaving these dry mounds with almost vertical sides. They are found in many 
parts of the mountains and it is difficult to walk through areas where they exist.

Leacht a’ tSearraigh (pron. Leacht a’ Terry) - the stone heap of the foal, 
probably based on legend or tradition - This is another landmark a quarter of a 
mile farther southward which consists of a pile of small stones but the name is 
intended to include the surrounding area for the purpose of giving a general 
location, particularly referring to sheep, as is the case with so many of these 
mountain place names.

Sruthan a’ Bhroic (pron. Sruthan a Bhroc) - the stream of the badger - 
About three quarters of a mile farther eastward, on a gentle slope facing 
northward, there is a stream by this name. It is within a mile from the Stone 
Mark which is farther south-eastward at the western end of The Green Brae.

Scardan - a ravine which here includes a waterfall - Returning westward for 1.5 
to 2 miles Scardan, which is a ravine through which Scardan River flows 
northward, there is a waterfall which is the focal point of that area. This waterfall 
is at the upper or southern end of the ravine which leads down to Screag Noirin 
a’ Chailleach.
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Sceach Liath - the grey whitethorn - Stretching westward from Scardan for 
about a mile and a half there is a very conspicuous steep marshy green slope 
facing northward and known as Sceach Liath. An occasional whitethorn grows on 
this slope and it is from these that the name seems to have been derived because 
whitethorns are very exceptional, if they exist at all, on any other part of the 
mountains. Sceach Liath is partly in Tullynaha and partly in Tullyvacan, and forms 
the northern side of the high mountain portion above Clerhan, Cornamuckla 
South and Stradrina. It can be distinguished from the country area lying north 
and west several miles away, due to its prominence and the deep green of its 
rushes and marshy vegetation contrasting with the brown of most of the other 
mountain areas. It overlooks a large area of flat bog, lying northward, which has 
provided turf fuel for very many people in the central part of the parish for 
generations past.

Cloch a’ Ri - King’s Stone - At the
western end of Sceach Liath, the 
mountain curves almost at a right angle, 
and overlooks tulachai, which slope 
downward to farms. Less than half a 
mile farther south, a line of cliffs appears 
running southward into Drumristan and 
Clerhanbeg, but continuing farther. A 
couple of hundred yards west of these 
cliffs in Clerhanbeg is Cloch a’ Ri 
(King’s Stone), that remarkable column 
of isolated rock resembling a gigantic 
monument, described in Chapter I. 
Although it had been called King’s 
Stone for the past 100 years or so, the 
name Cloch a’ Ri, formerly applied to 
it, is still used to designate a sloping area 
near it which is covered with heather 
and rough grazing.
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Northern Lough Allen with Inch Island appearing near its far side and the Dead Men’s Point towards the right.

View from Gob, along Lough Allen
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Cloch na hAltora (The Altar Stone)

View from road entering Tullynahad Bog on mountain. Arrows show positions of, Cloch na hAltora, 
top left, Cloch an tSagairt, top right, Birthplace of P. J. Forde, Centre.
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CHAPTER ITT

For over 1000 years after the period of St. Beo-Aodh [6lh century] no traditions 
concerning this parish appear to have survived, and documentary information 
regarding the period has not being found. Even till a considerably later period, 
due to prevailing conditions, Catholic parochial records were not generally kept. 
Therefore, local history must often rely largely on tradition supported by whatever 
meagre written evidence can be found.

TRADITIONS OF FRANCISCANS IN BALLINAGLERA1

From the late 17th to the early 19th century Franciscan friars must have played a 
notable part in the affairs of Ballinaglera because a considerable amount of 
tradition concerning them has survived. At times during the penal period all 
priests were ‘on the run’ or banished, and the Franciscans co-operated with the 
diocesan clergy in ministering to the people.Tradition tells of a group of friars 
who came here from their hide-out’ glen in the parish of Killargue, known later 
as New Creevelea, and settled for a time in Corraglas late in the 17th century. 
Whether they were domiciled there for a period as a group or individually is not 
clear. Friars as well as other priests in those days of persecution were generally on 
the run . The Franciscans who, for most of the penal period, were forced to 
abandon Creevelea Friary, near Dromahaire in the second half of the 17'1’ century 
remained nominally affiliated to it, and whether alone in hiding or in small groups 
they did what they could to fulfil the religious duties of their Order, and rendered 
to the Catholic laity a most valuable and needed ministry.
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In Slievenakilla, some friars are reputed to have been in hiding for a time 
and to have celebrated Mass in a dug out’ there in the mountains, but the spot 
cannot now be identified.

Cloch na hAltora - the altar stone -, referred to locally as Cloch an Altdir in 
Stranagarvanagh, is a Mass Rock where tradition tells that some Franciscans used 
it for celebrating Mass. The altar stone is 8 ft by 6 ft and 15 inches thick. It is not 
perfectly horizontal, the lower end being embedded in a bank and the higher end 
supported by a rock 5 ft. by 2.5 ft. by 2.5 ft. Underneath, there is a cavity about 1 
foot high. In front of the altar stone are three small rocks, each 18 inches square, 1 
foot high and embedded in the ground.The centre one appears to have been the 
spot where the priest stood when saying Mass. The Mass Rock is in a hollow, but 
adjacent heights gave watch-out men a view in many directions, including much 
of the parish and Lough Allen. The situation is 30 yards into John Gilmartin’s 
tulach beyond the Cross DitclT at a point in the latter some 85 yards eastward 
from where it crosses the upper part of Denis Me Hugh’s River. According to 
tradition, Mass was attended there not only by Ballinaglera people, many of whom 
were noted Mass servers, but also by people from Glangevlin and Doobally 
districts. A sort of canopy known as a ‘seal foscaidh’ gave temporary shelter to 
priest and older members of the congregation. The surrounding area is now 
fenced in by Forestry Department.

Cloch an tSagairt - the priest’s stone - higher up and almost at the top of the 
mountain in the adjoining townland of Carntulla is a huge rock between 30 ft. 
and 40 ft. high. There is a deep fissure in the middle of it with a natural roof of 
rock where priest or traveller could rest even for the night or take shelter from a 
storm.The deep fissure facing southward is dry and warm. It could be seen from 
much of Ballinaglera and even from west of Lough Allen, but now growing forest 
is beginning to obscure it. The likelihood is that Franciscans used this at times 
when ‘on the run .Tradition is strong that Mass was also said there at some 
periods of persecution. A table stone inside the fissure, in shelter, was probably 
another Mass Rock.
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The ‘Durog’or ‘Diurog’was introduced to the parish by the Franciscans. It was an 
oval shaped wicker basket about 18 inches long and a foot wide with an opening 
at one end. In it were placed some consecrated clay, a wooden cross, holy water 
and some straw or tow for use at a burial.There was one in each townland. 
Whenever a priest could not be available for a funeral, these items were used by a 
layman who presided at the burial ceremony and recited the De Profundis.

The Franciscans are credited in tradition with having founded the school 
near Dowra, probably in Cornagee, which survived as a hedge school till 1853, the 
year before the establishment of Cornagee National School.

Fr. Padraig Q Coirnin is mentioned in traditional being the leader of the 
Corraglas group of Franciscans in the latter part of the 17th century as related in 
chapter 1. He is credited with having settled the dispute between the peoples of 
Inishmagrath Parish and those of Ballinaglera about burial rights on Inch Island.

It is said that Fr. O Coirnin, while saying Mass at Cloch na hAltora, was 
seized by the soldiers and when he was about to be shot a young girl named 
Clancy turned the gun aside till the priest got away. Another story is told about a 
priest (his name is not given in this tradition) who was saying Mass at Cloch na 
hAltora when the soldiers were seen approaching. A young man in the 
congregation, who was a very fast runner, put on the priest’s chasuble and led the 
soldiers in hot pursuit for miles into the mountains where they lost trace of him, 
the priest in the meantime having made his escape. This however, is a common 
folklore motif.

Fr. Paul Walsh in Irish Men of Learning, Chapter IX. says a good deal about
a Fr Padraig O Coirnin (older spelling was O Cuirnin), poet and scholar, but_ £
much research has failed to reveal whether or not he was the same Fr. Padraig O 
Co irnin, O.F.M., of Ballinaglera tradition, who lived about the same time?

Others mentioned among the Corraglas group are Fr. John Nerney. a 
native of Donegal, to which he is believed to have returned before he died. Other 
than his name no tradition has been found about Fr. James Roonan. Br. 
Dominic Me Gowan of the first group is remembered as having been a very 
strong man. He is said to have been a stone-mason and passed on the art to the 
people of the district.
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Fr Charles Reynolds is mentioned among the first group of the late 17th 
century, and strong traditions about him have survived, but there is reason to 
believe that his ministry occurred in the latter half of the 18th century.1 He is said 
to have been a fine athlete and was referred to as 'Racey because of his speed in 
running. One report says that an onlooker, who saw him jump a river while 
fleeing from the British soldiers, said: That was a fine jump Father". His reply 
was: " Yes, but I had a good run to it: I ran seven miles." This is also commonly 
related. On another occasion, he is probably the priest referred to who, when 
fleeing from the soldiers, entered a deep ravine where they were unable to follow 
him. They hurled down large stones hoping to kill him. As they were leaving one 
of them said: "A cat would not survive after all these boulders:" Although severely 
hurt, he was rescued by the people and recovered.This probably happened inX
Aughrim at the top of a high cliff over the right bank of Alt na gCuileann River, 
some 50 yards downstream from the bridge where the road rises steeply before 
turning sharply eastward.The place is known since as Poll a Chait?

Fr-------- ? McGowan is mentioned in tradition as having ministered in this
parish for some years prior to 1798, but whether he was Franciscan or Diocesan 
priest is not stated.' He is said to have lived at Woodcock Hill in Greaghnafarna. 
The yeomen, hearing that he had firearms, raided, under cover of darkness, the 
house where he stayed.The priest in self defence is said to have fired on them 
when called on to give up his gun.The soldiers riddled with bullets the bed 
clothes where he had been sleeping. Fortunately nobody in the affair was injured. 
He continued his pastoral work till he died suddenly on a Sunday morning, but 
where he died is not mentioned.

Fr. Ambrose Cassidy was the last Franciscan known to have ministered in 
Ballinaglera in the late 18"' and early 19"’ century. He was born about 1755, as 
inferred from the inscription on the ornate flagstone on his grave in Corrus 
Graveyard, Inishmagrath. He was P.P. of that parish in 1817 until his death at 
Tarmon. The inscription on his flagstone appears to bear the style of his 
immediate successor, the famous Fr. Thomas Maguire, where after Fr. Ambrose’s
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name it is stated who in the 69lh year of his age and on the 22nd day of 
November, (1824), returned whence he came." Local tradition has it, probably 
erroneously, that he was born near Blacklion, while the late Fr. Canice Mooney, 
O.F.M., has said he was a native of Derry. He could not have been guardian of 
Creevelea Friary, as is said in tradition, because his name does not appear on the 
list of Creevelea titular guardians who were nominally appointed by Franciscan 
chapters up to 1825. In fact he was titular guardian of Derry for most of the time 
between 1796 and 1824.

Fr. Ambrose was a zealous priest, endowed with fortitude and courage, and 
being an ardent supporter of nationalists he had many encounters with the 
yeomen, was often ‘on the run’ and had a number of narrow escapes from them. 
Once while staying with a family named Loughlin along the Old Road in 
Clerhanmore, not far from where the Protestant family of Peyton lived in the 
adjoining townland of Cornamuckla South, Fr. Cassidy’s whereabouts became 
known to the yeomen. Because Peytons were Protestant, and at that time the 
head of the household, Robert, was a captain in the yeomanry corps, the latter 
reposed absolute confidence in the Peyton family. With the object of arresting Fr. 
Cassidy, a party of yeomen arrived one evening at Peytons’ house to await night 
time for the arrest. Mrs. Peyton, having overheard their conversation about their 
intentions, retired to her room, slipped out through her window, crossed the fields 
and warned Fr. Cassidy who quickly got away. These Peytons, the only Protestants 
in the district, were always obliging and neighbourly and were well liked by the 
Catholics. Over eighty years later, during the Land League, some made an 
attempt to boycott the Peyton family, but the story of how Mrs. Peyton had 
befriended Fr. Cassidy was recalled, the people rallied to their cause and prevented 
the boycott.

Once the Red Coats were on the track of Fr. Cassidy near Tobar Bheo- 
Aoidh River. He crossed the river and hid in a clump of bushes. In passing only 
one of the soldiers noticed him but did not mention it to the others, so they 
continued their vain pursuit. Some years afterwards in Belcoo Fr. Cassidy met this 
soldier who told him that he had seen him hiding in the clump of bushes on the 
occasion of the pursuit, but said nothing to the others. Fr. Cassidy said to the
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soldier You could not have seen me unless you had been baptised". It was 
revealed after inquiries that a nurse, whose name is given as Molly Christie, 
secretly baptised the soldier shortly after his birth in Scotland.

Fr. Ambrose Cassidy was priest in charge in Ballinaglera leading up to and 
during the 1798 period. Because of his political involvement on the nationalist 
side, he and perhaps other Franciscans suffered a continuance of persecution then 
and afterwards. As there was little, if any, interference with priests then on solely 
religious grounds, those who were persecuted would appear to have taken an 
active part in the political troubles. Whether Fr. Cassidy was in Ballinaglera up to 
his appointment as P.P. in Inishmagrath is not known.

THE 1798 ERA - THE SMELTING FURNACE IN D RUMINAL ASS

In Druminalass, near a place known locally as Tommy Simpson’s Lake, which is 
really an inlet of Lough Allen, there was an iron smelting furnace used as a normal 
business concern towards the end of the 18th century. Tradition says that pikes for 
use in the insurrection were made there. This suggests that a foundry must have 
existed there also. The present owner of the property is Charles McGourty, 
Druminalass. The raw material was found in the Sliabh an Iarainn mountains. 
Barefooted local men carried the iron ore in creels on their backs down the 
mountain side to the lake, a distance of 5 or 6 miles. There was a good supply of 
mud turf in the locality to heat the furnace but the lake water was not cold 
enough to cool the iron sufficiently. Suitable water had to be brought by a man
made stream from Poll Sheain in Carntulla - a distance of more than 4 miles. The 
following story is told concerning it by a local man.' Materials were being 
interfered with, and even stolen, and the manager got a crannog built in nearby 
Tommy Simpson’s Lake on which tools and materials were kept for safety. When 
the French came in 1798 the manager, still not pleased with the progress of the 
furnace, left the place and went with the French to strike a blow for his country. 
Many other North Leitrim men, with their pikes, joined the French and Irish 
under the command of General Humbert as they were resting for a night in 
Drumkeeran. Two others, at least, from Ballinaglera were among them,
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remembered in tradition as McGrail and McGirl, both of whom were killed at 
Ballinamuck.

It is stated that at that time payments for goods or services at the furnace 
were made in gold, which was commonly in circulation, that the banking system 
whereby the gold could be lodged was inadequate or non-existent, and that the 
manager had a considerable amount of gold coins in his possession. The yeomen, 
suspecting or having heard of pikes being manufactured in Druminalass, advanced 
towards the place but the manager fled taking with him a cumbersome amount of 
gold coins in a sack. He is said to have thrown the sack of gold into the nearby 
Tommy Simpson’s Lake, escaped and joined the insurgents. It appears that a 
search of the lake afterwards proved fruitless and that the sack of gold has never 
been found.

Iron smelting and manufacturing activities in Druminalass ceased at that 
time and have never been resumed. The remains of the building are still there and 
souvenir enthusiasts still take away small pieces of the slag or vitrified cinders. 
Where the molten iron came in contact with the lower parts of the walls the 
stone-work has become bonded together much more solidly than if set in 
concrete.

For some years following the 1798 rebellion the political atmosphere was 
tense, and seething anguish remained after the slaughter at Ballinamuck. from 
where many, not killed, were taken prisoners in groups to various towns. A few 
names each day for several days were drawn out of a hat, and the prisoners taken 
out and publicly hanged. This occurred at Carrick court-house for example. No 
wonder there were spontaneous outbursts of defiance from the people for quite a 
while afterwards. Dominick Forde from Kiltybarden, near Aughnasheelin. who 
had settled in Upper Tullynaha in 1800, was leaving on horseback a fair in Boyle 
when he drew a blunderbuss from under his saddle and blew the nose off a statue 
of King William in the town. British cavalry gave hot pursuit and kept him in 
sight as far as Drumshanbo where they lost trace of him.8
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LANGUAGE

Irish was still the dominant spoken language of the people in Ballinaglera around 
1830. After that time it began gradually to fall into disuse, but still it was used up 
to the end of the century, particularly by the older people in certain families.
Some of the younger people gained a knowledge of it, having as children heard 
some spoken by their parents and grandparents, particularly their grandmothers. It 
is well known that, in general, the use of Irish persisted longer among the women 
than among the men, but some men, who were children as late as the 1860s and 
1870s, as well as being able to speak the language, had memorised anecdotes and 
songs which they had heard from parents or grandparents.

Rose Forde, known as Rose Tim, daughter of Tim Forde9 of Tullynaha and 
born in 1826, was one of those who spoke both Irish and English, but her brother 
Terry, born in 1830, spoke English only. This illustrates the declining situation in 
regard to the Irish language around that time. Rose had a good memory and 
knowledge of local history, and retained vivid recollections of the big wind of 
1839 and the Famine period. She used apt Irish expressions to depict peculiar 
circumstances as they arose. In confused situations or when someone had made a 
mess of something she used to say "Bainne circe in adhairc muice agus cleite chait 
a mheascadh" (Hen’s milk in a pig’s horn and a cat’s quill mixing it up) - Rose’s 
own rendering. Rose married a man named Cremer in Aughrim. He died and 
she married Michael Rynn who lived there with her and survived her when she
died in 1917.

Francis Early of Eden, born in the early 1860s and who lived till 1956, 
spoke Irish fluently and had a wide variety of traditional Irish expressions and 
rhymes, which he could explain in English. Hubert Forde of Derrinageer, who 
lived to be over 80, was a competent Irish speaker and had memorised and 
understood stories and songs in Irish, which he had learned from his grandmother 
when he was a child in the 1870s. Both S.O’Ceilleachair and Prof. Heinrich 
Wagner1" have borne witness to Forde’s fluency in Irish. Six Irish songs from him 
are printed in Breifne, 1968. Tom Gilmartin, known as ‘Tom Peadar’, born in the 
mid 1860s in Stranagarvanagh but who later lived in Tullyvacan and still later in
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Slievenakilla, could recite rhymes and anecdotes in Irish when he was an old man. 
Towards the end of the last century, when some of the older people wished to 
discuss something which they did not wish children to know they used Irish for 
that purpose. Literal translations into English, as well as Irish forms of 
pronunciation in the use of English words persisted for a long time in this parish. 
A couple of examples are, "Did you pay out of your dog?" meaning, have you 
paid your dog licence? "It’s how I went down the road," meaning, I happened to 
be going down the road or to have been down the road (when something 
occurred).

Some terms of endearment which lingered on in use are: -

‘A thaisce’ - said to boys or girls -, as, go down there and play dallog 
(blind man’s buff), a thaisce.

‘A mhamai’ - said to girls only - as, take over the chair, a Mhamai.

‘A chuidi (nV - said to boys only - as, Myles a chuidi, didn’t I often 
tell you that.

‘Brideog’ - a word used to describe some one who hankered after 
people whom he considered of higher social class, as, "there is a bit 
of the brideog in that man, I often see him talking to so and so",
(who is wealthy).

CONDITIONS IN THE PARISH FROM
EMANCIPATION TO THE FAMINE

Although enforcement of the Penal Laws had been much relaxed for perhaps 70 
or 80 years before 1829, the traditions of priests in Ballinaglera show how 
restricted was their freedom until Catholic Emancipation brought a new outlook 
in religious matters but little consolation otherwise. Soon after the appointment of 
Fr.Thomas Brady as pastor here in 1829, it must have seemed a significant 
advance to find him not only acknowledged but consulted by the British
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authorities on the economic aspects of the parish. Advantages on this score were 
soon more than offset by the tithe imposition, which affected Ballinaglera in the
mid 1830s.

Economic Conditions in the Parish in 1831

Conditions in general under which the people lived in 1831 may best be 
depicted, perhaps, by giving the substance of answers, in respect of Ballinaglera, 
given by Rev.Thomas Brady, (P.P. or Adm?), to 35 questions relating to part of the 
investigations into living conditions, educational facilities and employment, 
circulated to each parish to form the basis of the ‘First Report of Commissioners, 
Poor Laws (Ireland) 1836’. In this area few labourers depended on labour alone 
and those occasionally employed did not exceed 70 in number, their maintenance 
having been indifferent and unsettled.Their daily wages with diet was from 4d to 
6d and without diet lOd per day. This obtained during spring and autumn but 
there was no private employment during summer and winter. Wages were usually 
paid in money and there was no task work. Payment for seasonal work during 
spring and autumn was about £4, which covered the work of a labourer for a 
year, but this figure was hard to ascertain as prices were unstable. His other means 
were derived from a cabbage and potato garden. Fifty or sixty labourers were 
usually employed on public roads for a period of about one month each year, 
carrying stones on their backs and breaking them, for lOd per day.There was no 
employment for a labourer’s wife, or children under 16 years of age, during the 
husband’s absence while he was employed at harvest work in different parts of 
Ireland and England.Their ordinary diet was potatoes and buttermilk and their 
clothing very bad. Rents paid for cabins without land was £1 and with a small 
kitchen garden £1:10:0 per annum. Cabins were ill built without bedsteads or 
proper furniture. In 90 cases, two or more families resided in one cabin. Petty 
landlords of cottages and cabins were generally of the "lower" class of people.The 
general condition of the poorer class had deteriorated since 1815 on account of 
the depressed state of the markets, while rents, tithes and other taxes had increased 
Population had much increased during these 16 years, having reached about 3000 
in 1831, while about 150 had emigrated to America within the previous 3 years.
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In general, the areas of farms in the parish were from 10 to 15 acres each, 
some more, some less, held under petty landlords, all of whom were absentees in 
different parts of Ireland and some in England. Until then, no tenant occupier had 
been turned out by a landlord.The average yearly rent of arable land was from 10 
shillings to £ 1 per acre. There were no herdsmen. The conacre system existed 
only to a very limited extent, the land being sublet at from £5 to £6 per acre. 
The crops were often left in lieu of rents when the subtenants were unable to pay 
in cash or the crops not worth redeeming. There was no savings bank, benefit 
society or licensed premises in this parish in 1831, but illicit distillation was 
prevalent as a means of helping to pay landlords rents. Roads and bridges were 
inadequate for conveying grain to market.

It was in 1831 that the tragic drowning occurred in Lough Allen of 14 
people from Inishmagrath returning from a market in Drumshanbo. Two men 
from Ballinaglera who were on the boat at Drumshanbo fortunately left it and 
walked home. One of these was the father of James McGlynn and grandfather of 
Dan McGlynn, all of whom lived in Tullyvacan.11 This story was related in 1972 in 
Slievenakilla National School, while Eileen Clancy was still Principal, by a pupil, 
Michael Cornyn, son of Francis and Mrs. Cornyn of Slievenakilla, who gave him 
the information. James McGlynn, whose father was concerned, was an uncle of 
Michael Cornyn’s paternal grandmother.

Tithes
Tithes, as the word implies, were tenth parts of the total produce of land levied on 
occupiers of property, and in this country allocated towards the support of the 
ministers of the Church of Ireland, i.e. the Established or State Church. As is well 
known, the tithe system bore most heavily on the majority Catholic population to 
whom it was most objectionable. In 1776 when Arthur Young, an independent 
observer, visited counties Cavan and Leitrim his observations show that the unjust 
system of tithe collection, which held sway for over a century, was in operation at 
that time. From 1824 till 1832 various acts for direct collection were passed in the 
British Parliament. In 1838 an act was passed wiping out all arrears, reducing 
current liability thenceforward by 25% and providing for indirect collection of the
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remaining 75%. This latter amount, in practice, usually became included in rents to 
landlords who then became responsible for tithe payments till the system ended 
with the disestablishment of the State Church in 1869.

Still preserved in the Public Record Office, Dublin, are some Tithe 
Applotment Books as they are commonly called.These are manuscript books, each 
applying usually to a civil parish. They contain complete lists of all holdings and 
their values, names of occupiers on whom the tithes were levied, and amounts of 
tithes assessed. As Ballinaglera formed part of the civil parish of Drumreilly, its 
townland names are included in The Tithe Book of Drumreilly Parish, Diocese 
of Kilmore, Co. Leitrim, as was settled by composition in the year of our Lord 
1833, dated March 22nd, 1834". From that book has been extracted the following 
information in respect of Ballinaglera portion.Titheable area, 5420 ac. 2 rd. 31 sq. 
per.; untitheable, 3184 ac. 1 rd. 3 sq. per.; tithes, £ 102: 16s: 9d; number of tithes, 
176; number of occupiers (including tenants), 340. Local knowledge enables us to 
conclude that not all occupiers were tenants. Tillage was done intensively not only 
by tenant farmers, but also by others to whom these farmers had let portions of 
their lands, and so, in many cases, a single tithe was levied on a number of such 
occupiers. This accounts for the greater number of occupiers than tithes. Pasture 
land itself, apart from stock, was not subject to tithe assessment, and there were no 
large graziers here.Thus, tillage bore a disproportionately heavy share of the tithe 
burden, and this applied typically to Ballinaglera.

THE FAMINE

The so called famine in 1847, perhaps more correctly described as The Great 
Starvation’ or The Great Hunger’, was probably less severely felt in Ballinaglera 
than in many other parts of the country. Ship-loads of grain were exported to 
England to pay exorbitant rents to absentee landlords, while people in Ireland 
were dying of starvation. In Ballinaglera rents were often paid to some extent with 
the earning of migrant workers, and the grain, chiefly oats, which was retained for 
feeding livestock and fowl was used to make oatmeal for the people when the 
potato crop failed. The people had been accustomed to coping with conditions
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approaching famine proportions in previous years, notably in 1817 and 1821.
The Famine period of 1847 in Ballinaglera is described in tradition and 

compared with conditions here in 1879, when a man digging potatoes with a loy 
in October and November could carry home in a creel on his back in the 
evening all the potatoes that he had dug during the day, whereas, in the case of a 
normal crop, he should have dug out about 5 cwt. However, the position then, 
taking all the circumstances into account, was acknowledged as not having been 
nearly so bad as in 1847.There are no gruesome stories of anyone having died 
from hunger in Ballinaglera, even in 1847, as happened in so many other parts of 
the country. Perhaps it should be mentioned that during all that period, and till 
much later, the pathological nature of the cause of potato blight was only 
imperfectly understood and bluestone spray, as an antidote against it, was 
discovered by chance rather than through research only around the end of the last 
century.

During the Famine and till a much later period, oatmeal, as an item of diet, 
was commonly used in Ballinaglera in more ways than in the usual form of 
porridge. Thin cakes of oaten bread were made, measuring roughly 12 by 9 and 
about half an inch thick, and placed in an almost upright position, on one edge, 
on a board or on a griddle supported by a stool, in front of the open hearth fire in 
the kitchen till partially roasted. The cake had to be turned around so that the 
other side got the benefit of the fire equally. It is quite a tasty and wholesome 
food when properly roasted and besides, being of a crispy nature, it cleans the 
teeth very effectively.

During the aforesaid period whenever milk was scarce, which in the case of 
some households was usually in late winter and early spring, a substitute was often 
provided by steeping oatmeal in a moderate quantity of water in an earthenware 
crock, which was normally used for collecting milk for churning. After a few days, 
when the oatmeal had settled compactly on the bottom and much of the 
nutr itional ingredients had become dissolved in the water near the top, the juicy 
water was drawn off and used instead of milk. This was referred to humorously as 
bull’s milk’.

There were many men in this parish who were fully grown young men in 
1847. and who not onlv survived the Famine, but remained verv strong men bv
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any standard. Nevertheless, the general standard of health must have suffered 
through malnutrition, and it is quite natural to expect that those who died young 
from tuberculosis, due in large measure to the effects of such undernourishment, 
are not as well remembered in tradition as the strong people who survived.

Famine Relief Measures
In 1847 and 1848 the Mountain Road in Slievenakilla, from the Lodge River out 
to the parish of Oughteragh to join the road to Aughnasheelin and Ballinamore 
on the eastern side of the mountains, was made chiefly as a famine relief measure 
to give employment. Residents of Ballinaglera born in the 1860s12 used to say that 
some of their fathers worked as boys there and that the working hours were very 
long. Some very well-built gate piers in rather remote places in Ballinaglera were 
built as relief works during the Famine period.The explanation for the excellence 
of workmanship, without apparent necessity for it, is that workmen spent as long 
as they possibly could on these projects so as to collect the last possible farthing. 
Apparently supervision of these relief works was not stringent. A search through 
the relevant distress documents in the State Paper Office in Dublin Castle shows 
that the nearest distress centres to Ballinaglera area, within Co. Leitrim, during the 
Famine period, were at Drumshanbo and at Drumkeeran. Nothing else directly 
concerning Ballinaglera area appears to be contained in these documents.

Information on Population
The following figures derived from census returns are primarily intended to show 
the probable effect of the Famine on population trends in this parish during the 
post Famine period, but are extended to 1971 showing a decline due to other 
causes.

Year Households Males Females Totals Approximate

1841 624 1907 1838 3745
Percentage of Totals

1851 536 1595 1583 3178 15% decline
1861 550 1632 1608 3240 2% increase
1871 524 1492 1428 2920 10% decline
1971 194 351 260 611 79% decline
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From the above information, it may be seen that the decline in population at 
approximately 15% in Ballinaglera between 1841 and 1851 was less than might be 
expected, and hence, that the reduction in population resulting from the Famine 
period was much less severe in this parish than the average taken for the country 
as a whole. Furthermore, the increase in population of nearly 2% between 1851 
and 1861 has shown a remarkable trend in having, to that extent, overcome the 
adverse effect of the previous decade. In 1861 the number of Protestants recorded 
as living in the parish was 37. Out of a total population of 3240 at that time, this 
works out at approximately 1.14%. A private count carried out in Ballinaglera in 
1942 showed roughly 217 households and approximately 1300 persons, while a 
similar count in 1975 showed 583 as the population of the parish at that time.13 
The drastic.population decline in this parish over the 100-year period up to 1971 
may be attributed largely to emigration but perhaps also, to some extent during 
part of that time, to a low marriage rate.

CHANGE IN RATEABLE VALUATION SYSTEM,
AND OWNERSHIP AND OCCUPANCY OF LAND

IN THE 19TH CENTURY

During the first half of the 19"' century, when a Grand Jury and a Board of 
Guardians in each county held major responsibility for local administration, 
tensions and conflict of interests often existed between these bodies on the one 
hand and local landlords on the other regarding the assessment of rateable 
valuation of property and poundage for rates purposes. Furthermore, as shown by 
Old Board of Guardian records in Co. Council Offices, Carrick-on-Shannon, 
poundage varied in different Electoral Divisions, so that there was lack of 
uniformity even within a Union Division of the county. That inequitable system 
seems to have led to the tendency of certain landlords to recoup increased rates, 
for which they were responsible, by increasing the rents of their tenants. It was 
replaced in 1856 by a thorough and generally acknowledged fairer system that 
came to be known as the Griffith Valuation.
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Griffith Valuation
great deal of interesting information which, inter alia, applies to Ballinaglera,i; i.2

concerning the names of landholders, the extent of landlords’ estates and the areas 
and valuations of holdings, may be gleaned indirectly from "General Valuation of 
Rateable Property, Barony of Dromahaire, Union of Carrick-on-Shannon, Co. 
Leitrim, by Richard Griffith, Commissioner of Valuation, Dated at the General 
Valuation Office, 2 Fitzwilliam Place, 27th October, 1856". Such recorded 
information, which has a widespread application throughout the country, is usually 
referred to as The Griffith Valuation. From this source information, in condensed 
form, has been deduced in respect of Ballinaglera which was treated therein as 
part of the civil parish of Drumreilly. In 1856 the three most numerous household 
names in Ballinaglera were McPartlin, 36; McGourty, 23; Rynn, 23. The figures in 
1975 are Flynn, 12; Loughlin, 12; McPartlin, 11." Many landlord names from the 
last century are still remembered in Ballinaglera but the extent of their properties 
is becoming vague in local memory. In 1856 William Ormsby Gore and Morgan 
Crofton each held sway over six townlands in this parish, while, similarly, estates 
consisted of one, two, three and five townlands respectively or parts of them.

There were many cases of joint-tenancy in Ballinaglera in 1856. This even applied 
to certain small areas of one or two acres. 15 One case occurred where seven 
names were involved in one acre and another where nine people were included as 
tenants of four acres, but these are extreme examples. In Carntullagh (sic) Daniel 
and Michael Flynn, father and son respectively, were joint-tenants of three separate 
holdings. In the same townland Francis McKeon and Tierney Rourke jointly 
occupied 96 acres according to Griffith sources. It is known locally16 that they 
married two sisters named McGowan who had inherited the land in question. Six 
McPartlins and one Connor, all of close kindred, are recorded in Griffith Valuation 
as joint-tenants of 164 acres of land and 1339 acres of mountain in Slievnakilla.17 
In some cases a single evaluation was set on a single holding jointly occupied, but 
more usually there was a separate valuation in respect of each such occupier.
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Griffith Valuation gives no indication of family relationship between tenants, but 
repetition of the same surname as applied to a particular farm occurs frequently. 
From the examples given above, together with other similar instances known 
locally, it may be inferred that in most cases, if not all, of joint-tenancy at that time 
there was family involvement or close relationship.

In the townlands adjoining and including mountain areas specified portions 
of mountain, but apparently not all of the mountain area in any townland, were 
leased to some tenants who occupied lands in the respective townlands. In most 
instances the areas concerned were large and in each case the tenants concerned, 
where there were more than one in question, shared the area in common and 
apparently paid rents and rates because valuations are recorded in respect of them 
in Griffith Valuation. Grazing and turbary on the mountains were the tenants’ 
interests or rights. In some cases a single valuation was set upon such an area, 
while in others there were individual valuations in respect of the various tenants. 
The arrangement was similar in regard to small areas of bog throughout the whole 
parish.

Registry of Deeds Information
Perusal of certain records in the Registry of Deeds Office in Henrietta Street. 
Dublin, concerning conveyance of land in Ballinaglera from 1800 onward, the 
details of which are far too numerous and involved to be described here in respect 
of each townland in the parish, leads to conclusions which may help to illustrate 
the general pattern of land acquisition by landlords and leaseholders of the 
landlord class, and dealings between these people themselves. It appears quite 
evident that large tracts were not usually acquired at once in first instances, except 
in cases of inheritance, but rather that certain landlords, who got a foothold in one 
or two townlands, tended to expand their possessions as the opportunity arose, 
while others sold out perhaps for various reasons, one of which had been the 
necessity to do so from their estates having become encumbered in the legal sense 
or perhaps approaching that stage. Selective cases of such instances taken merely to 
supplement the information derived from Tithe Records and Griffith Valuation, 
neither of which sources was primarily concerned with land conveyance, may be
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of interest in helping to clarify the situation in regard to ownership and possession 
of land. The Griffith Valuation gives information on the basis of Immediate 
Lessors’, including holders of leases as well as Landlord owners.The Tithe Records 
treat the matter similarly but in certain instances show that the lands were leased. 
Information derived from the Registry of Deeds deals with conveyance of certain 
areas within townlands from time to time, and so not necessarily with a whole 
townland or the whole of a landlord’s estate in any particular instance. Hence, 
those landlords who eventually acquired extensive estates, sometimes comprising 
several townlands, did so usually on a piecemeal basis within the context of a 
changing pattern. Furthermore, it would appear that in certain townlands landlord 
owners, who having acquired relatively small areas, which were troublesome out 
of proportion to their value to manage directly themselves, delegated to other 
landlords, who held property in the district, the task of having the rents collected 
for them. Besides, people of the landlord class who leased land from landlord 
owners, as well as landlords who administered other landlords’ estates, were both 
considered immediate lessors for tithe and valuation purposes.

Example of Inheritance and Continued Expansion Extracted from Deeds 
Registry but Referring only to Certain Properties in the Following Townlands.18

Year

Stranagarvanagh ) Siveuright & Others 1828
Corralubber ) until
Druminalass
Lurgandill

)
)

to Gore 1832

Carntulla ) Letitia Ormsby Gore 1839
Stranagarvanagh ) <
Corralubber
Druminalass

)
)

to Wm. Ormsby Gore

Stranagarvanagh
Corralubber

)
) Thomas G. Jacques

Druminalass
Lurgandill

)
) To Wm. Ormsby Gore 1840
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Derrinageer is mentioned in the Tithe Applotment Book concerned as having 
Ormsby Gore, Esq. as lessor and "no lease", implying that he had not leased the 
land from any one else and that presumably he was the owner in 1834.

It may now be seen that Wm. Ormsby Gore probably, if not obviously, 
inherited considerable areas of land in 1839 and acquired more land in some of 
the same townlands in 1840.This may help to illustrate the pattern of land 
acquisition which, with some variations throughout the parish, though on a 
smaller scale, had been continually emerging during the period of landlordism, at 
least since the early part of the last century.

In 1834, the Tithe Applotment Book concerned states "leased" in some cases 
of townlands where lessors themselves held leases and in some other cases no 
lease" where lessors were presumably owners as follows: -

Upper Annagh )
Lower Annagh )
Eden )

Cuiltia )
Cornagella )
Derrinwillan )
Kilmore )
Tullynapurtlin )

Carntulla )
Greaghnafarna )
Cornamuckla North ) 
Dernahona )

Slievenakilla )
Stranagarvanagh )
Corralubber )
Derrinageer )
Lurgandill )

Mr. Hall, no lease.

Councillor Johnston, leased

Rev.Wm. Stacke, no lease

Leased W. Or my (presumably Wm. Ormsby Gore)

Ormsby Gore, Esq., no lease
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Tullynaha )
Tullyveacan )
Lower Urbal )
Upper Urbal )
Drumnafinla )

M. Crofton, leased

Cornamuckla South
Mr. Morton has a lease of this landClerhan More

In Tullynaha, where farms were leased directly to the tenants by the landlord, John 
Hamilton, in 1800 as shown by the copies of the leases, these lands collectively as 
well as lands in Tullyvacan, Urbal Upper, Urbal Lower and Drumnafinla are stated 
in the Tithe Applotment Book as leased to Morgan Crofton in 1834, as already 
shown, and he is recorded as the lessor of these lands in 1856 in Griffith Valuation. 
It is known locally that he was succeeded by his daughters, Eleanor Jane and Mary 
Ann Crofton, and the territory was known as the Crofton Estate until the time of 
vesting of the lands in the tenants, early in the present century. Perhaps it may 
have been that Crofton held a lease of the lands for a long time and finally 
purchased them from Hamilton.This is mere surmise.

In Aughrim land is recorded in a Registry of Deeds document as passing 
from Cath. Penelope Jones to ' deed" in 1848, and she is recorded in Griffith 
Valuation as lessor in 1856.Towards the end of the last century and until 1923, 
when the lands, in that townland were finally vested by our native Government, 
Aughrim was known as the Marsham Estate.

Fahy, like Aughrim, was not finally vested till 1923. Land in Fahy is recorded 
in Deeds Registry as having passed fromThos.W. Bond to Wm. Lewis in 1840, 
and the latter is recorded in Griffith Valuation in 1856 as lessor of that townland, 
except 25 acres of bog, while land there passed from Wm. Lewis and wife to Fras.
S. Johnston in 1859.

Carntulla, Stranagarvanagh, Corralubber and Derrinageer, in the latter part 
of the last century and up till the time of vesting, comprised what was known as 
the Harlech Estate. The Registry of Deeds records land in Stranagarvanagh having
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passed from Baron Harlech to Baron Kenyon in 1903, thereby showing that 
Harlech had had legal title. It has been seen already that in these four townlands, 
together with Druminalass and Lurgandill, Wm. Ormsby Gore held sway as owner
in 1856.

Registry of Deeds documents reveal encumbered estates in both Lower and 
Upper Annagh, as well as lands in Cornagella and Cuiltia townlands, as having 
passed to Rev. Augs.W. West in 1855. Griffith Valuation of 1856 shows the 
immediate lessor in the former two townlands as Reps.of Robert Hall (in 
chancery), while the latter two are shown with Isabella Palmer as immediate 
lessor. A likely explanation for the apparent inconsistency may be that the 
information for inclusion in the Griffith Valuation had been collected before 1855, 
when Robert Hall was landlord in the two Annagh townlands. Church lands 
registered as encumbered estate in Cornamuckla South passing to Chas. R. Peyton 
in 1857, and simply as church lands in Slievenakilla passing from John G.Young to 
Arthur Ellis in 1860, is shown in Deeds Registry documents.

General Observations
In general, a change of landlord seemed to make little difference so far as the 
tenants were concerned, but still some landlords were, perhaps, a little more 
compassionate than others in regard to granting an extension of time for payment 
of rent. The terms of tenure were variable and in most cases precarious, a situation 
which existed for a long time before the mid 19th century and continued for 
about 30 years afterwards. Some tenants held leases for a specified number of 
years, in some instances leases were based on the life span of a particular person or 
the last to die of two or even three local people, while other occupants were 
tenants at will. In Ballinglera, as in many other parts of the country, the rents 
required by the landlords were oppressive in relation to the confined extent and 
low productive capacity of many of the farms. The tendency was for landlords to 
increase rents from time to time till finally the term rack rent was applied when 
an exorbitant level was reached. However, recent studies seem to indicate, 
contrary to previously accepted general opinion, that the rents did not increase as

as
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prices during that period.
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Landlord, Agent, Tenant Relationship
Absentee landlords had appointed agents living locally, or near towns, in Co. 
Leitrim. Local bailiffs who themselves were tenants, holding larger than usual sized 
farms, generally collected the rents from the neighbouring tenants and handed 
over the money to the agents. In exceptional circumstances, particularly when a 
tenant had a grievance and where the bailiff either had no power or was unwilling 
to deal with it, the tenant could pay the rent directly to the agent who, if he 
wished to do so, could redress such grievance in so far as his powers permitted.

EVICTIONS AND LAND WAR FROM
ABOUT 1870 ONWARD

The revolutionary reaction throughout the country resulting from the previous 
era of agrarian oppression reached a climax in the land war of the 1870s and 
1880s.The tenants naturally gave full support to the campaign, which became 
established, of organised withholding of rents, and suffered in many cases the dire 
consequences of eviction. Whenever police, sheriff and bailiff were noticed 
approaching, the church bell was rung, horns blown and drums beaten as a 
warning, resulting in a crowd of people assembling with a view to preventing the 
eviction whenever possible. Several evictions took place in Ballinaglera during 
those troubled times but there was no instance of one having been prevented, and 
in some cases there was no opposition.The best remembered is perhaps one of 
those carried out at Mullach Beag.

Mullach Beag in Slievenakilla on the Ellis Estate was the scene of two of the 
five or six evictions which took place in that area in 1881. It was at one of these 
two that there was fierce resistance. Padraig Me Partlin, who had previously 
occupied the whole hill of Mullach Beag and a considerable area of the 
surrounding low-lying land along the right bank of the Yellow River, divided that 
farm between his two sons, Terry Phadraig who built a new house about 1870 on 
the western half of the hill, and Mylie Phadraig who remained in the old 
homestead on the eastern brow where his father and grandfather, Micheal
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Me Partlin, had lived. It was at this latter house that an organised determined 
stand was made by people from a wide surrounding district, although both 
families were eventually among those evicted. It was prearranged that able bodied 
young men, and women with long hat-pins were to come from several townlands, 
which they did, prepared for a desperate stand both inside and around the house.

When sheriff, bailiff and police arrived they failed to force open the door, 
which was barricaded inside. Their attempts to force an entrance through the 
windows were repelled. One policeman who broke the glass had his baton 
wrested from him by a young woman inside, while Ellen wife of Terry Phadraig 
and sister of Francis McTigue of Tullyvacan, pushed an open ended pillow of 
feathers over a policeman’s head, and a colleague saved him from suffocation. 
Another policeman managed to raise the under sash of a window and put his 
head and shoulders through. Downward pressure on the sash from inside wedged 
him there until he was extricated with difficulty by his comrades outside. In the 
struggle a sister of James Clancy of Slievenakilla wrestled a rifle from a policeman. 
Suddenly the affair was called off and when the attackers had retreated, the 
defenders, in a defiant and victorious mood, shouted invectives after them. They 
halted, held council and returned with furious determination. Finally after a fierce 
onslaught, they succeeded in dislodging the valiant defenders and arresting 32, 
some of whom were afterwards sentenced to terms of imprisonment. A few 
eluded capture, the last to do so was Peter Forde ofTullynaha, then 18 years of 
age, who emigrated to New Jersey, U.S.A., two years later.

After the evictions, an ingenious solution was worked out between the wife 
of Mylie Phadraig and the wife of his cousin, Dan Me Partlin. known as Dan 
Pheadair, 19 who lived on the other side of the Yellow River further up in 
Slievnakilla.The two families planned to exchange homes and farms. Each applied 
to the landlord, Rev. Mr Arthur Ellis,20 for tenancy of the other’s farm to which 
he agreed. Both families then became established in their new homes. Dan 
Pheadair later acquired the western half of Mullach Beag which until the evictions 
was occupied by Mylie s brother, Terry, thus reuniting the two farms. Dan went to 
live in the newer house built by Terry and was succeeded there by his son Pat Me 
Partlin who died in 1962 aged 87 years.
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In Greaghnafarna, on the Stacke Estate, an eviction from home and farm 
took place in 1888 because of a substantial arrears of rent. Adjoining this farm was 
another from which a tenant had been previously evicted.

In Lower Aughrim, three evictions took place on the same day in 1908, but 
the people concerned were reinstated on the same day through the intervention 
of the curate, Fr. Rehill. A fourth eviction in that area which was to have taken 
place on the same day was not proceeded with.

In Stranagarvanagh, before the mid 19lh century, a farm was occupied by 
Mickie McTiernan and divided between his two sons, Barney Mhici and Johnny 
Mhici. Barney’s portion was later acquired by Cathal McMorrow, passed on to his 
son Patrick, and is now owned by Mrs. Peter Hugh Gilmartin. Johnny’s farm is 
still in the McTiernan family. He was evicted but good neighbours intervened to 
have him reinstated and re-roofed the house for him.

The spirit of good neighbourliness, particularly towards one evicted, was a 
deterrent to the occasional person whose inclination might be to seek tenancy of 
the evicted farm. Landlords were willing to reinstate tenants, provided the rent was 
paid, because of the difficulty of finding alternative tenants.

THE SHOOTING LODGE IN SLEIVENAKILLA
The Lodge, as it was called locally, was situated in Slievenakilla 30 yards off the 
north side of the Mountain Road and five yards from the right, or west, bank 
which is still known as the Lodge River, which is really only a mountain stream.
It was built around the mid 19"’ century by Rev. Mr. Arthur Ellis who was then 
landlord of the northern portion of the townland.The precise date is not known, 
but in the 1880s there were full grown fine conifer trees surrounding it, as related 
by many people who were around 20 years of age at the time. Besides, to assume 
that it was erected in the early 1850s seems in accord with the tradition21 that 
Rev. A. Ellis was influential in having the road continued to it from the Carntulla- 
Sleivenakilla boundary at McGrail’s Bridge in the 1860s. As the heading above 
suggests, it was designed and used as a holiday resort for seasonal occupation by 
sporting people interested in game shooting and fishing. It could accommodate
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numerous visitors and was much availed of. Although used only as a temporary 
residence until near the end of the 19lh century, it is reputed to have been a fine 
mansion-like house with about an acre of level fertile lawn on which were a few 
beautiful specimen trees and about an acre of the surrounding rugged area 
growing trees for shelter and beauty. Tradition 22 says that the local men who 
planted the trees, not favouring the project, stuck their loys through the roots. 
Nevertheless, they flourished into an excellent plantation. The Lodge had a 
sheltered southern aspect surrounded by ascending slopes on west, north and east. 
From the description handed down, it had in its heyday a prosperous imposing 
appearance, enhanced by the surrounding mountain scenery.

At the time it was built, it was the house farthest up towards the mountains 
The neighbouring holdings were given as a reward to the people who gave their 
labour at building and planting, but they had to reclaim their land and build their 
own houses. Four or five of these holdings are still owned and occupied by 
McGrails, McGourtys, and Clancys, descendants of the original settlers, but one 
McGrail holding is now owned by Francis Cornyn, son of the late Peter Cornyn 
of Tullynaha.

The English visitors who came each sporting season were known locally as 
‘the gentlemen’. Some neighbouring men kept dogs for them and accompanied 
them on their sporting expeditions. A few local women kept the house in order 
and made special preparations for the arrival of the sportsmen and sportswomen. 
They were well paid and well treated. One year, when the owner and his friends 
could not be there, he advertised in Continental papers that the best shooting and 
fishing facilities in Europe were available on his mountain. Some Belgians came 
and the staff described them as "beggar men compared with the English 
gentlemen . Their generosity apparently left much to be desired.

Griffith Valuation Records of 1856 show that Rev. A. Ellis was owner of 
three separate plots in Slievenakilla as "Land, plantation, no value" amounting to a 
total of 3 rds. 20 sq. pers.These plantations apparently surrounded the lodge 
which is not mentioned.The surmise is that in order to evade valuation and rates 
no mention was made of the building.The fact that the plantation covering less 
than an acre was separated into three allotments which were known locally to 
have been so close together as to be virtually one, and that each of the three was
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recorded as of "no value seems to indicate a disposition to evade both on the 
part of the officials concerned and of Rev. A. Ellis himself.

In the latter part of the 19lh and the early years of the present century it was 
Rev. A. Ellis’s son-in law John J. Benison, who owned The Lodge. Until it became 
occupied by 4 or 5 members of the R. I. C. police from around 1900 till 1910, it
was he who took most interest in the game shooting and fishing amenities. Many 
of the local people believed the house was haunted, but that did not seem to have 
been a cause of worry to the policemen, most of whom were popular in the 
district, understood local attitudes and customs, and even engaged in pranks to 
promote amusement. One night while some local men were in the Lodge 
‘rambling’ or on a ceili’, both terms, as understood in the district, denoting an 
uninvited informal social visit, one local man who had more than an ordinary 
faith in ghosts had his suspicions of the place being haunted confirmed when, 
with the connivance of policemen and the other local men, weird noises were 
heard upstairs. All feigned fear except the man for whom the trick was intended. 
With his usual peculiar gestures he tried to calm them, saying repeatedly; " pass no 
remarks, pass no remarks ".What he meant was that they should take no notice, 
but it was his reaction that they enjoyed.The noises were produced by old tin cans 
and other objects rigged up on a bar attached to a concealed cord coming down 
to the corner where one policeman sat. When he pulled the cord the jingling 
started upstairs.

During the early years of this century the Lodge went into disuse and 
decline and the trees surrounding it were cut down and taken away. By 1920 none 
of them remained and the place was derelict. Although the walls and roof of the 
house still stood, no windows, doors, stairs, floors or other woodwork remained?'’ 
The site and surrounding land now belongs to Francis Cornyn who lives farther 
up in Slievenakilla.The outline of the foundation, still discernible in the grass, is 
all that remains.

A LICENSED PREMISES IN STRANAGARVANAGH
Probably the first licensed premises in Ballinaglera was that in Stranagarvanagh 
near Denis Me Hugh’s Bridge. It is believed by the people of the district that it
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was established to facilitate the seasonal sports people who came to The Lodge, 
about a mile and a half farther eastward.

In the 1870s it was owned by Pat Gilmartin, known as Pat Hudy, who had a 
general provisions shop there as well. Pat was married and had two sons, one of 
whom was James Gilmartin, locally known as ‘Pudar. While in Enniskillen one 
day for a cart load of provisions, Pat Hudy brought his horse, without the cart, to 
drink in the Erne River, fell in himself and was drowned.
Later, Pat’s widow remarried, her second husband being Pat Me Govern, who 
came in and managed the business. Their son Charlie and daughter Ellen, neither 
of whom married, lived there till their deaths in the 1940s.The house became 
known locally as ‘Charlie Pat’s’.

GRAZING AND TURBARY RIGHTS ON
SLIABH AN IARAINN

The boundaries between mountain commons and occupied lands, including 
tulachai, in Ballinaglera are clearly defined by an almost continuous fence or 
ditch24 which is in a better state of preservation in some townlands than in others. 
In Tullynapurtlin, Cornamuckla North, Greaghnafarna, Urbal Barr and Coralubber 
the position of the fence or ditch is often referred to as the top of the tulaigh(s).
In Stranagarvanagh and Carntulla it is known as the Game Ditch. It is called 
the Head Ditch in Slievenakilla and Aughrim. In Tullynaha, Tullyvacan and 
Drumristan the name is the Black Ditch. In Clerhanbeg, C-lerhanmore, 
Cornmuckla South and Stradrina it is again usually referred to as the Head Ditch. 
However, in some cases overlapping occurs because the same part is often referred 
to differently by different local people.

The landlords claimed ownership of the respective townland portions of the 
mountains from the fence or ditch described to the boundaries of adjoining 
parishes. Some landlords took a keen interest in their mountain portions for game 
shooting and fishing, while others showed little or no interest in these activities. In 
general, townland tenants enjoyed grazing and turbary rights on the respective
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portions of the mountains, but these rights were not clearly defined.Tenants were 
not confined in the exercise of these rights to particular portions of the 
mountains, as this would have been impracticable, and so, to that extent, the 
mountains were a commons. It has already been seen from Griffith Valuation 
Records that in some instances several people were joint tenants of particular 
portions of the mountains on which valuations were assessed in 1856.

For a very long time past some people in this parish, living near the 
mountains, as well as grazing young cattle and sheep, also grazed their cows on 
some of the drier mountain slopes during the summer months. In some other 
parts of the country the practice of tending cows on mountain pasture is known 
as ‘boolying’ or ‘ag buailiocht’, from the Irish word ‘buaile’, meaning a milking 
place.The name ‘Bolai’ as applied to the mountain peak overlooking Drumshanbo 
seems to be derived from buaile, which indicates that the term was applied to the 
practice of grazing cows on that part of the mountains. This practice is customary 
in Europe where it is known in social geography as transhumance. On Sliabh an 
Iarainn the practice may be a relic of this European custom. However, there is no 
record in Ballinaglera of people temporarily residing on the mountain in the 
summer to tend cattle.

Slievenakilla Portion of the Mountains
In 1856, according to Griffith Valuation records, 886 acres of mountain in north
east Slievenakilla, known as Slievenakilla North Mountain, were owned by Rev. 
Arthur Ellis and let to 15 tenants. At that time the south-east mountain portion, 
comprising about 1340 acres and known as Slievenakilla South Mountain, was in 
the hands of Representatives of Rev. John G. Young. In 1836 he acquired lands in
Slievenakilla from John Young, wife (and others), probably his parents. This <
southern mountain portion in 1856 was let to 7 tenants - six McPartlins and 
Terence Connor, all of close kindred relationship. From 1860 onward Rev. A. Ellis 
was gradually acquiring more property, including mountain area, till eventually he 
owned Slievenakilla South Mountain.The demarcation line between north and 
south portions of the mountain runs roughly through the valley of the leading 
stream of the Yellow River up to its source at Poll Gias, and continues eastward to
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the boundary with Oughteragh Parish, along Seltanahunshin townland. At a later 
date, probably in the 1880s, when Rev. A. Ellis’s daughter married John J. Benison, 
part of the marriage dowry was Slievenakilla South Mountain together with The 
Lodge which was situated in the northern mountain area. Landlord Benison was 
much spoken of locally by the parents of the present older generation who 
remembered him particularly for his enthusiasm in regard to game shooting and 
fishing. His interest in these activities seems to have lessened or ceased around 
1900 when The Lodge became occupied by police, but he still owned the South 
Mountain area till the time of vesting of lands in the tenants. Some time after the 
setting up of our native government, the ownership title of Slievenakilla South 
Mountain was acquired by Jimie Paddy McManus of Drumshanbo. Later he sold 
it to John Gilmartin of Carrick-on-Shannon and Michael Grogan of Arigna, who 
in turn sold it to Arigna Mining Company. In 1973 Cement Limited became the 
owners, having discovered in this portion of mountain the type of underlying clay 
suitable as an ingredient in the manufacture of cement, and similar to that in Co. 
Louth where it appears the supply is running out.

In the case of Slievenakilla South Mountain the grazing and turbary rights 
enjoyed formerly by the tenants, and which they held on to when the holdings 
were vested in them, are still retained by their successors.The position is different 
and appears to be exceptional in the case of Slievenakilla North Mountain. Here 
the farmers concerned enjoyed unrestricted use of it until the time that the 
Forestry Division of the Department of Lands acquired extensive areas of it for 
forestry purposes in the late 1940s. Then a conflict of interest arose causing the 
Land Commission to have the matter referred for a ruling to Manorhamilton 
Circuit Court in the mid 1950s. This resulted in the local farmers use of it having 
been severely restricted since then. The court found that ownership rested with 
Grace, Nelson and others living in South Africa, and as the previous tenants in the 
townland had signed a contract accepting liability for rates with turbary rights 
only, the court was in no position to grant legal grazing rights. However, the 
farmers concerned still continue grazing cattle and sheep and getting their turf 
there, except within the areas fenced off by the Forestry Division.
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Tullynaha Mountain Portion
The Tullynaha portion of the mountains, comprising several hundred acres, was 
part of the estate of landlord John Hamilton in 1880, Morgan Crofton in 1856 
and, until the time of the vesting of lands in the tenants in that townland, it 
formed part of the Crofton estate. The usual rights obtained concerning tenants in 
regard to grazing and turbary, but arising from the interpretation of such 
undefined antecedent rights, which afterwards were adopted and legalised under 
our native government, an incident occurred in 1914 whereby these rights had to 
be asserted, and were affirmed in the law court in Manorhamilton at that time. 
Three McGourty families, two living in Tullynaha and the third in Aughrim but 
occupying land in Tullynaha for some time previously, had undertaken to pay rates 
for the mountain area in Tullynaha. They claimed that this gave them the exclusive 
grazing rights which they tried to assert by driving off cattle and sheep belonging 
to other tenants of the townland.These tenants, as plaintiffs, jointly had the matter 
legally contested, getting a decision in their favour, and so they continued the 
grazing as a matter of established right. Never in dispute and always availed of 
have been the turbary rights of the tenants who afterwards became the land 
owners in Tullynaha.

Ownership of Inch Island
Inch Island in northern Lough Allen is described as Inishmagrath Island in the 
Ordnance Survey of 1836 which gives the area as 6 ac. 1 rd. 28 sq. per.
Documents in the Registry of Deeds record the island as having passed from 
Thos.W. Bond and others to John Peebles in 1841. Around that time, Bond passed 
on land in Fahy to Wm. Lewis, land in Corraglas to Robert C. Barber, and land in 
Upper Annagh to Robert Hall, while he exchanged lands in Slievenakilla with 
Rev. Arthur Ellis. In 1856 Bond disposed of his land in Slievenakilla, to Henry 
Johnston. Apparently at that time Thos.W. Bond was losing his grip as a petty 
landlord in Ballinaglera. John Peebles, who obtained ownership of the island in 
1841, does not seem to have appeared in any other land dealings in Ballinaglera. 
Griffith Valuation of 1856 shows the landlords of Inch Island as Lord Bishop of 
Elphin, Kilmore and Ardagh, and Rev. Samuel Magee, and the Occupants, Rev.
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Samuel Magee and John Me Partlan (sic). Rateable valuation was £2:10:0. In 
1866 it passed from Landed Estates Court and another person to John Sheil and 
another, and the same year from William Cornyn and another to John Sheil and 
another.

Later in the 19,b century William Cornyn,25 a teacher in Ross in the parish 
of Inishmagrath, taught a family named Cullen privately in what was formerly 
Fordes’ big house of Corry in Inshmagrath.The Cullens compensated the teacher 
by giving him the lands of Inch Island and portion of nearby Kilgarriff in 
Ballinaglera. William Cornyn’s daughter married Tom Flynn of Carntulla, and part 
of her dowry was these lands. Later on, Tom Flynn sold this whole property to the 
Land Commission. Patsy Foley of Inishmagrath bought the island and in turn 
passed it on to his son, also called Patsy, who died about 1962. Since then, 
Cornelius McDonagh, a native of Newbridge district, purchased the island. He has 
retired to his old home near Newbridge Church, having lived for some years in 
London.

POLITICAL ORATOR AS LINK FROM
FENIAN RISING TO SINN FEIN

Michael Clarke of Stranagarvanagh, who died in 1937 in his 90th year, was 19 at 
the time of the Fenian Rising in 1867. Although he had little scope for taking an 
active part in the troubles of that era, he imbibed the Fenian political philosophy 
and for the remainder of his long life was a protagonist of Irish national 
aspirations. He read widely and had a profound knowledge of Irish history. As a 
result he developed a passionate detestation, amounting to hatred, of England and 
things English. During the Land League period in the 1880s, he addressed public 
meetings and was a well known and respected orator. He spent many years in 
America where he was an ardent supporter and admirer of John Devoy and his 
ideals. His fiery eloquence and uncompromising attitude in Irish politics, even on 
matters where the Irish themselves were not in agreement, often got him involved 
in lively controversy which he seemed to enjoy. He and Terence Forde of 
Tullynaha, a well educated man and able debater but just 20 years younger were
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on intimate terms of long standing because of Forde’s wife being a close relative 
of Clarke, but they took opposite sides in Irish politics from 1922 onward. They 
engaged frequently in debate in Clarke’s house, particularly on long winter nights, 
and their discussions were not confined to politics. Many of the young people in 
the district came to listen, from interest and for amusement. All were impressed, if 
not amazed, by Clarke’s vigour and mental alertness even up to a short time 
before his death.

SINN FEIN

From 1916 onward, the political affairs of the country, which on a wide-spread 
scale became the subject of so much debate, were in the forefront of Ballinaglera 
topics. For a considerable time, some people remained loyal to the policy of The 
Ancient Order of Hibernians who became known by the slang term, ‘The Hibs’. 
The Hibernians and Molly Maguires were often referred to, and some of the older 
people at that time had leanings towards John Redmond’s interpretation of Home 
Rule. However, all these old sentiments soon became overwhelmed by the Sinn 
Fein movement, which gained such a resounding victory in the general election 
of 1918. Sinn Fein, having had so many of their candidates elected on the policy 
of abstaining from entering the British parliament, proceeded to establish Sinn 
Fein or Republican courts throughout the country, to which the people were 
exhorted to submit their disputes. These courts had to function discreetly, 
magistrate and litigants assembling ostensibly as a private meeting, and rulings or 
decisions given were entirely dependent for their judicial effect on acceptance by 
the parties concerned. One such court-house was James Loughlin’s barn loft, near 
Arthur Mulvey’s licensed premises in Drumnafinla.The court sessions were 
presided over by Patrick McGrail of Stranagarvanagh, as magistrate. He had taken 
an active part in politics from the Land League campaign onward and was well 
known for his oratory from public platforms.
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IRISH REPUBLICAN ARMY 
AND BLACK AND TAN PERIOD

Many young Ballinaglera men were members of the Irish Republican Army, and 
some of these were ‘on the run’. Many had hairbreadth escapes from the Black 
and Tans but fortunately none were killed or wounded, although their health may 
have suffered. Some members from adjoining parishes were on the run in 
Ballinaglera, and changed their abodes frequently.

Prominent among those ‘on the run’ in this parish was John Rourke of 
Stranagarvanagh, a tall active young man. One winter night in 1920 he was 
walking down the Slievenakilla Road, on the lower or west side of Clarke’s 
Bridge, when suddenly he saw a torch light flash around the sharp bend in the 
road in front of him. He dived through the hedge and rolled down the steep 
declivity through the scrub to the river below, while a hail of bullets whistled past 
him, causing sparks as they hit the stones in the river. Though bruised by the 
tumble, he escaped being hit by a bullet but he heard one of the Black and Tans 
on the road above him say; "Well that fellow is gone anyway . Apparently deterred 
from venturing down the steep slope and thicket to investigate, the Tans continued 
their patrol up the road.

Edmond Clarke, affectionately called Edmore, who died in 1966 aged 70. 
was the son of Michael Clarke, the Fenian, of Stranagarvanagh. He was a member 
of the Irish Republican Army. Around the same time, if not the same night, that 
John Rourke had the ordeal described, the Black and Tans knocked on Clarke’s 
front door. Inside, Edmore had a gun taken apart on a table repairing or cleaning 
it. He gathered the parts into an old coat or apron and rushed out the back door 
just as the Tans were entering by the front door. They heard the back door bein 
closed and rushed out in hot pursuit. Just in time, Edmore got into a deep drain 
overgrown by briars, and lay there in the water while the Tans spent half an hour 
searching for him. He heard them distinctly discussing the matter, one pointing 
out the spot where he had got a glimpse of a man and remarking; "surely the
ground could not have opened and swallowed him ".

Patrick Kelliher of Tullyvacan, who afterwards emigrated to America, was
around 20 years of age in 1920. While he was working in a field near the
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Tullyvacan Road the Tans, who were passing up the road, called on him to come 
forward. Instead he ran zig zag fashion to a nearby drain with bullets whizzing 
past him. Crawling in the drain for some distance, he entered another and so 
evaded capture. Afterwards he found several bullet tracks in the clay fence that had 
protected him.

Church Congregation Searched in May 1921
During Mass on a Sunday morning in May 1921, Black and Tans surrounded 
Ballinaglera church, while some of them entered and started carrying out a search 
of some members of the congregation. Father Kelly, the newly appointed P.P., 
who was saying the Mass, at first appealed to the people to remain calm and then 
proceeded to castigate the officer in charge. He adopted a stern, fearless attitude 
and spoke out in strong forceful language. The officer, relenting, ordered his 
soldiers out of the church, but they remained just outside the three doors till Mass 
was over. When leaving the church after Mass, all the men were searched and 
many questioned outside the doors as also was a woman member of the 
congregation whom one of the soldiers had seen receiving documents inside the 
church from a young man, John Gilrane of Coralubber. When he had passed her 
the bundle of documents, which it appears would have been considered 
incriminating, she dropped it under the kneeling board, and the soldiers failed to 
find it. Outside, children who are now the older generation,26 but who still 
remember it, became separated from their parents and were in a state of panic 
while the search lasted. John Gilrane, whom the Tans wanted, managed to get 
through the hedge surrounding the graveyard and a volley of shots followed him 
but still he escaped unhurt. A few arrests were made and the prisoners were kept 
in Carrick-on-Shannon jail for a short time and then released.

‘The Round Up’ in June 1921
On 7th June 1921 this parish was the scene of a big military operation carried out 
by the Black and Tans.They had got misleading information to the effect that 200 
Republicans were encamped on the part of Sliabh an Iarainn lying to the south of
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Slievenakilla Road. During the previous night large numbers of British forces, 
including cavalry units, arrived in the parish and encamped in the Drumristan 
meadows near Lough Allen.They had with them full military equipment 
including lorries, ambulances, nurses and despatch riders. As dawn broke the 
cavalry proceeded in the direction of Slievenakilla while from Aughacashel and 
Ballinamore districts similar forces converged on the mountains. As the sun rose to 
herald a day of glorious sunshine, infantry traversed and aeroplanes reconnoitred 
the mountains where the ‘Shinners,’ as the English soldiers called them, were 
supposed to have their training ground. Spotting nothing on the mountains they 
encircled the hills and ravines and saw their efforts were in vain. Nevertheless, all 
men found working on the bogs at turf and in the fields in the townlands 
adjoining the mountains were marched to the schools and creamery to be 
identified by the local R.I.C.Those who could not be identified were marched

9

down to John Rynn’s field in Druminalass but towards evening they were all 
allowed home.

In the early part of‘the day of the round up,’ as it was termed locally, the 
object was not understood and became a matter of grave anxiety to the women 
and children. Many incidents were related afterwards concerning attempts at 
escape and evasion by the men who were marched away from their work. Some 
did escape from the march, as it must have been difficult for the Tans to trace 
them all in the rugged country-side. While on the march from the bogs some 
dropped suddenly into bog holes and remained there till evening.

Dan McGourty of Slievenakilla, a middle aged active man of powerful 
physique, had been attending to his sheep on the mountain when ordered to 
march off. The day was Tuesday and Dan had not shaved since the previous 
Saturday. He carried a walking stick, as was his custom, but on this occasion he 
leaned heavily on it and by his deliberate slowness of movement he feigned old 
age and rheumatism. The Tans wanted to know where he lived and who lived 
with him. When Dan mentioned his father lived with him, a soldier exclaimed: 
"Your father!"' When asked what age his father was, Dan said, "100 years or more" 
Dan’s house was nearby, being the house nearest the mountain. They all insisted 
on going to see this very old man, Johnny Daniel, accepted that he was very
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advanced in years and let Dan go free. However, Johnny Daniel was over 80 years 
of age at the time.

On that day some Republicans from Oughteragh Parish were on the run in 
Ballinaglera. Two or three of them who had taken cover in some remote place 
during the day called at Gilchreests’ ofTullynaha around nightfall when the 
trouble had eased off. One was Rourke and another Owen Burns, a distinguished 
flute player. When leaving after a meal, one of them told Owen Gilchreest that if 
he could succeed in shooting three Tans he would die content. The frustration 
resulting from harassment and inability to use the gun effectively, which would 
have been suicidal to attempt in the circumstances, may easily explain such an 
emotional utterance.

PATRIOTIC MEMBER OF ROYAL IRISH CONSTABULARY

Patrick Carrigan of Drumristan, as a young man with a few years service in the 
R.I.C., was stationed in Co. Mayo at the time of the disbandment of that force in 
1922. As the force, on account of its close association with the Black and Tans, had 
become unpopular with the people, and as Patrick Carrigan’s attitude and contacts 
with the Republicans in Co. Mayo had not been known or understood in 
Ballinaglera, a notice was affixed to the door of his house, shortly after his arrival 
home in Drumristan, warning him to leave the parish within 24 hours. He 
complied but went back to Co. Mayo where he had been stationed and where he 
was welcomed by the people whom he had so often befriended in their struggle 
for national independence. When his whereabouts and the reason became known 
in Ballinaglera, our Sinn Fein representatives here invited him back again, and so 
he was cordially received here and became very popular, not only because of the 
matter described but also because of his1 personal merits as a most sociable, 
obliging and good humoured man. At heart he was a loyal Irishman, and it 
appears had proved this on many occasions while stationed as policeman in Co. 
Mayo. He had been in a position to pass on valuable information from the British 
side to the Republicans and to withhold information from the British side. 
However, he acted in this way at great personal risk of being shot by the British
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forces if they discovered, or even suspected, his activities in this regard. In his 
sympathies he was perhaps representative of a considerable section of the R.I.C. 
police force, who had joined not for love of the type of work they were required 
to perform but as an occupation or career, their political sympathies, which they 
had had to conceal, having been with their own kith and kin.

THE FARMERS’ UNION

In 1922 an organisation known as the Farmers Union was formed and branches 
of it sprang up in many parts of the country. Its objective was to organise the 
farmers to the stage of becoming a political party for the purpose of having 
members elected to Dail Eireann, so that the farming interests might have due 
representation there and, possibly, become a major party in government. However, 
it never reached that stage because the farmers concerned themselves with divisive 
issues between the two major political parties.

An able and energetic organiser, named Hayden, of Co. Longford, 
established many branches of the Farmers’ Union over a wide area. One of these 
branches was in Ballinaglera where he addressed public meetings occasionally, 
speaking from the top of Mulvey’s steps beside the church after last Mass on 
Sundays. The branch committee consisted of some 10 or 12 members of whom 
the chairman was Thomas Flynn of Carntulla, the secretary, Terence Forde of 
Tullynaha, and the treasurer, Hubert Forde of Derrinageer. Other committee 
members were Charles Flynn of Kilmore, James Me Morrow of Fahy, Andrew 
Flynn of Tullyvacan, etc. This committee was pretty active, holding regular 
committee meetings and occasional public meetings for a couple of years. 
However, the organisation eventually collapsed through lack of support from the 
farmers themselves.

THE IMPACT OF SMUGGLING

In the mid 1920s when the border between the six northern counties and the rest 
of Ireland became established, and the government policy of encouraging and
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protecting home industries in the 26 counties was adopted, there emerged a 
disparity in prices as between North and South. Prices of agricultural products 
generally were lower in the South, while manufactured articles were dearer 
because our infant industries were unable to compete, in the matter of productive 
costs, with the old and well established industries in the North. The result was 
that, for 10 or 15 years, smuggling both ways in the respective commodities 
became a lucrative business indulged in on an extensive scale, particularly in areas 
adjacent to the border on both sides of it. The vigilance of police and customs 
officials curbed it to some degree and, on the southern side; the stage was reached 
when the minimum court penalty was £100 fine or 6 months imprisonment on 
conviction of a smuggling offence. Nevertheless, some young men near the border 
engaged in smuggling as a whole time occupation and found it so profitable that, 
not being deterred by the penalty when caught, they paid the £100 fine and 
continued in the business.

Notwithstanding the risk involved, there were some adventurous young men 
in Ballinaglera who succeeded in smuggling considerable quantities of goods, 
particularly clothing, from the North. Undoubtedly, the most daring of these was 
Patrick Charles McMorrow, known locally as Sonny Cathal, a son of the late 
Patrick McMorrow of Stranagarvanagh who was known as Patrick Cathal because 
his father’s name was Cathal. Patrick Charles McMorrow was so astute from the 
start of his smuggling exploits that he evaded being caught for several years. He 
had many adventures that would recall the incidents in a detective novel, and 
custom officials and detectives who were on his track admitted that he was the 
most elusive character they had encountered. He avoided following any regular 
pattern of activity and was quick to change his tactics whenever he intuitively 
sensed that he was under observation.

One day he left Blacklion with a horse-drawn cart loaded with a mixture of 
goods, some smuggled and some which he had purchased in Blacklion. A mile or 
so from the town he deposited the smuggled goods in a field surrounded by a 
whitethorn hedge, and proceeded homeward. He had scarcely gone another mile 
when he was overtaken by detectives who questioned him and inspected what 
remained on the cart. Having been convinced that smuggled goods had been on 
the cart in Blacklion, the detectives searched, found the goods and placed them
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under guard in the field during the following night. To their dismay, at dawn the 
goods had vanished. McMorrow had retrieved them through a hole he had made 
in the hedge on the side of the field farthest from the road.

Finally, one day while travelling by train with some smuggled goods from 
Enniskillen he dumped off the goods into a field between Blacklion and 
Glenfarne. In the carriage with him were a boy and a girl both aged about 13 
years. On reaching Glenfarne they reported what they had seen, which resulted in 
his being caught by the Gardai while collecting the items. While on bail, pending 
court trial in Dowra, he intensified his smuggling activities resulting in two or 
three additional charges being brought against him, all at Dowra District Court in 
April 1937. He conducted his own case in court, succeeded in having the later 
charges adjourned to give him an opportunity of providing witnesses who were 
not present, but he was convicted of the original offence and sentenced to six 
months imprisonment. On hearing the verdict he jumped from the dock and 
escaped from the court-house pursued by Gardai. As he was grabbing his bicycle 
outside the gate, the sergeant was about to seize him but McMorrow threw the 
bicycle against him, crossed the street, jumped over a 5 ft. high wooden gate on 
the opposite side and ran towards the Shannon which was in flood. He threw off 
his coat and shoes and plunged into the river just as the Gardai were about to 
catch him. On the other side of the river he discarded the remainder of his soaked 
clothes. Pursued by two Gardai who had crossed by the bridge, he ran up Tulach 
na Ruaidhri hill watched by all who had been in the court-house, including 
District Justice Rice, who viewed the spectacle with bewildered amazement and 
amusement. He swam across the Shannon on the other side of the hill, and at that 
stage the Gardai gave up the chase. He soon entered Co. Fermanagh where he had 
friends who provided him with clothes, and remaining there for a few days he 
went to London where he started life anew.

Since he had appeared in court, Patrick Charles McMorrows bailsmen were 
no longer liable. In all his dealings he was known to have been most honourable, 
was very popular and of likeable character. Like a great many others who engaged 
in smuggling, he considered it in no way dishonest in view of the injustice of the 
border itself and how it conflicted with our national interests. Perhaps it should be
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noted that smuggling is not a crime, but just an offence, in our civil law. Having 
settled down in London where he has resided ever since, he married and raised a 
family. In August 1979 he returned to Ballinaglera on a holiday, his first visit here 
since 1937. He found that many of his old friends had gone to their eternal 
reward but he was heartily welcomed by those who remain.

Kilmore Diocese and its parishes 
(before the 1969 amalgamations).

Reproduced from The Book of Kilmore Cathedral (1947)
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CHAPTER IV

Tradition concerning the services of Franciscans to the people of Ballinaglera will 
long be gratefully remembered.They made a most valuable contribution towards 
keeping the torch of the Catholic faith alight in the dark days of persecution. 
Often when sufficient diocesan clergy were not available to minister, Franciscans 
cordially co-operated in assisting them by providing a ministry which was 
undoubtedly welcomed by the majority Catholic population. These priests were 
often hunted by British soldiers, had to live in hiding and celebrate Mass in the 
mountains at ‘dug out’ or Mass rock, suffering hardships with courage and 
tenacity. An account of their services and adventures from around the end of the 
17"' century to about 1817 is given in chapter 111, but a few details about them 
and their ministry in Ballinaglera are given here to suit the context.

Fr. Padraig Q Coirnin., said to be leader of the first group of Franciscans who 
sought refuge in Ballinaglera around the end of the 17,h century, is the first priest 
of whom there is any mention in tradition 1 of having had charge of the parish.

Fr. Philip Magauran. P.P. .(-1750-), diocesan priest is named as pastor of 
Glangevlin and Ballinaglera in a list of Kilmore Pastors forwarded to Rome in 
1750 by the bishop, Dr. Laurence Richardson.2

Fr. Charles Reynolds. Q.F.M., with a question mark and no date given, is 
included in respect of Ballinaglera in revised list of Parish Priests of Kilmore by 
our present bishop, Most Rev. Dr. Francis J. McKiernan, published in Breifne, 
1972. He is listed therein after Fr. Philip Magauran, P.P. Strong traditions in the 
parish about Fr. Charles Reynolds indicate that he had charge in Ballinaglera in 
the second half of the 18lh century.3
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Fr. -?- McGowan is said in tradition to have been P.P. here for a period some 
years prior to 1798. 1 It is not known whether or not he was a Franciscan. In 
revised list of Parish Priests of Kilmore’ a Fr. Patrick McGowan is named as P.P. of 
Killasnett -1801-. It is mere speculation that he could have been the same priest.

Fr. Ambrose Cassidy, O.F.M.. appears in the list of Kilmore clergy forwarded 
on demand to the civil authorities by Dr. Dillon, Bishop of Kilmore, per Dr. Troy, 
Archbishop of Dublin, in 1801. Much that is remembered about him is given in 
Chapter 111.

There appears to be neither tradition nor record of any priest having been 
in charge in Ballinaglera from the time of Fr. Cassidy, prior to or in 1817, until 
1822. However, the evidence that there was a wooden church at Fahy Graveyard 
in 1818 5 seems to suggest that some priest ministered in the parish at that time.

The following information as to dates concerning pastors and curates who 
ministered in Ballinaglera from 1822 onward was procured mainly from Kilmore 
diocesan archives giving a comprehensive account of the service periods of these 
priests in various parishes. Ballinaglera parochial records, dealing with the ministry 
of priests in this parish only, have provided some further information as well as 
duplicating some of the diocesan records in regard to the parish.

The Irish Catholic Directory dealing with the matter from 1836 onward has 
been found incomplete, particularly in regard to the commencement and 
termination of the priests’ ministry in the parish. Owen McHugh of Drumnafinla, 
within the parish, who died in 1931 in his 80"' year kept some records of curates 
who served here between 1854 and 1899. However, these records are incomplete 
and in many instances not in agreement with the other sources mentioned.

Throughout the following accounts of Pastors and curates the year given in 
brackets immediately after each parish o/ place denotes the commencement of a 
period of service continuing till the next parish or place is met with and finally 
the departure of the priest concerned.6
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PASTORS

Very Rev. Patrick Carroll, P.P. (1822? -1829)
In Chapter l,p. 16, we have seen an account of Fr. Carroll as already being P.P. of 
Ballinaglera in 1822 and his retirement in 1829.
Very Rev. Thomas Brady, Adm. (1829-1835)
It was Fr. Brady who selected and possibly purchased a site for a new church, 
which never materialised, at ‘Pat Rynn’s Hill’ on the eastern side of the Dowra- 
Drumshanbo Road. ' It was he who was asked by the civil authorities in 1831 to 
supply answers, concerning Ballinaglera, to the 35 questions sent to every parish, 
as, “Part of the Investigations into living conditions, educational facilities and 
employment” Which formed part of First Report of Commissioners, Poor Laws 
(Ireland) 1836. He died in 1835, and was probably interred in Fahy graveyard.
Very Rev. Bryan Keaney., Adm. (1835-1845): P.P. (1845-1853)
Fr. Keaney was born in Cloonclare Parish in 1798, ordained in Maynooth 25 June 
1828, C.C. Glenfarne (1828), Adm. Ballinaglera (1835), P.P. Ballinaglera (1845).
During his time in Ballinaglera he lived beside the old Urbal National School on 
the farm of Pat Rynn who lived in a house attached to the school. Pat Rynn was 
succeeded by his son, Patrick, and daughter, Anne, neither of whom ever married. 
In 1892 the old school was incorporated in Rynn’s house when the newer Urbal 
National School in Drumnafinla was opened.

It seems likely that it was Fr. Keaney who had the site for the church, 
selected by his predecessor, Fr. Brady, changed to its present site, through 
negotiation with Owen Mulvey. He had the church erected during 1841-1842, 
which was an outstanding achievement in view of the economic and social 
conditions then prevailing. It is understandable that the laying of a proper floor 
and seats had to be deferred.

During his time here there was quite a number of money lenders, called 
‘gombeen men’, paying in spring half the price of farm produce, such as a firkin 
of butter, which was given in autumn without further payment. This was the 
equivalent of £ 1 to the £ interest for part of the year. Fr. Keaney had this curbed 
to a maximum of 2 shillings and 6 pence to the £.8
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Fr. Keaney showed deep concern and did magnificent work in alleviating 
distress during the Famine period around 1847. At his own personal expense he 
provided the necessitous with seed oats and seed potatoes and is remembered in 
tradition with great affection. His name is still mentioned frequently in various 
contexts including his impressive achievements in Inishmagrath.

On 31 July 1853 he was appointed P.P. to Inishmagrath. When leaving he 
took with him to Drumkeeran the Ballinaglera register which he had commenced 
in 1835, covering the years 1835 to 1853.The register apparently continued to be 
used there for both parishes. A new official parochial register was started in 
Ballinaglera in 1881. The transfer of the register to Drumkeeran resulted in 
considerable inconvenience to Ballinaglera people as they became septuagenarians 
and sought evidence of age when old age pensions were first introduced in 1909. 
Although compulsory civil registration of births was introduced in 1864 some 
parents were reluctant to comply and if they did so later than the prescribed three 
months they brought the date of birth forward. Therefore baptism certificates were 
accepted up to and well after 1934 and were considered more reliable. This 
continued into the 1940s when the register in Drumkeeran was found to be 
missing.

Fr. Bryan Keaney continued his zeal in acquiring sites and church building 
in Inishmagrath till his death there on 1 April 1866. He was interred in Achadh 
Leacaigh graveyard where a tombstone marks his grave.

Very Rev. Francis Mason. P.P. (1853-1875)
Fr. Mason was a native of Cornagee in the parish of Killinagh. He is said to have 
been descended from Protestant stock and to have been a relative of Lord Cole of 
near Enniskillen. His family farmed extensive areas around Cornagee in Killinagh 
on the Saunders estate, mostly grazing cattle and sheep. Ordained in St. Patrick’s, 
Maynooth, circa 1831, he became C.C.' Kinlough (1831), Newbridge in 
Inishmagrath (1835) and Shercock in Killann (1836). In 1838 he erected the fine 
church of St. Patrick in Shercock which is still striking in appearance. His name, 
the date of erection, the dedication and a request for prayers for the benefactors 
are on the church wall. He was P.P, Killesher, for ten years, from 1843 to 31 July 
1853, when he was transferred as P.P. Ballinaglera.
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It is believed locally that it was Fr. Mason, during the early years of his 
pastorate in Ballinaglera, who occupied a house, long since demolished, beside the 
present Patrick Ferguson’s house in Clerhanbeg, where a priest is reputed to have 
lived at some time. A field, near the house, which provided hay for the priest’s 
horse, is still known as ‘The Priest’s Meadow’. However, it is known in 
Ballinaglera that during the latter part of his time in this parish he stayed in 
Horan’s house in Fahy. During his time here the floor of the church was of clay, 
and there were no seats.

He died on 13 Feb. 1875 and his remains were interred inside the church to 
the right of the Blessed Virgin altar where a low mound marked the grave for 
many years. He left effects valued at just under £1,500 and his will was proved on 
7 August 1875.9

Very Rev. John Smith P.P. (1875-1890)
Fr. Smith was born in 1830 in Mullaghmore in the parish of Castlerahan. He was 
ordained in Maynooth on Passion Sunday 1855, and became C.C., Kilmore 
(1855), Ballintemple (1859) and Maudabawn in Drumgoon Parish (1863). He 
became P.P. of Ballinaglera on 20 Feb. 1875. While here he lived in the slated 
house in Tullynapurtlin along the main road near the junction of the Loughy 
Road about three quarters of a mile from Dowra. This house has been known as 
the ‘Old Barrack’ since the time the first Garda Siochana members occupied it 
from 1923 till 1931 when a new Garda station was opened in Dowra. In 1886 he 
had Hollymount-Tullyvacan National School erected in Clerhanbeg and in 1890 
Urbal National School in Drumnafinla ready for opening. He left here on 18 Feb. 
1890 to become PP. Kilmainhamwood. He died there on 12 Dec. 1893 aged 63 
years and in the 39"’ year of his priesthood. His mural tablet is inTievurcher 
church, Moybologue, where he is interred.

Very Rev. Patrick Keaney, P.P. (1890-1894)
Like his uncle, Fr. Bryan Keaney, who ministered in Ballinaglera (1835-1853), he 
was a native of Laughty, Glenfarne, in Cloonclare Parish. He was baptised on 7 
Jan. 1836.Their family gave gratis the site of St. Mary’s Church, Glenfarne, erected
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in 1857, against the wishes of Nicholas Loftus Tottenham of Glenfarne Hall, who 
transferred the entrance gates of his mansion so as not to have to pass the hated 
Catholic Church. Fr. Keaney was ordained in Maynooth on 30 May 1871 and was 
C.C., Knockninny (1871), Killann (1875), Killeshandra (1876), and Inishmagrath 
(1881). He came to Ballinaglera as P.P. on 9 March 1890. On 30 March 1894 he
died in Glenfarne where he was interred at St. Mary’s.

Very Rev. Patrick Clarke, P.P. (1894-1896)
Fr. Clarke was a native of Doon in Kilmainhamwood and born circa 1852 of John 
Clarke and Mary nee Cahill. He studied in St. Patrick’s College, Cavan, where he 
was ordained on 4 March 1877. He served as C.C. Ballinamore (1877), Arvagh in 
Killeshandra (1881), Lavey (1887), Bailieborough in Killann (1889) and Belturbet 
in Annagh (1893).

He became P.P. of Ballinaglera on 14 April 1894 and during his time here 
he resided in the house where Fr. John Smith, P.P, had lived. In 1894 he had 
Cornamuckla National School built in Derrinwillan, and in 1895 Slievenakilla 
National School built in Carntulla. He also had the Parochial House erected in 
1895. A building contractor named Paddy Kelly of Drumshanbo worked for Fr. 
Clarke on his ambitious building projects. A very severe winter impeded the work 
on Slievenakilla School for four months when the walls, except the gables, had 
reached the specified height. When the work was resumed it was found that the 
foundation had subsided but fortunately, it had done so evenly all round so that 
the walls remained structurally sound.The greatest inconvenience was that the 
windows and doors had sunk about 1 ft., for which adjustments had to be made 
in order to comply with the plan. A further course was added to the walls, which 
restored them to the original height. Paddy Kelly, the contractor, died at an 
advanced age in 1960.

Fr. Clarke was transferred as P.P. to Kilmore Parish on 28 Feb. 1896, and 
finally on 13 March 1909 to Killeshandra where he died on 19 Jan. 1915. His 
nephew, Rev. Stephen Clarke C.C., Bruskey, was killed as chaplain in World War 1 
and his grand-nephew, Rev. Eugene Clarke, is C.C., Killargue.
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Very Rev. Thomas McGauran, P.P. (1896-1902)
Born on 9 Feb. 1848 of Patrick McGauran and Brigid nee McGauran, Altnadara, 
Corlough, Fr. McGauran did his studies in St. Patrick’s College, Cavan, where he 
was ordained on 29 June 1880. He was C.C. Killargue (1880) and C.C. 
Ballinaglera from 20 July 1881 to Oct. 1985 when he transferred as C.C. to 
Ballinamore. On 28 Feb. 1896 he became P.P. of Ballinaglera and was welcomed 
back here as some distant relatives of his lived in the parish. Many of the residents 
of the parish, now deceased, who were children at that time, remembered him as a 
strict disciplinarian in regard to their learning the catechism in school and also in 
the church on Sundays after last Mass. He was also noted for his stern insistence 
on the observance of a high moral standard, particularly among the young grown 
up people in their social affairs. He was long remembered for being a zealous 
priest even though not very diplomatic in his approach to certain problems. 
Redemptorist Fathers gave a mission here of a fortnight’s duration in October 
1898. Fr. McGauran left here to become P.P. of Killinagh on 1 Oct. 1902. While 
there he bequeathed £700 to St. Patrick’s College, Cavan, for the education of 
students to the priesthood. He remained P.P. of Killinagh till his death on 17 May
1922. io

Very Rev. Philip King, P.P. (1902-1920)
Fr. King was a native of Dernacrieve, Corlough, and was baptised on 4 Jan. 1847. 
Ordained in Maynooth in January 1876, he was C.C. Mullagh (1876). Killasnett, 
Ballaghameehan, Glangevlin, Drumreilly Upper, Killinagh (1880), Cavan 
(Feb. 1885), Crosserlough (April 1885), Laragh, Knockninny (1892), Kildallan 
(March 1898) and Annagh (Oct. 1898). He came to Ballinaglera as P.P. on 1 Oct. 
1902. He was over 6 ft. in height, of strong and forthright character, very attentive 
to and quietly efficient in the discharge of parochial duties. His niece. Miss Smith, 
who lived with him, married Charles Carrigan, Principal teacher of Hollymount- 
Tullyvacan National School.The major part of parochial building work in the 
parish had already been done, so Fr. King was concerned mostly with 
improvement and repair work. In 1917 a mission lasting a fortnight was given in 
this parish by Franciscan priests. While preparing to say Mass on 19 Oct. 1920 Fr.
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King died suddenly. He was interred in the graveyard adjoining the church where 
a tombstone has been erected over his grave.

Very Rev. Martin Kelly, P.P. (1921-1924)
Son of John Kelly and Mary (nee Gill) of Blackgardens, Killargue, Fr. Kelly was 
baptised on 12 March 1864. He was ordained in Maynooth on 25 June 1893 and 
became C.C. Glangevlin (1893), Drung (1895), Ballinaglera (18 March to 20 
Oct. 1898), Inishmagrath (Nov. 1898), Glenfarne (1908), and Kinlough (1911).
He was P.P. Carrigallen (1 Feb. 1913), Killasnett (11 Aug. 1919), Ballinaglera 
(22 Feb. 1921). He was very energetic, a good preacher and very clear and explicit 
in anything he had to say. He found that a considerable amount of repair work 
remained to be done on the schools in this parish, and it was during his time here 
that a new ceiling was put in the gallery section of Slievenakilla National School. 
Seeing the need for a means of raising parochial funds on the one hand, and the 
need for a parochial centre for entertainment on the other hand, Fr. Kelly 
negotiated a deal with Ballinaglera Co-operative Society for the use of the disused 
creamery building for this dual purpose. The building was quite suitable in design 
and adequate in space for holding concerts and dances which became a regular 
feature of the parish social life. One of the earliest performances held there was a 
showing of‘movies’, a novelty which much impressed the audience. The old 
creamery soon gained recognition in its new role in this and adjoining parishes. 
Dances and concerts held there were well patronised, thus accomplishing Fr.
Kelly’s double objective.

It may be recalled from Chapter 111 how Fr. Kelly, on one occasion, took 
up a sturdy and impressive stand on the altar, so causing the Black and Tans to 
relent in their dastardly attempt to carry out a search of the congregation in the 
church during Mass in May 1921.

Fr. Kelly died in Dublin on 7 April 1924 and was interred in the graveyard 
at Ballinaglera Church where a tombstone marks his grave.The inscription on the 
tombstone states that he died in the 52nd year of his age (this should be the 61st) 
and the 3O'h (this should be the 31s1) of his sacred ministry.
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Very Rev. Michael McGovern, P.P. (1924-1927)
Born circa 1856 of Michael McGovern and Anne (nee McGovern),
Moneensauran, Glangevlin, Fr. McGovern studied in Carlow and was ordained in 
June 1889. He was C.C. Glenade (1889), Killasnett (1894) and Clifferna in Laragh 
(1911). He was P.P. Kilmainhamwood (1918) and became P.P. Ballinaglera on 
26 July 1924.

He found this parish well organised in parochial affairs with many active, 
willing hands to assist him in supervising the old creamery run as a hall. He 
carried out his duties in an unobtrusive and efficient manner. His sister, who lived 
in the parish and who survived him, was widow of the late Frances Flynn of 
Carntulla. Her daughter was Mrs. Pat Forde of Tullynaha. ‘Margo’ Magauran, his 
grandmother, was sister of Most Rev. Dr. James Magauran, D.D., bishop of Ardagh 
and Clonmacnoise (1815-1829), who was also a native of Glangevlin and who had 
been P.P. of Oughteragh Parish, residing in Ballinamore from 1801 to March 
1815. It may be of interest to note that another sister of the bishop. Betty, was 
grandmother of Very Rev. James McPartlan, P.P, a native of Inishmagrath and P.P. 
of that parish (1866-1886).

Fr. McGovern died on 23 July 1927.The inscription on his tombstone at 
Ballinaglera Church states that he was “...in the 71st year of his age and the 39th 
year of his sacred ministry”.

Very Rev. Patrick McGriskin, P.P. (1927-1934)
He was born of Patrick McGriskin and Brigid (neeTimoney) of Kiltyclogher, 
Cloonclare, in North Leitrim and baptised on 25 March 1868. He was ordained in 
Maynooth on 20 June 1897. He served as C.C. Glangevlin (1898). Lavey (1902), 
Shercock in Killann (1904), Ballintemple (1902), Drung (1910) and Drumkeeran 
(1914), He was appointed P.P. Glangevlin (26 April 1915). Killasnett (2 July 1926), 
Ballinaglera (27 Aug. 1927), and Killinagh (15 Feb.1934) where he remained till his 
death on 30 May 1941.

Fr. McGriskin had a wide range of interests and took an active part in affairs 
of Ballinaglera, including the economic, social and political interests and welfare of 
the people. He was an able administrator but, as some of the matters in which he 
became involved were of a controversial nature, his powers of persuasion were not
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sufficient to win all round approval in some issues. Before his time an undue 
amount of litigation, mostly about trespass and rights of way arising from 
congestion, was occurring in the parish. His diplomacy and persuasive powers 
here came into play and, much to his credit, he succeeded in having undue haste 
in recourse to the law stamped out to a large extent. His dictum, “see me before 
seeing a lawyer ’, was generally accepted and very often resulted in having disputes 
settled amicably.

Outdoor life, particularly game shooting, had a great attraction for him. He 
was very familiar with those parts of the mountainous areas in Ballinaglera where 
grouse were to be found. He had his dogs well trained and he was noted for 
accuracy with his double-barrelled shot-gun. While he travelled around the parish, 
whether it was for pastime or on parochial business, he observed the areas of 
farms, quality of land, methods of husbandry and current prices of land bought or 
sold. One day, when returning from the mountain with his gun, he inquired from 
Michael Francis Flynn about the result of an auction of land held on that day. This 
man told him that the land had been sold at a high price, which he quoted, as 
there was great competition and that everyone considered the land very dear. Fr. 
McGriskin remarked, “land is never dear; it is the source of wealth of the country; 
there is only a limited amount of it available, and I consider this land cheap at the 
price”. He then went on to say that even mountain territory is valuable; that the 
people did not seem to realise the potential wealth that lay in the mountain areas 
of, say, Carntulla, Slievenakilla and Aughrim, and he went on to predict that a time 
would come when the value of these mountains would be better appreciated.This 
philosophical outlook was typical of his character in such matters.

During his time here extensive repairs were done on the school-houses, 
particularly that in Slievenakilla. He discovered that the roof of the church, which 
was around 90 years old, was deteriorating, so he had the supporting beams 
strengthened with steel bars and the slates pinned with a special cement. The 
social purposes for which the old co-operative creamery had been in use under 
the aegis of the Parish Priest since Fr. Kelly’s time was a matter in which he 
became intensely interested. He purchased the building from Ballinaglera 
Co-operative Society and so it became parochial property. Ever since, as 
Ballinaglera Parochial Hall, it has served the parish well.
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Very Rev. Owen Foy, P.P. (1934-1936)
Son of Philip Foy and Rose (nee Hannigan,) Lisboduff, Drung, Fr. Foy was 
baptised on 30 Dec. 1882. He was ordained in Maynooth on 20 June 1909, served 
as C.C. Glenade (1909), Kiltyclogher in Cloonclare (1913), Arvagh in Killeshandra 
(1918) and Drumkilly in Crosserlough (1932). On 15 Feb. 1934 he became P.P. 
Ballinaglera. He died on 20 Feb. 1936. Here at the church of St. Hugh a
tombstone marks his grave.

Very Rev. Mathew Dolan, P.P. (1936-1950)
Fr. Dolan was born on 9 July 1886 of John Dolan and Brigid (nee Fitzpatrick,) 
Main St., Manorhamilton. He was a nephew of very Rev. James Dolan, P.P.,V.G., 
Manorhamilton. His brother, Charles, was the first Sinn Fein candidate (1908) in a 
by-election in North Leitrim. Another brother, James N. Dolan, was a well-known 
politician.

Ordained in Maynooth on 23 June 1912, Fr. Dolan became C.C. Drumlease 
(1912), joined the teaching staff of St. Patrick’s College, Cavan (1914), Maynooth 
Mission to China (1917), became C.C. Glangevlin (1923), Derrylin in 
Knockninny (1924) and Belturbet in Annagh (1926).

He was appointed P.P. Ballinaglera (5 May 1936) and P.P. Killinagh (18 June 
1950), remaining there till his sudden death on 18 August 1957 while on holiday 
in the South of Ireland.

In June 1937 we had a mission in this parish given by two Redemptorists, 
Fr. Mageean and Fr. Kelly. Fr. Mageean, a noted preacher, was a brother of Most 
Rev. Dr. Mageean, bishop of Down and Connor. In 1938 a new roof was put on 
the 96 year old Ballinaglera Church, the outside of the walls was cemented, the 
position of the entrance gate changed and new marble altars and a sanctuary floor 
were installed. On Sunday 11 December 1938 the church was re-consecrated by 
the bishop, Most Rev. Dr. Lyons, on his first visitation to this parish. The 
symmetry of the church, both outside and inside, was perfected by the changes in 
position of the entrance gate and main altar. The gate is now directly opposite the 
front door of the church, which faces northward, whereas its original position had 
been towards the western side of the surrounding graveyard.The old altar was not 
in a central position but somewhat towards the left side of the sanctuary with the
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sacristy door on the right, presenting, as Fr. Dolan described it, "a lopsided 
appearance . He had this defect rectified by having the new marble altar placed a 
few feet away from the wall in a central position whereby the sacristy door is 
behind it.

Very Rev. Francis Rynn, P.P. (1950-1961)
Fr. Rynn was born on 26 Oct. 1894 of Patrick Rynn and Mary (nee Noone,) 
Drumristan, Ballinaglera, He was ordained in Maynooth on 20 June 1920 and 
served in Brentwood (1920), appointed chaplain, Bailieborough in Killann (1921), 
C.C. Crosserlough (1922), Los Angeles, California (1924), Ballaghameehan (1926), 
Glangevlin (1927), Drumkeeran in Inishmagrath (1932), Derrylin in Knockninny 
(1934) and Laragh (1938). On 23 Sep. 1950 he returned here as P.P. of his native
parish. He belonged to a well respected family with a wide circle of friends and 
relations within and outside the parish. His father had an extensive farm in 
Drumristan but extending into Clerhanbeg, and a flourishing general provisions 
premises along the main road where the big house now stands vacant and in a 
state of decay, the whole place having been sold. He was welcomed here by all 
and sundry, having the initial advantage of a knowledge of the parish and its 
people which enabled him to settle down at once but, unlike his predecessors for 
a long time before, without a curate.

In January 1951 an epidemic of influenza swept the parish lasting for three 
months and resulting in the deaths of many old people. Fr. Rynn had a very busy 
time attending the sick during his first winter as P.P. here. In May 1951 Most Rev. 
Dr. Quinn, newly appointed bishop of Kilmore, paid his first visit to Ballinaglera 
and confirmed 46 children. During the same month Fr. O’Hanlon, S.M., gave one 
week’s retreat in the parish.

On a Sunday in August 1951 all the living native Ballinaglera priests, except 
Fr. Denis Bannon, O.M.I., living in California, and Fr. Daniel Carrigan, a 
Columban Priest ordained for the China mission, celebrated Mass in Ballinaglera 
Church.They were seven in number',- Rev. Francis Rynn, PR, and his brother, 
Rev. Patrick Rynn, S.M., natives of Drumristan, Rev. Stephen Flynn from 
American mission, in Duluth, Minnesota, son of Charles Flynn of the townland of 
Kilmore, Rev. Michael Rynn, PR, Glasgow, and his brother,Very Rev. Canon
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Francis Rynn, Bristol, natives of Aughrim, Rev. Eugene Loughlin, C.C., a native 
of Drumristan, Rev. Anthony Mulvey C.S.S.R., Irish Mission, a native of 
Tullynapurtlin. They were all entertained by Fr. Rynn, P.P., in the Parochial House 
on that day. There was no mistaking the appropriateness of the name Baile na 
gCleireach on that auspicious occasion.

In 1953 Fr. Rynn had improvements carried out to the Church and 
Parochial House, which were the subject of very favourable comment by the 
bishop, Dr. Quinn, on the occasion of his second visitation for Confirmation in 
May 1954. It was during his pastorate that an electricity supply was introduced to 
the parish, and Fr. Rynn took advantage of it by having a supply installed in the 
church and Parochial House.11

In 1956, when the revised Holy Week Liturgy came into effect, Fr. Rynn 
was in hospital. A young priest, Fr. Francis J. McKiernan from St. Patricks College, 
Cavan, came here and performed the ceremonies in the new form. In 1962 Fr. 
McKiernan established St. Felim’s secondary school in Ballinamore. He left there 
in 1972 on his appointment to the episcopal seat of Kilmore Diocese in 
succession to Dr. Quinn who retired.

The new school in Cornagee was formally opened by Dr. Quinn, the 
Bishop, in July 1959. Mass was celebrated by Fr. Duffy, C.C., Drumkeeran. All the 
teachers of the parish and most of the parents and children were present. The 
teachers in the new school were Mrs. Clancy, Principal, and Miss Kiernan, 
Assistant. Fr. Rynn, P.P, paid a warm tribute to the retired teacher of the old 
school, Mrs. Flynn, ex N.T., Dowra, who was present at the ceremony.
During Fr. Rynn’s final illness, lasting almost a year, Fr. McManus, a native of 
Glenfarne and newly ordained, did duty in this parish. Fr. Rynn died on 20 Jan. 
1961 aged 66 years. Among the large attendance at the funeral where his brother, 
Fr. Patrick Rynn, S.M., his four sisters, Mother Anthony, a Marist nun in 
Charlestown, Co. Mayo, Mother Dominic, a Marist Sister in Dublin, Mrs. Murtagh 
and Mrs. Galligan, both living in Cavan, two nieces and their husbands, Mr. and 
Mrs. Carey, Mr. and Mrs. Ellis. His other Marist sister, Mother Mark. London, 
predeceased him by about ten years. His brother. Jim. died in America in 1932.
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Very Rev. Thomas Devanev P.P. (1961-1963)
Born on 8 Aug. 1903 of Thomas Devaney and Anne (nee Rooney), Castletown, 
Killasnett, Fr. Devaney was ordained in Maynooth on the 22 June 1930 and then 
went to Edinburgh where he served for four years. He returned as C.C. 
Glangevlin (1934), Coronea (1935), Newbridge in Inishmagrath (1941), 
Knockbride (1947) and Kinlough (1953). He was P.P. Ballinaglera from 11 March 
1961 till 18 Sept. 1963 when he transferred as P.P, Killargue.

Fr. Devaney was reputed to have been one of the most saintly priests the 
diocese ever had, greatly revered and loved everywhere he served. He had great 
devotion to Our Blessed Lady, and on all her special feast days he had blue lamps 
burning on her altar in the church. In 1962 he had a new entrance made to the 
Parochial House. He had the road from Rynn’s licensed premises to the church 
made wide enough to allow space for a car park outside the church grounds. A 
new candelabra, a beautiful monstrance and a cupboard for vestments and altar 
linen were provided during the two and a half years of his pastorate in 
Ballinaglera.

In 1963, when on a pilgrimage to Lourdes, he got ill and was absent from 
this parish for some time. As he has no curate in Ballinaglera, Rev. R. Brady, 
newly ordained, did duty here during July 1963, and Rev. J. Cusack acted likewise 
during August of the same year. As PR, Killargue, he died on 22 April 1968.

Very Rev. Anthony Smith, P.P. (1963-1975)

Fr. Smith, a native of Bruskey, Ballintemple Parish, had been C.C. in
Manorhamilton, parish of Cloonclare, until his appointment as P.P. of Ballinaglera 
on 18 Sept. 1963. He proceeded at once to complete the drive-way to the 
Parochial House. Mass was celebrated in the vernacular for the first time in 
Ballinaglera on the first Sunday of lent 1965, and by Easter sound amplification 
had been installed in the church. Later, Fr. Smith provided a lectern within the 
sanctuary and a new heating system in the church.

In 1969 a general rearrangement of parishes throughout Kilmore Diocese 
was implemented, partly caused by a population decline.Two adjoining districts 
were then attached to Ballinaglera. One of these was Newbridge, until then part
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of Inishmagrath, The other district was part of the Doobally area of Killinagh 
Parish in Co. Cavan, and included Doobally Church, completed in 1926.

Fr. Smith found, on an architect’s advice, that the spacious church of St. 
Columcille at Newbridge, built during the pastorate of Fr. Bryan Keaney in 
Inishmagrath, had become structurally unsound.Tradition says that when the walls 
had been erected, available funds were exhausted and that it remained unroofed 
for seven years till about 1864. Finding that the cost of rectifying the structural 
defects would be prohibitive, Fr. Smith acquired the seldom used Parochial Hall 
situated along the Dowra-Drumkeeran Road and had it converted to a church. 
Although not nearly as imposing or spacious as the old church, it has ample 
accommodation for the present population of that district. In an energetic manner 
he raised the necessary funds and combined expert advice with his own 
imaginative gift, the result being a small church with a grand devotional 
atmosphere. It was consecrated by the bishop, Dr. Quinn, in 1972.

Fr. Smith initiated a Group Water Scheme in Ballinaglera. He organised a 
local committee who were enthusiastic and held many meetings. Lough 
Nambrack, locally known as Loch Bhaine, on the flat mountain top between 
Carntulla and Slievenakilla, bordering Glangevlin, was selected as the water supply 
source. Because of its size, elevation and the purity of its water this lake proved a 
very suitable natural reservoir, but service reservoir stations along the piped routes 
at strategic points and at lower levels had to be considered. One of these is in 
Slievenakilla about three quarters of a mile north of the Mountain Road, another 
in Coralubber on top of the hill above Gilrane’s house and a third in Drumnafinla 
near Michael McHugh’s house. At the outset it was estimated that if at least eighty 
house-holders participated the cost could be reasonably met. This number the 
committee succeeded in enlisting. Many difficulties had to be overcome, not least 
of which was dealing with Leitrim Co. Council to have the main water-pipes 
sunk alongside roads to avoid undue interference with farm land and to facilitate 
the use of machinery in excavating trenches. With Fr. Smith as leader of the 
project, Mr. Connolly as contractor, and a willing team of workers, 
implementation of the scheme commenced in Sept. 1971, and by Jan. 1972 piped 
water reached Coralubber. Further difficulties arose with the Co. Council 
reeardine the lavine of a Dine-line from the Slievenakilla service reservoir
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alongside the Tullyvacan-Aughrim Road, so a small one was laid there as far as 
mid Aughrim. Later some more people applied, but further extension of the 
scheme is necessary before piped water can be supplied to all house-holders in the 
parish, particularly those in elevated areas. Although the cost is likely to be quite 
high, there appear to be no insurmountable technical difficulties in achieving that 
objective.

With impressive achievements to his credit, Fr. Smith left Ballinaglera to 
become P.P. of Kilmore Parish on 30 July 1975.

Very Rev. Edward P. Tully, P.P. (1975-1981)

Fr.Tully, our present P.P, was born on 24 June 1916 in the Parish of Laragh. 
Ordained in Maynooth on 22 June 1941, he ministered in Scotland for seven 
years. Returning to Kilmore Diocese in 1948, he was C.C. in Bawnboy, parish of 
Templeport, for seven years, and then C.C. in Shercock, parish of Killann, for 
twenty years. On 30 July 1975 he became P.P. of Ballinaglera.

CURATES

Rev. James McMorrow (Ban), C.C. (1857-1859)
Probably a native of Inishmagrath, he was ordained for Killala Diocese but, finding 
it difficult to obtain a curacy there, he was engaged by Fr. Francis Mason, P.P, 
Ballinaglera, to assist him. A tradition1- states that he died at Upper Annagh, 
Ballinaglera, about 1857, but a diocesan source gives the year of his death as 1859.

Rev. James O’Hagan, C.C. (1861-1863)
He was born at Shercock, Killann, circa 1829, studied in All Hallows College, 
Dublin, and in Calcutta and was ordained on 11 April 1852. He was C.C. Killann 
(1860), Ballinaglera (1861), Drung (1864), Ballinamore (1867), Kilmainhamwood 
(1869), Australia (1871) and Drumgoon (1875). He became P.P. Glenade in 1888 
and died on 11 March 1905.
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Rev. Bernard McManus, C.C. (1864-1866)
The Irish Catholic Directory records him as curate in Ballinaglera in 1865 and 
1866. It seems likely that he was here in 1864 because he is so listed in Owen 
McHugh’s records.

Rev. Charles O’Reilly, C.C. (1866-1868)
Fr. O’Reilly was baptised on 29 Aug. 1834 of Charles O’Reilly and Mary (nee 
Coyle,) Lisnafanagh, parish of Lurgan. Ordained in Maynooth circa 1861, he was 
C.C. Killasnett (1861), Ballinaglera (1863), Killinagh (1864), Ballinaglera (1866) 
and Lurgan (1868).Thus, it appears he was here as curate from 1863 to 1864 as 
well as from 1866 to 1868. He was P.P. Glenade (1879), P.P. Lavey (1880) and C.C 
Castletara (1885). He died on 16 May 1892.

Rev. John O’Reilly, C.C. (1868-1872)
Born 13 Sept. 1840 of Patrick O’Reilly and Margaret (nee Smith), Cleggan, 
parish of Lurgan, Fr. O’Reilly was ordained on 25 Oct. 1868. He was C.C. 
Ballinaglera (1868), Carrigallen (1872), Knockninny (1873) and Killinkere (1888). 
In 1902 he became P.P. Killinkere and died on 18 Jan. 1919.

Rev. Patrick McMorrow, C.C. (1872-1875)
A native of Tullymorrow, Inishmagrath, he was baptised on 13 March 1839, son of 
Martin McMorrow and Betty (nee Rourke). Ordained in Maynooth on 8 Jan. 
1871, he was C.C. Glangevlin (1871), Ballinaglera (1872) and Manorhamilton 
(1875). He became P.P. Killargue (1880) and P.P.,V.F. Inishmagrath (1904). He died 
on 15 June 1923.

Rev. Thomas Brady, C.C. (1876-1877)
Baptised on 20 Nov. 1852 of James Brady and Mary (nee Houston). Belturbet, 
Annagh, Fr. Brady was ordained in Paris on 15 June 1876. He was C.C. 
Ballinaglera (1876), Carrigallen (1877), Castletara, Glangevlin (1879), Lavey 
(1881), Killargue (1883), Cavan (1885), Glenade (1885), Crosserlough (1888) and 
Castletara (1890). He died on 27 Dec. 1890.
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Rev. Peter McKenna. C.C. (1877-1878)
Born on 26 April 1847 of Nicholas McKenna and Mary (nee Conaty), Mullagh, 
he was ordained in Maynooth on 24 June 1872. A brilliant priest, he was a 
member of Kilmore academy and professor in Cavan Diocesan College (1872- 
1875). He fell into bad health and in the hope of recovery he was sent as C.C. 
Kilsherdany, or Kill, (April 1875), Knockninny (July 1875), and Ballinaglera 
(1877). He died at home in Mullagh on 23 May 1880.

Rev. John Shannon, C.C. (1878-1880)
A native of Nedd, Killeshandra, he was born in 1850 of Patrick Shannon and 
Rose Anne (nee Fitzpatrick). Ordained in Maynooth on 17 March 1878, he was 
chaplain in Ballyjamesduff (1878), C.C. Ballinaglera (1878), Drumkeeran (1880), 
Drung (1880) and Drumlease (1889). He became P.P.,V.F.,Templeport (1896), PP. 
V.F. Kinawley (1902). He died on 6 Aug. 1906.

Rev. John Whelan, C.C. (1880-1881)
He was born in 1832 of James Whelan and Catherine nee—, Main Street 
Killeshandra. Ordained in Maynooth on 14 June 1862, he was C.C. Glenade 
(1862), Kinlough (1866), Ballintemple (1868), Crosserlough (1870), Ballinamore 
(1872), Knockninny (1877) and Ballinaglera (Oct. 1880). He died on 9 Jan. 1881.

The inscription on his tombstone at Ballinaglera church states that he died 
here on 9 Jan. 1881 at the age of 37 years from a sudden illness contracted in the 
fearless discharge of his sacred duty. This statement must certainly be incorrect 
because having ministered as a curate for over 18 years he would have been only 
19 at the time of ordination. It is to be inferred that he was 48 years when 
he died.

Rev. Thomas McGauran, C.C. (1881-1885)
As P.P, Ballinaglera (1896-1902) , an account of him has already been given in 
this chapter.

Rev. Edward McDonald, C.C. (1885-1886)
Son of Edward McDonald and Margaret nee---- , Gortaquill, Drumlane, he
studied in St Patrick’s College, Cavan, and was ordained in June 1879. He was
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C.C. Ballinamore (1879), Ballinaglera (1885),Templeport (1886), Drumgoon 
(1887), Kinawley (1893), Glangevlin (1896) and Drumreilly Lower (1898). He 
died on 24 Nov. 1919.

Rev. Mathew O’Reilly, C.C. (1886-1887)
Born in 1852 of Patrick O’Reilly and Mary (nee Morgan), Cloughbally Upper, 
Mullagh, he was ordained in 1883 or 1884. He was C.C. Coleraine (Derry), 
Ballinaglera (1886), Kildallan (1887) andTempleport (1889). In 1902 he became 
P.P, Kilmainhamwood and died on 27 April 1906.

Rev. Michael O’Rourke, C.C. (1887-1888)
Baptised on 14 July 1855 of Hugh O’Rourke and Elizabeth (nee Magauran,) 
Aughavilla, Carrigallen Fr. O’Rourke was a grand-nephew 
of Bishop James Magauran of Ardagh (1815-1829), an uncle of Archdeacon 
Michael Dolan, P.P.,V.G., Manorhamilton. Ordained in Maynooth on 25 June 
1882, he was C.C. Castletara (1882), Drumlease (1884), Ballinaglera (Aug. 1887). 
Kildallan (Oct. 1888) and Drumkeeran (1894). He died on 9 July 1899 and was
interred in the family burial plot, Drumeela, Carrigallen.

Rev. James Fitzpatrick, C.C. (1888-1894)
He was born circa 1842 of Patrick Fitzpatrick, Keelderry, Crosserlough and 
ordained 25 Oct. 1868. He was C.C. Ballaghameehan (1868), Glenade (1873), 
Glangevlin (1876), Castletara (1878), Drumreilly Lower (1879), Ballinaglera 
(1888), Killargue (1894), Drumreilly Upper (1896) and Kinawley (1904). In 1907 
he was appointed P.P. Drumreilly Lower. He died on 11 Nov. 1910 and was 
interred at Corraleehan church. His brother, Fr. John Fitzpatrick, P.P. Corlough. is 
buried at Carrigallen church.

Rev. Michael McTiernan, C.C. (1895-1897)
Baptised on 7 May 1866 of Owen McTiernan and Mary (nee McMorrow,) 
Sheskin, Killargue, he was ordained in Maynooth on 24 June 1890. He was C.C. 
Drumlease, Ballinaglera (21 June 1895), Drumreilly Lower (10 March 1897), 
Kildallan (1898),Templeport (1902), Swanlinbar (1905), Inishmagrath (1911) and 
Killasnett (1914). In 1915 he was appointed P.P. Glenade, retired in 1925 and died
on 19 Dec. 1926.
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Rev. Peter Connolly, C.C. (1897-1898)
Son of Peter Connolly and Susan (nee Fitzpatrick), Behey, Lavey, Fr. Connolly was 
ordained in Maynooth on 20 June 1897. He was C.C. Ballinaglera (1897), Drung 
(1898), Kinawley (1902),Templeport (1905), Glenade (1907), Chaplain, 
Ballyjamesduff, for some time and C.C. Killeshandra (1911), Drumreilly Lower 
(1913) and Drumlane (1918), In 1920 he was appointed P.P. Drumreilly Upper 
where he built the parochial house. He died on 1 Nov. 1925.

Rev. Martin Kelly, C.C. (1898-1898)
Particulars concerning him have been given earlier in this chapter where he has
been dealt with as PR, Ballinaglera (1921-1924).

Rev. Thomas Drum, C.C. (1898-1899)
He was born circa 1858 of Philip Drum and Anne (nee Strong), Pound St., 
Arvagh, Killeshandra. He studied in St. Patrick’s College, Cavan, was ordained on 
19 Nov. 1882 and appointed chaplain in Ballyjamesduff. He became C.C. 
Inishmagrath (1884), Laragh (1892), Kilmainhamwood (1893), Bailieborough 
(1894), Belturbet (1897), Drumreilly Lower (1898) and Ballinaglera (2 Dec. 1898). 
He died on 18 July 1899.The Anglo-Celt of 25 July 1885 shows that both he and 
Fr. Patrick McMorrow, P.P, Killargue, were staunch supporters of the National 
League, and dealt firmly with land-grabbers.

Rev. Peter McCabe, C.C. (1900-1901)
He was baptised on 25 April 1871 of James McCabe and Frances (nee Forsyth), 
Beagh, Killinkere, and ordained in Maynooth on 19 June 1898. He was appointed 
chaplain, Ballyjamesduff (1898), C.C. Ballinaglera (13 July 1900) and C.C. 
Ballaghameehan (10 July 1901). While C.C., Ballinaglera, he resided in Lurgandill 
near the house formerly occupied by Peter Healy, called ‘Sparkie’, who was 
Principal teacher in the old Urbal National School in the 1880s. 13 Fr. McCabe’s 
sister, Maggie, came from their native parish of Killinkere to keep house for him. 
In 1901 she married Dan Flynn of Carntulla. Fr. McCabe died retired on
24 Nov. 1942.
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Rev. Terence McDermott, C.C. (1901-1905)
Fr. McDermott was baptised on 8 Dec. 1868 of John McDermott and Margaret 
(nee Maguire), Cornacloy, Cloonclare. He studied in Maynooth and was ordained 
on 19 June 1898. He was appointed C.C., Castletara (1898), Ballaghameehan 
(1899) and Ballinaglera (10 July 1901- 8 July 1905). Again he appears as C.C., 
Killargue (1910), Killasnett (1911) and Drumkeeran, (1915). He died in retirement 
on 25 May 1939 and was interred in the burial plot of the Rogan family, 
Glenfarne to whom he was related.

Rev. John Patrick Rehill, C.C. (1905-1908)
Baptised on 27 Nov. 1877 of Philip Rehill and Mary (nee Brady), Ballyhaise, 
Castletara, he studied in Maynooth and was ordained on June 1905. He became 
C.C., Ballinaglera (8 July 1905), Glangevlin (4 Sept. 1908), Lavey (Nov. 1908), 
Denn (1917) and Drung (1926). In 1929 he was appointed P.P, Drung, and died 
on 7 June 1938.

Rev. Michael McLoughlin, C.C. (1908-1909)
He was born on 2 Sept. 1878 of Thomas Me Loughlin and Mary nee O Rourke, 
Litter, Inishmagrath. He studied in Maynooth and was ordained on 11 June 1905. 
He became C.C. Glangevlin (1905), Ballinaglera (10 Sept. 1908), was appointed 
Principal of the Classical School, Manorhamilton on 18 Sept. 1909, and C.C. 
Killasnett (1912), Glenfarne (1914), Belturbet (1916). He died on 18 May 1920.

Fr. Me Loughlin was widely known as a great worker for the restoration of 
the Irish language and was much loved.There is a Gaelic inscription on his 
memorial outside St. Brigid’s Church, Drumkeeran.

Rev. Bernard Neilan, C.C. (1909-1914)
On 29 Sept. 1909 Fr. Neilan came to Ballinaglera as curate in a temporary 
capacity from Elphin Diocese, and was transferred back to Rooskey on 1st. Sept
1914.14

Rev. Terence Brady, C.C. (1914-1915)
He was born on 6 Feb. 1884 of John Brady and Kate (nee Boylan), Castlerahan.
He studied in Maynooth, was ordained on 21 June 1914, became C.C. Ballinaglera
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(11 Sept. 1914), Killasnett (24 Sept. 1915), Glenfarne (1923), Carrigallen (1928), 
Ballinamore (1933), Drung (1934) and Clifferna, Laragh (1935). He was appointed 
P.P. Kilmainhamwood (18 July 1938), Knockbride (26 Jan. 1949), P.P.V.F., Laragh 
(24 July 1954). On 26 Aug. 1969 he retired. He was revered as a saint everywhere 
he served. He died on 5 May 1972.

Rev. Philip Cahill, C.C. (1915-1921)
Born on 26 July 1887 of Thomas Cahill and Mary (nee Brady), Lislea, Laragh, he 
studied in Maynooth and in Carlow, and was ordained on 3 June 1915. He 
became C.C. Ballinaglera (9 Oct.1915), Kilmore (7 Feb.1921), Kinawley (1927) 
and Crosserlough (1936). He was appointed P.P. Glenade (1941) and P.P. Killinkere
(1944). He died on 2 Sept. 1958.

Rev. Francis A. Lynott, C.C. (1921-1923)
He was born on 20 Oct. 1892 of James Lynott and Margaret (nee Doran), Main 
St., Manorhamilton. He studied in Kilkenny and was ordained on 28 April 1918 
He became C.C. Ballinaglera (3 April 1921), Killasnett (15 July 1923) and 
Drumkeeran (1935). A very zealous priest, he was noted in Ballinaglera for his 
frequent visits to the schools, not only to explain the Catechism and religious 
manual but also to stimulate the pupils’ interest in the subjects for discussion. He 
died on 25 Jan. 1937 and is interred at the church in Drumkeeran where a 
tombstone has been erected to his memory.

Rev. Patrick De Lacy, C.C. (1923-1925)
Born on 27 Jan. 1891 of James De Lacy and Brigid (nee McGoldrick), 
Moneensauran, Glangevlin, he studied in Maynooth and was ordained on 20 June 
1920. He served in Brentwood (1920), chaplain, Bailieborough (1922) and C.C. 
Ballinaglera (28 Oct. 1923). He died on 22 Oct. 1925. He was a good priest,
worthy of a wonderful father, who was,a schoolteacher, and greatly esteemed by 
Bishop Finegan.

Rev. Patrick J. Brady, C.C. (1925-1929)
Fr. Brady was born on 3 April 1896 of Patrick Brady and Maria (nee McKiernan) 
Derrin, Crosserlough. He studied in Maynooth and was ordained in 1921. He
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served in Brentwood (1921), became C.C. Ballinaglera (2 Dec. 1925),Templeport 
(6 Feb. 1929), Ballinamore (1934). He was a nephew of Fr. Francis McKiernan, 
P.P.,V.F., Ballinamore, who, by a special favour of Bishop Finegan, had him as C.C. 
in his declining years before his death in 1936. Fr. Brady was PR, Corlough, from 
1952 till 1968 when he reluctantly allowed himself to be promoted to Killann as 
P.P, V.F.. Canon Brady was revered by priests and people. He died on
12 Aug. 1978.

Rev. Daniel McManus, C.C. (1929-1932)
He was baptised on 26 Feb. 1881 of Francis McManus and Mary (nee
McCaffrey), Druminure, Carrigallen. Ordained in Maynooth on 23 June 1907, he 
then went to the U.S.A. He became C.C. Kinawley (1910), Professor, St. Patricks 
College, Cavan (1911), C.C.Teemore (Aug.1916), Killargue (Dec. 1916), Cavan 
(1923), went to the U.S.A. (1925), C.C. Ballinaglera (21 Feb. 1929).

Fr. McManus was exceptionally brilliant but had little interest in 
administrative affairs. From 1911 till 1916, while in St. Patrick’s College, Cavan, he 
taught Irish, of which subject he was a master. He came to Ballinaglera as C.C. 
with the reputation of being the best preacher in Kilmore Diocese. He took a 
great interest in the Fife and Drum Band which was being organised in this parish 
shortly after his arrival, and accompanied it to various performances outside the 
parish, addressing public meetings as the occasion arose. He was certainly a 
brilliant orator and held his audience captive.

On 30 April 1932 he left here, due apparently to failing health, and went to 
England where he died in retirement on 5 Nov. 1940.

Rev. Terence McDonald, C.C. (1932-1934)
He was born on 20 June 1905 of Terence McDonald and Helen (nee Smith), 
Druminabawn, Lavey. He was ordained in Maynooth on 23 June 1929 and. being 
a brilliant priest, he was appointed Professor in St. Patricks College, Cavan. From 
18 July 1932 till 11 Sept. 1934 he was C.C., Ballinaglera. Broken in health, he 
retired to a Home and died on 6 Aug. 1940.

Rev. Thomas McNiff, C.C. (1935-1936)
A native of Kiltyclogher, Fr. McNiff came here as C.C. from the English mission
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in 1935. He was in charge of Ballinaglera from the death of Fr. Foy, P.P., in 
February 1936 till the arrival of the new P.P, Fr. Dolan, in May following. Later in 
1936 he left on transfer as C.C. to Rossinver, Ballaghameehan. He was 
Administrator of Castlerahan from 27 May 1961 till 27 Feb. 1971 when he 
became P.P, Killinkere.

Rev. John Joe Q Reilly, C.C. (1936-1936)
A native of Maudabawn, Cootehill, he came from the chaplaincy of the Marist 
College in Bailieborough on 10 March 1936 to assist Fr. McNiff during the 
vacancy between the death of Fr. Foy, P.P, in the previous February, and the 
advent of Fr. Dolan, P.P, in May 1936. He then left for Belturbet as a reader to Fr. 
Bernard Brady, P.P. He was Administrator, Castlerahan (1955-1961)., and then P.P. 
Mullagh, where he died on 23 Jan. 1969.

Rev. Patrick Callaghan, C.C. (1936-1937)
He was born on 2 Sept. 1906 of John Callaghan and Alice (nee Cusack),Toher, 
Crosserlough, and ordained in Maynooth on 21 June 1931. He served in 
Brentwood (1931), C.C. Ballinaglera (2 Oct. 1936), Chaplain, Ballyjamesduff 
(Jan.1937), C.C. Glenade (Sept.1937), Ballintemple (1938), Killasnett (1945) and 
Clifferna in Laragh Parish (1952). He was appointed P.P. Killasnett (8 Aug. 1964), 
P.P. Killinagh-Glangevlin (23 Aug. 1969), P.P. Drumlane (1974).

Rev. Francis J. Brennan, C.C. (1937-1941)
Fr. Brennan was curate in Ballinaglera from 27 Oct. 1937 till 1 June 1941. He 
became P.P. Killinagh-Glangevlin (24 July 1954), P.P. Glenade (7 Aug. 1965), P.P. 
Kinlough (23 Aug. 1969). In 1974 he became a member of the Cathedral chapter

Rev. Thomas Galligan, C.C. (1941-1944)
Baptised on 13 Jan. 1905 of Hugh Galligan and Brigid (nee Smith), Drumnalara, 
Crosserlough, Fr. Galligan studied in Maynooth and was ordained on 21 June
1931. He served in Edinburgh (1931), C.C. Drumlane (1935) Kilsherdany (1939) 
Ballinaglera (1941), Killasnett (1944), Denn (1948),Teemore in Killinagh Parish 
(1952). He died on 5 Oct. 1961.
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Rev. Noel Fay, C.C. (1944-1944)
He was C.C. in Ballinaglera from 27 June till 6 Sept. 1944.

Rev. Vincent Duffy, C.C. (1944-1946)
Fr. Duffy was curate in Ballinaglera from 2 Oct. 1944 till 7 Aug. 1946
On leaving here he went on the Scottish mission for some years. Returning to 
Kilmore Diocese, he became bursar of St. Patrick’s College, Cavan. He left the 
college in February 1964 to become C.C. in Lavey. From there he was transferred 
as C.C. to Killeshandra, and later to Clifferna in Laragh Parish. After spending a 
short time on the American mission he returned to Clifferna as C.C. in 1974. His 
sister, who kept house for him in Ballinaglera, married John McGourty of 
Stranagarvanagh.

Rev. Peter Smith, C.C. (1946-1950)
He was curate here from 23 Aug. 1946 till 23 Sept. 1950 when he was transferred
as curate to Kiltyclogher.

No Curate from 1950 till 1969
From 1950 till 1969 there was no curate in Ballinaglera, as stated in the account of 
Fr. Francis Rynn P.P. (1950-1961). Since 1969 there has been a curate living in 
Doobally, assisting our P.P. in the extended Ballinaglera Parish.

Rev. Seamus Boyle, C.C. (1969-1974)
A native of Cootehill he came here as C.C. in 1969 and quickly adapted to 
conditions in the reorganised Ballinaglera Parish. He left here in 1974 on transfer 
as C.C. to Cross in the parish of Mullagh under Very Rev. Dr. Owen Francis 
Canon Traynor, P.P.

Rev. Noel McIntyre, C.C. (1974-1978)
In 1974 Fr. McIntyre replaced Fr. Boyle as C.C. in Doobally, Newbridge and 
Ballinaglera. Fie came here from Clifferna in the parish of Laragh where he had 
been curate.

Rev. Gerard Cassidy, C.C. (1978-1979)
Newly ordained, he replaced Rev. Noel McIntyre and served here for about a year.
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Rev. Philip Brady, C.C. (1979-____ J
He came here in September 1979, just in time to be included in the present 
account of Ballinaglera curates.

PRIESTS NATIVE TO BALLINAGLERA

It is most likely that during past centuries numerous priests were born and reared 
in Ballinaglera but, as there are no easily available records of them and as they have 
been forgotten in tradition up till the latter part of the 19th century, the following 
account will deal with those of the past 100 years approximately.

Very Rev. Terence Earley
He was born in Tullynaha on 13 August 1839 and ordained 21 December 1867 
for the American mission where he ministered during his long life. For many 
years, during the latter part of his life, he had been Pastor of the Church of the 
Immaculate Conception at Irvington on the Hudson, New York. He died on 18 
March 1921 J" He was a brother of Brian Earley, born in 1842, who lived all his 
life in Tullynaha till his death in 1932.Their father was John.

Very Rev. Charles Flynn
He was born in 1850 of Michael Flynn and Margaret (nee McGauran) Tullyvacan. 
Later they moved to Coralubber, then to Stranagarvanagh and finally to Carntulla. 
Fr. Charles received part of his early education from that classical scholar, Michael 
McMorrow, who lived near Dowra and who taught successfully in Eden and 
Cornagee National Schools. 16 He entered St. Augustine’s Seminary, Cavan, in May 
1870 and was ordained in St. Patrick’s Cavan, in March 1877.1' He was appointed 
C.C. Kiltyclogher (1877), Drumkeeran (1884), Cavan (1885), Laragh (1886), 
Kinlough (1887) and Killasnett (1901). He became P.P. Killargue (1904), P.P.V.F., 
Oughteragh (Ballinamore) (1911), P.P,V.G., Cloonclare (Manorhamilton) (1915). 
He died on 2 Aug. 1915 and was interred at the church in Manorhamilton where 
a tombstone marks his grave in the section reserved for P.P.s.

Fr. Charles’s two brothers, Dan and Tom, lived in Carntulla. Dan died in
1936 aged 91, and Tom in 1959 in his 100th year.
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Very Rev. James McGourty
In the 1850s he was born of James McGourty and Margaret (nee Flynn), 
Tullynaha. In his early years he was a student of Michael McMorrow, the teacher 
who lived near Dowra. He entered the Seminary in Cavan in Sept. 1872 and was 
ordained there in 1882 for the Derry Diocese.1IS He ministered in Co. Tyrone 
where he was P.P. of Badoney Parish till his death in 1938.

His two brothers, Francis, and Charles, lived in Tullynaha where they 
married and raised families. Francis died in 1919 and Charles in 1927 aged 67
years.

Very Rev. John McKeon
He was born in 1883 of Thomas McKeon and Rose (nee McCabe), Kilmore 
(beside Dowra). He studied in Maynooth and was ordained on 23 June 1907. He 
was C.C. Laragh (1907), Ballaghameehan (1908), Cavan (1911), Professor, St. 
Patrick’s College, Cavan (1919), C.C. Cootehill (1925) and Ballinamore (1927).
He was appointed P.P. Drumlease (1933) and died on 1 April 1949.

His father was Principal teacher in Cornagee National School and was 
succeeded by his daughter, Kate, who became Mrs. Flynn. Fr. McKeons mother 
was assistant teacher in the school with her husband.

Very Rev. James Canon Rynn
On 19 the April 1887 he was born of John Rynn and Brigid (nee Grogan), 
Druminalass. He studied in Maynooth and was ordained on 22 June 1913. He 
became C.C. Kinlough (1913), Ballaghameehan (1915), Killinkere (1920), 
Newbridge in Inishmagrath (1922), Kinlough (1927) and Maudabawn in 
Drumgoon (1936). He was appointed P.P. Drumreilly Upper (1938) and P.P.,V.F., 
Inishmagrath (1944). He died on 18 Oct. 1952.

Rev. Francis Gildea
He was born on 5 May 1888 of Michael Gildea and Anna (nee McGauran), 
Drumristan. He studied in the Irish College, Rome, and was ordained there on 30 
Jan. 1915. He was appointed chaplain, Ballyjamesduff in Castlerahan (1915) and
died on 7 Nov. 1918.

His brother, Michael Gildea, still lives in Drumristan (1979) and has an
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exceptional knowledge of local traditions and general information on local affairs. 
He has contributed valuable items of information concerning these chapters on 
Ballinaglera which are duly acknowledged in the reference notes.

Very Rev. Francis Rynn
An account of him as P.P. Ballinaglera (1950-1961) has already been given.

Rev. Patrick Rvnn, S.M.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

A younger brother of Fr. Francis Rynn, he joined the Marist Order, was ordained 
in Belgium and lived in England for some years. He died in the Marist House,
Coolock, Dublin on 16 April 1969.

Very Rev. Stephen Flynn
A native of Kilmore near Dowra, he was ordained in 1925 for the American 
mission and ministered in Duluth, Minnesota, U.S.A. till his death on 15 Dec. 
1970. His father was Charles Flynn, a well known rate collector who
died in 1946.

Very Rev. Michael Rynn
A native of Aughrim, he was ordained in 1928 for the Scottish mission, and after 
some years he became P.P. in Galloway Diocese. He died retired on 22 Feb. 1978. 
His father, the late Michael Rynn, died in 1932 and his mother, who died in 
1944, was formerly Susan McGauran from Glangevlin. His sister, Anne, deceased 
for some years, was Principal teacher in Cornamuckla North National School. 
Another sister, Susan, was a teacher in Manchester. His eldest brother, Stephen, 
who succeeded to the old place in Aughrim, died in 1955. As a student, for some 
time before ordination, Fr. Michael played inter-county matches on Co. Leitrim 
Senior Gaelic football team.

Very Rev. Francis Canon Rynn
He is a younger brother of Fr. Michael Rynn, and was ordained in 1930 for the 
English Mission. For a number of years he has been Canon and P.P. in Bristol.

Very Rev. Eugene Loughlin
On 9 June 1940 Fr. Loughlin was among the last three to be ordained in the old
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Cavan Cathedral. He ministered for some time in Scotland, returned to Kilmore 
Diocese and was curate successively in the parishes of Glangevlin, Glenade, 
Killinagh, Drumlane (Milltown) and Lurgan (Maghera). He has been P.P. of 
Drumreilly and Curlough since July 1974. His father, the late Michael Loughlin of 
Drumristan, was a noted building contractor as is his brother John who is also a 
County Councillor. His sister, May, the late Mrs. White, was a National Teacher. 

Rev. Daniel Carrigan
Fr. Carrigan was ordained at Dalgan Park, Galway, on 21 Dec. 1940 and celebrated 
his first Mass in Ballinaglera Church on the following day. He took up temporary 
duty in Cheshire, England, and returned to Ireland for a while. He then went to 
China where the work was so strenuous and conditions so unfavourable that his 
health became affected. From China he went to America where his missionary 
zeal for ‘The Far East’ became even more evident. Returning to the East, but this 
time to Japan, he built a church and Parochial House in that country with funds 
he had collected in New York and in Ballinaglera. The laborious mission in Japan 
again had an injurious effect on his health, and he returned to Ireland to 
recuperate. He then went back to the United States and is now in Florida.

His father, Charles Carrigan, N.T., was Principal teacher in Hollymount 
National School from 1887 till his retirement in 1928 when his son Philip 
succeeded him. Fr. Carrigan’s mother was a niece of Fr. Philip King who was P.P. 
of Ballinaglera from 1902 till 1920.

Rev. Denis Bannon, O.M.I.
Fr. Bannon, son of the late Robert Bannon, Principal for many years of 
Slievenakilla National School, had a late vocation and, in 1933 at the age of 23, he 
joined the Oblate Fathers. He was ordained in Dublin about 1942. For a number 
of years he ministered in California, and made frequent visits to Ireland. He died 
on 4 Nov. 1975 in Sligo, and is interred near the residence of his sister,Vera, Mrs. 
Kilfeather, at the foot of Cnoc na Ri.

Rev. Anthony Mulvey, C.S.S.R.
In August 1951 Fr. Anthony Mulvey of Tullynapurtlin was ordained a 
Redemptorist in Cluain Mhuire, Galway. Since then he has spent most of his
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religious life teaching in Limerick and in Galway, and giving missions. He is an 
outstanding preacher, an excellent linguist and spends much of his spare time on 
the continent and also in the Gaeltacht. His uncle, the late Anthony Mulvey, M.P., 
an able journalist, was for many years a nationalist representative for Co. Tyrone in 
the British Parliament.

Rev. John Flynn
In June 1953 Fr. John Flynn, a native of Dowra, was ordained in Clonliffe College 
for Dublin Diocese. He was diocesan Religious Examiner in Dublin National 
Schools for some years. He is son of Mrs. Flynn, ex N.T., and the late John Flynn, 
also a retired N.T. Mrs. Flynn was Principal in the old Cornagee National School 
at Dowra, while her late husband was Principal in Kilduff N.S., about a mile 
north-west from Dowra. His uncle, Fr. John McKeon, has already been included 
among priests native to this parish.

Rev. Sean Rynn
A son of the late John Thomas Rynn of Druminalass House, he was ordained in 
Kiltegan on Easter Sunday 1965 and said his first Mass in Ballinaglera Church on 
Easter Monday. In the following September he went to minister in Africa. An 
account of his uncle, the late Very Rev. James Canon Rynn of Inishmagrath, has 
already been given.

Rev. Charles Flynn
He is son of the late Peter Hugh Flynn of Kilmore, near Dowra.
He was ordained in All Hallows College, Dublin, in June 1969 and celebrated his 
first Mass in Ballinaglera. In September of that year he went to minister in 
Minnesota, U.S.A., where his paternal uncle, the late Fr. Stephen Flynn, referred to 
earlier, had spent many years.

PRESENTATIONS TO CHURCH AND TO P.P.

In 1922 Frank McHugh of Cornamuckla South, a native of Co. Fermanagh who 
had spent many years in America, donated the two stained glass windows on
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either side of the altar in the church of St. Hugh. The window on the Sacred 
Heart or right-hand side, looking towards the altar, has the inscription “In honour 
of the Most Sacred Heart of Jesus this window is erected by F. McHugh, 
Cornamuckla, Ballinagleragh, Dowra, in memory of his wife”. On the Blessed 
Virgin or left-hand side of the altar the inscription on the window reads "To the 
Glory of God, in honour of the Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin Mary, this 
window is erected by F. McHugh of Cornamuckla, in memory of his parents ’.19 
In the late 1930s other parishioners followed suit by presenting as donations 
ornate windows to replace all the other old ones.

In the mid 1950s a beautiful gold chalice was presented to Fr. Francis Rynn, 
P.P., and to Ballinaglera by the friends in the U.S.A. of the late Brigid McTiernan 
of Cornamuckla North who was killed there at the age of 22 years. In the late 
1950s a statue of the Sacred Heart bearing the inscription “Donated by Patrick 
McPartland, Kilgarriff - late of New York” was erected outside in front of the 
church. In the mid 1970s a set of vestments was presented to the parish and to the 
P.P by a sister, Emma, of the late Edmond Clarke, Stranagarvanagh. then living in
the U.S.A.
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The Parochial Hall, formerly a creamery

Ballinaglera co-operative store
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James and John Doyle’s thatched house in Aughrim dating back to about 1800.

Above: A Loy (see Ref. Note 11, Ch. V). Below: A Turf-spade.
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CHAPTER V

Economic Life of the People

In Chapter I we pointed to Clerhan as the likely location of the first settlement in 
Ballinaglera. ‘The Giants’ Graves’ in Clerhanmore are an indication of settlers 
going back to megalithic times. At a similar distance of between half a mile to a 
mile from the eastern shore of Lough Allen, further early occupation and 
cultivation of the land probably happened, but farming methods were primitive, 
progress slow and population sparse for a very long time. The continuity of 
wooded countryside must have presented a monotonous appearance even though 
there probably was some change in vegetation from the lake to the mountains.
As woods were felled and pathways cleared to facilitate further settlement and 
communication, primitive farming was carried on, first by early Neolithic 
settlers and afterwards by those who used bronze and, later, iron tools. Still, 
communication remained difficult in an age when roads were mere pathways 
and bridges were unknown.

ROADS AND BRIDGES

The Old Road
The Old Road which runs from north to south through the central portion of 
Ballinaglera can be traced northward to Blacklion district and southward beyond 
Drumshanbo at least. Some old people of the last century used to say that this old 
road was part of one of the five roads from Tara. Others believed it was part of a 
continuous road from Derry to Limerick. The north to south direction of the 
road seems to support the latter tradition, and also the peripheral situation of 
Ballinaglera in relation to Connaught would indicate that the provincial road from 
Tara was not likely to pass this way. Perhaps the Old Road which runs through 
Ballinaglera met the main provincial road from Tara to Connaught at some point.
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The Old Road in Ballinaglera is only wide enough for two horses to pass 
each other comfortably. The course is straight with complete disregard for hills. It 
is in very poor condition, naturally; it was never repaired except where farmers 
mended parts of it for their own convenience. Wherever the adjoining land is dry 
the road surface is likewise, but on hill-sides where there is often a flow of water 
the road becomes a stream. There is no appearance of a bridge over any river on 
the course of the Old Road in this parish.

An Old Road to Slievenakilla
An old road starting from the Old Road between the Church and Arthur 
Mulvey s house passes in an easterly direction across Owen McHugh’s hill in 
Drumnafinla and past Durkin’s house to meet the present Slievenakilla Road less 
than 150 yards south-east of Urbal School 2. This portion is still in use. It 
continued on the other side of the existing Slievenakilla Road into Coralubber 
through Charlie McMorrow’s field where there is a hedge on either side of a path 
about 4 feet wide. From there onward only traces of it remain. The path 
continued eastward through a field ofTadhg Early’s and under Dermot Clancy’s 
house where apparently it crossed to the south side of the existing road. Farther 
eastward between that road and the Yellow River in Stranagarvanagh, it appears 
again in lands of Hugh Gilmartin and Charlie McGovern. The path cannot now 
be traced any farther, but it would appear that the old road which it represents 
continued north-eastward to Poll in Stranagarvanagh, nearly half a mile on the 
north side of the Slievenakilla Road. Through Poll there is a narrow old road 
continuing into Carntulla. Farther eastward in Slievenakilla, still on the north side 
of the existing road going towards the mountains, an old road without fences and 
overgrown with grass passes some 20 or 30 yards south of the houses of Francis 
Clancy, Thomas McGourty and Francis Cornyn, and then joins the mountain 
Road. Notwithstanding the considerable’gaps which appear at present, it may 
perhaps be reasonably presumed that a continuous road existed on the course 
outlined, possibly going back to medieval or earlier times. Whether this old road 
ended where it meets the existing Mountain Road, as shown on special parish 
map herein, or continued across the mountain on the same track does not appear 
to be known.
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A branch road starting in Carntulla a short distance from Poll runs 
southward to the Yellow River, crossing the Slievenakilla Road at the Yellow Gap. 
In 1975 the portion between the two latter points was widened and tarred, with a 
new bridge erected on the Yellow River where formerly there was a footbridge. 
On the opposite side of the river in Aughrim the old branch road is believed to 
have passed through Michael Me Greal’s farm across the hill towards the mountain 
bogs, passing Patrick McPartlin s house where a narrow road existed. The portion 
leading to his house from the Tullyvacan-Aughrim Road was widened and 
repaired in recent years.

The Old Aughrim Road
This road starts at the point near Urbal School 2 where the last road described 
meets the existing Slievenakilla Road. It is still in use to the point in mid 
Aughrim where it meets the road from Tullyvacan which was made in 1897. 
Judging by its width of about 10 ft. and its solid construction, it would appear to 
have been made in the late 18"' or early 19th century when the upper parts of 
Aughrim and Tullynaha, which it served, became populated. At that time the 
present Slievenakilla Road did not exist, so that the Old Aughrim Road merely 
branched from the old road leading to Slievenakilla. Running mainly eastward 
from its starting point near Urbal School 2 it goes down by Tadhg Early’s house, 
crosses the Yellow River at the bridge built in 1922 and has a hilly course through 
Aughrim towards the mountains. Over half a mile of it from the point in mid 
Aughrim where it meets the road from Tullyvacan to where the late James Rynn 
lived was obliterated by the latter road in 1897. Here it reappears divergingly 
from the south side off the newer road and continues to Aughrim bog on the 
fringe of the mountain, crossing Markey’s River on the way

A footbridge across the Yellow River in Lower Aughrim at the Mill Sraithin 
on the right bank of the river and about 100 yards downstream from the present 
course of the road was swept away in the 1860s, leaving one of the two 
supporting planks. The river was crossed for years afterwards by means of the 
plank. Walking on the narrow edge of the plank must have been a feat of 
steadiness and balance. A footbridge erected later at the site of the present
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concrete bridge was swept away in 1921. In 1922 a two-span concrete bridge was 
erected. On 5 August 1927 the eastern span of this bridge was wrecked by a 
tremendous flood. The bridge was re-erected and reinforced and has withstood all 
floods ever since.

The Old Clerhan Road
The old road in western Clerhanbeg coming from the shore of Lough Allen is 
mentioned in Ordnance Survey Name Books, 1836, as running in a northerly 
direction. It appears to have joined the Old Road farther to the north-east.

The Main Dowra-Drumshanbo Road
Information does not seem to be available as to when the main Dowra- 
Drumshanbo Road was constructed. Whether it was made around the same time 
and in conjunction with the three-arched bridge over the Shannon at Dowra, 
presumably towards the end of the 18th century, is an interesting speculation. This 
road is not shown on the Down Survey map of the district, so that it did not exist 
in the mid 17th century. Running roughly parallel to the Old Road, but closer to 
Lough Allen and on flatter ground, the main road, by contrast, avoided steep hills 
as far as possible. However, little regard was shown for sharp turns, the worst of 
which are hairpin bends a mile or so on the Dowra side of Drumshanbo. Bends 
did not matter much in the days of slow-moving vehicles. A contributing factor 
to those bends was reluctance on the part of farmers to allow their farms or even 
certain fields to become splintered. Before it was tarred and rolled in the 1930s 
the Main Road had a very poor surface. There is a three-arched bridge over the 
Yellow River and five single-arched bridges over small rivers in the Ballinaglera 
portion of the road.

The Slievenakilla and Mountain Road
The road from Druminalass to the Carntulla-Slievenakilla boundary, a distance of 
about 3 miles, was started about 1820. From about three quarters of a mile 
farther east at the site of The Lodge in Slievenakilla, the Mountain Road was 
made eastward to join the road in Oughteragh Parish via Aughnasheelin to
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Ballinamore in 1847 and 1848. This was one of the ‘relief roads’ during the 
Famine. Certain residents of the area born around 1870 used to say that their 
fathers when boys worked very long hours on its construction. The wages were 
six pence a day for men and four pence a day for boys. In the 1860s the road 
ending at the Carntulla- Slievenakilla boundary was continued to connect with 
that at The Lodge,1 thus forming a continuous road from Druminalass to 
Ballinamore. It opened up a badly needed route allowing traffic and live stock to 
travel freely between Ballinamore and Dowra, a distance of about 17 miles. This 
must also have given a boost to Dowra fairs.

Like all the roads in the parish, this road from Druminalass to Oughteragh 
had a broken stone surface for a long time. In recent years it was rolled and tarred 
so that motor cars, tractors and even caravans make use of this short route across 
the mountains. Going eastward from Druminalass, single arched stone bridges on 
the road are Gilrane’s Bridge and Clarke’s Bridge, both with hairpin road bends. 
Denis Me Hugh’s, McGrails and the Lodge Bridges bring us very near the 
mountains. On the mountain are Peadar Eoghanaidh Bridge and then the 
Poorhouse Bridge which is the last till the boundary with Oughteragh is reached.

At Asca Bhan where the Mountain Road turns sharply south-westward 
there is a road continuing south-eastward from it for about 230 yards to the 
Oughteragh boundary and then due eastward to the Co. Cavan boundary at the 
townland of Doon. It is known locally as George’s Road and was made around 
1870. George Hamilton of Dowra had charge of the work, and this is probably 
why it was called George’s Road. ’ He was father of the late Robert Hamilton 
who was a well known auctioneer and business-man. The Forestry Division had 
the road repaired and extended in the 1930 s when extensive planting of trees was 
carried out in Doon.

The Fahy Road
In the 1850s a road was made from the Dowra-Drumshanbo Road to Fahy 
graveyard. This road starts a few yards north of the Yellow River Bridge and 
accommodates the residents of Fahy and Corraglas. The residents of the 
subdivision of Bun Beag also availed of it in bygone days. People had to rely
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previously on a narrow pass starting a few yards on the Dowra side of the existing 
Fahy Road and going towards Horan’s house in Fahy. Patrick McMorrow of 
Fahy remembers his grandparents saying that the men working on the road took 
oats with them in their pockets to eat while working on the road. This meagre 
meal had to sustain them for the day. The overseer realising the impoverished 
condition of the workers allowed them to dig through the hill to prolong the job 
at 4 pence a day.

Loop Road from Dowra to Dernahona
Sometime in the 19lh century the loop road on the west side of the Dowra- 
Drumshanbo Road was made. From Dowra it runs parallel to the Shannon 
through Cornagee and Upper Annagh. Turning southward through Eden and 
Derrinwillan past Cornamuckla School it soon turns eastward to rejoin the main 
road in Dernahona. In the 1920s a continuation of the part parallel to the 
Shannon, starting in Eden, was made through Lower Annagh almost to the shore 
of Lough Allen.

The Tullyvacan Road
The three mile long road starting from the Main Dowra-Drumshanbo Road £ 
Patrick O Hara’s house and following a winding hilly course through Tullyvac 
Tullynaha, Aughrim and Slievenakilla to join the Mountain Road near Tom 
McGrail s house was started in 1881. When it had reached Aughrim, just past 
Tullynaha boundary, work ceased for a time and was resumed in 1897. When 
met the Old Aughrim Road near Rynns new house in Aughrim it followed t 
same course for over half a mile to James Rynn’s old house. It was completed 
Slievenakilla in 1898.

The single arched bridge of stone on the boundary between Tullyvacan 
Tullynaha, known for some years after its erection as Seanbhaile Aille Bridge
built in 1881. A wooden bridge was constructed at Lurthan in Tullynaha. This

3 was

troublesome for animals to cross and was
1925 I was erected in Aughrim in 1897

now referred to as Doyle’s Bridge. It was destroyed by a flood in Alt
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gCuileann River in June 1964 and was replaced by a pre-cast steel bridge in 1966. 
The construction of this bridge involved considerable transport and engineering 
difficulties. Farther up in Aughrim, Markey’s Bridge, which is single-arched, has 
withstood the test of time since 1897. On the Yellow River, which forms the 
boundary between Aughrim and Slievenakilla, a two-span iron framed bridge with 
a planked surface was constructed in 1898. Known as the Metal Bridge, it was a 
popular meeting place for youths who enjoyed playing skittles on it. The planked 
surface created a difficulty for animals crossing. It was replaced in the 1940s by a 
two-span concrete bridge.

The Loughy Road
About 1910 a road was made from the Old Barrack, so called because the first 
Gardai in the Dowra district were stationed there, to link up with the Slievenakilla 
and Mountain Road at Brady’s of Drumnafinla. From Gilrane’s Bridge farther 
east on that road, a short road was made around 1930 to connect with the Loughy 
Road near Gilmartin’s of Urbal Barr.

Roads not maintained by County Council
We have a number of roads in the parish which are not County roads and 
therefore not cared for by the Co. Council. Those roads were made in modern 
times and were financed by Government grants. The streams over which they pass 
were bridged by stone lintels. They include the following all of which, except the 
first, were made under out native Government with the dual object of making 
backward places more accessible and giving much needed employment.

In 1914 the Tullynaha Road was made from the late Pat Early’s house to the 
late Charles and Francis McGourty s houses. This road replaces a narrow lane 
which was probably made in the early 19"’ century. The workers wages were 9 
shillings a week. The road was continued into the bog on the mountain in 1933.

In 1924 the road near Slievenakilla School was made up past the late Tom 
Flynn’s house and later it was continued to McKeons and Rourkes house in 
Carntulla. It has recently been widened and re-surfaced and will in time link up 
with another road to the forestry plantation on the mountain.
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1927 the road from the Stony River Bridge to the village of Stradrina 
?d; it was completed a few years later. At that time a man’s weekly wage

warwas 24 shillings, which was considered generous by comparison with the pre 
9 shillings.

In 1931 and 1932 about half of the road from the Tullyvacan Road at 
Doyle’s in Aughrim to Gilchreest’s in Tullynaha was made and completed several 
years later.

The road in Mullagh Beag from the Slievenakilla portion of the Tullyvacan 
Road was made in 1932 and 1933. Later a concrete bridge was made over the 
Yellow River and the road continued into Upper Slievenakilla.
In the 1950s a road was made in Cornamuckla North from the Loughy Road to 
the house of James Mulvey, father of Rev. Anthony Mulvey, C.S.S.R.. Around the 
same time a road was made into Cornagella from the sharp bend in the main 
Dowra-Drumshanbo Road overlooking Dowra.

The construction of the road from the Tullynaha portion of the Tullyvacan 
Road at Rynn’s, formerly Pat Early’s, to join the Old Aughrim Road about 100 
yards from the Yellow River in Lower Aughrim was in progress around 1960 and 
was completed later.

Various bye-roads, of which no local records were kept, were made from 
time to time to accommodate groups of families. In 1921 and again in 1927 a 
footbridge on the Yellow River near the late Malachy McGreal’s house in 
Aughrim was swept away and replaced on each occasion in very quick time. This 
was necessary as the lack of the footbridge prevented the Tullynaha and Aughrim 
children from attending Slievenakilla School.

There was a cloud-burst in the Stradrina district in August 1930. Seven 
houses were swept away and the land on either side of the Stony River was 
flooded while great boulders came thundering down the mountain side. So 
seriously did the Government regard the disaster that a grant of £100 for each 
house was given to provide new houses for the homeless, the work being done by 
voluntary labour. The seven houses destroyed were those of James Cremer, now P. 
McHugh’s, Pat McTigue, James McGourty, Pat McGourty, Tierney Maguire, 
Maurice McTigue and P. McTigue.
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Pattern of Settlement and Population Changes
Communal sharing and working of land may have been a feature of economic 
affairs in Ballinaglera in the Middle Ages. Three instances of a clachan or group of 
farm houses help to substantiate this supposition. Poll in Stranagarvanagh where 
now (1979) there are only three inhabited houses had nine farm houses very close 
together fifty years ago. The cluster of old farm houses which were replaced by 
new ones in Stradrina after the disastrous flood in 1930 was known long ago as 
‘Ballymactigue’ (Baile MhicThaidhg) because of the predominance of McTigue 
families.The third instance occurs in a place still known as "The City" in 
Tullyvacan at the intersection of the old road and the Tullyvacan Road. There are 
now (1979) only three occupied houses here as compared with seven fifty years 
ago. Ancestors of one of the Flynn families living there now are said to have come 
from Galway in the time of Cromwell. Some other related Flynn families in 
Tullyvacan are also said to have come from Galway at that time?
It is probable that the lower portion of the parish adjoining Lough Allen and the 

It is probable that the lower portion of the parish adjoining Lough Allen
and the Shannon was more thickly populated than areas nearer to the mountains 
in the mid 17"1 century. During the next hundred years, when the population of 
the country increased to about 4 and a half million, a gradual movement eastward 
in this parish must have become a necessity. The rapid growth in population in the 
country between 1760 and 1820, when the numbers almost doubled, affected 
Ballinaglera by the division of farms between 2 or 3 sons. This in turn caused the 
Hight "to pastures new" on the less fertile stretches adjoining the mountains.There 
was little outlet through emigration, and industries, other than home crafts, were 
non-existent, so the acquisition and reclamation of lands adjoining the mountains 
became a necessity. Landlords who owned these hitherto unprofitable lands were 
very pleased to accept new tenants. This is borne out by information obtained in 
the Registry of Deeds Offices, Dublin, where it is recorded that, around 1800, 
new tenancies were established on certain portions of these lands. Despite the 
destruction of many records in the Public Record Office at the Four Courts, 
Dublin, in 1922, sufficient information has been derived from a surviving Tithe 
Book and references to old leases to further substantiate the foregoing statement.
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Traditions concerning the settlement of ancestors of people still living in these 
regions correspond with the recorded information.

In the townlands adjoining the mountains it would appear that the original 
pattern was mostly farms of 50 to 60 acres stretching from the more fertile lower 
lands to the mountains. In many cases a continuation of each farm was fenced 
well into the sloping mountain area; this portion, as distinct from the arable land, 
was known as a tulaigh . Most of these farms were in due course divided between 
two or three sons and the process sometimes repeated in the next generation.
Such subdivision and also sub-letting led to many holdings as small as 5 or 6 acres 
in the mid 19th century. In some cases farms were increased by adjoining holdings 
being vacated through emigration or the occupiers leaving no heirs. Sometimes a 
change of occupier occurred through a new tenant acceptable to the landlord 
obtaining the good will of an outgoing tenant for a certain sum of money. The 
pattern of original settlers has become further obscured by changes in names 
through marriage where daughters inherited certain holdings. When bequeathing 
his interest in land to his children, a father concentrated on equity, which applied 
as much to quality as to area. This principle is clearly shown in Drumristan, 
Tullyvacan and Tullynaha where holdings consist of long narrow strips of land 
from the lower more fertile regions to the mountains. In some cases, where 
holdings not adjoining the mountains were divided, each subdivision consisted of 
a portion on which the house was built and isolated fields. In extreme cases a 
holding was made up entirely of alternate fields. In recent times many of these 
splintered holdings have been reunited to form more economic farms.

‘The Big Meadows’ in Drumristan.
In the late 18"’and early 19lh centuries the townland of Drumristan comprising 
421 acres including 47 acres of the mountain was in four divisions except that the 
mountain portion was held in common among the four occupiers. An area of 27 
acres 34 sq. perches, known as The Big Meadows’, lying between the Dowra- 
Drumshanbo Road and Lough Allen, was then held in equal parts between the 
four occupiers, but separate from the main portions of their holdings. The fences 
between those divisions were levelled at a later staee and the land used in
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common for meadow and tillage ever since. When the land is bare in late autumn 
and winter the tracks of the fences can still be seen from the hill on the eastern 
side.5 Included in the 27 acres is a small field named Leana Ghabhar on the 
opposite side of the Yellow River and also a small portion known as the Island 
around which the Yellow River flows. Griffith Valuation, 1856, shows that this 
commonage was then shared jointly by 15 tenants, the lessor being Susan De 
Courcey and others.6 Their shares seem roughly proportionate to the other areas 
in Drumristan of which they were tenants. Twelve Drumristan farmers and one 
from Tullyvacan were involved in the late 19th century. These farmers asked an 
Ordnance Survey Official to allocate the land on an equitable basis because two 
thirds of the area was subject to flooding by the Yellow River. This he did with 
the result that the risk of a particular person having his land flooded two years in 
succession became slight. Ten acres, useful for tillage and free from flooding, were 
divided equally between the twelve farmers of Drumristan. Stones were stuck in 
the ground to mark the boundaries and the land was known as the ’Tillage 
Ground’. The remaining 17 acres were divided into four equal parts, each of 
which was given to three land-holders on a yearly rotational basis. Thus, the plot 
occupied by one land-holder was one third of one quarter of the 17 acres. Each 
farmer called his portion ‘a quarter’ and there were 12 such quarters. Marking 
stones were again used to divide the plots and so the 27 acres are unfenced, except 
for the surrounding boundary. The soil in the whole area is deep and typically 
alluvial, giving good crops of meadow when there is no flooding. Those 
concerned were Mick and Francis Gildea, brothers, John and William Loughlin, 
cousins, John Simpson and Francis McTigue.' one allotment in partnership, James 
McGourty, Owen Mulvey, Joe McKeon, Patrick Rynn, Frandy Wynne, John 
Wynne and Mickie Carrigan. In addition, an area of 3 rds. 28sq. pers. in Corraglas 
was shared by some of these farmers, and that position was similar in 1856. Frank 
Gildea, father of Mick and Francis, came from Gortnawaun (Goirtin a’ Bhain) in 
Kiltubrid Parish and bought a farm in Drumristan from Hudy Me Keon, which 
he divided between those two sons. He bought half of the original holding 
occupied by Pat McGourty, father of James, while James’s brother, Charles, sold 
the remaining half to Michael Loughlin, son of William, at a later time. Mickie 
Carrigan sold his ‘quarter’, but not his tillage plot, to John and William Loughlin.
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The two Gildeas portions in the ‘Big Meadows’ at present comprise two and a 
half quarters’ and two and a half tillage plots. John Loughlin, grandson of 
William, owns two and a half quarters and one and a half tillage plots. Mrs. John 
Simpson and Francis McTigue, grandson of Francis, still retain a single plot.

This complicated concept of land division in the parish resulted in the 
operation of the rundale system, though this term has not been used in 
Ballinaglera. Although the division of the older and larger farms on the basis of 
equity was well meant, it led to congestion, inefficiency and often ill-will between 
neighbours as regards trespass and rights of way. However, the high rate of 
emigration in more recent times had resulted in the reintegration of many of 
these holdings.

Grazing and Turbary on The Mountains
The grazing of cattle between two and three years old on the Sliabh an Iarainn 
Mountains was practised by some farmers until about fifty years ago, but since 
then it has waned. These cattle needed careful watching and despite their best 
efforts farmers came to losses through their animals getting lost in soft ground. 
Cattle could only be grazed on the mountains from April till October roughly, so 
that they needed an extra supply of hay and often hand-feeding to make them fit 
for sale in spring. As the demand rose for two year old store cattle it was found 
more profitable to get them into good condition on farm pasture and sell them at 
that stage.

Relatively few farmers in the mountainous districts grazed their cattle on 
the mountains. Most of them graze sheep there from April till October when 
they are taken to the farm lands for the winter months. During this time the 
cattle are fed on hay. Farm fences were inadequate at all times to control the 
movement of sheep, so they were allowed to go around freely as though the land 
were communal. This required a fair measbre of reciprocal understanding because 
some people owned larger flocks than others. The number of sheep each farmer 
could keep was limited in relation to the total number which a district could feed. 
Thirty to fifty was quite usual and the numbers often dwindled quite low owing 
to losses. In spring, when sheep and lambs were driven to the mountains from the
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sweeter farm lands, it was difficult for them to settle down, but the cattle had to 
take over their own quarters and meadows had to be allowed to grow.

Most of the thousands of acres of mountain bog in the parish, varying in 
depth from one to fifteen feet, have never been exploited as fuel. Generations of 
local people have enjoyed uncontested facilities in getting their fuel from the bogs 
on the fringes of the mountains. Turbary on the mountains was regarded as a 
right ceded by each landlord to his tenants. It did not seem to matter if a tenant 
on one estate got his turf from another. People came from the townlands not 
adjoining the mountains and used turf banks without reference to anybody. It was 
understood between the people that once an area of bog, usually one to two acres, 
sufficient to last for three of four generations, was marked out by a family nobody 
else should interfere. As the first turf banks on the mountains were claimed just 
outside the inner mountain boundary new ones were being claimed farther out 
on the mountain commons.

HOUSES: TRADITIONAL TYPES

Associated with the occupation and division of land in Ballinaglera in the 18th and 
19th centuries was, naturally, the erection of a dwelling-house on each holding. 
These houses were of a uniform, simple design based on utility and comfort, and 
built mostly with local materials. Each house was sited on a dry sheltered spot, 
usually near the middle of the farm. A hollow was often chosen for protection 
from storm. When a farm was divided into two or three smaller farms, the old 
house was often used on one of them and one or two new houses were erected 
on hill-sides. The younger generation probably came to dislike the confined 
outlook from the hollows. The new houses were more durable with trees planted 
around them for shelter.

The traditional type house was usually built of stone and mortar, with walls 
about 18 inches thick. It was a one-storied thatched building with three main 
rooms. The outside measurements were about 40 ft. by 15 to 17 ft., side walls 
about 8 ft. high with inverted V-shaped gables at the ends and on the internal 
dividing walls. One at least of the internal walls had two flues, one to take smoke
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from the open heart in the kitchen, the other to take it from the fireplace in a 
room. The three rooms were in a row, the middle one serving as living-room, 
kitchen and dining-room but referred to as the kitchen. The kitchen had a stone 
flagged floor. The entrance door was near the end of the kitchen, away from the 
hearth, at the front of the house, and sometimes there was a back door. Both end 
rooms were usually bedrooms; the floors were of joists and boards or of clay. The 
kitchen usually had a loft half to three quarters its length at the hearth end. The 
dark attic served for storage purposes. The bedroom at the other end had a loft 
providing an attic bedroom with a small window in the outer gable. This was 
reached by means of a ladder through a small door in the inner gable.

Rocks were often blasted to provide stones for building. There were masons 
in plenty whose work was meticulous; they shaped quoins for corners, lintels for 
doors and windows, window sills and gable barges with the skill of the Goban 
Saor. Stone lintels were 9 inches wide and 6 inches thick, so that two of them 
matched the width of the wall, but the one on the inside was placed about 4 
inches higher than that on the outside. Triangular barges, each with a right angle 
and sides 15 to 18 inches long, were placed one above another on the two end 
gables so that their longest sides formed the straight slants of the gables. The 
barges were 9 inches thick, and when placed on the outside of a gable they 
occupied only half the width of the wall, leaving a 9 inch recess inside, into whichAroof-laths rested and in which thatch was afterwards contained. Although rocks 
and stones were plentiful and mostly used, there were some mud-walled houses, 
particularly in the north-west part of the parish. One of the last of these was in 
Lower Annagh; it was demolished in the 1940s.8 There is no mention of mud- 
walled gables built on stone-work above eave level.

Roofing and Thatching
The old tradesmen described the degree of roof-slant as follows: "Allow 9 inches 
of rafter on each side for each foot of house breadth". In effect this meant that 
the length of each rafter was three quarters the inside breadth of the house. 
Rafters and roof-laths, roughly shaped, were made from bog oak and bog deal.9 
Tough thinly cut scraws were laid on the laths over the whole roof area before 
thatching with rushes or straw began. A coat of rushes lasted 5 or 6 years, while
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the life span of straw was 12 to 15 years. When rushes were used they were cut 
with a scythe, the grass was removed from the ‘butts’ and the rushes allowed to 
season for a week or so. When straw was used it was well thrashed to prevent 
growth afterwards. Twigs of sallow or hazel were collected, cut in lengths of 2 to 
3 feet and pointed at both ends. Known as scallops (from the Irish word, scolb) 
they were used to secure the thatch.

Starting to thatch at the right hand side of the roof, a ladder was placed on 
it about 2 feet from the barges so that the strip of that width could be thatched 
from the eave to the ridge or ‘riggin’. The thatcher, usually a neighbouring small 
farmer who specialised, climbed the ladder and was attended by the man of the 
house whose job was to supply the thatch and scallops. A layer of thatch was 
placed at the eave and secured in the middle with scallops driven with a mallet, so 
that the butts of the next layer covered the scallops. The work was continued in 
this way to within about 1 foot from the top. Then, straw, sometimes including a 
small amount of horse-hair for greater durability, was used in a different way to 
thatch the ridge. The straw stretching across the ridge had two scallops laid in it 
lengthwise parallel to the ridge and about 6 inches apart, the topmost scallop 
being about 6 inches from the apex. Each of these was secured by means of three 
bent scallops driven deeply into the thatch. The loose straw reaching to the other 
side of the roof was then secured temporarily till the thatcher was ready to start 
work on that side. The ladder was then moved 2 feet to the left so that another 
strip of roof could be thatched in similar fashion, this being repeated till the job 
was completed. The final result was that the outside scallops near the ridge 
appeared as two straight lines on both sides, while no other scallop could be seen. 

Other aspects including Reconstruction of Houses
Most of the houses in Ballinaglera in the 1930s were of the old traditional type. 
Several of them were over 100 years old with very small windows on one side. 
These were the only windows originally, the larger ones on the other side having 
been built in at a much later time. These small windows resulted from the 
window tax, at a fixed rate per sq. foot on glass in buildings, imposed by a British 
Chancellor of the Exchequer in the early 19th century. The injurious effect to 
health and eyesight became the subject of so much protest that the tax was
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abolished, like the hearth tax of earlier years.
Turf was the main source of domestic fuel till recently. Well-saved turf burns 

very satisfactorily on an open hearth, and when it is not very dry a mixture of 
timber, which is plentiful, proves very successful. When the wall at the back of the 
hearth got partly worn from the heat, repairs were done with blue clay, called blue 
gravel or blue daub. This blue gravel resisted the effect of heat better than stone 
or concrete. As coal, on the other hand, does not burn well on the open hearth, 
its gradual increase in use from the early 1920s led to the installation of grates. 
Again, blue gravel was used to form the hobs for supporting the grate. A further 
use was made of blue daub or blue clay in those now far off days.10 The Christmas 
goose, unplucked and undressed, was encased in a thick coat of this much used 
material and placed in the middle of a glowing fire. The cook knew from 
experience exactly when the goose was cooked. When it was removed from the 
fire the daub fell off and with it came the feathers. An incision was made from 
the breast to the vent and the entrails were removed in a neat ball.

Between 1930 and 1960, roughly, many old thatched houses were 
reconstructed in Ballinaglera. Local Government grants were available for the 
purpose on certain conditions, one of which was that lofts, if they were to be 
retained, should be placed at least seven feet high. This often required having the 
walls raised by a foot or two. Owners could choose between galvanised iron and 
asbestos for roofing. In some cases one of these materials was fitted outside the 
old roof after most of the thatch had been removed. Others preferred a 
completely new roof with felt as underlay. Since about 1960 some houses have 
been raised a storey and roofed with slates or tiles. There has been a growing 
preference for new houses of modern design built of concrete. The coming of 
piped water a few years ago brought a further amenity, providing a supply for 
bathrooms, sinks in kitchens and water on tap in the farmyards and byres. In 1979 
only two or three thatched houses remaih in the parish. Some slated houses in 
Ballinaglera are between 80 and 100 years old.

Furniture
The house furniture, made by local carpenter or cooper, was simple in design 
until the reconstruction of houses started. The kitchen table which served also as
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the dining table was used for playing cards and for school children doing their 
lessons. Sugan chairs were in general use during the 19th century and were used 
in some houses in the parish till the 1930s. They consisted of wooden framework 
with intertwined straw ropes forming the seats and back. Children used small 
stools which were safer and cosier than chairs. Every kitchen had a dresser which 
was a depository for delf, cutlery and other utensils. It was about 6 feet high, 5 
feet wide and 1.5 feet from front to back. It usually stood against the end wall 
near the entrance door.

Each bedroom had one or two wooden beds, boarded at both ends and at 
one side, with a flat top overhead. There was a boarded bottom in each bed and 
this was covered with a ‘feather tick’, meaning a special cloth cover containing 
feathers. This softened the effect of the springless boards. As people came to 
realise that it was healthier to sleep in open beds, part of the upper boards and all 
the top cover were cut away. Towards the end of the 19th century ‘settle-beds’ 
could be purchased ready-made, and became a feature in some kitchens. The 
‘settle-bed’ was made of a strong timber and was about 6 feet long by 3 feet wide 
when unfolded to be used as a bed, but it could be folded on its hinges to form a 
couch. Rocking cradles were used for babies until the 1940s.

Out Offices
The layout of out offices and haggard is an important consideration for the 
convenient management of a farm. The byre which houses cattle in winter 
should be near the haggard to make foddering as easy as possible but not too near 
the dwelling, to eliminate any danger of unpleasantness from farmyard manure. A 
stable for horse or donkey is usually sited close to or attached to the byre, while 
the barn, hen-house and pig-cro may be in the same building range as the byre or 
on the opposite side or end of the dwelling-house, as found convenient. In some 
cases the barn or the stable was linked to one end of the dwelling-house. Before 
the early part of the present century all outhouses in the parish had roughly 
thatched roofs. Each farmer usually thatched his own outhouses. In later years 
galvanised iron has become popular for roofing. It has proved to be more 
economical than thatch in the long run.
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FARMING METHODS

Farms which became small by subdivision had their bigger fields divided by 
fences. In cases where stones were plentiful farmers used them to form fences. 
More usually fences were made of clay and called ditches. The trench alongside a 
ditch was called a ‘seough’. Stones found in the course of the digging were 
broken and often placed on top of the ditch. The fields thus divided could be 
anything from half an acre to two acres. In spring when sheep and lambs were 
driven to the mountains, fences had to be repaired to protect crops and meadow 
land, confining cattle to the pasture. The recognised method of dealing with 
boundary fences was that each farmer did half of the fence along each adjoining 
farm.

Fields with a reasonably good surface were kept for meadow and the 
rougher ground was used as pasture. Tillage, mainly potatoes and oats, was set 
where the soil was suitable, whether pasture or meadow. Wheat and barley were 
rarely grown in Ballinaglera. Attempts were made with wheat during the First 
World War and with both crops during the Second World War but the results were 
not encouraging.

The area under potatoes and oats each year on most farms varied from 
about 1.5 to 3 acres, depending more on available labour than on size of farm. 
With a large family, a larger tillage crop was imperative irrespective of the size of 
the farm. Tillage did not follow any particular pattern of crop rotation; it was just 
a matter of judgement each year as to which was a suitable field for potatoes. The 
same ground was tilled three years in succession with oats as the third year crop. 
Thus the potato crop area was usually twice as large as that of the oats. Forming 
ridges for potatoes with the loy was called ‘digging’, while digging the ground to 
level it for oats was referred to as ‘bracking’, from the Irish word, braca - a harrow. 
Invariably, the oats ground was kept in mfeadow the following year. If sown with 
suitable grass seed, it grew good quality hay. Such land was called ‘new meadow’ 
and produced what was known as ‘glasier hay’. This procedure saved the ground 
from being dug up by cattle.

Turnips and cabbage were generally grown on plots attached to tillage fields. 
Sometimes there was a vegetable garden near the house in which cabbage, turnips,
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onions, lettuce, beet, carrots and parsnips were grown.
The old style of farming obtained in Ballinaglera till the 1930s. This

involved the use of hand tools like the loy,11 shovel, graip, turf-spade, scythe, 
reaping-hook, hand-rake and pitchfork. The horse and plough or harrow were 
used to a limited extent in preparing ground for potatoes and oats, but only where 
the ground was sufficiently deep and firm. Loamy soil suitable for the plough is 
not plentiful in Ballinaglera.

Conacre
Griffith Valuation of 1856 shows that in this parish a considerable number of 
families lived on small allotments of one to five acres. Where holdings were less 
than 20 acres it was customary for the occupiers to have their tillage, or part of it, 
on the land of a bigger farmer. This system of making use of a neighbours land is 
known as conacre. The larger farmer was usually compensated by specified 
number of days’ work. In the case of a farmer who had not enough help to save 
his hay, the custom was to get a neighbour who wanted hay to save all or portion 
of it, the neighbour getting half of what he cut and saved in lieu of payment. This 
was known as saving the hay for half of it’.

The Meitheal
A meitheal consisted of a group of men, usually between four and twelve, working 
together for a day on a farm without monetary payment. They were 
neighbouring farmers, or their sons, and each expected a day’s work in return at a 
meitheal for himself on some other day. In cases of illness or the death of a 
breadwinner, the meitheal gave of their best without seeking any reward. The 
meitheal system worked very well owing to good-will on the part of the workers 
and a spirit of rivalry between them. It was resorted to for important seasonal 
operations such as digging ridges for potatoes, cutting turf, mowing meadows with 
scythes, gathering and building hay in the haggards. A strong pace of working was 
usually maintained, but the men were sensible enough to avoid top pace which 
could not be kept up. General directions were given by an older member of the 
family concerned, but supervision was unnecessary. There were simple forms of
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entertainment, like music, dancing and singing in the house at night. The local 
girls who helped with the cooking joined the workmen and this added to the 
merriment. This, like most of the good wholesome old customs, has faded out 
long ago. Increase in the size of farms, due to emigration, has resulted in less 
tillage and more emphasis on cattle raising, thereby reducing the need for the 
meitheal. The coming of the tractor has in the last twenty years revolutionised 
farming here.

Cutting and Saving Turf
Mid-May and early June was the traditional time for going to the bog. The bogs 
are on the fringes of the mountain now, but in the past some turf was got in the 
lower parts of the parish also. Much depends on weather with regard to saving 
turf. A few weeks of dry weather with sunshine and wind, and the farmer can 
have an ample supply of turf saved for a year. But in broken weather he has to 
abandon the effort till his hay is saved. This means a possibility of losing his turf, 
because the days have got shorter and there is a likelihood of mist on the 
mountains, morning and evening. During a wettish summer and when labour is 
scarce, as it is at present, the farmer is obliged to attend to his hay, and the turf is 
neglected. All is not yet lost, however; it can be left in clamps on the bog and if 
there is a dry spell in spring the turf can be used as ‘spadach’. Here, this means 
dry light sods of turf, easy to light and burn, but without the strength of properly 
saved turf.

Mowing and Hay-Making
This is by far the most important seasonal occupation. Meadows in low-lying 
fields are ready for mowing in early July, while those in upland districts near the 
mountains go on improving and produce a heavier crop if left uncut till August. 
Every effort goes into saving the hay because there is no substitute for it, in this 
parish at any rate.

Before horse-drawn mowing machines were introduced here, hay was cut 
with scythes, and great care was taken to teach young lads of 16 or thereabouts 
how to put a good edge on the scythe and then how to get the best possible use
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out of it. It took two seasons to train a farmer’s son to put on a good edge, adopt 
a proper position and control his movements in order to conserve his strength. 
Under favourable conditions a good man could mow a statute acre a day, while an 
outstanding man could mow an ‘Irish’ acre occasionally.12

Men from Ballinaglera went to the Fens in England to mow the meadows 
and corn with scythes before the advent of the horse-drawn mowing machine. 
They worked in groups of 4 to 6 men, the first making the pace and each of the 
others timing his stroke from the man immediately in front of him. In this way 
they were all performing the same movement at the same time with the utmost 
regularity and apparent ease. The men took the work by contract, so the more 
work they did the more they earned.They had to sleep in old barns or sheds, 
sometimes to the detriment of their health. Some of them got a fever known as 
ague peculiar to the Fen district which is low-lying and marshy.

While the men were working in the Fens, hay-making at home had to be 
done by the women and teenagers. The men left the hay cut of course, so that 
women took up from there, shaking it out and gathering it when dry with rakes 
and pitch-forks. Sometimes ‘ laps’ had to be made, that is if the weather was 
broken. A lap was made by raking the hay into heavy rolls, taking an armful from 
a roll and folding it so as to cause the rain-water to run off. The hay was safe 
when it was in laps; all that was necessary was to shake those laps out again on a 
dry day, leave the hay for a few hours to dry properly and then gather it in the 
evening.

When the hay was dry tramped cocks were made of it. A young man or a 
boy stood on the cock, tramped the hay pitched up to him and helped to shape 
the cock. Each cock contained about 6 to 10 cwt. of hay, and was built in conical 
shape to a height of 7 or 8 feet. Balls of rope, spun from the hay in advance, were 
tied across the cock and were placed so as to divide the circumference of the cock 
into 6 equal segments. Since the 1930s smaller cocks are being made from want 
of manpower. They are built with a pitchfork by a single person remaining on the 
ground. They are easier to manage than the tramped cocks.
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‘Putting in* the Hay.
Gathering in the hay was a seasonal event which brought the meitheal idea very 
much into play. The motto was to have too many rather than too few men lest 
rain should make its unwelcome appearance. As arrangements were made for the 
meitheal on the previous evening, forecasting the weather was important. The 
locals are very good at this; they observed various signs like a mist on the 
Shannon, mist on mountain peaks, hollow tones from rivers and ravines, the 
height at which swallows fly etc. Traditionally, the method of storing hay in the 
haggard was to build a hay-rick. A permanent foundation of stones in rectangular 
form, 15 to 20 yards long and 4 or 5 yards wide, raised a few inches above ground 
level was a characteristic feature of every haggard. The foundation of the rick was 
known as the foy’.13 Wattles and rushes were placed on it to prepare for the 
making of the rick. This prevented moisture from soaking into the hay. During 
the 19'h and early 20"' century men carried hay on their backs to the haggard. 
Each man put his load of hay on the rick under the direction of an experienced 
rick-builder. A wooden ladder was provided for use in the building of the rick. 
Some preferred to build with their hands while others used pitchforks.
Sometimes in changeable weather, half the quantity of hay normally taken to 
build a rick was built as a pike in the haggard. This pike was really a large 
tramped cock, only several times the size, and it was built on a circular foy’.

Early in this century when donkeys became more numerous on farms, they 
were found to be very useful at the important task of putting in the hay. Three to 
six donkeys, each controlled by a man, was usual, depending on the distance and 
quantity of hay to be put in the rick. The donkey load was naturally far heavier 
than that carried by a man, and so it needed more careful preparation. It was tied 
in a hemp tress-rope, about 9 yards long, laid on the ground close to the cock, a 
loop of the rope being tied around the load near each end. Then the load was 
placed erect on one end and hoisted on the donkey’s back by two men assigned 
to stay in the meadow. The man in charge of the donkey walked behind, 
balancing the load with his hands on the ropes and guiding the donkey to the 
haggard. The way was often long over uneven ground, and it was no easy task for 
the man in charge to keep the load in position on the donkey’s back. Hay which
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was not properly arranged and tied often fell asunder in transit and had to be tied 
again, which meant a loss of precious time. On reaching the haggard the load was 
thrown alongside the rick and the rope taken off by the man who returned with 
the donkey to the meadow. The hay was put on the rick by two men with 
pitchforks. Meantime, the two men in the meadow prepared loads and put them 
on the other donkeys as they arrived.

A quicker and better means of transporting the hay was adopted in the 
1920s when it was discovered that a horse could pull in a whole cock of hay at 
once. This was done by placing a hemp rope around the bottom of the cock, 
harnessing the ends of the rope to the horse and driving off to the haggard. It 
could not be done up steep hills or where the ground was rugged. Later, a horse- 
drawn sleigh, locally known as a slipe’, was found to be a more efficient method 
of conveying the hay to the haggard, the only disadvantage being that it tended to 
dig up the ground. In some of the mountainous parts of the parish a horse and 
cart could never be used to advantage for farm work like the donkey and cart. It 
is a risk to allow a horse to walk on very uneven or soft ground or to draw a cart 
on narrow bye-roads or pathways. Here the donkey has a distinct advantage 
because of its relative lightness and slow pace. Jennets and mules have sometimes 
been used in such places. However, donkeys and horses are now a dying race. In 
Ballinaglera, as in many other places, machinery has taken over to keep in line 
with this new era of prosperity and speed.

Reaping and Harvesting Corn
Before the 1920s the reaping-hook, or sickle, was used for cutting the oat crop in 
September. As it was being cut it was formed into sheaves laid out on the 
ground. The sheaves were usually tied by women, using a few blades of the corn 
to form a band which was tied around each sheaf near the butts of the straw. 
Using the reaping-hook was a tiresome job which gradually gave way to the use 
of the scythe. With the scythe the corn was cut inward towards that still uncut. 
As each swath was cut it was formed into sheaves and tied in the usual way. The 
sheaves were made into stooks by propping 12 or 14 upright against each other, 
grain uppermost, with two sheaves on top, grain downwards, and tied together.
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When seasoned, the stooks were usually brought into the haggard and made into 
stacks; sometimes stacks were made on the oats-ground. During wet seasons 
‘slogans’ were made instead of stacks. Whereas the base of the stack was circular, 
the ‘slogans’ had a rectangular base which was prepared by placing a pole about 20 
feet long horizontally at about 2 feet above ground and supported by stones. 
Rough timber and wattles were put in a slanting position on either side of the 
pole. On this rough structure the sheaves of oats were built, grain inward and 
slanting upwards from both sides. Either slogans’ or corn-stack had to be well 
thatched for winter protection.

In 1915 a certain man of almost 80 years,14 because of his skill and 
experience, was able to reap as much corn with a reaping-hook as his son and a 
younger man together. The reaping-hook was often used to cut grass for hay in 
places inaccessible to the scythe, like drains, ditches and around rocks. Grass cut in 
this way was called hook-grass’.

As the corn-mills dwindled, the growing of oats dwindled also. Wheatmeal, 
whole meal, corn flakes and several other goods containing meal began to be sold 
in the shops. The money to procure these goods grew more plentiful, partly by 
money sent home from England and America by our emigrants and partly by a 
little more prosperity brought about by our own Government. The result is that 
very little corn is now grown in Ballinaglera.

Pig Rearing
Most farmers in the parish reared pigs. It was an added source of income in 
autumn to have pigs to sell, and the man who could afford to kill and cure a pig 
for his family’s use was lucky indeed. The occasional farmer who kept a breeding 
sow sold the litter when they were a few weeks old, usually in March and April, 
keeping ‘a pair of banbhai’ for himself. Boiled potatoes mixed with meal was the 
usual feeding. Fern-fronds or leaves pulled from fern stalks, chopped and mixed 
with pigs’ food, was a healthy addition to the feeding. Ferns were plentiful and 
youngsters collected the fronds.

In the early part of this century pigs for export to the British market were
killed at around 2 cwt. to 18 stone. After the 1914-1918 war the British
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consumer became more fastidious and was prepared to pay a considerably higher 
price for more tender bacon from a 12 to 14 stone pig. As our export trade in 
agricultural products was exclusively on the British market our farmers sold their 
pigs within that range in weight for export. Before the Border was established 
Enniskillen was our market town for pigs, butter and eggs.

Many farmers here kept pigs for their household use, allowing them to 
reach 2.5 to 3 cwt., each providing an average family’s needs for most of a year. A 
neighbour experienced in the art of killing and curing pigs did the job, sometimes 
at night. The hams were hung from the kitchen ceiling where they seemed to get 
the right amount of smoke for an excellent flavour. There was no comparison 
between this bacon and that imported from Argentine, which was the only 
alternative before the First World War. For long afterwards the farmers here 
continued this practice, though the pigs were killed at a somewhat lighter weight.

Domestic Fowl
Flocks of hens, ducks, geese and turkeys were kept on most farms. Hen-eggs and 
duck-eggs, which reached 5 shillings per dozen towards the end of the First World 
War, were exchanged for groceries in the shops. When the hens and ducks 
became unproductive they were killed for home use. Geese and turkeys were sold 
in December at fairs in Dowra and Drumshanbo.

Till about the mid 1920s ‘ciseans were hung in the henhouse and the hens 
laid their eggs in them. A ‘ciseans’ was a spherical receptacle about 2 feet in 
diameter made of plaited straw. A vertical opening of about 1 foot in diameter 
gave access to the laying hen.

Other Seasonal Farm Work
Throughout the summer and autumn the growing potato crop required attention. 
The stalks were sprayed to prevent blight, often two or three times in one season. 
From the end of the 19"' century till after the end of the Second World War blue- 
stone dissolved in water in a wooden barrel with either washing soda or lime 
added was used for spraying. Before the First World War spraying was done from 
a bucket with a besom made from heather. Later on. spraying machines simplified
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the job. The mixture when dissolved should not be left overnight before using. 
The work should be done on a dry day - if rain came within at least an hour 
afterwards the spray was wasted. In more recent times a different ready-made 
mixture is sold in the shops and sprinkled on the potato stalks with a small 
machine. Twice or three times, during weather unfavourable for hay-making, 
weeds among the potato stalks were removed by hand.

The last seasonal task on the farm was digging and heaping the potatoes in 
October and November. The digging was done with a spade or fork, the potatoes 
for heaping being collected in a basket or creel. Small and damaged potatoes were 
left on the ground till picked with the help of the children in the evening. A 
heap was made of the potatoes in a corner of the field or in any level, dry spot. 
The heap was covered with rushes and soil in the evenings, left there during the 
winter and brought to the house in buckets or creels as required. The bigger 
potatoes were used for food in the house and the small ones fed to animals and 
fowl. All this is still done but the quantity of potatoes grown is much less than 
formerly. Two or three heaps in a field, representing 7 or 8 tons per acre, was 
quite usual.

During the winter months, routine work like foddering cattle, cleaning 
byres, providing rushes for cattle bedding, drawing home turf and potatoes kept 
the farmers busy. As well as this, enterprising men found time to drain the land, 
do further repairs to fences and also to do repairs on houses, outhouses and yards. 
While the women knitted on winter nights, the men mended harness or children’s 
shoes. But they took occasional nights off for a game of cards or a ‘ceili’ in a 
neighbour’s house.

Gravel Pits
Hollows, which are the remains of old gravel pits, can still be seen in the corners 
of certain fields here and there through the parish. Several others were filled up 
long ago. The remains of these pits can only be found in fields where the subsoil 
to a depth of about 6 feet consisted of a certain quality of blue clay locally known 
as ‘blue gravel’. This type of clay is plentiful in the mountainous regions of 
Ballinaglera. It was found that in a field of light peaty soil, a layer of‘blue gravel’
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spread evenly over it and mixed with the soil in the course of tillage resulted in 
much improved crops. Although the beneficial effect of this treatment was 
permanent, it was no substitute for farm-yard manure and lime.

Most of the work of excavating and distributing this clay was done by men, 
women and even young girls carrying it in creels on their backs during the first 
half of the 19"'century. Boots and shoes were scarce and expensive at that time, so 
the people engaged in this work wore troighthini. Those were coarse socks made 
from a mixture of wool and flax spun into thread on the spinning wheel.

Limekilns
Most of the land in Ballinaglera is deficient in lime and needs dressings
periodically. A century ago there was no commercialised quarrying and grinding 
of limestone like we have now. To offset this disadvantage the local farmers built 
small limekilns, each consisting of a circular pit 5 or 6 feet in diameter and around
6 feet deep, built with stone into a bank or mound. An opening at the bottom on 
the lower side provided access to a fire which burned the limestone. The process 
took several days, necessitating the renewal of the fire each day. Clouds of bluish 
smoke with a characteristic smell were emitted during the burning process. When 
taken out of the kiln the lime retained its original shape but broke up into slake 
lime when water was added. The slake lime was applied to tillage ground at about
7 ozs. per square yard. Transporting the limestone presented a far greater problem 
than burning it. Limestone was found at the foot of certain steep hills and along 
some rivers and streams, so that men had the laborious task of excavating and 
carrying it in creels on their backs.

In those days chemical fertilisers were probably unknown in this part of the 
country. Realising the necessity for fertiliser and the difficulty of procuring 
limestone, a substitute was tried. Portion of the top soil on fallow land after a 
potato crop was collected in heaps, burned, and spread on the land in spring. It 
was found to have a beneficial effect for a year or two but afterwards left the land 
more impoverished.

Industrious farmers who improved their lands were long penalised by 
having their rents increased. A great incentive of improving the land came with
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the Tenant Rights and Land Purchase Acts of 1881, 1891, 1902 and the Wyndham 
Act of 1903. The only lands in the parish which remained unvested in the tenants 
until the Hogan Act of 1923 were those of Aughrim and Fahy.

‘Scaith’ and Its Uses
Scaith , formerly used for various purposes on farms, was made from carefully 

selected long rushes growing in marshy ground. The rushes were pulled, not cut, 
because of the better quality near the roots. This job was done in late autumn 
when the rushes were at their best. When a supply for a year was gathered, the 
rushes were pounded with a beetle, the piths removed and the scaith’ stored in a 
dry place to season. This might take a month or so, and then hand-plaited ropes 
of various thickness were made from it as required. It was very useful for loops in 
creels; each loop for a person’s shoulders was called an iris’ or a hanger’. A length 
of rope about 5 yards used for tying a load of hay, straw or rushes to be carried on 
a man’s back was also called an iris’. This had often to be done in places where a 
donkey could not travel. A small load carried in an iris’, for example when 
foddering cattle, is called a ’ beairtin’. Men wore durable shirts for this work, so 
that the rope did not cut through easily at the shoulders.

‘Scaith’ was also used to make spancels for sheep, and a single spancel was 
called a ‘ straimpin’. The soft silky texture of‘scaith was easy on the sheep’s feet. 
Another use for it was the making of a gad’, which is the loose ring around the 
stake to which animals like a calf or donkey were tied. The rope attached to the 
‘gad’ for going around the animal’s neck was usually made of straw or ‘sprat’ in 
order to conserve the scaith’ as far as possible. Sprat is a coarse type of hay, 
resembling rushes. None of these materials was suitable for tying strong cattle or 
horses; they required iron ‘gads’ and chains. A light ‘scaith’ rope with a rod 3.25 ft. 
long at each end of it was used as a scoring rope when outlining and cutting the 
edges for potato ridges with alloy. The rods were used to measure the width of 
the ridges at both ends. Short loops of‘scaith’ were used on ‘pardogs’ to hang on 
a donkey’s straddle. ‘Pardogs are somewhat like creels in shape but with hinged 
collapsible bottoms to allow of the unloading of farm-yard manure. A flexible 
loop made of‘scaith’ was fitted on the sticks supporting the hinged bottoms of the
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pardogs’. Those sticks were used so that the pardogs’ could be closed or opened 
at will. Hemp, which came into general use here in the early part of this century 
and which is tougher, gradually displaced ‘scaith’ into the 1930s.

Change of Farming Methods in Recent Times
The old fashioned farming methods have gradually given way to modern and 
more efficient ones. Galvanised iron hay-sheds springing up through the parish 
are making farmers more independent of weather conditions. The need for the 
meitheal is gone; if a day when hay is being gathered turns wet, all is not lost 
because the hay-shed is there. Neither is there any necessity to thatch the hay. 
Turf-sheds are now in common use, which eliminates the building and thatching 
of turf-stacks. The tractor has largely displaced the horse and donkey. It ploughs 
the land, mows the meadows, saves the hay and transports it on the hay-shifter. It 
is used to spread fertiliser on the land and for sundry transportation jobs. Farms 
are bigger, houses vastly improved, animals better fed, of good quality and prices 
obtained for them much increased. The cleaning of sheds and farm-yards is much 
easier. Now, with piped water and electricity the housewife’s lot is a happy one. 
She has more spare time, lighter work and often a car to take her out on business 
and pleasure. Visitors who come here now after long absence make very 
favourable comments on the prosperous appearance of all they see around them.

CRAFTS

Carding, Spinning, Knitting and Weaving
Sheep are shorn in June and October and the wool is stored in bags to be sold to 
merchants. Long ago a certain amount of wool was kept to be carded, spun and 
knitted into garments for home use. Now the spinning-wheels are antiques and 
fast disappearing from our midst. While knitting was done by women and girls, 
weaving was a man’s job, but this too has gone into oblivion. The cloth which 
was woven here was durable and of a coarse, heavy texture. The weaving loom 
could be set for making material suitable for suit lengths, frieze for over-coats and 
woollen blankets. Linen was made in Poll, a hamlet of farm houses in
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Stranagarvanagh, and also in Eden as late as the 1860s. In John McPartlin’s house 
in Eden there is a linen towel which was woven around that time and is still well 
preserved. About 1880 Matthew Feehily, a weaver, moved his business from 
Tullynaha to Stranagarvanagh. Around the same time a weaver named McKeon 
worked at his trade in Tullyvacan where the walls of his house can still be seen.

Bootmaking
The boots worn in Ballinaglera until the end of the 19th century were made by 
hand. Bootmakers were here in plenty and were kept busy making heavy nailed 
boots which were expected to last a year or two. The iron heel-tips and toe-plates 
could be replaced readily. The boots were greased with unsalted butter every six 
months to preserve the leather. Men sometimes wore fine leather boots, without 
tips or toe-plates, on Sunday. These were polished instead of greased. There were 
at least four shoemakers in the parish in the 1920s, John Gilmartin of Lower 
Annagh, Odie Cremer of Stradrina, Mickie McGirl of Carntulla and John Wynne 
of Stranagarvanagh. Since the beginning of the present century the demand for 
shoes has increased rapidly. They were imported from England till our native 
government established our own boot and shoe industry.

Tailors
Tradition1, says that Fr. Ambrose Cassidy, O.F.M., who ministered in Ballinaglera 
around 1800, had his clothes made by Pat Jack Martin Guckian of Keadue, Co. 
Roscommon. Economic conditions in the parish in the 19"' century were such 
that men were obliged to wear the same suit for several years. A suit which was 
meant for Sundays and special occasions lasted in good shape for 15 or 20 years.
In the early part of the present century three tailors who worked in this parish 
were: Frank McGrail, Derrinageer, James McHugh, Coralubber and Frank Clancy, 
Greaghnafarna. Tailors became few in Ballinaglera through time and the clothes 
were made in adjoining parishes. Now we have no tailor; the nearest is in 
Drumshanbo. But with transport so readily available, people here go as far afield 
as Boyle and Sligo for their tailor-made clothes.
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Carpenters and Coopers
Coopers and carpenters have been numerous in this parish. The cooper was 
much wanted for making wooden containers for the safe export of butter during 
the 19th and early part of this century. Those were butter-butts containing 1 cwt. 
and firkins which held about half of that. They were round wooden tubs and 
were regarded as the best way of preserving butter exported through the 
Enniskillen market to England. If the butter in the container could not be 
marketed through some unforeseen delay, it was buried temporarily in a bog 
which preserved it. Kegs for holding poteen were much in demand in the 
mountainous parts of the parish, and those were also made by the cooper. Yet 
another assignment for this versatile man was the making of wooden churns for 
producing butter. The cooper had a good knowledge of carpentry; both he and 
the carpenter used timber, nails, hammers and handsaws, so that their work had a 
good deal in common. For example, kitchen dressers and rocking-cradles were 
made by either of these tradesmen.

The trade of cooper was usually hereditary. Descendants of two families of 
coopers still living in Ballinaglera are McTiernans of Derrinageer and McGoverns 
of Carntulla. Martin McTiernan, who died at an advanced age in 1940, was a 
cooper and farmer. His son Patrick who succeeded him on the farm and who 
died in 1961 did not practise the trade. Patrick’s son Martin who now lives in the 
old home is not a cooper. Phil McGovern, who died in 1975 at the age of 80, 
was a cooper, a carpenter and also a farmer. He succeeded his father. James, who 
died in 1927 at 70 years of age. In fact the trade is now a lost art in Ballinaglera.

The services of the many carpenters were always in demand - in fact we 
could have kept a few more in constant employment. During the 19,h century 
they made house furniture as well as doors and windows. They fitted the roof 
timbers made from bog-deal and bog-oak, split and cut roughly, so great precision 
was not necessary. James Kelliher of T ullyvacan was an outstanding carpenter in 
the late 19"‘ and early 20"’ century. He worked in England before going to 
America where he learned the finer aspects of the trade. He then returned to his 
small farm in Tullyvacan and practised his trade locally. Early in the present 
century he could walk on the roof-ridge while doing repair work on Ballinaglera
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Church. While doing this one day with a clay-hammer in his hand, he slipped 
and came tumbling down along the slates on the west side. With remarkable 
presence of mind, he drove the hammer through a slate, gripping the claws on a 
roof-lath. He managed to hold on to the handle of the hammer until someone 
came with a ladder to rescue him.

Stone-masons
The standard of stone-work and the number of stone masons who have worked 
here reminds us of the Goban Saor tradition as described in Chapter 1. Notable 
among our 19th century masons were the Fordes of Derrinageer and McTiernans 
also of Derrinageer. Terry Forde, who moved from Tullynaha, worked with his 
son Garret, building many houses in the parish. Garret’s son Hubert, now 
deceased, migrated with his son, also Garret, to Easkey in Co. Sligo. Hubert 
Forde, born over 100 years ago, was one of the last native Irish speakers in the 
parish. At least three generations of the McTiernan family were stone-masons. 
Andy worked at the trade in the 19th century and was succeeded by his son, 
Myles, at the turn of the century. James, of the next generation, worked in the 
parish and beyond it for a good many years. He died in 1960 leaving four sons, 
two of whom are still engaged at building.

During the past half century the pattern of building construction has 
changed, like so many other aspects of life. Large projects, like bridges, schools, 
churches etc., are now undertaken by contract. In this connection the outstanding 
name was Michael Loughlin of Drumristan. Michael, now deceased, had great 
ability in the field of planning and carrying out important contracts. He worked 
in Leitrim, Sligo, Cavan and Donegal. His opinions were sought and respected 
over a wide area and over a number of years. His son, John, succeeded him on 
the farm and in the contracting business, and with equal success. John retired 
from building a few years ago when he became a County Councillor.

Blacksmiths and Farriers
Only members of a certain Flynn family, so far as is known, were blacksmiths and 
farriers in Ballinaglera since 1798. Myles Flynn and his brother, Bernard, worked
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as blacksmiths in Tullyvacan. Their sons, John and Paddy respectively, worked with 
them and continued at the trade till the 1940s. Their father was called Mylie 
Gabha - gabha being the Irish word for a blacksmith - and the title was passed on 
to his descendants. Mylie came to Tullyvacan in the middle of the 19th century 
and set up a forge in the hamlet called ‘The City’. It was inherited by his son, 
Bernard, while Myles set up a forge along the main Dowra-Drumshanbo Road. 
Both acquired farms in Tullyvacan. They could trace their ancestors at the trade 
for five generations back. Tradition has it that pikes used in the 1798 Rebellion 
were made at the furnace site in Druminalass, as related in Chapter III. This work 
obviously required the services of a blacksmith, but there is no mention of a 
name. It could have been Flynn; the date approximates to five generations back 
from the brothers Myles and Bernard. Both men married and raised families. 
They were deservedly popular in Ballinaglera and far beyond. Customers came 
from miles away, and no stranger left without refreshments. Their workmanship 
and hospitality are still remembered. They gave a very good account of 
themselves until motor cars and tractors came into use largely displacing horses for 
transport and work on farms. Then the Flynns concentrated on farming.

A blacksmith named Jack Flynn had a forge in Derrinwillan, near Lough 
Allen, which was closed down late in the 19th century. He was a cousin of the 
Tullyvacan Flynns. A stone used for shaping irons for cart wheels can still be seen 
near the site of the forge. Another cousin of Myles and Bernard Gabha lived and 
worked as a blacksmith in the Blacklion area. This man, also Myles, went to work 
in Carson’s quarry when his trade declined.

The blacksmith’s work was of a wide and general nature. In the forefront 
was the making of horses’ and donkeys’ shoes, wheel rims for horse-drawn carts, 
cars and traps and some farm tools. The latter consisted mainly of loy-irons and 
turf-spades, but fittings for attaching scythe-blades and 'doirnin(s)' to the handles 
were also made by the blacksmith. Fetters for horses were often made by him.
He made crooks and cranes, pot-hooks and tongs for the kitchen fireplace, and 
also the iron parts for spinning-wheels. Tradition11' says that blacksmiths of former 
generations extended the scope of their work to that of whitesmiths. This 
included the making of knives, daggers and razors. For a long time customers 
recompensed the blacksmith for his services by assisting at harvest work or by
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giving him turf or potatoes. Before coal came to be used here the blacksmith had 
to rely on special quality turf for heat in the forge. Many people reserved for him 
on the bog in summer a clamp - about half a horse load - of black stone turf.
The clamps were collected and built into a stack at the forge with sods of soil on 
top. The stack was then set on fire with a view to singeing the turf so that it 
would burn more freely afterwards. The singeing process was controlled by 
sprinkling with water. At a later time it became customary to pay the blacksmith 
fixed rates for the various services. Among the several generations of blacksmiths 
mentioned, some were farriers also. Not only did they treat horse ailments, but 
they showed their skill in the use of herb extracts on other animals also. Those 
medicines were in common use here before the era of veterinary science.

MIGRATORY LABOURERS

A feature of the economic life of Ballinaglera in the 19th and early present century 
was the migratory labourer. Sons of small farmers sought employment for about 
nine months each year on large farms, sometimes in a neighbouring county but 
more frequently in Northern Ireland. Certain fairs held in some of the bigger 
towns in spring were known as hiring fairs’ to facilitate employers and labourers. 
Blacklion was the venue most availed of by young Ballinaglera men, and most of 
the prospective employers who came there were from the North. It must have 
resembled the days of the slave trade when the strong looking labourers were 
picked first. They had to work very hard and for very long hours with no redress 
if, for any reason, they failed to fulfil the contract. During the 1920s the usual 
total wages of a farm labourer from 1st March till the end of October was around 
£15. An exceptional man who did a lot of work might earn up to £30.

During the same period some men with young families in Ballinaglera left 
for England or Scotland in the early harvest time when they had done as much 
work as possible on their own small farms. They lived there under appalling 
conditions for the most part, but that was their only means of earning money to 
pay the rent, keep a roof over their heads and possibly to have a little comfort for 
Christmas after their return home. The women and younger members of the
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family secured the hay, oats and potatoes at home while the men were harvesting 
in England or Scotland.

There were other poor farmers who for one reason or another could not be 
absent from home longer than a few months. Those set off for Meath or Co. 
Dublin at a later date than the ‘spailpins’ who went to England, armed only with 
their reaping hooks and bundles. They were joined at the top of the mountain by 
Mayo men who came through Dromahaire, Drumkeeran and crossed the Shannon 
at Lower Annagh. The remainder of the trek was easy and when they joined their 
fellow travellers on the mountain they ate the last of their cold potatoes while 
looking down on the homes that the Ballinaglera men had to leave. The travellers 
followed a definite road or path every year and they reached their destination in 
two days. They were very hospitably treated en route, otherwise they could hardly 
have survived. If they had £5 each in their pockets coming home plus a few 
shillings ‘for the Christmas days’, as they put it, they had attained their objective. 
The descendants of a few of those migrants still live in Ballinaglera.

EMIGRATION

Before the famine there was little opportunity, if any, through emigration whereby 
the young people of this country could earn a livelihood. The U.S.A. later 
provided scope in this respect, which was much availed of by the youth of 
Ballinaglera. Steam ships then took up to a month to cross the Atlantic. Besides, 
there was the necessity of having a friend to harbour the emigrant on the other 
side. Money for the journey had to come from the other side also, almost 
invariably. The aim of the first member of a family on arrival in the U.S.A. was to 
save the passage money for somebody else to follow. In most cases it was a matter 
of a last farewell to parents and friends because the return of an emigrant in those 
days was a rare event.

As economic conditions improved after the 1914-1918 war. many emigrants 
could pay their way to America. The steam ships crossing the Atlantic in a week 
or so made travel more pleasant; this coupled with increase in wages enabled some 
of our emigrants to return for a holiday after a few years, and a number of them
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settled down here. Some young men who returned bought farms in the parish.
In the case of girls returning with a fortune, it was quite usual to find them 
marrying farmers and settling happily at home. The picture was often not so 
bright in the case of marriageable people who remained at home. Handicaps 
were lack of money, poor farms and parents not handing over their property till 
their sons and daughters were rather old. Since emigration to the U.S.A. was 
curtailed about 1930 the trend from here has been more to England and Scotland. 
However, in the last forty years a change in farming methods has taken place 
which, coupled with increased opportunities in the country generally, has resulted 
in emigration from this parish now being practically non-existent.

CORN MILLS AND KILNS

In Slievenakilla
In the early 19th century a corn mill and kiln were set up on the right bank of 
the Yellow River about 200 yards downstream from where the Metal Bridge was 
later sited. They were placed in Mullach Beag Sraithin, then part of an extensive 
farm in Slievenakilla occupied by Micheal McPartlin. Corn-mill, kiln and 2 roods 
of land are stated in Griffith Valuation, 1856, as having an annual valuation of £1. 
The millers were a Golden family whose descendants later acquired three small 
farms in the townland. Oatmeal and a residue known as flummery were the 
products of the mill. The latter was fed to pigs. Mill and kiln operated till the 
1870s, and the foundations are still there.

In Aughrim
The foundations of a corn-mill and kiln are still to be seen in a 5 acre field in 
Aughrim, the only part of that townland on the right bank of the Yellow River. 
The field is locally known as the Mill Sraithin. This mill and kiln are referred to 
in Griffith Valuation, 1856, as "of no value". The field was occupied at that time 
by Stephen Rynn, and evidently the mill and kiln had lapsed into disuse in 1856.
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In Urbal
Griffith Valuation refers to a corn-mill and kiln in Urbal on which a rateable 
valuation of 10 shillings was set in 1856. They were run by James Carrigan and 
John Early and were situated on the right bank of the Yellow River about a 
quarter of a mile downstream from the old Aughrim mill. The river changed its 
course recently and now flows along the bottom of a steep hill, having swept away 
all traces of both mill and kiln. In the 1870s the larger millstone was rolled down 
the river by ten men as far as the Old Road. It was then rolled along the road for 
38 yards from the left bank of the river in Tullyvacan to the bottom of the hill 
below the old forge. There it was used as an anvil to shape iron rims for cart 
wheels.1' Still there embedded on the western side of the road the stone is 
circular, 4.5 feet in diameter with a circular hole of 16 inches diameter through 
the centre. At the circumference it is 2.5 inches thick, increasing to 4.5 inches at 
the central hole.

In Drumristan
Here there was an old corn-mill and kiln on a 3 acre site occupied by Myles 
Forde, on which Griffith Valuation, 1856, set an annual valuation of 2 pounds 5 
shillings. Tradition1* has it that the millstones from the Aughrim mill were 
brought by horse and cart to the Drumristan mill where they were used from the 
outset. The mill was situated on the Lough Allen side of the Dowra-Drumshanbo 
Road about 650 yards north of Hollymount School. The property later came into 
possession of a McTigue family who occupied a farm to which it was attached. 
About the year 1909 Myles McTigue had the mill reconstructed. Myles, who was 
an excellent tradesman, arranged the mill on the Lough Allen side of the road and 
a kiln on the opposite side. Finding that the volume of water in Rynn’s River was 
insufficient Myles made a mill-race to it from Tobar Bheo-Aoidh River and 
erected sluice gates to control the volume of water. This enterprise was prompted 
by the high price of oatmeal as compared with the market price of oats. Threshing 
was done with a flail - a handle on to which was hinged a swingle called a 
buailtin.The grain was put into 20 stone bags and taken to the mill for grinding. 
Oatmeal bread and porridge gave a little variety to the usual poor fare of bread
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and potatoes. During the 1914-1918 war some Ballinaglera farmers experimented 
with the growing of wheat. The result was only a fair success, but wheat was 
grown from which flour was produced at McTigue’s mill. As food became more 
plentiful after the war the demand for grinding lessened and so the mill went into 
disuse for that purpose.

Myles McTigue, nothing daunted, adapted the mill to sawing timber for 
various uses like making egg and butter boxes for conveying these commodities to 
the weekly markets in Enniskillen. But when egg and butter boxes began to be 
mass produced in the early 1920s the once busy mill became "an old forgotten far 
off thing".To the present day, mention of the mill evokes a joyous reaction among 
the older people. They can tell of the shillin (siolin, perhaps) - that hard crackling 
golden seed - with which they filled their pockets as they went home from 
Hollymount School and of winter nights when they sat around waiting for their 
sealan (seal, perhaps), meaning a man’s own allotted time for grinding and drying 
his corn.

In Greaghnafarna
Here there was a corn-mill, miller’s house and out offices on 2.5 acres of ground 
occupied by James Cremer. Griffith Valuation, 1856, set an annual valuation of £3 
on the buildings and 5 shillings on the land. It was known locally as Cremer’s 
Mill1'1 and was situated on the Lough Allen side of the Dowra-Drumshanbo 
Road on the left bank of the stream which forms the boundary with
Cornamuckla North. No trace of the building remains, but the mill was evidently 
at the lower end of a long bank on to which the stream was diverted so that the 
level of the water was high enough to turn the mill-wheel.

In Cornamuckla North
On just over 2.5 acres there was a corn mill, kiln, and house, occupied by Thomas 
Belford, on which an annual valuation of £3 on the buildings and 5 shillings on 
the land was set in 1856 according to Griffith sources. The location is not now 
known, nor does anyone now living in the district appear to have ever heard of it. 
The only suitable place in the townland would be near the Greaghnafarna mill
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but on the opposite or right bank of the same stream. It seems unlikely that two 
mills were sited so close to each other. Besides, the descriptions and valuations of 
the two in the Griffith source correspond so closely as to suggest the possibility of 
a duplicating error in that source. Could it be that occupation of the property 
concerning in Greaghnafarna passed around 1856 from Thomas Belford to James 
Cremer, and so that there was no mill, kiln or miller’s house in Cornamuckla 
North?20

THE QUAY AT FAHY

The Lough Allen Canal from Battle Bridge to the Shannon, near Leitrim Village, 
and thence to Lough Allen was completed in 1822. It was in a neglected 
condition in 1908 when it was dredged to provide a water transport service up 
through Lough Allen to serve Dowra and Drumkeeran districts. A wooden wharf 
75 feet long and 9 feet wide was constructed at Fahy on the east side of the lake 
and a similar structure at Spencer Harbour on the west side. The Quay at Fahy 
was the local term applied to the landing place for boats in Ballinaglera. For about 
six years until 1914a Limerick firm named Bannatyne brought some 2000 tons of 
meal and flour, with various other commodities to the Lough Allen district on 
both sides.21 The canal proved to be too small for the larger vessels, so that goods 
had to be transferred to smaller boats at Carrick-on-Shannon. The reverse 
operation took place when coal from Arigna was being taken southward. When 
the narrow gauge railway was being extended from Drumshanbo to the Arigna 
coal mines, ‘The quay at Fahy’ was used for loading sand and gravel in boats to be 
taken across the lake.

At Fahy the quay was situated near the Sports field about 200 yards north of 
the graveyard. It had an enclosed yard with a big entrance gate known by residents 
for years afterwards as The Limerick Gate. Shopkeepers ordered their goods 
through a commercial traveller and collected them at the quay in due course with 
horses and carts, a much more attractive proposition than travelling the 27 miles 
to Enniskillen with the same means of transport, as formerly. At Fahy the goods 
were hauled up from the boat on a wire rope and a store-keeper was permanently
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employed there. When Patrick Clancy’s house in Coralubber was being built in 
1911 his son Peter, then 10 years old, kept watch from the hill at the back of the 
house for the boat at Lough Allen. From the time it appeared near the southern 
end of the lake, 5 or 6 miles away, it took two days before the goods were 
unloaded and ready for customers at the quay. Michael Gildea of Drumristan, now 
in his seventies, recalls the jubilation in Hollymount School when Master 
Carrigan allowed his pupils out to see this wonder of wonders, a boat laden with 
cargo passing at the back of the school en route for Fahy. The day came, however, 
when the whole operation proved uneconomic, due mainly to the necessity of 
transferring goods at Carrick-on-Shannon, and few boats came after the 
beginning of the 1914-1918 war. The quay was removed some time afterwards, 
leaving the Limerick Gate with its huge piers to arouse the curiosity of the many 
tourists who came the way.

BALLINAGLERA CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY

Early in the present century, a group of enterprising Ballinaglera farmers organised 
and financed a co-operative society and established a creamery and a provisions 
store. The creamery went well for a few years but when larger creameries began to 
serve wider areas a small one for a single parish could not compete. Thus the 
Ballinaglera creamery went into disuse and the building was taken over eventually 
for a parochial hall. However, the store on the opposite side of the road still 
survives. The idea of the store as a co-op. was that it could afford to sell goods at a 
lower price than the privately run shops, but in practice this did not prove to be 
the case The store prices proved to be the same as the local shops.

The first manager of the store was Owen Earley of Tullynaha who died in 
1928. Terence John Forde, also of Tullynaha, succeeded as manager and retained 
the post till 1956 when Paddy Flynn of Tullyvacan took over till 1964. Patrick 
Hugh Rourke and his wife,Teresa, are managing and residing in the store
since 1964.
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Names of Founder members of Ballinaglera Co -operative Society ;

Hubert Forde,
James McGourty, 
Francis McGourty, 
James McGrail, 
Terence John Forde, 
John Me Gourty, 
John Flynn,
Peter Flynn,

Derrinageer
Greaghnafarna
Slievenakilla
Slievenakilla
Tullynaha
Tullynaha
Tullyvacan
Tullyvacan

Peter Flynn Hugh, Tullyvacan
Patrick Rynn Drumristan
Patrick Rynn (Pat’s), Urbal
Patrick Loughlin, Drumristan
Maurice McTigue, Stradrina
James J Ferguson, Clerhanbeg
James Me Morrow, Fahy
Francis Me Morrow Fahy

CHURNING

Before the setting up of the creamery in Ballinaglera all surplus milk in the parish 
was churned by hand, and the surplus butter packed in butts or firkins for export. 
Earthenware crocks around 2 feet in diameter were used for collecting the milk. 
The crocks were filled with milk and covered with plywood or some convenient 
cover and left for two or three weeks till the milk was sour. The amount of milk 
for one churning was collected within a week, for uniformity. Churning was a 
heavy job requiring one or two hours constant work, usually undertaken by two 
people in turns of five or ten minutes alternately. The churn dash was pulled 
upwards and pushed downwards through the hole in the lid of the churn, and 
boiling water was poured into the churn by an experienced person from time to 
time. This hastened the process, but if too much boiling water was added-the 
butter was scalded, making it pale and hard to gather. For several reasons churning 
continued in Ballinaglera till long after the coming of the creamery. Small farmers 
often had not enough surplus milk to warrant the time and trouble of sending it 
to the creamery. People were slow to adapt to creamery butter, having been 
accustomed to their own rich, yellow variety made under their own supervision.
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MINING IN SLIABH AN IARAINN

These mountains got their name from the deposits of iron which they contain. 
The russet tint in the beds of streams coming down from the mountains is 
evidence of the presence of iron in the district. But actual mining for iron ore 
seems to have been done only on a restricted scale. Tradition says that over a 1000 
years ago the Danes did some mining at Bencroy, just beyond the Ballinaglera 
boundary. In that area there is a place still known as 'The Dane’s Hollow’ with an 
ancient roadway hewn in the rocks which can still be seen. Whether it was coal or 
iron the Danes sought is not certain. For about a quarter of a mile southward 
from Beal Beag rock at the eastern end of the Green Brae, on the boundary with 
Oughteragh Parish, there is a wide ledge overgrown with grass running midway 
along the cliff face overlooking Lochan a’ Bheil Bhig about 200 feet below. Near 
the southern end of the ledge there is The Old Forge’, partly recessed and partly 
built into the cliff with an old roadway leading up to it from the Oughteragh side. 
The Old Forge’ is in a dilapidated condition and looks pretty ancient. There is no 
mention in tradition as to when or for what purpose it was used.

In the 1860s a mining trial was carried out in Clerhanmore (Cleighran 
More, (sic)) by Baxter and Maguire. The land on which the drilling was done 
belonged to Captain McTernan.They found very poor quality coalT In that 
townland there is a tunnel 15 to 20 yards straight in under a cliff at the end of 
which iron ore exists. It may be that an attempt was made to find iron ore there, 
but it could hardly be called a mine. Near the base of a cliff in Clerhanbeg a light 
seam of coal was found in 1924 when turf could not be saved because of the wet 
summer. At first the coal could be extracted by removing the shallow cover of 
earth and small rocks. Later, it was excavated through a tunnel made under the 
cliff for a short distance, but the project was abandoned the next year when turf 
was plentiful again.

At Gobnaveagh, locally known as ‘Gob’, on the eastern side of Bencroy and 
on the boundary between Ballinaglera and Oughteragh Parish, two seams of coal 
were extensively mined from 1924 till about 1960.The mining was done straight 
under the cliffs into the mountain in Ballinaglera for a distance of about 1.5 miles 
and perhaps .25 to .5 of a mile in width.The two pit heads, at different levels
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were in Oughteragh. Following the wet summer in 1924, some Ballinaglera 
people got their fuel by excavating coal from that mountain slope. Soon afterwards 
Tom Coll of Oughteragh and Pat Gannon of Arigna, both having become expert 
coal miners in Scotland, started coal mining on a commercial scale at ’Gob .At 
first they tackled a light seam high up on the mountain side and employed men to 
cut the coal with pickaxes. There was a steady demand for the coal despite its 
poor quality. After a couple of years they started mining the second seam lower 
down.This seam was thicker and of much better quality. Here they laid rails as the 
mining progressed, and eventually between 20 and 30 men were employed. 
Demand for the coal extended to the towns over a wide area, so that there was 
competition between the mine at ‘Gob’ and the mine at Arigna on the west side 
of Lough Allen. These two men later discovered a third seam at a lower level on 
agricultural land in Oughteragh. This seam was thicker and of better quality but 
would have been more costly to operate, so they abandoned it. During the 1939- 
1945 war there was increased demand for coal at Gob . It is recorded’ that in 
1947 about 20 tons were drawn per day from these mines (Bencroy Colleries,
[sic]). In the 1950s the miners there were able to find more agreeable and 
remunerative employment in England and Scotland. So many of them emigrated 
that labour became scarce and the output of coal decreased as a result. When Tom 
Coll and, later, Pat Gannon died the coal pit was closed down.

Again in 1924, when the fuel position was so desperate, Ballinaglera men 
were driven to greater efforts, and a coal pit was opened in Poll Gias, Slievenakilla. 
The quality of the coal was not as good as that at ‘Gob’, but work continued at 
Poll Gias for a good number of years under a few different managers, none of 
whom had previous experience at coal mining. They made a road some 600 yards 
long, to the pit from the Mountain Road and it is still there. Like ‘Gob , this mine
was

About 1930 the government snonsored drilling onerations on Sliabh
Engineers from a French

Stradr
Slievenakilla
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FORESTRY

In the late 1940s the Forestry Division of the Department of Lands began the 
piecemeal acquisition of mountain land and tulachai in Carntulla, Slievenakilla and 
Aughrim. In the early 1950s they paid £10 per acre to anyone willing to sell a 
tulaigh portion of his land. As the market price of land increased the Forestry 
Division advanced their price accordingly till it reached £40 per acre. They also 
took over considerable tracts on the mountain commons, an action to which the 
local farmers objected. In one instance the matter became the subject of a ruling 
in favour of the Forestry Division in the Circuit Court, Manorhamilton, in the 
mid 1950s.21 Later, the Forestry people acquired and fenced off a continuous tract 
on the northern Slievenakilla mountain slope and planted it with trees. The area is 
now a beautifully green thriving plantation. The policy of the Forestry Division is 
to acquire pieces of mountain land wherever possible and wait till adjoining lands 
become available. When they have an economic uninterrupted area, it is fenced off 
and planted. Recently such piecemeal acquisition has taken place in Tullynaha 
and Tullyvacan.

CHANGE IN ECONOMIC PATTERN

There are now factories in the neighbouring towns of Dowra, Drumkeeran and 
Carrick-on-Shannon, giving employment to a good number of school leavers as 
well as older people. This, coupled with the fact that life on the land has become 
more attractive, means that emigration is at its lowest ebb since the Famine years. 
The population shows an upward trend for the first time for many years. Houses 
are being built all over the parish, showing an air of prosperity not dreamt of 
twenty years ago. The overall picture is a far cry from the grim years of the 
Famine and the landlords.
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View from Gob of Stony River end of parish

More northerly view from Gob
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Sweat-house in Tullynaha

Sweat-house in Clerhanmore

. J w
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CHAPTER VI

Social Life
The pattern of social life in Ballinaglera has been characterised by close association 
between neighbouring families. Social contact also existed with surrounding 
parishes through marriages, entertainments, fairs etc. Population was expanding in 
the first half of the 19"’ century but generally declined during the second half, a 
decline which has continually progressed in the 20th century. Census returns show 
that in 1841 the population of Ballinaglera, known in civil records as part of 
Drumreilly Parish, was 3,745, whereas in 1971 it was 611. Large households and 
more animated social activity were associated with high population. As decline 
continued emigration was at a younger age, and the marriage rate fell 
progressively with men facing bachelorhood for lack of marriage partners.

Match-making
The ancient custom of match-making was practised for a very long time in 
Ballinaglera and persisted well into the present century. Parents often took a 
prominent part in arranging marriages for their sons and daughters with little or 
perhaps no prior consultation with these sons and daughters themselves. A 
shrewd, diplomatic and trustworthy friend delegated by the parents of one 
discreetly approached the parents of the other to make the marriage proposal.
Two important considerations with both sets of parents were firstly, that the other 
family should have been free from serious blemish in both character and health 
for two or three generations back. Regarded with particular disfavour were 
nervous trouble, tuberculosis or subnormal mental capacity in any member of the 
family.‘Duine le Dia’was the term applied to a simple-minded person. Secondly, 
the size of the farm belonging to one family should be matched by the amount of 
money that could be reasonably provided by the other family. If the response to 
the initial approach was favourable, a meeting between the parents concerned was
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arranged.The young man and girl primarily concerned were formally introduced 
but usually, being neighbours’ children, they already knew each other.The business 
was discussed in a sociable manner and if agreement seemed likely a bottle of 
spirits was produced. If the discussion proved fruitless the matter was dropped 
with no apparent ill-will on either side. In some cases where parents were old or 
had gone to their reward and the marriage candidates around 30 years of age the 
initial approach was similar but the couple were prominent in the discussion with 
a few friends from each side present. There were instances where a couple might 
not have had any previous acquaintance with a view to marriage and one might 
be living in an adjoining parish.

In cases of young couples falling in love and having had preliminary 
courtship, approval by the parents resulted in a match, and conditions were merely 
a formality. When the consent of some of the parents was not forthcoming the 
affair was either broken off or the couple decided to get married secretly’. In the 
latter case they arranged what was known as ’ a run away marriage’, after which 
they migrated to some part of Ireland, or to Scotland or England and found 
employment. Bitterness between the two families, and even internal dissension in 
one or both families, sometimes resulted. After a time, maybe a week or two, or 
even two or more years, the fait accompli was usually accepted and the ‘run away’ 
couple, sometimes with a young family, were admitted back. Although their action 
might be considered somewhat imprudent, there was no lowering of their social 
status in the community.

Weddings
The older custom had been that a circle of relatives, friends and neighbours of 
both parties were invited to the marriage in the local church and to the 
celebration that day and night held in the home of the partner, usually that of the 
bridegroom, which was to become the home of the newly weds. However, in 
modern times the custom of holding a celebration in a hotel followed by a 
honeymoon has been introduced. When convenient an unmarried sister of the 
bride was brides maid, and a brother of the groom was best man; otherwise a 
cousin or cousins were selected. The selection, at times, gave rise to jealousy in the
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case of some other cousins. This feeling also arose frequently among relatives and 
neighbours who could not be accommodated as guests.

The long-standing custom in many areas of straw boys calling at a wedding 
reception has somewhat declined in Ballinaglera but even still neighbours dress in 
disguise other than straw, motor to the reception hotel and give the traditional 
show. Although referred to as straw boys, they were really young men, about ten 
or twelve in number, disguised in comical tail topped straw hats resting on the 
shoulders and through which the wearer could see, together with straw sashes 
from which hung a disguise dress of single straws down to the knees. The captain 
of the group was usually a man of mature years capable of keeping the group 
under reasonable discipline, well able to talk on a variety of topics, particularly 
humorous ones, and quick witted to answer any taunts or jokes from the guests. It 
has been known that on occasions a good captain happened to be a guest. He 
quietly slipped out, dressed in straw prepared for him and after the show' 
unobtrusively rejoined the guests. No invitation was given to the straw boys but 
their arrival was welcomed.The captain knocked at the door, delivered a short 
humorous oration in an altered tone of voice and, when invited, he entered, 
followed by other straw boys. They danced to the music provided by the guests, 
invited to dance lady guests who usually responded in a spirit of jollification, and 
they engaged in amusing repartee with the guests, They never accepted any 
refreshments even though offered, stayed half an hour or so and, before leaving, 
the captain wished the newly-weds many years of happiness together.

A custom obtained, prior to about 1880, of the bride returning, after the 
celebration, to her old home where she remained for a month after which 
accompanied, by her husband and friends, she departed for her new home, taking 
her belongings with her called her ’ flitten’.This ceremony was known as ’ The 
Dragging Home’.

During the early pastorate of Fr Brian Keaney in Ballinaglera, when the 
population was expanding, tradition says that he officiated at fourteen marriages in 
one day in summer. Later on that fine evening, while working for himself with his 
coat off, he met some one who remarked, " You are working hard Father. He 
replied " I am indeed; I am marrying them in my shirt and trousers.’ He then
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expressed concern about the future meagre economic prospects of some of those 
who had married on that day.

Christenings
Prior to about the mid 1920s it was usual for births to take place in the homes in 
this parish with a mid-wife or doctor in attendance. The christening took place in 
the church, usually on the following day, and passed off quietly without much fuss 
or celebrating in the home other than friends calling during the week or two 
afterwards to see the mother and child and to offer small presents.

Deaths
If a person is in danger of death great care is taken that the priest is sent for to 
administer the last Sacraments. When near expiring, a lighted blessed candle is 
held in the person’s hand. Death having come, the candle is blown out to signify 
the departure of the soul. The sacristan is then notified and he rings the church 
bell for a quarter of an hour or so in slow mournful tones with a short interval 
between each three tolls.This is known as the dead bell’. It is unmistakable and 
causes people to inquire as to who has departed.The wake consists of an all night 
vigil by friends and neighbours in the ‘corpse house’ as it is called. Before the end 
of the 19th century singing at wakes was a common practice. It was discouraged 
by the priests who finally succeeded in having it discontinued. The custom has 
been that at least two people should leave the wake together, one being rather 
afraid to leave alone as a result of certain stories connecting wakes with 
supernatural happenings. Arrangements are made with the undertaker to have the 
blessed habit taken to the house before the wake or as soon after as possible. The 
coffin is brought the next day for the removal.These are called the ‘corporals.’ On 
the evening of the removal friends and neighbours assemble about half an hour in 
advance, women entering the house, but only the men who had not attended the 
wake enter and kneel at the bedside to see the remains and to say a prayer. A 
custom at wakes and removals has been the distribution of tobacco and cigarettes. 
Formerly clay pipes were distributed to those not having their own. All follow the 
remains in procession, and recently in cars, to the church where the coffined
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deceased is left before the altar until the funeral on the following day. Until 
recently this took place at 2 or 3 o clock in the afternoon, but the time has been 
changed to after a 10 or 11 a.m. Mass. If men of the same surname as the 
deceased are present, four are preferably chosen to shoulder the coffin from the 
church, and if only two such are available they go foremost. In the case of a 
deceased woman who had been married two men of her maiden name are among 
the four coffin bearers chosen. Some disperse on leaving the church while others 
go to the graveside and remain at least until the priest has said the burial prayers 
and placed ‘tri sluaiste na marbh,’ - three shovelfuls of clay - on the coffin in 
the grave.

Offerings at Funerals
A long standing custom here and in the northern group of dioceses had been the 
contributing of‘offerings’ at funerals as part of the priests’ revenue. After the 
funeral ceremony in the church, but before the removal of the coffin, a small table 
was placed just inside the altar rails at which sat a fast writer. Two of the closest 
relatives stood at the table beside him to tell him the name of each contributor 
and the amount, which he entered in a note-book. Relatives who knelt beside the 
coffin were the first to file past outside the rails placing their contributions, which 
were usually the largest, on the table inside. These were followed to the altar rails 
by the men from the right aisle who deposited their contributions and then the 
women from the left aisle came forward in similar fashion. The custom of men 
occupying the right hand side of the church and the women the left has always 
prevailed in this parish. The amounts usually varied from two shillings or a half 
crown to £1. Before the First World War one shilling or one and six-pence was 
about the usual.Total sums varied from £20 to £40, but amounts up to £100 or 
more occurred occasionally in the case of a deceased who had played a prominent 
role in the community. The total was announced by the officiating priest before 
the removal of the remains. The purpose of the note-book was for the family of 
the deceased to keep and ascertain at what funerals offerings from them were 
due.’ Of course new relationships and new close acquaintanceships brought 

alterations. Offerings by Ballinaglera people were given at funerals of relatives and
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close acquaintances in adjoining parishes and visa versa. The custom of offerings at 
funerals was abolished in Kilmore Diocese from 31st December 1973.The last 
funeral here at which offerings were paid was that of Francis McGrail, son of the 
late John (Odie) McGrail of Slievenakilla, and the first at which there were no 
offerings was that of Myles Loughlin of Cornamuckla North, a flute player who 
had been a member of the Ballinaglera Band in the 1930s. In order to compensate 
for the loss of offerings a substantial increase in dues payments to the priests was 
introduced and this is generally regarded as a better system.

RELIGIOUS CUSTOMS

The Angelus
In this parish, as well as in the surrounding parishes, there has been strict 
observance of saying the Angelus upon hearing the Angelus bell being rung in the 
morning, at noon and at 6 p.m., no matter how one happened to be engaged at 
these times. In frosty weather, particularly in the morning, four other parish 
church bells could be heard in certain parts of Ballinaglera at the same time or 
within a few minutes of each other. These were from Drumshanbo, Tarmon, on 
the other side of Lough Allen, Doobally and Glangevlin. Even though the faint 
tinkling was just audible, it was impressive, conducive to devotional sentiments and 
a reminder of the unity and universality of the Catholic Church.

‘Stations’
Of long standing has been the custom for priests during the period of Easter Duty 
time to say Mass and administer the sacraments of Confession and Holy 
Communion in various districts in a chosen private house convenient to old 
people of each area.This was called a Station.’ During the weeks, usually between 
Ash Wednesday and Trinity Sunday, the houses where stations were to be held 
were announced at Masses on the previous Sundays.This gave old people, in the 
days of‘fasting from mid-night,’ an opportunity of fulfilling their Easter Duty, 
especially people remote from the church and even remote from a road for
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transport. The Mass was followed by a breakfast in a room for the priest and a few 
who could keep him in pleasant conversation while a snack breakfast was passed 
around in the kitchen to all the others present.

New Moon
It has been customary in Ballinaglera to say a short prayer when first seeing a new 
moon. Health, peace and prosperity for the duration of that moon was the 
intention prayed for.

Superstitions
It appears that during the last century much more credence was accorded to 
certain superstitious observances than in recent times in this parish. Although 
taken much less seriously and sometimes referred to jokingly for the past 60 or 70 
years, the practice of certain old superstitious customs and the avoidance of certain 
circumstances, places or persons at particular times have not been entirely ignored. 
Change of attitude towards such matters came about gradually and even people 
who sincerely wish to profess disbelief in superstitions or piseogs ‘as they are 
commonly called, usually prefer to avoid becoming involved.The element of luck 
in any undertaking or enterprise was given much prominence and if, by 
coincidence or otherwise, things did not work out as expected the inclination was 
to reflect on any possible previous circumstances of an ominous nature. Examples 
of such old customs are: - tying red rags on cows tails, not to put out ashes on 
May Day nor to let milk out of the house on May Morning (1st May), throwing 
May flowers around the front door to ward off ill-luck. Meeting a red-haired 
person or seeing a magpie alone when setting out on a journey were regarded as 
unlucky omens. A crowing hen was regarded as a sign of impending death in a 
family. Abduction by fairies, particularly of young girls, was considered the 
explanation of losing one’s way or * going astray, particularly if it happened in an 
area or field familiar to the person concerned.To turn one’s coat or outer garment 
inside out and wear it that way was supposed to be the way to regain clear vision 
and recognition of one’s surroundings, and thus to become free from the influence 
of the fairies. Abstinence from meat on St. Stephen s Day was supposed to ward
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off diseases during the coming year. Taking a turn at churning, if it happened to 
be in progress when one entered a house, was supposed to add good luck and 
even increase the butter yield.

Ghost Stories and Fairv Tales
1 — -----------------------------------------------------------------------

Before the era of radio and television some neighbours found entertainment from 
coming together and talking not only of historical traditions and family 
genealogies but also telling ghost stories and fairy tales. Hair-raising accounts of 
inexplicable happenings at houses and places were related and made a deep 
impression on children. Even some grown up people were known to have 
retained a fear of ghosts. One such man was going home from ‘rambling’ between 
11 and 12 o’clock one night along a rugged hilly pathway. While crossing a stile 
he suddenly saw a white sheet floating in the breeze some yards away along the 
fence.The sheet disappeared, a red light came into view which in turn disappeared 
and was followed by a blue light.Then a weird voice repeated three times, "Don’t 
go home tonight Francis." Francis returned to the house he had left and stayed till 
morning. The young pranker gave much amusement to his companions relating 
what he had done to Francis.

An example of a ghost story told about fifty years ago concerned a family in 
this parish towards the end of the 19th century. Late on a fine spring evening, 
when the man and son were digging potato ridges, the mother of the family sent 
her 15 year old daughter to a neighbour’s house for a can of milk. When 
returning along a path through a field she saw a strange man dressed in black 
clothes walking towards her in the adjoining field.They both arrived at opposite 
sides of the stile at the same time. The man stretched out his arm across the stile, 
presumably, she thought, to take the can of milk across for her. She handed it to 
him but when she released hold of Ft, the can fell on the ground and the milk 
spilled. Picking up the empty can she proceeded homeward and the man, without 
speaking, walked beside her. When they reached the front door he stood outside, 
so she invited him in and asked him to sit on a chair, which he did. Surprised that 
her mother had taken no notice of the strange man, she said to her mother "Why 
don’t you speak to the man?" "What man?" asked her mother, "Are you crazy?"
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Thereupon, realising that her mother could see no man, she ran out in a hysterical 
mood to her father and brother working in the field.They succeeded in pacifying 
her and brought her back to the house where everything appeared quite normal. 
However, during the night trouble started and continued till daybreak. Crackling 
noises were heard in the roof, as though the rafters were being broken, and articles 
of furniture in the house changed position inexplicably. Matters in this respect 
returned to normal next day but the strange happening occurred again on the 
second night.The Parish Priest was then informed, and on the third night he 
arrived to investigate and decided to carry out an exorcism. He arranged to have 
one of the bedrooms cleared of all furniture and procured a basin in which he 
placed a lighted candle and some water. Having made it known that he required 
sole possession of the room during that night, but that he did not mind how 
many people occupied the other rooms, he locked himself in. Neighbours 
assembled to keep vigil and the kitchen was crowded while the exorcism was 
awaited with a fair degree of apprehension. Towards daybreak the priest opened 
the room door and asked for a five naggin empty corked bottle which he had 
already arranged to be available. Having received it he again locked the room door 
and remained inside for about ten minutes at the end of which time he reopened 
it and invited any one who wished to enter the room and remove the corked 
bottle from the centre of the floor. A strong man, having failed to lift it, asked 
another man to help him but again their combined effort was in vain. Two other 
men tried but with the same futile result. Finally, the priest lifted the bottle easily 
with one hand, carried it out of the house and had it buried.Thenceforward the 
trouble ceased.

Old legends, ghost stories, tales of fairy lights in old forts, pishogues and 
superstitions have survived for a long time in Ballinaglera. in common with similar 
accounts from various places throughout the west of Ireland. Lights at night- time 
in strange circumstances and in inaccessible places were often regarded as portents 
of death in particular families. Fairies, leprechauns, banshees, pookas and the like 
may be dismissed by many as colourful fictions but they have enriched the folk 
culture considerably.
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RUSH-CANDLES, STRAW-TORCHES, CANDLES
IN BOTTLES, JAM-JARS AND LANTERNS

Until late in the 19th century the rush-candle, poor as its light must have been, was 
the only indoor night-light apart from light from the fire on the hearth. The 
rush-candle was the pith of a dried rush rolled in melted fat from bacon or 
mutton after the skin was peeled off. It was placed upright in a grisset which was 
a saucer-shaped piece of wood. As the rush-candle burned rather rapidly, it had to 
be replaced frequently, but a supply of dried rushes and melted fat were available 
in advance. The tallow-candle held in a candle-stick displaced it. Until the paraffin 
lamp was introduced towards the end of the century, it had been the custom to go 
to bed early. There was a proverb indicating bedtime, " On Candlemas Day throw 
half the candle away, and on St.Patrick’s Day throw candle and candlestick away."
It meant that the evenings had lengthened to such an extent at Candlemas that 
only half the duration of candle light was required as compared with the long 
nights at Christmas, and that at St. Patrick’s Day no candle should be needed 
because it was time to go to bed at dusk.

Regarding wayfarers, an old form of lighting was the straw-torch which 
provided the means of lighting on dark winter nights for ‘ramblers’ or people on 
their ceili,’ as the local people still say. These terms mean informal visits to each 
other’s houses. Such a torch was about as long as a walking stick and as thick as 
about half a sheaf of oats. It was tied very tightly with bands of straw in 3 or 4 
places. A live coal was taken from the fire and packed in at one end, while the 
other end was held in the hand.This lighted the traveller on his way for a distance 
of perhaps a mile. It was displaced by the tallow-candle placed in a large bottle 
prepared by having the bottom removed. A very small quantity of water was put 
into the bottle which was placed on,a fire till the water almost boiled.Then a tap 
of a hammer knocked off the bottom at the water line. Into the neck of the 
inverted bottle the tallow candle was fitted. Later, jam jars were used for outdoor 
light having the added advantage that a wire loop could be fitted around the rim 
to which a handle could be attached. A disc formed from a turnip, and later a disc 
of wood, with a centre hole for the candle was placed in the bottom of the jar. A 
perforated lid was placed on top to give some protection from wind.Tin-smiths
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who stayed occasionally in Ballinaglera found a good demand for their well-made 
lanterns which were very weather-proof, having good ventilation at top and 
bottom, and so were more reliable than the older bottle and jam-jars. They were 
much used for cross-country travelling at night and even for various farm jobs 
around out houses. From early in the present century carbide lamps, designed for 
bicycles, gradually displaced the old lantern and were used by night travellers until 
the advent of the battery torch. Regarding strange lights in old forts and in 
inaccessible places, considerable care was usually taken by people who claimed to 
have seen such lights, and also by people who heard such stories, to satisfy 
themselves that natural lights, used by wayfarers, could reasonably be excluded.

DISTILLATION AND DRINKING OF POTEEN

There was quite an amount of poteen distillation in this parish in the 19,h century. 
Fr. Thomas Brady in 1831 answered one of the 35 questions for First Report of 
Commissioners, Poor Laws (Ireland) thus: - "No licensed house in this parish. 
Illicit distillation is prevalent having no other means to pay the landlords rents .2 
It is likely that, as well as being sold, considerable quantities were consumed, and 
this contributed in part towards faction fights. Around 1830 Tim Forde, then 
about 30 years of age, of upper Tullynaha, saw two Revenue Policemen approach. 
He put the keg of poteen on his back and went towards the mountains. He 
beckoned them to follow him. They pursued him far into the mountains, but he 
was fleet afoot, even with the load, and they eventually lost trace of him.3 Around 
the same time Pat Doyle and a man named Cremer of Upper Aughrim, whose 
houses were close together, took a nine stone weight keg of poteen in a creel, 
carrying it in turn on their backs, across the mountain to Swalinbar. Near Gian 
Gap they saw some members of the Revenue Police at a distance. They hid in a 
bog-hole, awaited their opportunity to proceed, and sold the poteen in the town.4 
One time,‘the gauger and his men,’ as the Revenue Police were called locally, 
made a surprise call to a house in Slievenakilla.The wife quickly took her baby 
from the cradle, spread a cloth over the keg of poteen and sat on it holding her 
babv.The uolice made a fruitless search of the whole house.'’
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FACTION FIGHTS AND OTHER CONFRONTATIONS

Ballinaglera experienced faction fights, to some extent, but not as much as many 
other parts of Ireland in the 19th century. It was the vogue of an era and perhaps 
one contributory cause had been the reluctance of the Irish people to have 
recourse to the hated British Courts for settling disputes. There was also what was 
known as Castle Money’ which was money from British headquarters in Dublin 
Castle paid to people who would instigate such fights to keep the people divided 
among themselves. In this parish they arose from petty grievances, land disputes or 
other causes, and each party in a dispute had his supporters. Even a fight could 
occur between the peoples of two townlands over some jealousy or matter of 
dispute. It became customary for men to carry, concealed in a coat sleeve, a 
cudgel, known as a load-in-butt,’ in case a flight developed coming home from 
any sort of gathering, even from Mass. A ‘ load-in-butt’ was prepared from the 
bottom part of the main stem of a sapling ash, - part of a branch was not tough 
enough. It was cut to about 15 or 16 inches long and was about 1.5 inches in 
diameter. A hole about 4 inches long was burnt through the pith with a red-hot 
poker, and filled with molten lead. A wax-end used in boot making was then 
wound around that part of the end to prevent the cudgel from splitting on 
impact. Carrying a blackthorn stick, even by young men, was a fashion of the 
time. It was useful for driving cattle, especially to fairs, but was a dangerous cudgel 
if a fight arose. Too much alcohol at fairs contributed to faction fights and men 
have been known to arrive home, clothes soaked in their own blood and the 
blood of others, and with a split lip, an enlarged eyebrow or other superficial 
injury. However, there is no mention in tradition of any one having had to receive 
hospital treatment. Sparring with bare fists was widely practised to acquire skill in 
the art of boxing. However, it led at times to a real fight if a hot-tempered young 
man received a hurt. Evictions led, at times, to faction fights between the evicted 
and his supporters versus the new occupier, sometimes called a land grabber, aided 
by his supporters. These latter and political disputes such as occurred after the 
Parnell split towards the end of the 19th century might be classified as organised 
faction fights, but the others arose from disputes and were spontaneous.
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An outstanding example of the potency of the blackthorn stick and the 
dexterity of one of its users was demonstrated after a fair in Ballinamore in the 
1830s. A confrontation arose between a crowd of local men with blackthorn sticks 
and a troop of British soldiers. The officer in charge of the troop, who was a crack 
swordsman, suggested that the others bring forward their best man with his 
blackthorn stick to fight him. It was agreed that the matter be settled in that way. 
Dan Boyle of Ardrum, near the town, came forward (Dan’s son Arthur, later settled 
in Tullywana, Oughteragh Parish, and married Bessie Rourke of Carntulla, 
Ballinaglera. Their grandson, also Dan Boyle, now lives in Lower Annagh, 
Ballinaglera).With his blackthorn stick, Dan parried the officers first advance, 
knocking off the tip of his sword. In similar fashion pieces were knocked off the 
sword till only the hilt remained. At an early stage Dan saw that it was not 
necessary to deliver body blows, which he could have done. Intermittently during 
the duel he knocked off, one by one, all the buttons from the officer s uniform. 
Acknowledging defeat, the officer paid tribute to Dan s skill, and also to his 
restraint, and said he had never imagined that any man could attain such a feat 
with a blackthorn stick. Then, in gentlemanly fashion, he treated Dan and his 
associates to a drink and sociable chat.

Dan Boyle must have been advanced in years at the time of disestablishment 
of the State Church when in 1869 he led a contingent to Swanlinbar Catholic 
Church which was threatened with destruction. However, people who arrived 
there from various areas were persuaded to return home, so that the affair was a 
non-event. In a contemporary ballad entitled, ’ The Chapel of Swanlinbar, got 
from the late Seamus McManus, ex N.T., Glangevlin, a reference is made to the 
support given by men from Co. Leitrim, as well as from Cos. Cavan and 
Fermanagh. Leaders are mentioned in the following line - "We’ll drink a health 
to brave Montgomery, brave Boyle, Maguire and Bennlson."
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PASTIMES

Gaelic Football
Gaelic football has been the most prominent outdoor game since the latter years 
of the 19th century; older men delighted in relating incidents that had occurred on 
the field in younger days, matches they played in other parishes and the 
circumstances connected with them. Apart from matches played between 
Ballinaglera teams and those of other parishes on Maguire’s Hill near Dowra and 
in the sports field in Fahy, practice took place on Sunday evenings in places such 
as Flynn’s Sraithin and Flynn’s Tulach in Carntulla, Rynn’s Hill in Aughrim,
Forde’s Hill and McGourty s Tulach in Tullynaha and in various other places 
throughout the parish. Occasionally regular inter-parish matches were played in 
these places also. Ballinaglera club had a representative, P. Clancy, at the Leitrim 
Convention in November 1890. Probably he was either Patrick or Peter Clancy, 
father and uncle respectively of the late Peter S. Clancy. Ballinaglera had a team 
which played challenge matches against Oughteragh Wolfe Tones in 1890. Neither 
hurling nor rugby football were played here, though soccer was sometimes 
demonstrated by returned emigrants from England and Scotland.

Skittles
A variant of skittles was a customary game usually played at recognised places on 
the roads that did not carry much traffic. The main Dowra-Drumshanbo Road 
was too busy. The Metal Bridge, built in 1898, on the Yellow River between 
Aughrim and Slievenakilla, which up till recently was constructed of iron girders 
and a planked surface, was particularly suitable for the game because the sticks 
used in the game slid smoothly along the planks. Five pieces of round timber, each 
about 6 to 8 inches long and about 3 inches in diameter, were used by placing 
them upright on their ends. Four of these were placed about 4 ft. apart to form a 
square, with the fifth in the centre. Three light sticks, each about 3 ft long, were 
thrown in succession at the upright pieces from a distance of about 15 yards by 
each player. To knock down any of the four corner pieces counted as a score of 
five, while the centre piece counted as ten. If a player managed to knock down
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the five upright pieces with two of the throwing sticks, the five were re-erected 
for him for the third throw. Thus it was possible, but rare, to exceed a score of 30 
at one round. Another player then took his turn at throwing the sticks.The players 
usually consisted of two opposing teams but there was no fixed number required. 
The winning number, usually 60 to 100, was fixed by agreement depending on 
the number of players and their proficiency. A small contribution was made by 
each player for the pool to be won at each game. The method of selection was 
that two good players took up opposite sides, tossed a penny for the right to first 
call and then called in turn the names of their selection from the players present, 
thus forming two opposing teams. From previous experience, the ability of each 
player was well known, and naturally the two leaders vied with each other in 
getting what they considered the next best player at each call. The collective score 
of each side was totted but, if the agreed winning score was exceeded, the excess 
was deducted from the winning score which had to be reached exactly in order to 
win the game. It has not been played in this parish since about 1935.

Varied Competitive Sports
Wrestling, jumping, weight throwing, running, tug-o-war and sparring were much 
practised in this parish, particularly during the last century. Fifty years ago these 
pastimes were much in evidence but the older generation at that time could relate 
not only feats they had witnessed in their younger years, away back in the 1880s, 
but also feats performed and witnessed as related by the older generation at that 
time. A great venue for these performances during the last century, and still 
enshrined in local tradition, was The Playbank in the townland of Urbal Barr. It is 
situated near what has been known as the corner of Ellen Loughlin s Rock at the 
fringe of the mountain near the northern boundary of Ballinaglera, adjoining 
Doobally. Some of these physical pastimes were not entirely confined to young 
men. Some young women had their own contests and, in rare cases, exceptional 
young women were able to compete with the young men. There were no 
professional instructors, and so, high amateur standards were the most that could 
be expected. The distance covered by the best long jump is not now remembered, 
but a high jump of 5 ft. 8 ins. was attained by some in the 1880s.
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A regular 56 lb. scale weight was not often available for weight throwing so, 
instead, common practice had been to use a stone or rock of about that weight, 
without a chain or other attachment, and to throw it from shoulder level with one 
hand. A well known feat throughout the country of slowly raising a 56 lb. weight 
in one hand, or in the case of an exceptionally strong muscular man, one of them 
in each hand, to full arm length over his head was practised in Ballinaglera. Some 
of the men who were able to hoist those weights together, in the prescribed 
manner, were not necessarily the biggest men. Some were low sized but 
strongly built.

Another favourite venue for competitive sports was the Sports Field in Fahy 
jutting into Lough Allen, a couple of hundred yards north of the graveyard, where 
the quay was situated from 1908 till 1914. Set in pleasant surroundings enhanced 
by the lake, it usually attracted large crowds. From 1923 to 1930, Gardai in the 
surrounding towns were all young and athletic men, having been recently 
recruited following the establishment of that force in 1922, and they took a 
prominent part in contests in Fahy. About 1925 a young Garda stationed in Dowra 
won the high jump at 5 ft. 1 in. quite a good jump by amateur standard but by no 
means impressive. In 1922, when the old R.I.C. police force was disbanded, some 
of its former members were then young enough to take part in sports contests. 
One of these was Mick McMorrow, an ex-sergeant who set up a business in 
Dowra. In 1923 he and a newly appointed sergeant, named McGee, stationed in 
Dowra district, became the final contestants at throwing the 56 lb. weight. At that 
time McMorrow was 53 years of age and McGee was 27.The younger man won 
by one inch but the distance he threw the weight has not been recorded.

Between the centre and south-west corner in Fahy graveyard there is a pot 
shaped stone 2 ft. in diameter, 1 ft. in depth and about 20 st. in weight, the lifting 
of which, for generations past, has presented a challenge to young men.The 
practice of attempting the feat after burials grew up with those who desired to test 
their strength and who vied with each other in doing so. The fact that it was 
difficult to hold a grip on it at the bottom, because of its shape, was a greater 
hindrance than its weight in lifting it off the ground. A condition attached to the 
lifting was that the stone should not be turned on its edge but should be lifted
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straight up from its position on the ground.To do this required skill as well as 
strength and it was not necessarily the strongest men who succeeded. It has been 
stated by men born around 1870 that, during the 1850s, James Cullen of 
Drumnafinla could lift this stone as well as a couple of smaller ones placed on toj 
of it and that Terry Forde (Tim) of Tullynaha could carry it to the graveyard 
boundary, place it on top of the wall, and return with it to its usual position. 
Older men, who had lifted the stone in their younger days, strongly discouraged 
their sons from attempting to do so because of the risk of injury. However, it 
appears that no such injury has ever happened although numerous men who 
failed the test exerted themselves to the utmost. As these men were physically fit, 
from the type of work and exercise they performed in their daily work on farms, 
their fitness prevented injury.6

Hunting
The sport of hunting with horses and hounds never developed in Ballinaglera and 
was not even known of for a long time. However, hunting with dogs for foxes, 
rabbits and hares was quite a common practice. Foxes, which were plentiful in the 
mountains, were frequently hunted and often dug out of the dens to be destroyed 
because they killed domestic fowl and newly born lambs.

Game Shooting
Grouse are always to be found on the Sliabh an Iarainn Mountains. Their numbers 
vary from year to year depending on how severely game shooters have depleted 
the stock in previous years, and also on the condition of the heather on which 
they feed, nest and take cover. A moderate amount of heather burned each year in 
May provides young heather for one or two years afterwards on which grouse 
feed. If too much burning occurs it deprives grouse of the two or three year old 
heather in which they nest and also of four year old or more cover which protects 
them in winter. Before the setting up of our native government landlords claimed 
and had established legal and exclusive game shooting rights on the mountains. 
Occasionally they granted to local people to whom they were favourably disposed 
the privilege of carrying guns for game shooting. However, few local people in
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those days had the desire or time for this pastime, so there were only few 
gamekeepers. Nevertheless, landlords were kept informed by their henchmen of 
the activities of any poachers, so that the fear of being reported was a deterrent. 
Since 1922 the mountains have been regarded as commons in so far as game 
shooting is concerned. The people of this and adjoining parishes have come along 
with their guns and dogs, having been looking forward during the summer 
months to the opening of the game shooting season on 12th August. During some 
seasons they have reduced the flocks too severely causing a dearth of wild fowl 
next season. It appears, however, that a moderate number of birds shot from each 
flock has the effect of breaking up the flocks causing the survivors to mate with 
those other flocks, thereby reducing inbreeding.

Fishing
Lough Allen and the many small rivers provide reasonable scope for fishing.
Brown trout is found in these rivers and salmon come up from Lough Allen for 
about 1.5 miles in the Yellow River during the spawning season. Coarse fish, such 
as pike and perch, are found in the lake and provide a hobby for the occasional 
angler using a boat, as well as for those who desire to fish from the shore. When 
the rivers are low fly-fishing is done, the shade of the fly used being important, 
and it varies from one small river to another. During mild floods in these rivers, 
when the water is muddy, bait hooks with earthworms are used for fishing. In dry 
weather in summer when the rivers were low, hand fishing was often practised. As 
all these small rivers have stony or rocky beds under which trout could often be 
found it was possible to catch them but, being very agile in the water and slippery, 
they are quite difficult to catch by hand.

The Bonfire
In Ballinaglera, as well as over a wide area throughout the west of Ireland, the long 
established practice of each family having a bonfire on the night of 23 June each 
year is still carried on. It is said in tradition to be intended to commemorate the 
beheading of St. John The Baptist on 24 June, St. John’s Day. Where only older 
people lived, the bonfire was usually a small one and was just a matter of form.
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However, youngsters often made rather elaborate preparations to have a stock of 
fuel available beforehand for a big blaze. Newly won turf from the bogs was too 
slow by itself but it was used with well seasoned timber, furze or whin bushes and 
the like. The younger people, not being content with having bonfires at their own 
homes, assembled at prearranged places where there often was dancing and music 
as well as large bonfires. Besides, numerous other bonfires could be seen over the 
country-side. Next day, burned out embers and burned patches in the ground 
were to be seen along roadsides and on hill tops.

Bilberry Sunday
Bilberries are small dark-blue berries about the size of blackcurrants which grow 
on a little shrub, - vaccinium. Being a peat loving plant it grows among heather or 
on the banks of mountain streams. In July the bilberries ripen but in August they 
become insipid.The last Sunday in July, when the berries are about at their best 
for edible purposes, was in the past referred to as Bilberry Sunday. On that day 
youngsters used to arrange to go to the mountains in search of the fruit which 
they collected and brought home, as well as consuming considerable quantities. 
Often it was an exploratory expedition in which young people got to know 
places names by their Irish names on the mountains where music, dancing and 
many youthful frolics took place. One such well recognised place was Sceireach 
on the eastern fringe of the mountains near the townland of Doon in Co. Cavan 
where Ballinaglera youths met those from Oughteragh and Glangevlin parishes, 
thereby making contacts that in many cases remained life long friendships.

Mummers and Mummer Dances
New Year’s Eve was looking forward to and enjoyed by young men who. in 
groups of say ten or twelve, travelled to every house in about three or four 
townlands to other groups, although sometimes some overlapping did occur. They 
wore disguise of specially made straw hats fitting down to the shoulders so that 
the wearer could see through the straw disguise. Sashes and ropes made of straw 
were also worn. Each group had a captain, a Mary Anne who was dressed in 
woman’s clothes, and a treasurer, who sometimes was the captain, to collect a
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subscription towards the expenses of a mummer dance later on. By direction of 
the captain, when admitted to a house, Mary Anne and three others danced a set 
to the music provided by one of the mummers in the darkness outside the door. 
The captain wore a false face’ and indulged in some humorous oratory. The 
members of each household but especially the youngsters looked forward to the 
enjoyable show. During the time of the R.I.C. police some mummer groups from 
near the Dowra area got permits at Dowra police station to travel in disguise, but 
the local custom was generally understood by the police. A mummer dance was 
held later in a private house, barn or hall. Girls were invited and had free 
admission, but the young gents were charged a shilling or so to augment the New 
Year’s Eve takings, so that refreshments were provided at the dance without 
charge. Mummering is still carried out but, now, boys and girls dress in disguise 
other than straw and go in cars to the local towns where they play and dance in 
the public houses.

Wren boys
On St. Stephen’s day, boys of about 14 years of age went out with the wren’. In 
recent times one of the two to four boys carried a holly stick with a decorated 
match-box attached to one end, in which a wren was supposed to have been. In 
the last century some people in the houses visited by the wren boys insisted on 
seeing the wren in the match-box before giving them money. On Christmas night 
these boys went out with candle lanterns which attracted the wren from its resting 
place or nest in the under part of the eve of a thatched house, and although the 
wren often escaped capture the boys persevered at other nests till eventually one 
was caught. The cruel part of it was that in order to be in a position to exhibit the 
wren next day it had to be killed to prevent it from flying away. The form of 
rhyme used in Ballinaglera is as follows, but it varies slightly in different parts of 
the country:

"The wren, the wren, the king of all birds, 
On St Stephen ’s Day was caught in the furze. 

Though it is small its honour is great,
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I hope it will give us the price of a treat. 
Up with the kettle and down with the pan, 

Give us some money to bury the wren."

There were some quite good ballad singers in Ballinaglera, and ballad singing was 
quite in favour at gatherings. Among the favourite ballads sung were ‘ Kevin 
Barry,’ ‘ The Old Bog Road’, ‘ Skibbereen’, ‘ Sheemore’, (a ballad about a 
successful ambush on The Black and Tans made by Republicans led by Sean Me 
Keon at Sheemore Hill near Leitrim Village on 4th of March 1921), ’ The Six 
Fellows’, (a ballad about six young Republicans killed by the Black and Tans at 
Selton Hill in 1921. They were Beirne, Baxter, two O Reillys, Seamus Rynn and 
Sean Connolly). Some of the older people, notably Hubert Forde of Derrinageer, 
knew songs in Irish, including spinning songs.' Two ballads composed by Myles 
McTigue, who owned and worked the mill in Drumristan during the 1914-1918 
war, were sung frequently and are quoted in Appendix VI. A church choir is of 
long standing in the parish and has consisted mostly of girls and school children. 
Choir trainers who also played the harmonium were Mrs Flynn (nee McKeon) ex 
N.T. of Dowra, and her sister the late D. Dolan, N.T., of Doobally, up to 1925. 
Then the late Gerard Kelliher N.T., fulfilled that role continuously up to a week 
or so before his death in September 1974. Since then he has been succeeded by 
Miss Maura Clancy.

Music, Tradition or Ceili
In Ballinaglera there has been much musical talent and in each generation a 
considerable number of musicians. Irish traditional music predominated and was 
played mostly on violins, flutes and accordions. Reels, jigs, hornpipes, marches, 
waltzes, and occasionally, slow airs, like The Coolin and The Derry Air were the 
speciality. There always has been the desire to learn and introduce fresh tunes from 
other parishes, and this has been done frequently, not only by musicians, but also 
by people with a keen interest and latent musical talent, who did not play any 
musical instrument but were good whistlers and lilters. Although little was known
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about written music and no course of training was available, except in the case of 
the fife and drum band, aspiring young musicians got oral tuition and practised 
playing by ear with older players. Radio and television have transformed the 
position by making a wider stock of tunes available as well as providing the 
opportunity of listening to other styles and versions of tunes. The reawakening of 
interest in Irish traditional music throughout the country in recent times has led, 
through modern media, towards greater universality and standardisation. By 
comparison not only with surrounding parishes but also with surrounding 
counties, Ballinaglera flute players were acknowledged as being in the forefront. 
Violin and accordion players in general were considered as hardly equal in the 
finer touches of embellishment to their Sligo counterparts, but there have been 
some outstanding violin and accordion players in this parish. During the latter part 
of the last century the outstanding flute player in Ballinaglera was Pat Doyle of 
Aughrim. He was taught by a flute player who read music. His two sons, Francis 
and John whom he taught, emigrated to the U.S.A. where their music was 
admired and appreciated by the Irish fraternity. He was suceeded in Aughrim by 
his son Michael who died in 1952.Two outstanding flute players who were in their 
prime around 1900 were John Gilrane of Corralubber and John McGourty of 
Cornamuckla South. John Gilrane spent some years in America where he played 
solo for gramophone records, some of which may still exist in this parish. He 
taught Patrick and the late Frank Gilmartin of the same townland to play the flute 
and they became equally good.

Dancing
Until well into the 19"’ century dances were held in the open at conventional 
places alongside roads, on hill-tops and in certain fields where there were large 
flagstones which served as platforms for dancing sets. According to tradition, these 
dances took place on Sunday evenings but there is no mention of such dancing at 
night. Parents at that time kept a stricter rein on the social activities of their 
adolescents, particularly girls, than at present. From then till the end of the 
century, dances were held almost exclusively in country houses. Improvements 
took place in the construction of houses, whereby they became more spacious anc
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able to accommodate 50 or 60 people, which resulted in their being used 
frequently for dances. Late night dances then became the normal practice under 
the supervision of the house-holders concerned.

An all night dance in the home of one emigrating to the US.A. was the 
general custom. It was an occasion of mixed feelings. There was revelry and a 
sense of gratification that the emigrant was going to a land of greater 
opportunities, usually to be met by relatives who would help to procure 
employment, but there was also a feeling of loneliness at the departure of a 
beloved one. On leaving the following morning, the emigrant took what might be 
a last look at the familiar fields and hills, said what was likely to be a last farewell 
to neighbours and the deeply affected household, and took away abiding 
memories.

The building of better out offices, including barns with lofts over them for 
the purpose of providing better farm accommodation from about 1900 onward, 
resulted in many of these new buildings being availed of for the purpose of 
holding dances. They usually provided much more space than was to be found 
even in the largest dwelling-house. Still, country houses continued to be used for 
the smaller social gatherings, and still are the venues for parties or dances of a 
limited or private nature as distinct from public dances. While the ground floors of 
barns were quite safe for holding dances, the lofts of such buildings, not having 
been designed nor constructed to bear the weight and vibration associated with 
dancing, had to be propped underneath with stout timber. Even then, there was a 
certain element of risk. The collapse of such lofts during dances in some other 
parts of the country in the 1930s led to legislation whereby such places of public 
amusement required to be licensed and certified for safety, and later lofts were 
prohibited for the purpose. Dance halls on ground floors then became more 
numerous.

Up until about 1920, four hand sets and four hand reels, in each of which 
two young men and two young women took part, were mostly practised, but step 
dancing either by one person or a pair, man and woman, the latter called a single 
turn’, was done occasionally at intervals between sets as an exhibition by good 
step dancers. These solos and single turns usually consisted of reels, jigs and
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hornpipes, and the musician was often requested to play particular tunes. 
Occasionally, a pair from the middle aged group danced ‘a single turn’. Invariably, 
‘single turns were greeted with applause. On one occasion a mixed group, in 
regard to age, from Oughteragh parish attended a dance in Ballinaglera. It 
included a young man and his mother. She was an excellent step dancer. While 
she was dancing, remarks of encouragement and applause were being made but 
her son’s interjection was good lad my mother ", a remark that caused amusement 
and which was often repeated afterwards.

In the early 1920s when the disused creamery was taken over as a dance hall 
it coincided with the introduction to Ballinaglera of the lancers, a long dance with 
great variety of movement in five parts, in which four young men and four young 
women took part. Lancers could be danced equally well to reel, jig, hornpipe or 
march music. In a hall, several groups of eight each danced the lancers at the same 
time but, whenever performed in a country house, only one group had sufficient 
space in an ordinary sized kitchen. Lancers became popular over a great part of 
the west of Ireland to which the dance had been imported. An obvious difference 
between lancers and the old set was that, in the latter, partners swung around at 
intervals whereas in lancers they waltzed around after the varied formal 
movements. Many of the older generation frowned at the waltzing, while some 
old musicians refused to play the music. However, lancers persisted after about 25 
years into the mid 1940s. Intermitted with lancers, waltzes, foxtrots, one step and 
two steps became popular. The term ceili, as applied to Irish traditional music and 
dancing, seems to have been only adopted in this parish in the early 1920s, but in 
reality the music and dancing for a very long time before that era has been of ceili 
type. Certain nights in the parochial hall, or wherever else there was sufficient 
space, were entirely devoted to ceili music and dances such as The Siege of Ennis, 
The Walls of Limerick, The Bridge of Athlone, Eight Hand Reel and Cor Na 
Sioga. Apart from parochial fund purposes, some other dances were held in the 
hall, such as on occasions of the holiday return of native emigrants from the 
U.S.A. or for charitable purposes.
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Ballinaelera Fife and Drum Band
In 1918 a fife and drum band was formed in Ballinaglera. The tutor and band 
master was a man named O’Rourke, an accomplished musician from near 
Ballinamore. It was found that the latent musical talent combined with fife and 
flute playing tradition provided apt and enthusiastic bandsmen. The big drummer 
was Owen Mulvey from near Dowra. He died aged 45 of influenza on 20th April 
1922 after which time the band ceased to function.The political disturbance in 
the country at that time together with emigration of some band members caused 
the band to fall apart although it was never formally disbanded. During this short 
period, Ballinaglera Fife and Drum Band performed at various functions and 
parades in Co. Leitrim and parts of adjoining counties, and was acknowledged as 
having been second to none throughout the country. St. Patrick s Day each year 
was celebrated by a marching parade led by the band on the Dowra-Drumshanbo 
Road, and was attended by some of the present older citizens of the parish.
Natives of this parish, now well past middle age, still remember having heard the 
beat of the drum from the hills near their own homes four or five miles away. Mrs 
Michael McHugh of Drumnafinla, a daughter of the late Francis Maguire of 
Derrinwillin, noted for his care in preserving records, has produced a photograph 
of the band with its 26 members of which enlarged copies exist within 
the parish.

In 1930 the band was revived with only a skeleton of its old members and 
about eighteen young enthusiasts without any formal instructor. Francis Maguire 
of Derrinwillan had preserved intact all his old musical sheets from which copies 
were made available for the young members, some of whom already could play 
music by ear on the fife. They received instruction on the written music in an 
informal coaching manner from some of the old band members. Likewise, a 
young man was trained to beat the big drum and four young kettle drummers 
trained. All assembled weekly for training and practice in an old disused house, 
known as Frank Nancie s, along the right hand side of the road about half way 
between Rynn’s and Dowra. The new bands first public performance was at a Feis 
in Blacklion on a Sunday in July 1930.The occasion was marred by the fact that it 
coincided with the funeral of Francis Guckian of Lower Annagh. then about 22
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years of age, who was drowned while bathing in the Shannon. Quite naturally, a 
sense of gloom and tragedy prevailed on the occasion. The band continued to 
practise and to perform at sports and political meetings for about three years, after 
which time the draining effect of emigration again caused it to lapse. During this 
time, Fr. Dan McManus, C.C. the great preacher, who was curate here from 1929 
to 1932, took a profound interest in the band, was largely responsible for having it 
organised, accompanied it and gave orations at many of the functions. Eventually, 
both Fr. McManus and Fr. McGriskin, P.P., set about organising the musicians in 
the parish to form a dance band. Some new instruments were procured but no 
further training was necessary. There were four flutes, four violins, an accordion 
and small drum. Fr. McGriskin named the band as, Ballinaglera Symphony Band. 
Band members were, the late Frank Gilmartin of Coralubber, the late Edmond 
Clarke of Stranagarvanagh, the late Miles Loughlin of Cornamuckla North,
Francis Loughlin of Derrinwillan, on flutes; Michael McKeon of Drumristan, 
Paddy Wynne of Cornamuckla North, the late Patrick Dolan of Urbal Barr and 
Patrick J. Forde then of Tullynaha, on violins; Patrick Flynn of Tullyvacan and, 
later, Phil McNiff of Cornamuckla North, on accordions. The drummer was 
chosen from those trained in the Fife and Drum Band.

Concerts
The Parochial Hall, formerly a creamery, with its large stage and room, which 
originally had been the churning room, was well suited for holding concerts. One 
of the earliest concerts held there was that under the auspices of The Farmers’ 
Union in 1923.The actors were a dramatic troupe from outside the parish and the 
play enacted was Knocknagow by Charles Kickham. In the early 1930s a 
dramatic troupe was formed in Ballinaglera the nucleus of which was drawn from 
‘The City’ in Tullyvacan. As well as having performed in Ballinaglera Parochial 
Hall, they gave a successful and well attended performance on McGovern’s loft in 
Dowra on 4th November 1934 when they played ‘Siobhan Buckley and Her 
Christmas Match-Making’.
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Floor Rings
In the early 1920s a game known as rings was introduced to this parish. Three 
concentric rings were marked with chalk on the floor towards the hearth end of 
the kitchen, the inner one being about 6 inches, the middle one about 12 inches 
and the outer one about 18 inches in diameter. Three pennies were thrown 
successively from a distance of about 10 feet. To place a penny clearly inside the 
inner circle counted as a score of 20, between the inner and middle rings as 10 
and between the middle and outer rings as 5. If a penny touched any part of a 
line it counted as nothing. As many competitors as wished took part, each 
throwing the three pennies in turn. The winner of a game was the first person to 
reach a total score of 100, not more. If 100 was exceeded inadvertently, the excess 
number was deducted from 100 which again had to be reached exactly in order 
to win.

Card Playing
The twenty five card game with the joker left out was the one mostly played in 
Ballinaglera during long winter nights. It was often played for small money stakes 
with four to six taking part. However, for stakes such as a pigs head or a goose, 
which were advertised in advance, nine players making three sets of three partners 
was usual. Two, three or four groups, of nine each, played and the three winners 
from each group contested it further. The final three played a single handed game 
till one or alternatively six others were co-opted to make the game more 
interesting. Whether card playing was practised before the middle of the 19th 
century is not now clear. At that time and for a considerable time afterwards, till 
paraffin oil came to be used in the side lamp on the wall and later the hanging 
lamp, the rush candle is said in tradition to have provided the sole lighting at night 
time. It must have produced a rather poor light, and this factor, taken in 
conjunction with accounts given by people born around 100 years ago as to the 
habit of retiring to bed early and being up early in the morning, would seem to 
indicate that late night card playing before that time was not the practice.
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Some Social Changes
The past 50 years have brought about a gradual change in some aspects of social 
life. In the 1920s the first gramophones were brought as presents by parish 
emigrants visiting from U.S.A. Later radio was introduced followed by television. 
The relating of traditions and story telling by ’ramblers’ has greatly declined as a 
result. Country house dances are rare nowadays. The youth travel quite far by car 
to cinemas or dance halls where pop music and singing play a large part of the 
entertainment, although there are occasional ceili nights in some halls. Listening to 
traditional music on the air’, on records, or on tape is still a favourite pastime in 
most homes. Card-playing on long winter nights, though to a greatly lessened 
extent, is still indulged in.

MEDICATION

Some traditional herbal cures are very old and can be traced back to medieval 
medicine. Specific ailments were treated with specially suited herbal extracts by 
certain but rare local persons with no medical training but regarded as ‘having the 
cure’. Prominent among such persons was the seventh son without a daughter 
having intervened, but some others also had ‘the cure’. It appears that in some 
cases it could be handed on, usually to a son or daughter. Such a seventh son was 
Pat Gilmartin of Poll in Stranagarvanagh to whom many cures were attributed.
He died at an advanced age in the late 1920s. Herbs, e.g. nettles, found easily, were 
not grown specifically. The juices were extracted in boiling water and judiciously 
mixed by the herbalist to suit a particular ailment, either by drinking the mixture 
or having it applied in a poultice to an external sore. A certain form of ailment in 
humans and animals was said to have been successfully treated by extracting a pint 
of blood with a surgical instrument cplled ‘the flames’. Mick Forde of Tullynaha 
who died in 1909 was said to have cured a 20-year-old man of pleurisy in 1888 
by extracting about three-quarters of a pint of blood from the man’s arm and 
leaving it on a dish. Froth began to appear on the surface, and after ten minutes 
the blood was completely covered with froth.The young man was back to normal 
within a couple of months and lived into his 80s. Mick Forde and others are said
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to have cured certain other ailments in animals. Many farmers, themselves, used a 
particular small bulbous umbelliferous plant, which produces white flowers in 
May, by having the juice of its bulbs extracted and given orally to calves. This 
cured scour or diarrhoea. The rapid advances in medical science during the 19th 
and present centuries have largely superseded the old practice of herbal treatment.

Sweat Houses
An interesting feature in Ballinaglera, and also in the neighbouring parishes of 
Killinagh and Inishmagrath, during the 19th century was the existence of sweat- 
houses. These structures were located sparsely throughout the parish, each serving 
an area within a considerable radius, and situated at or near the bottoms of steep 
slopes or braes. A sweat-house consisted of an excavation into the side of the bank 
or brae, the inside of the round cavity being lined with stones built up against the 
clay, leaving a small entrance about 2 ft. wide and 2 ft. high and roofed with stone 
flags skilfully arranged to overlap from the perimeter inwards, forming a dome
like appearance from the outside. The internal diameter was 5 ft. to 6 ft, height of 
inside circular wall 4 ft. to 5 ft. and height of roof from centre of stone flag floor 
varied from 6 ft. to 8 ft. The structure was designed to retain heat for a long 
period after a fire, set alight and kept renewed on the centre of the stone floor, 
had heated the stone-work inside to a degree that was barely tolerable for a 
person to enter. Then the remains of the fire were cleared away and the smoke 
soon disappeared through the small entrance. The stone-work effectively retained 
the heat, and the clay bank outside further prevented it from escaping, so that the 
temperature inside remained high for a couple of hours afterwards. There probably 
was sufficient ventilation through the roof which perhaps was not air-tight. While 
most of the old sweat-houses within this parish, shown on map herein, are in a 
state of ruin, two are still in a good state of preservation. One of these is in 
Tullynaha on land owned by Patrick Rynn of Tullyvacan, and is near the walls of 
two derelict houses close to the right bank of the river forming the boundary 
between Tullynaha and Tullyvacan, nearly half a mile above the bridge.The other 
is in Clerhanmore along the left bank of Tobar Bheo-Aoidh River, about half a 
mile upstream from the main road. The use of the sweat-house was an old remedy
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for back ache, rheumatism, sciatica, pains in bones, headaches etc. When the fire 
embers had been cleared out, two patients usually lightly clad, crawled in through 
the small entrance bringing with them stools on which they sat for an hour or 
two till the great heat had changed to mild coolness. During this period the 
patients sweated and it was considered the more profusely they did so the better. 
The idea was that the sweat brought out of the body injurious ingredients. 
Immediately on crawling out they got into warm clothes and went home to bed 
lest they get a chill. In the interest of economy in fuel and time another fire was 
sometimes set alight immediately, while the stone-work was still warm, for a 
second set of patients. Patrick Flynn of ‘The City in Tullyvacan, who is now 
(1979) about 84 years old, says he saw the sweat-house opposite the front of the 
former McGlynn ruined house being used when he was young. He says that April 
and September were the usual times that people suffering from rheumatism had 
recourse to it. Some of these told him that they got temporary relief for about six 
months afterwards.

Some Folk Remedies
Warts: find a rock or stone with a hole in it. Rub the water from the hole in the 
stone three times on the wart. Sprain: tie a thread around the affected joint and 
say prayers.8 Burns: the late Johnny Durkin of Drumnafinla claimed to have this 
cure. He licked the burn. Johnny said he had this cure because he himself licked a 
‘lacha leech’.9 Heart Fever: the late Francis Carrigan of Poll, partly in Carntulla, 
was supposed to cure heart-fever by filling a cup with oatmeal and praying. While 
the prayer was being said, a hollow came in the cup of meal, assuring the patient 
that the cure was successful.The patient had to eat an oat-cake, starting next 
morning.1" Whitlow: it was said to be cured by Mrs. Rynn of Cormongan in 
Drumshanbo parish. She is now very'old. She got a certain herb which she mixed 
with fat to form a poultice for the whitlow.1' Stye on the eyelid: supposed to be 
cured by pointing gooseberry thorns at the stye. Mumps: take the patient to a 
mearing where three townlands meet.lz Jaundice: soup made from snails. 
Whooping cough: put the patient in and out under an ass-foal three times.1'’
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POSTAL SERVICE
The prepaid adhesive postage stamp, introduced about 1840, had a profound effect 
in gradually causing an increase in the numbers of letters and parcels sent by post. 
A gradual improvement in the postal service followed, perhaps resulting from the 
increased revenue. In 1846 the post office serving Ballinaglera was in
Drumshanbo. During an earlier period it was in Ballinamore. In 1860 there was a 
post office in Dowra which served Ballinaglera. Until around the end of the 19th 
century there was no postal delivery. Inquiries had to be made at the post office, 
and mail collected there by some one acting on behalf of the person to whom it 
was addressed. Early in the present century a weekly delivery by a postman from 
Dowra was introduced, and since a more recent date there has been a daily 
delivery. In the late 1940s a sub-post office was set up in Ballinaglera, and since 1st 
May 1950 it has been receiving and despatching mail by way of the main post 
office in Carrick-on-Shannon.

EMIGRATION
In common with the west of Ireland in general Ballinaglera’s population dwindled 
year after year for the past 100 years. Each spring and autumn took its toll of our 
youth, male and female, in almost equal numbers. Most of them went to America 
following the pattern of the Famine years and after. Some went to Scotland and 
England. Before ‘the Border was established the trend from Ballinaglera was 
northwards. Emigrants went by train from Belcoo to Derry or Belfast and thence 
to America or Scotland.The shop- keepers sold eggs and butter from the local 
farm houses in the Enniskillen markets. They travelled by horse and cart and they 
took provisions back with them from Enniskillen and Blacklion. Now the 
tendency is to travel via South Leitrim. But emigration, though possibly ruinous 
from the social aspect, has had at least one advantage for Ballinaglera. It is probably 
pretty accurate to estimate that most of the farmers who are still with us own 
three or possibly four times as much land as they owned in the 1930s. The reason 
isn’t far to seek. The emigrants let their land on the eleven month system for a 
time and when they got established elsewhere the farms were sold to neighbours.

Let us now "Dip into the future far as human eye can see and look forward 
to a bright future for Ballinaglera and its 600 worthy inhabitants.
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Recently constructed section of Cornagee N.S.

Cornagee N.S., the only operative school in the Parish since 1977.
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Cornagee N.S. (2) closed in 1959

Cornamuckla (North) N.S. (2) closed in 1949
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Hollymount - Tullyvacan N.S. closed in 1977

Urbal N.S. (2) closed in 1975
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Slievenakilla N.S. (3) closed in 1977

Slievenakilla N.S. (2) closed in 1896
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CHAPTER VII

Few records appear to have come to light or traditions survived concerning 
education in Ballinaglera for many centuries after St. Beo-Aodh founded the 
school and monastery in Clerhan in the 6th century. In medieval times, two 
families, O Coirnin (O Cuirnin) and Mac Parthalain, well known for their 
learned members, were prominent in this part of Co. Leitrim. Whether any of 
these scholarly people lived in Ballinaglera is not known, but the surnames still 
exist here in the modern forms of Cornyn and McPartlin. Until about 1930 a
Cornyn family lived in Corraglas, who are reputed to have been descendants of_ . _
the family of which Fr. Padraig O Coirnin, O.F.M., belonged. He it was who, 
according to tradition, ministered here in the late 17th century and perhaps 
founded the graveyard in Fahy.1 McPartlin is believed to be the oldest name in
Ballinaglera. 2

Traditions and recorded information concerning primary schools in this 
parish go back about 150 years to the Hedge School era. There is no mention of 
any secondary school in the parish apart from that of St. Beo-Aodh. Nevertheless, 
some people, who afterwards became prominent, did receive their secondary 
education here between the 1860s and the 1880s from Michael McMorrow,3 a 
classical scholar and native of the parish. He spent some time in a seminary, came 
back and lived about a mile from Dowra. He taught in some of the primary 
schools in the Dowra district. Many other young people from this parish, 
including those who afterwards became priests, brothers, nuns and teachers, went 
to secondary schools and colleges elsewhere.

HEDGE SCHOOLS

During the period when Catholic education in Ireland was oppressed by the 
British Gove rnment’s policy of anglicisation and proselytism, the most stifling
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expression of which was the Penal Laws, Catholics were forbidden to conduct or 
attend their own schools. As a result, young people congregated in the shelter of 
hedges of in barns under the tutorship of some talented man or woman in the 
area. The teachers in these hedge schools were usually paid a small fee by parents 
and were held next in honour to the priests.

2\ccording to local tradition the Franciscan friars, who came here about
1680, founded a school in Cornagee on the outskirts of Dowra, on the west side 
of the main road beside James Rourke’s present house. ’ It appears that it became a 
hedge school later, continuing till 1854 when it became a national school.

Tradition5 has it that a hedge school in the form of a cave, dug into a bank 
and with a mud floor, was set up on the hill in Eden near McGowan’s, now 
McCauley’s house. A further tradition1, states that there was a school alongside a 
bank on the southern brow of that hill, where stone foundations still remain, and 
that there was also a school on the western side where again the stone foundations 
remain. In the light of recorded information on these schools, as will be seen later, 
the inference appears to be that the hedge school became established as Eden 
National School in 1844 when perhaps a stone building was erected, possibly on 
the same site, and that in 1868, that school having been closed, the one on the 
western side of the hill was established and named Cornamuckla National School 
(I, as indicated on the map). It is related in tradition that a ‘Poor Scholar’' taught 
in Eden Hedge School.

A hedge school in Cornamuckla South and one in Aughrim are mentioned 
in tradition.5 Other than the site which has been pointed out there is now no 
trace of the hedge school in Cornamuckla South.The school in Aughrim was, in 
more recent times, used as a byre by the late James Rynn.The walls still stand near 
the ruins of the dwelling house. Both schools are included in the Report of 
Education Commissioners, 1826.9 The school in Cornamuckla South is described 
as a "free school", meaning that no fees were paid by the parents of the pupils. The 
authorised version of scripture was read and the school was associated with the 
London Hibernian Society. It had 41 Catholic pupils and 4 of the Established 
Church.The teacher was Patrick Flynn whose annual ‘income £7. 13s. 4d.The 
report described the school as "a most wretched place in the mountains - cost 5
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shillings".This probably was the school mentioned in tradition and shown on the 
map herein where a man named Barry was the teacher in the early 1840s.10 It 
probably was he who became the teacher of that surname in Urbal National 
School.11 The school in Aughrim, or Aughrimbeg School (sic) is described in the 
Commissioners’ Report as "a barn of mud walls - cost £8". It was a pay school 
where parents of pupils subscribed from one shilling and eightpence to three 
shillings and fourpence a quarter. The teacher was John Healy. Apparently the 
school was not associated with any proselytising society. In 1928 the site of the 
school and the name of the teacher - John Healy - were recalled by Terence Forde 
(died 1950) of Tullynaha whose father, Terry Forde, was a pupil there in the late 
1830s. John Healy was a member of the Coralubber family of that name? The 
account given in the 1826 report of conditions in these hedge schools is 
corroborated by the description handed down from father to son. They consisted 
of one room, no cloak-room, the seats were stones with ‘bosses (i.e. straw or rush 
cushions) on top. The girls wore shawls and home-spun dresses woven on looms 
in the parish. Children went barefooted to school and often had to stand in water 
which came in under the door.

NATIONAL SCHOOLS

Michael McMorrow, the scholar, taught in Eden, Cornamuckla (North) and 
Cornagee National Schools. In addition he taught secondary subjects, including 
Latin and Greek. He seemed to share his love of learning with his pupils, for 
among them are some prominent names in Ballinaglera’s history. Pupils of his 
were Very Rev. Charles Flynn, P.P.,V.G., born about 1850 and died in 
Manorhamilton in 1915, and Very Rev. James McGourty, P.P, born in the 1850s 
and died in 1938, who ministered in the diocese of Derry. As students, both had 
to walk to several miles to school, and an old resident1' has said that "all the 
scholars sat outside on a fence learning their books till the teacher arrived". A 
distinguished layman who was taught by Michael McMorrow was Patrick Cremer 
(1870 - 1953) of Greaghnafarna, who afterwards taught for some years in 
Rockwell College where he was a colleague of the late President Eamonn de
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Valera. Patrick Cremer worked out a system of handwriting which became very 
popular. His headline copybooks in English and Irish were a feature of many 
national schools in the 1920s and 1930s.

Reports of Inspectors of the Board of Education, coming down to the early 
years of the present century, concerning national schools in Ballinaglera, referred 
to as part of Drumreilly Parish, are available in the Public Record Office, Dublin. 
These reports dealt mostly with current management, teachers, attendance of 
pupils, educational standards and general condition of school building, but they do 
not give the specific period of the teachers’ services. While these service periods 
have been deduced here as far as possible, many of them still appear indefinite.
The reports reveal that in most cases strained relations existed between inspectors 
and teachers. Local knowledge of teachers in the parish since the early 1900s is 
being used to form continuity till 1979. A time lapse varying from a month to 
two years occurred between Date of Local Establishment" and the schools being 
"Taken into Connexion by the Board". It appears that until 1862 some one other 
than the P.P. was schools manager but from that time onward successive PP.s seem 
to have been automatically appointed as managers. The following accounts of 
national schools in this parish are given in the order of establishment except in the 
case of Cornamuckla (North) N.S. because it succeeded Eden N.S. in serving the 
same district, and Cornagee N.S. in the adjoining district, because it was closely 
linked with the other two schools in regard to teachers services. Inspectors’ 
reports will be referred to as the need arises.

Synopsis ofTime of Establishment and Duration of National Schools in 
Ballinaglera, as derived from Reports of Inspectors of the Education Board 
available in the Public Record Office, Dublin, is as follows:-

National
School

Established » Taken over bv 
Education Board

Struck off, roll 
transferred, or closed

Eden 1844 April 1845 Closed July 1866
Urbal 1 1845 May 1846 Transferred to 2,

Nov. 1892
ditto 2 Built 1890 Nov. 1892 Closed July 1975
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Coralubber 1849 Dec. 1849 Continuing 1863
Slievenakilla 1 Jan. 1854 Sept.1854 Transferred to 2, 1878
ditto 2 1878 Transferred to 3, 1896
ditto 3 Built 1895 1896 Closed Sept. 1977
Cornagee 1 1854 July 1856 Transferred to 2, 1881
ditto 2 1881 Transferred to 3, 1959
ditto 3
Allen View

Built 1957 Opened 1959 1979 continuing

(in Clerhanmore) May 1854 Nov. 1856 Closed May 1877
Tullynaha March 1856 Jan. 1857 Closed 1887
Tullyvacan 1

Hollymount -

Nov. 1862 Oct. 1863 Transferred to 2,
July 1887

Tullyvacan 2 Built 1886 April 1887 Closed Sept. 1977
Stradrina (Female) 
Cornamuckla 1

Dec. 1864 Dec. 1866 Closed Dec. 1866

(North) Feb. 1868 March 1868 Transferred to 2, 
October 1895

ditto 2 Built 1894 Opened Oct. 1895 Closed 1949

Eden N.S. Established in 1844, the first teacher mentioned by name in 
Inspectors’ reports is Michael McMorrow, of local scholarly fame, in 1855. Mary 
McNiff was Work-mistress at £8 a year in 1858. Four other teachers were 
appointed during the 22 years of the school’s existence - James Loughlin, Peter 
Cremer, Laurence McGovern and Philip McHugh. The latter was in a Teachers 
Training College in 1864. His salary was withdrawn from end of July 1866 and 
the school was closed - "the house in which it was held being wholly unsuitable 11

Cornamuckla (North) N.S. was a one-roomed school in Eden townland and 
replaced Eden N.S. It was established in February 1868. Here again Michael 
McMor row was the first Principal at a salary of £28 per annum. In February 
1869 Anne Early was appointed Junior Assistant and Work-mistress with an annual
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salary of £14. She left in March 1878. Michael McMorrow resigned in March 
1872 and was appointed Principal in Cornagee N.S. where he remained till he 
retired in 1880. Philip Cornyn, till then Principal of Cornagee N.S., also in 
March 1872 resigned and became Principal of Cornamuckla (North) N.S. The 
teachers in question resigned formally rather than being merely transferred. The 
tradition of these teachers exchanging schools for mutual convenience is well 
substantiated by the Inspectors’ reports. In 1873 a yearly increment of £5 was 
granted to Philip Cornyn for giving agricultural instruction. It was withdrawn in
1876. He retired on June 30th 1889. Tradition 11 mentions that Mary Early of 
Eden was Assistant to Philip Cornyn during the latter part of his time in the 
school. Philip’s daughter, Anne Cornyn, who was temporary Work-mistress in the 
school from 1884 till 1886, and then the teacher in Tullynaha N.S. till 1888, 
returned in 1889 to succeed her father as Principal in Cornamuckla (North) N.S. 
In October 1895 this school was struck off the roll of national schools when it 
was superseded by the new vested school of the same name.

This new vested school in the townland of Derrinwillan was built to 
accommodate 80 pupils in 1894 at an estimated cost of £270. It was opened in 
1895, and Anne Cornyn was its first Principal. In 1900 she is referred to as Mrs. 
Anne Kelliher, having married Myles Kelliher, Principal of Urbal N.S. Mrs. 
Kelliher continued teaching in Cornamuckla (North) new National School until 
1920 when she died at an early age. Some temporary teachers came and left till 
1922 when Anne Rynn of Aughrim became Principal. Assistants in this school 
since 1900 were Eliza Jane Ward, Brigid McPartlin and Catherine McPartlin who 
afterwards became Mrs. O Hara. In 1940 the average did not warrant an 
Assistant, and Mrs. O’ Hara was transferred to Hollymount-Tullyvacan N.S. 
Cornamuckla (North) N.S. then became a one-teacher school. Anne Rynn 
retired in 1949 and the school was fclosed.

Cornagee N.S. It was situated near where James Rourke’s house now stands 
along the west side of the main road in Cornagee entering Dowra. Formerly a 
hedge school it was established as a national school in 1854. The roll books 
bearing the date 1856 are still extant. As a national school, Philip Cornyn was its 
first Principal at a salary of £14 per annum. He returned from training in
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December 1859; the substitute during his absence was William Cornyn. Philip is 
referred to in the Inspectors’ reports till March 1872 when he changed to 
Cornamuckla (North) N.S., and then Michael McMorrow replaced him. From 
June 1857 £8 per annum was granted to Catherine ? as Work-mistress. She was 
paid the salary of Probationary Assistant from December 1857. She resigned in 
July 1859 and Catherine Cornyn, wife of Philip Cornyn, was appointed in her 
place. In April 1866 Catherine McPartlin was granted £14 a year for her service 
as a Junior Assistant and Work-mistress. Michael McMorrow, Principal, retired in 
1880 and was replaced by his son John for about a year.

In 1881 the school was changed to the opposite side of the main road in the 
townland of Kilmore15. The building was known as the Old Barrack because the 
R.I.C. police used it formerly. Thomas MacKeon was appointed Principal. His 
wife, Rose, became Assistant in January 1882 at £27 per annum. Rose MacKeon 
continued teaching in the school till she died suddenly in 1907. Mrs. Owens then 
became the new Assistant. About 1910 Kate MacKeon, later Mrs. Flynn, replaced 
her father as Principal. When she retired in 1952 Peter S. Clancy, B.A., became 
Principal. He died suddenly in 1956 and was succeeded by his wife Eileen 
Clancy. Assistants during the period from about 1910 were Mrs. Dolan 
(died 1940), who was a sister of Mrs. Flynn, and Mary Jane Kiernan who retired
in 1972.

In 1959 Cornagee new school, 430 yards farther south, was opened. Mrs. 
Eileen Clancy was Principal at the time and Miss Kiernan remained Assistant. In 
1961 Mrs. Clancy went to teach in Dublin and Frank O Rourke, a native of 
Loughrea, Co. Galway, replaced her. He left to take the Principalship of 
Ardvarney N.S. in Killanumery Parish in 1974 and was succeeded in Cornagee 
N.S. by John Carron from Fermanagh. Meantime, Kathleen Maguire succeeded 
Mary J. Kiernan as Assistant in 1972. Later that year she left to become Principal 
in Slievenakilla N.S. and was replaced in Cornagee N.S. by Barbara Heron. It 
became the sole national school for the parish in 1977. Then Kathleen Maguire 
of Slievenakilla N.S. and Mrs. Louisa Maguire from Hollymount-Tullyvacan N.S. 
became Assistants with John Carron remaining Principal.
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Urbal N.S. Established in 1845, this school was situated along the Old Road in 
Urbal and was attached to Pat Rynn’s dwelling house. Pat Rynn was succeeded 
by his son Patrick and daughter Anne who continued to live in the house till the 
1930s. Although Urbal Male School with 68 pupils, and Urbal Female School 
with 38 pupils, presumably attached, are mentioned in the Eighteenth Report of 
the Commissioners of National Education in Ireland (1851)16, no inspection nor 
mention of a teacher are entered in the Inspectors’ reports till 1855 when 
Matthew W. Barry is referred to as the teacher. It is recorded that he left the 
school in February 1859. He may have been the teacher already mentioned in 
Cornamuckla South Hedge School. In July 1859 Peter Healy was appointed 
Principal teacher in Urbal N.S., Urbal Female N.S. is not so far mentioned in 
Inspectors’ reports. Peter Healy was known locally as ‘Sparkie’, signifying a gay 
sprightly person. A native of Lurgandill, he was spoken of by the older residents 
with great respect. In 1860 he was paid a premium of £1. 10s. Od. for order etc. 
in the school. During his 25 years in the school he was granted several premiums 
for good service and for assisting monitor, Pat Rourke. He "retired voluntarily" 
on 31 December 1884. According to Inspectors’ reports, Myles Kelliher was 
appointed Principal in January 1855. However, two reliable sources1' in this parish 
have said that Robert Bannon taught for a short time in the Old Urbal School 
and then changed places with Myles Kelliher who was teaching in Slievenakilla 
N.S. Myles Kelliher, who was trained in Marlborough St. Training College, 
Dublin, taught for some time in the Military School, Chatham, Kent. He was 
well qualified and an excellent teacher. A Board of Education Order in 1893 
states that "Urbal Male and Female National Schools, Roll Nos. 4691 and 6270 - 
non vested - be struck off Roll of National Schools from 21-11-*92". The 
Inspectors’ reports make no reference to a teacher in the Female School, but 
certain local people18 say that Mrs. Early of Drumnafinla taught the girls while 
Myles Kelliher taught the boys.

The newer Urbal N.S., built in 1890 in Drumnafinla and containing 
separate male and female schools, was opened in 1892. Myles Kelliher transferred 
as Principal to the Male School, while an entry in an Inspector’s report in 1894 
refers to Lizzie Early as teacher in Urbal female School. Lizzie Early was a
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daughter of Mrs. Early who taught the girls in the old Urbal N.S. Lizzie became 
Principal of the new Urbal Female N.S. in Drumnafinla. This remained the 
position till 1910 when the two schools were amalgamated. Then Myles Kelliher 
remained Principal and Lizzie Early, who had become Mrs. McPartlin, was 
appointed Privileged Assistant. She resigned in 1920 owing to ill-health, and Miss 
McManus was appointed the new Assistant. Myles Kelliher remained Principal till 
he died early in 1923 at the age of 61.19 Eugene Hunt was temporary teacher for 
a few months till Myles Kelliher’s son, Gerald, came from the Training College to 
become Principal in 1923. Eugene Hunt and Miss McManus were married 
subsequently and left in 1929 to teach in Northern Ireland. Eileen Regan, later 
Mrs. Clancy, was appointed Assistant in 1930, and in 1943 she went to 
Hollymount-Tullyvacan N.S. as Principal. There was no Assistant in Urbal N.S. 
then for a year or so, owing to a decline in the average. Miss Ruddy, who became 
Mrs. McMorrow, was the Assistant from 1947 to 1949, and afterwards a few 
temporary teachers came and left in quick succession. When Gerald Kelliher 
retired in 1966, Kathleen Maguire?11 who had been a teacher with him on a 
temporary basis, became temporary Principal. In 1968 Kathleen left to train in 
England. Then Miss Gilhooly was temporary Principal until the school was closed 
in 1975. Gerald Kelliher died suddenly on 11 Sept. 1974. Choir-master, organist
and teacher of Church music all his years, his death was a great blow to his native 
Ballinaglera which he served so well.

Coralubber N.S. Although established and taken in connexion by the Board of 
Education in 1849, the first reference to it in the Inspectors reports was in 
January 1855 when Peter Healy is mentioned as the teacher. However, this school 
is included in the Commissioners Report on National Education in 1851. Peter 
Healy was a native of Coralubber with the school beside his house on his own 
farm. His son, Peter, succeeded to the farm, and his grandson, also Peter Healy, 
still lives there. This teacher, Peter Healy, should not be confused with another 
Peter Healy who at a later time taught in Urbal N.S. Concerning Coralubber 
N.S., Peter Healy as teacher is referred to in the Inspectors reports till 1863. He 
received two premiums of £ 1 each for order etc. in the school. The last such 
reference concerns a gratuity of £ 1 for instructing Junior Monitor, Susanna
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Loughlin. From 1860 to 1863, Brigid Gilmartin was Work-mistress at £8 yearly 
salary which was withdrawn because of a decline in average attendance. An entry 
of 21 August 1863 states, Tendency less than in Eden for attendance to be less on 
Inspection Day than average daily for past 12 months". There is no mention of 
this school after 1863 in the Inspectors’ reports.

Slievenakilla N.S. This school in Slievenakilla townland was established in 1854 
and taken over by the Board in the same year. A local man'1 says that his father, 
born in 1853, was a pupil there. It was a thatched-roofed building in MacGrail's 
sraithin (a river field) near the left bank of the small river boundary between 
Slievenakilla and Carntulla. An entry of 1868 in an Inspector's report refers to the 
need for thatching the house. The first inspection entry concerning the school is,
15-6-1855 Board Order, Granted salary to W. Me '?' from 1st. Dec. 1854", The

initials may refer to McMorrow because people of that name lived in Carntulla. 
The next entry dated March 1856 shows Daniel Flynn as the teacher and he is 
referred to till March 1857. He was almost certainly Daniel Flynn of Tullyvacan 
who afterwards taught in Tullynaha N.S. and still later in Tullyvacan N.S. For 5 
months till the end of September 1857 Peter Cremer was the teacher. He was 
probably Peter Cremer who in 1858 and 1859 taught in Eden N.S. He was 
succeeded in Slievenakilla N.S. by James Loughlin who had been teacher in Eden 
N.S. for a few months in 1856. James Loughlin remained in Slievenakilla N.S. till 
January 1859. From then till 1861 three teachers came and left. They were John 
Cullen, Francis Cullen, trained in 1853, and Francis Mulvey. Pat Clifford was 
appointed in 1861, and is referred to in Inspectors' reports till 1868. He probably 
remained the teacher for much longer because Mrs. Brigid McGourty of 
Slievenakilla says her father22 was taught by him in the mid 1870s. Francis 
McGrail, as teacher, appears in an Inspector's report of 1876. The school was built 
on his land which is now owned by his grandson,Thomas McGrail. During all 
those years no Assistant teacher is mentioned, but an Inspector's report of July 
1862 states: "Salary withdrawn from Work-mistress, Margaret Keenan, attendance 
being insufficient ". She appears to have been Work-mistress from May 1857. An 
application for an Assistant made by the Manager, Fr. John Smith, in 1878 was 
turned down because the Average for the previous quarter was only 36.4 and for
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the preceding quarter only 28.1. Only traces of the foundations now remain.
In 1878 a new slated roofed school was completed in Slievenakilla and school 
work started there. Situated along the Mountain Road on the upstream side of 
the Bridge, it was about 100 yards north from the thatched school. It remained a 
school for 18 years afterwards, and then was used for farm purposes. It is still in 
1979 in a good state of preservation, but the roof has been changed to asbestos.
For a long time past it has been referred to as The Old School in Slievenakilla'. 
Francis McGrail, on whose land it stood, taught in this school. He is referred to 
as teacher for the last time in an Inspector's report of August 1884. Myles Kelliher 
of Greaghnafarna succeeded him until 1885, and was then appointed Principal in 
Urbal N.S. Robert Bannon from Tempo in Fermanagh, who had been teaching in 
Urbal N.S. replaced Myles Kelliher in Slievenakilla N.S. Mary McMorrow, 
afterwards Mrs. Kiernan, became Assistant in 1886. Both Mrs. Kiernan and 
Robert Bannon were diligent and conscientious teachers, and, mainly as a result of 
private study, gained admission to Training Colleges. Robert Bannon took the 
King's Scholarship examination in Ballinamore and was admitted to St. Patrick's 
Training College, Drumcondra, Dublin, where he qualified with the grade First of 
Firsts'. This was the highest qualification obtainable for National School teachers 
at that time. He gave lessons in agriculture in school on winter evenings. Mary 
McMorrow (Mrs. Kiernan) who was trained in Baggot St. Training College had 
some initial difficulty in gaining admission to College. In those days the 
authorities had to be satisfied that a candidate had a secure average in the school 
before being called to training. A very energetic school manager, probably Rev. 
John Smith, saw this difficulty in her case and he also saw the remedy. He rode 
his horse from house to house in Slievenakilla area prevailing on parents to send 
their children to school. The average was secured very quickly and a good service 
was done for teacher and children. In 1895 the building of a new school in 
Carntulla was in progress. It replaced the old school in Slievenakilla which was 
closed the following year.

In 1896 the new Slievenakilla National School in Carntulla was opened.
The estimated cost of building was £381. It contained a class-room as well as the 
main school-room and was suited to accommodate 120 pupils. In September
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1896 Robert Bannon was formally appointed Principal with Mary McMorrow as 
Assistant. In 1926 Mary McMorrow, then Mrs. Kiernan, retired. Robert Bannon 
retired in June 1927, and in July Peter S. Clancy became the new Principal. He 
was awarded the Carlisle and Blake Premium, the highest teaching honour of the 
teaching profession, on two occasions. Peter took a keen interest in the Irish 
language revival and taught all subjects through the medium of Irish. He was a 
keen historian and was responsible for collecting some of the history of 
Ballinaglera and much of that of the neighbouring parish of Inishmagrath. When 
Mrs. Kiernan retired inl926, Miss McCarthy did temporary work in the school 
until Mary Jane Kiernan, Mrs. Kiernan's daughter, was appointed Assistant in 
1927.23 Because of a fall in the average, Mary Jane Kiernan left Slievenakilla N.S. 
in 1943 and went to Tullinamoyle N.S. beyond Dowra. After that Slievenakilla 
was a one-teacher school. Peter Clancy left to become Principal of Cornagee 
N.S. in 1952. Some temporary teachers, including Maureen Doherty and Rita 
Flynn, were appointed to Slievenakilla N.S. during the next few years. In 1958 
Miss Hegarty, now Mrs. Maguire, became Principal. She left in 1962 and became 
Principal in Hollymount-Tullyvacan N.S. Mrs. Clancy24 was Principal in 
Slievenakilla N.S. from 1962 till she retired in 1973. She was succeeded by 
Kathleen Maguire.2" The school was closed in 1977.

Allen View N.S. This school was situated in Clerhanmore on the narrow strip 
along the shore of Lough Allen on the west side of the Dowra-Drumshanbo 
Road, but at a lower level, and about 190 yards south of the bridge over the Tobar 
Bheo-Aoidh River which forms the boundary with Clerhanbeg. All trace of the 
school has long since disappeared. Tradition26 relates that it had a thatched roof. It 
was established in 1854 and taken over by the Education Board in 1856. In the 
latter years, Patrick Durkin, the teacher, was granted a yearly salary of £20. In 
1860 Margaret Dolan was appointed Junior Monitor. Patrick Durkin was paid £1 
for instructing Monitor, M. Durkin, in 1862. In 1863 Margaret Dolan became 
Senior Monitor, and the teacher was paid £1 for instructing her in 1864. Her 
salary was withdrawn in 1866 when the average declined. In 1875 agriculture was 
introduced as a subject, and Patrick Durkin was paid according to the new 
scheme. In 1876 the attendance for agriculture had "shrunk off ". Patrick Durkin
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"resigned" at the end of that year; his salary then was £84, and he was granted a 
retiring gratuity of £80. 9s.lOd. In 1877 the Inspector was asked to give an 
opinion as to the competency of Eliza Maguire and expediency of change from 
M. to F." (apparently referring to the appointment of a female teacher after 
Patrick Durkin retired.) Although Con Durkin appears to have been teaching in 
the school in October 1877, still the Board ordered "that the Roll be struck off 
and all grants thereto cancelled from 31st May 1877". Furthermore, an Inspector's 
report states, "Various representations by Rev. J. Smith, P.P., up till 1882 to have 
Allen View N.S. restored were opposed by Manager, Rev. D. Gray, of neighbouring 
school (perhaps Cratty in Gleann Eolais), and G.F. Hamilton. Head Inspector 
Molloy was consulted and it was finally decided not to restore Allen View to the 
roll of national schools".

Tullynaha N.S. It was situated about 40 yards from the eastern side of the 
Tullyvacan Road upstream from the north side of Lurthan Bridge in Tullynaha. 
The foundations are still discernible on the brow of the gentle slope leading down 
to the stream 30 yards below. The school was established in 1856, and Peter 
Cremer/' the teacher, was granted a salary of £14 from 1 December in that year. 
He does not seem to have remained long in Tullynaha N.S. because he is referred 
to as the teacher in Slievenakilla N.S. from 1 May to the end of September 1857. 
Daniel Flynn28 was the teacher in Tullynaha N.S. in March 1858 remaining at least 
till 31 January 1859. On 28 May 1859 James Kelliher was teaching in the school,
but John Cullen29 was appointed as from 1 July that year and remained till the end
of the year. From June 1858 till September 1859, Brigid McGrail was Work- 
mistress at a salary of £8 per annum. During the first half of 1860 Daniel Flynn 
was again appointed teacher. From 1 January 1862, £15 salary was granted to 
Patrick McGauran; he died on 15 February 1866. Myles McPartlin then appears 
to have been the teacher till he resigned on 2 May 1870. On that date Patrick 
Flynn was appointed: he left in 1872. Cathy Early, a daughter of Pat Early of 
Tullynaha, on whose land the school was built, was the teacher there in February 
1875. Her salary was £15 per annum. She left in April 1886 and Anne Cornyn,30 
who later became Mrs. Kelliher, was appointed in May of the same year. On 31 
August 1888 the school was "struck off".
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Tullyvacan N.S. Established 1 November 1862, Daniel Flynn31 as teacher in this 
school got an annual salary of £15 dating from 1 March 1863. The school was 
situated beside Dan Flynn’s house in Tullyvacan about a quarter of a mile east of 
‘the City’.32 From 1 April 1868, Margaret Dolan was granted a salary of £14 as 
Junior Assistant and Work-mistress, two hours a day to be devoted to needlework. 
Margaret resigned on 30 September 1869 and Anne Dolan was appointed in her 
place. In the Inspectors reports references to Daniel Flynn occur till 1882 when 
Mrs. Anne Flynn, apparently his wife, is also mentioned. She was probably 
Assistant and Work-mistress in the school at the time. Occasional references to 
both continue till April 1885 when the Manager stated that Daniel Flynn was 
resigning owing to ill-health. His salary continued till 30 June 1885, and 
afterwards a pension of £19 was granted him. Mrs. Anne Flynn was then 
appointed Principal. On 10 July 1887 the school was struck off the roll of 
national schools, and all grants transferred to the new vested schools.

In 1886 a new school was built in Hollymount district in the townland of 
Clerhanbeg. It was designed to accommodate 100 children and the estimated cost 
was £282. Situated a quarter of a mile north from the former Allen View N.S. in 
Clerhanmore, closed 9 years earlier, the new school was located so as to serve both 
that and the Tullyvacan districts. It was then given the official name of 
Hollymount-Tullyvacan National School. Charles Carrigan, a native of Doobally, 
was appointed Principal from the 11 July 1887 at a salary of £44 per annum with 
Result Fees. Anne Flynn became Assistant from 30 September 1888 at £27 yearly 
salary This was cancelled from 30 September 1890, "Average attendance being 
insufficient to warrant its continuance", but in October 1891 Anne Flynn was 
appointed Work-mistress at £12 a year with Results Fees for needlework. Later 
she became Assistant teacher. In November 1901 the teachers were directed to 
observe the rule requiring that monitors should get extra instruction for 45 
minutes before or after school hours on five days a week. By Board Order, salary 
was withdrawn from Mrs. Anne Flynn from 31 March 1903 because of low 
average attendance. She then retired on a pension at £10 per annum. Brigid 
Flynn was appointed Manual Instructress from 1 April 1904. Mrs Geraty, who 
came from Ashtown Co. Meath, became Assistant in 1915. Charles Carrigan,
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Principal, retired in 1928 and was succeeded by his son Philip. Miss Geraty, who 
became Mrs. McMorrow, went to teach in Shercock, Co. Cavan, in 1940. She was 
succeeded by Mrs. Catherine O Hara who came from Cornamuckla (North) N.S. 
Mrs. O Hara left in 1944 to teach in Brockagh N.S., Glenfarne. In 1943 Philip 
Carrigan, Principal, went to teach in Keshcarrigan N.S. and was replaced by Mrs. 
Eileen Clancy who came there from Urbal N.S. From 1944, when Mrs O Hara 
left, Hollymount-Tullyvacan became a one-teacher school. Mrs. Clancy went to 
Cornagee N.S. in 1956 to replace her late husband. She was succeeded in 
Hollymount-Tullyvacan N.S. by Mrs. Bruen of Drumshanbo. A year later, Mrs 
Elaine Hegarty became Principal. She came here from Co. Clare and left in 1958 
to go back to Clare. She was replaced by her sister, Louisa Hegarty, who became 
Mrs. Maguire. The school was closed in 1977.

Stradrina Female N.S. This school was of such short duration that the salary of 
£14 a year to the teacher, Anne Dolan, lasted only 13 months - from 1 December 
1865 to 31 December 1866. But it may be deduced that the school operated 
from the date it was established - 10 December 1864. It was "taken into 
connexion by the Board" on 11 December 1866, three weeks before it was struck 
off the Rolls of national schools. The teacher’s salary was paid from 1 December 
1865 ' in consequence of delay in finally deciding the case". The grounds for the 
decision were, "School not required and no probability of sufficient average being 
maintained". An entry in an Inspector’s report dated 11 April 1867 concerning 
"Memorial for grant to school", states, "Rev. F. Mason informed that the case has 
been finally considered and the Commissioners regret it is not possible for them 
to accede to the prayer of this Memorial".

Rolls and Average Daily Attendance
For certain years before 1870 the numbers on rolls in Ballinaglera national 
schools, and the average daily attendance for the previous 12 months are included 
in the inspectors’ reports. Selective instances are given here to form a rough 
pattern of the figures concerned. Seasonal trends which occurred from 1880 
onwards are not truly reflected because pupils from 14 to 17 years who left school
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in spring to help on the farms came back again in winter. During the summer 
months, while the big boys were absent, new pupils started school: thus seasonal 
attendance by the same pupils is not apparent. Besides the numbers on rolls in 
particular schools showed marked changes in different years.

In Eden N.S. the number on roll was 89 in 1855, 48 in 1857, 110 in 1860, 
57 in 1863, 72 in 1865 and 66 in 1866. On average, about 51% of the numbers
on rolls attended school during these six years. Numbers on roll are not given for 
Cornamuckla (North) N.S. in the Inspectors’ reports, but the average daily 
attendance for the 12 months prior to June 1868 was 42. The comparable 
number for November of the same year was 49. For Cornagee N.S. the roll book 
shows an attendance of 38 early in 1883, and 89 in July of that year. In Urbal 
Male N.S. there were 68 pupils, and in Urbal Female N.S. the number was 38 on 
rolls according to the Commissioners’ Report on National Education in 1851. 
Inspectors’ reports which do not distinguish between the male and female sections
give the number on the roll as 57 in 1855, 78 in 1860, and 64 in 1866.
Attendance was about 55% of roll numbers. In Coralubber N.S. the Report of 
Commissioners of National Education, 1851, gives the number on roll as 61 
during the half year ended 31 March 1851, and as 80 for the following half year.
In Slievenakilla N.S., the number on roll dropped from 91 to 77 between July and 
October 1855. The number was 86 in July 1857, 68 in July 1859, increasing to 80 
in November of that year. It was 52 in July 1862, 57 in 1864 and 1865, and 58 in 
1866. In these years average attendance was around 56%. Apart from these 
records, it is related locally that in the 1880s there were over 100 pupils on the roll 
in Slievenakilla N.S. In Allen View N.S., the number on roll was 53 from 
February 1865 till April 1866, and average attendance was 29. Average attendance 
was 23 between July 1867 and March 1868, increasing by 1 till the following 
November. InTullynaha N.S., there'were 64 on roll in April 1857, 114 in May 
1858, 89 in July 1860, and 63 in March 1866. During these years average 
attendance was around 57%. In Tullyvacan N.S., the number on roll was 51 in 
December 1863, and 66 in June 1866. Average attendance was around 67%.
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Standards of Education
For over 40 years after the establishment of the first national school in Ballinaglera 
(1844) , no teaching qualification was required other than satisfying the inspector 
as regards competency to teach. The criterion of a teacher’s competence was the 
assessment in the school on inspection day. Results fees were paid to satisfactory 
teachers, while salary for a quarter was occasionally withheld from those deemed 
unsatisfactory. In the 1880s some young teachers of the parish studied privately 
and passed the Kings Scholarship. They were admitted to Training Colleges and 
qualified. For these a standard scale of salary then applied but, in the case of 
Assistants, their tenure depended on minimum pupil average attendance. Even 
while these teachers were studying, the educational standard of their pupils was 
rising. The result was, an interest in and an appreciation of education which has 
persisted down through the years.

Judging by inspectors’ reports before 1870 the standards reached by pupils in 
Ballinaglera were not high. In the national schools of Eden, Slievenakilla, Allen 
View,Tullynaha and Tullyvacan, the highest was fourth standard. Urbal N.S. had a 
fifth standard. The position was very different from about 1880 onward. For over 
40 years after that time, the general standard of primary education was very 
satisfactory under the old system. In some schools there was an eighth standard 
which many ambitious pupils reached. From fifth class upward, algebra and 
geometry were taught as extra subjects in some schools, teachers and pupils 
concerned remaining half an hour longer than usual on certain evenings each 
week. Fifth and sixth classes had separate standard reading books which were 
passed on to younger family members. Those books dealt with a wide variety of 
interesting topics, including administrative, social and economic affairs. Pupils 
were introduced to Shakespeare - rather ambitious for the time. But passages 
from Twelfth Night, The Merchant of Venice and As You Like It were 
committed to memory by the pupils, and no doubt this inculcated a taste for 
Shakespeare’s works in some of the school-going children of the day.

Notwithstanding a great advance in primary standards during the last 
quarter of the 19th century, parents were still slow to realise the necessity for 
education. Before that time they were illiterate themselves for the most part, and
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besides they needed their children’s help on the small farms. Progress in 
education was delayed also by lack of co-operation between parents and teachers 
with regard to homework. There were cases where children had neither the time 
nor the energy for school homework after a hard evening’s work digging a 
vegetable garden, looking after cattle, or working in hay-fields. The younger 
members of a family were not so hard pressed, with the result that they could take 
full advantage of the educational opportunities available in the local schools.

Yet another problem with regard to the progress of education in Ballinaglera 
was the absence of bridges across some rivers. Stepping-stones placed across rivers 
were hazardous for school-children. There was a case in the Slievenakilla- 
Aughrim area in the 1890s where a parent3' brought his own children, and those 
of his neighbours, across the Yellow River on horseback and braved the floods to 
get them to Slievenakilla School. In 1921 when an old footbridge across the river 
between Aughrim and Carnatulla was swept away, a new one was erected there 
through local subscriptions and a small grant from Leitrim Co. Council. This 
relieved a serious problem regarding school attendance.

REVIVAL OF IRISH

During the early part of the present century, efforts were made in this parish 
aimed at reviving the Irish language by holding night classes throughout the 
winter months. Fr. Michael McLoughlin, who was curate here from September 
1908 till September 1909, was probably the greatest advocate. It has been related 
in tradition that there was a school in Greaghnafarna, perhaps in the late 19th or 
early present century, where Fr. McLoughlin’s mother, nee O Rourke, from 
Inishmagrath Parish was a teacher.31 It does not appear to be known who 
sponsored or controlled the school and a careful search of records pertaining to 
national schools in the Public Record Office, Dublin, has failed to find any 
reference to it. It appears a matter for surmise as to whether the school was 
sponsored by the Gaelic League with Irish the main or only subject taught. The 
influence of the Gaelic League was probably felt here around the time. From
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1922 onward, many enthusiasts, both young and middle-aged, attended night 
classes for Irish in the disused creamery, Urbal School and Mulvey’s loft beside the 
Church.

The introduction of Irish as a subject in the national schools about 1922 
was favourably received by the people of the parish generally, and the children 
were encouraged to co-operate. However, the great disadvantage was that the 
older teachers had little or no knowledge of the language, and some of them did 
not undertake to learn it. After a time young Assistants in certain schools taught 
Irish to all the classes. Robert Bannon, Principal of Slievenakilla N.S., at the age 
of 60 started studying the grammar and for some years he spent considerable parts 
of his vacation in Gaeltacht areas. He taught Irish in his school from 1922 till 
1927. However, his pronunciation was not his strongest point. During part of 
that time, the late J.J. Kiernan who had learned Irish at St. Patrick’s College, 
Cavan, taught it occasionally on behalf of his mother in Slievenakilla N.S. where 
she was Assistant. The younger teachers worked hard till they became qualified to 
teach the language in all the Ballinaglera schools.

CHANGE IN SCHOOL CURRICULUM
AND AVERAGE ATTENDANCE

In 1922 when our native government came into being, a change took place in the 
school atmosphere. Although the old text books were used for a short time 
afterwards, some new ones with a different cultural outlook were soon introduced. 
With Irish as a subject added to the school programme, there was also a renewed 
interest in the study of Irish history.

The Compulsory Attendance Act for primary schools which came into 
effect in 1927 resulted in a more steady average attendance for some years 
afterwards. Later however, due to decreasing population,3" averages in the schools 
declined. The number of pupils in national schools in Ballinaglera in 1942 was 
166, and in 1973 the number was 101.

In September 1977 the three remaining operative national schools in the 
parish were amalgamated. Cornagee N.S., near Dowra, being the most modern
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school in the parish, was made the central national school following the close 
down at that time of Slievenakilla N.S. and Hollymount-Tullyvacan N.S. The 
total number of pupils is less than 100 and there are three teachers - Mr. John 
Carron, Principal, and Mrs. Louisa Maguire and Miss Kathleen Maguire, Assistants. 
The children are conveyed to and from Cornagee N.S. by bus. Although 
educational advantages are likely to accrue in regard to the better facilities, 
nevertheless, it is felt by some people that much of the individual attention for 
which the smaller schools were renowned is being lost.

POST-PRIMARY EDUCATION

Opportunities for post-primary education for average pupils in Ballinaglera were 
practically non-existent until the early 1930s when a bus collected children to 
attend Drumkeeran Vocational School. Before that time the majority of children, 
for a few years after leaving school, worked at home or, in the case of some boys, 
on near-by farms for very small wages, while some of the girls did house-work in 
the district. But at the age of 18 or 19 most of them emigrated to England or 
America, and through lack of education had to take menial jobs. With the 
coming of compulsory primary education and vocational schools, emigration 
tended to be at a higher age. Those young people were now fitted for better 
employment, either at home or abroad. Although many continued to emigrate, 
some girls went into offices and certain boys worked at trades locally in 
Drumshanbo, Carrick-on-Shannon and Sligo, while some found employment in 
Dublin. Many who emigrated often came home for holidays, and indeed in latter 
years some came back to stay. Some years ago a vocational school was opened in 
Drumshanbo, and children from Urbal and Hollymount-Tullyvacan schools have 
gone there, while those from Slievenakilla and Cornagee schools went to the 
vocational schools in Drumkeeran. These vocational schools prepare pupils for 
public examinations, which means that educational facilities here for young people 
are much improved.
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APPENDICES
Appendix I

Extracts from Sources in the National Library, Dublin, Concerning the Civil and 
Protestant Parish of Drumreilly.

Statements in certain documents concerning Protestant vicars administering in particular 
civil parishes also give certain periods of time during which these parishes as such 
existed. It is the latter consideration which is of consequence here, particularly regarding 
the civil and Protestant parish of Drumreilly.

A typescript copy of manuscript entitled,‘Biographical Succession list of Clergy of 
Kilmore’ (Protestant), compiled by Rev. Canon J.B. Leslie, M.A., D. Litt. M.R.I.A.. P. 160, 
states "From 1661 to 1835 Drumreilly was held withTempleport". The context in 
which this statement appears shows it to be in relation to one Protestant vicar having 
administered both civil parishes. The same document, P.323, states Templeport and 
Drumreilly were disunited by order of council, 24th March, 1835", while on P. 162 it is 
stated: "In 1923 Drumreilly became joined to Newtowngore and Corawallen'.

In First Report of Commissioners of Public Instruction, 1835, Vol. 33. P. 44a. it is 
stated: "Templeport and Drumreilly - the parishes adjoin and the benefice is 29 miles in 
length. N.B. - This union is about to be dissolved". Concerning Drumreilly it is stated on 
same page, under the heading ‘Roman Catholic Chapel’, that there was a chapel at 
Listrockty, one at Drumlea, and one at Bannaghlane, but there is no mention of the 
thatched roofed chapel in Ballinaglera area.

In Topographical Dictionary of Ireland, by Samuel Lewis, 1837, it is stated in \ol. I, 
P 520: "Drumreilly, a parish partly in the barony ofTullaghagh (Tullyhaw)’, county of 
Cavan and province of Ulster, and partly in that of Dromahaire, but chiefly in that of 
Carrigallen.. ..This parish was separated from Templeport by act of council in 1835 ..." 
The same work, Vol. 2, P. 613, dealing with Templeport parish, states: "The living is a 
rectory and vicarage in the diocese of Kilmore and in the patronage of the Bishop: it was 
formerly united to the vicarage of Drumreilly from which it was separated in 1835, on 
the decease of the late Dr. Bushe, by act of council on the recommendation of the 
Pluralities Commissioners".
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Appendix II

Analysis of surnames of occupiers, or householders, in Ballinaglera as derived from 
Griffith Valuation placed in descending numerical order and compared with the 
respective numbers in 1975.

1856 1975 1856 1975 1856 1975
Me Partlin 36 11 Reynolds 3 1 Golden 1 —
McGourty 23 8 Kelly 3 — Guihan 1 —
Rynn 23 4 Locke 3 — Hamilton 1 —
Flynn 21 12 McAveney 3 — Henegan 1 —
Loughlin 19 12 NcNiff 3 — Jordan 1 —
Kelleher 15 2 FergusonCD 2 4 Keaney 1 —
Gilrane 14 3 Gildea 2 2 Keegan 1 —
Gilmartin 13 9 McPadden 2 2 Lunny 1 —
Cremer 13 4 Belford 2 — Lyons 1 —
Forde 13 2 Brady 2 - McCaffrey 1 —
Simpson 13 1 Comiskey 2 - McCahill 1 —
McTigue 11 7 Fallon 2 — McGlynn 1 —
Earley 11 5 Gilhooly 2 — McGowan 1 —
McGrail 10 7 Horan 2 — McInerney 1 —
Durkin 10 5 Lee 2 — Moreton 1 —
McHugh 8 4 LoganCD 2 — Rodden 1 -
McMorrow 8 4 McGovern 1 3 Sheridan 1 -
McTiernan 8 3 Maguirefp 1 3 Vaughan 1 —
Rourke 7 3 O’ Hara 1 3 Boyle — 1
Mulvey 6 2 Connor 1 1 Clarke — 1
Wynne 6 2 Doyle 1 1 Conn — 1
Peyton 6 — Moran 1 1 Costelloe — 1
Clancy 5 3 Ward 1 1 Keenan - 1
Cornyn 5 2 Blesset 1 — Kiernan — 1
Carrigan 4 5 Carroll « 1 - Leonard — 1
Gilchreest 4 5 Christie 1 — McCauley — 1
Darcy 4 2 Conlan 1 — McReill — 1
Healy 4 2 Coyle 1 — O’ Dwyer - 1
McKeon 4 2 Crowne 1 - O’ Keeffe — 1
Dolan 4 1 Deignan 1 — Rev.
Keerekan 4 1 Doherty 1 - A. Smith — 1
McGirl 4 — Farmer 1 — Smollens - 1
Cullen 3 1 Fee 1 Walsh 1
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Appendix III

The following are townlands comprising estates of immediate lessors, as they were 
titled, some of whom were landlords and other lessees, and the number of 
holdings let to tenants in each townland as extracted from the record of Griffith 
Valuation, 1856, in respect of the part of the civil parish of Drumreilly which is in 
Ballinaglera. However, from information derived from Registry of Deeds, other 
petty landlords and lessees held various portions of lands within these townlands 
but were not mentioned in Griffith Valuation which was not concerned with titles 
to property. Those named under the heading ‘Immediate Lessor’ were generally 
regarded by the occupiers or tenants in Ballinaglera as landlords.

LET TO TENANTS
IN COMMON

Immediate Lessor Townlands as in
Griffith Valuation

No. of 
Holdings

Bog
Acres

Mountain
Acres

Reps. Robert Hall {Annagh Lower 11 ?•
(in chancery) {Annagh Upper 11 10

{Eden 12
Matthew Keon
&Patrick Flynn Cornageeha 9 1/5

{Cornaguillagh 10 3
{Cuiltia 7

Isabella Palmer {Derrinwillin 24 4
{Kilmore 12 12
{Tullynapurtlin 18 4 16

{Cornamucklagh Nth. 18 2
Rev.Wm. R. Stacke { Derry nahona 8

{Greaghnafearna 36 8 37

Lord Bishop of {Inismagrath Island 1
Elphin, Kilmore & {Kilgarriff and 2
Ardagh & Rev. {25 ac. Bog in Fahy 25
Samuel Magee
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LET TO TENANTS
IN COMMON

Immediate Lessor Townlands as in
Griffith Valuation

No. of 
Holdings

Bog
Acres

Mountai
Acres

Wm. Lewis Fahy, except 25 ac. bog 7

Robert C. Barber 
(in chancery)

Corglass 10

Susan de Courcey 
and others

Drumristan 17 43

Wm. Butler Cleighran Beg 
except 99 ac. land

1 3 58

Charles Ferguson 99ac. land
Cleighran Beg

6

Michael Moreton Cleighran More 
except 31 ac. land

26 130

Arthur John Vesy and 31 ac. land in Cleighran More, 1
Lindsay Burchall Cornamucklagh Sth. 

except 160 ac. land
17 198

Bryan Dolan 45 ac. in Cornamucklagh Sth. 3

Robert Peyton 98 ac. in Cornamucklagh Sth. 4

Peter Curnan 17 ac. in Cornamucklagh Sth. 2

Edw. KingTennison Sradinagh 11 1018

{Tullynahaia 19 1 407
{Tullyveacan 30 396

Morgan Crofton {Urbal 10
{Urbal Barr 10 1
{Drumnafinnila 13 6
{Drumnafinnila Barr 6 134

Cath. Penelope Jones Aughrim 24 405
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LET TO TENANTS
IN COMMON

Immediate Lessor Townlands as in
Griffith Valuation

No. of 
Holdings

Bog
Acres

Mountain
Acres

Rev. Arthur Ellis Slievenakilla 20 886

Reps. John Young Slievenakilla 1339

{Carntullagh 12 263
{ Sranagarvanagh 17 262

Wm. Ormsby Gore {Cortober 16 48
{Dereenageer 13 6
{Largandill 7 7
{Druminalass 8
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Appendix IV

Sizes of holdings of Land in Parish in 1856 excluding numerous Plots
one acre.

Acres Acres Number
over 1 but not exceeding 5 60
over 5 but not exceeding 10 112
over 10 but not exceeding 15 90
over 15 but not exceeding 20 66
over 20 but not exceeding 25 34
over 25 but not exceeding 30 29
over 30 but not exceeding 35 18
over 35 but not exceeding 40 5
over 40 but not exceeding 45 5
over 45 but not exceeding 50 4
over 50 but not exceeding 55 3
over 55 but not exceeding 60 4

There were 8 holdings of land each over 60 acres held by the following:

Ac.
61
74
77
91
96

119
164

184

Laurence Gilmartin and James Reynolds in Cortober.
John Ferguson in Cleighran Beg (sic).
Robert and Tobias Peyton in Cornamucklagh South.
Terence, Felix and Anne Roufke in Cortober.
Frances McKeon and Tierney Rourke in Carntullagh 
Charles Ferguson in Cleighran Beg.
Patrick, Peter, John, Michael,Terence and Stephen McPartlan and 
Terence Connor in Slievenakilla.
Rev. Samuel Magee who himself together with Lord Bishop of Kilmore, 
Elphin and Ardagh was landlord in Kilgarriff.
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Rateable Valuation of arable and semi-arable land worked out at from about 
two shillings and six pence to fifteen shillings per acre depending on quality, a 
great many holdings having been from 6 to 9 shillings per acre.

Rents are not referred to in Griffith Valuation. From answers to questions 
supplied by Fr. Thomas Brady, Adm., in 1831 for First Report of Commissioners, 
Poor Laws (Ireland), "rents for cabins without land £1 per annum; cabins with a 
small kitchen garden £1. 10. 0." Average rent of land was given at from 10/- to 
£1 sterling between arable and pasture".

Herdsmen and Herds’ Houses
Although Fr. Brady’s answers to questions in 1831 included the statement There 
were no herdsmen", Griffith Valuation in 1856 does refer to herds’ houses in five 
instances. In the case of three of the herds’ houses which are mentioned, these 
houses , for valuation purposes, were included with the lands on which they were 
situated and the names given are those of occupiers of the lands. The houses were 
probably occupied by herds whose names are not given in these three cases.

Townland

Cleighran Beg 
ditto

Occupier of Lands

Charles Ferguson 
ditto

78) Two herds 
houses

In the following two cases the names given appear to be those of the occupiers of 
the Herds’ Houses.

Townland

Cornaguillagh
Greaghnafarna

Occupier of House

John McGrale (sic)
Felix and Anne Rourke

Valuation

5 shillings. 
10 shillings.
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Appendix V

"Leitrim’s Religious Record ". (SeeThe Leitrim Guardian 1972)

It is said of Leitrim that we have the highest percentage of our population in Religion 
in Ireland! We endeavoured to record for parochial and county records, a complete list of 
all the Religious in the county.We cannot presume that the lists ... here are totally 
accurate or complete ... We guarantee to publish in full any list completed and detailed. 
Why not inform us, or your local clergy?" "EDITOR"

Eileen Clancy)
(17 priests, we know of, from the parish are given in Chapter IV)

Rev. Bro. John Forde, Irish C.B. Cabra Dublin.
Rev. Bro. Hugh O Hara, Irish C.B. India, now in Newry. 
Rev. Bro. Patrick E. Maguire, Irish C.B.Thurles.
Rev. Bro. Norbert McPartlin, C.P., Cloonmahon.
Sr. Gabriel (McGourty), England.
Sr. Martha (McGourty), England.
Sr. Roseanna (Flynn), O.P Jamaica.
Sr. Edmond (McGourty), F.S.A., New York.
Sr. Baptist (McTiernan), New York.
Sr. Rita (McKeon), St. Louis, Monaghan.
Sr. Catherine (McMorrow), Mercy, Sligo.
Sr. Raphael (McMorrow), Mercy, Belturbet.
Sr. Alexis (Rynn), St. Louis, Rathmines.
Sr. Dominic (Rynn), Marist, Dublin.
Sr. Anthony (Rynn), Marist, Balia.
Sr. Ann Kathleen (Clancy), F.S.A., Oregon, U.S.A.
Sr. Cyra (McMorrow), Good Shepherd, Waterford.
Sr. Gerard (Me Morrow), Good Shepherd, Newry.
Sr. Helen Patricia (McTiernan) S.S.J., U.S.A.
Sr. M. Anthony (McGourty), Mercy, Moville.
Sr. Justina (McTigue), Sisters of Providence, U.S.A.
Sr. Joseph Anna (Early), Sisters of Atonement, Drumshanbo. 
Sr. Michael (McMorrow), Franciscan
Sr. Raphael (McMorrow), Franciscan.
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Appendix VI

BALLINAGLERA THAT WE RE PROUD TO OWN
(by Myles McTigue) (supplied by Michael McPartlin)

Air: The Wearing of the Green

This is Ballinaglera with her valleys and her hills,
That smile and swell around us twixt her mountains and her rills. 

Her Gaelic and her Latin roots to all the world have shown. 
That it is the home of clergy and ‘tis that we re proud to own.

(Chorus): Tis that we re proud to own boys,
Tis that we re proud to own. (Repeat)

Remember Tobar Bheo Aoidh, shall its memory ever fade?
Where hundreds of our priesthood were ordained beneath its shade.

And fourteen holy bishops from its cloister long have flown,
Sainted gems of Ballinaglera, and ‘tis that we're proud to own. (Chorus)

III

Oh! forget not young McGirl and McGreal who showed their pluck 
When they rushed for Irelands freedom on the fields of Ballinamuck: 

They gave their lives to free our isle from England 's thirsty throne 
Gallant sons of Ballinaglera and ‘tis that we’re proud to own. (Chorus)

IV

Oh! the Land League had its martyrs too. for one a grave did fill, 
Young McGovern for defending ruined homes in Slieve na Cill. 

Many on plank beds lay that were never heard to moan.
Gallant sons of Ballinaglera and ‘tis that we re proud to own. (Chorus)

Oh! who is there to lead us through the dark and stormy night?
Who never did desert us in thick and bloody Light,

They re the sons of Irish parents and they sprang from Garryowen 
They're the priests of Ballinaglera and ‘tis that were proud to own. (Chorus)
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BALLINAGLERA AND GLAN

Composed by the late Myles McTigue at request of the late Peter S. Clancy B.A. for 
concert in Gian while teaching there 1922-1927. (Supplied by Patrick Flynn) 

Air: Men of the West
I

We are proud of (he deeds of our fathers 
Who are lying at rest in their clay. 

They left us full farms and homesteads, 
The evictors they drove far away.

The tyrants they made them go easy 
Subduing the crow bar and can, 

Because there was plenty of courage,
In Ballinaglera and Gian.

(Chorus) Hurrah for the boys of old ‘ Glera
Three cheers for each jolly Gian man 
Who never knew yet what defeat was

In Ballinaglera and Gian.

II
Our mountains gave birth to the Shannon, 
Which down through its valleys does plough 
It spreads out white waves on Lough Allen

And washes old glera s fair brow.
But better than waves are the records 
Left down by each woman and man

As they dashed through the ‘Gap' out to White-sides 
From Ballinaglera and Gian. (Chorus)

III
On the sunny side of Sliabh an Iarainn 

There s a very big stone on the pass.
It's named to this day ‘Cloch a' tSagairt 
Where the holy priests often said Mass. 
And up from the side of the mountain 

Our forefathers manfully ran 
And we'd walk in their footsteps tomorrow 
In Ballinaglera and Gian. (Chorus)

IV
And now we bid you good morning 
Which ne r brings a tear to our eye. 

When we think of your 
Ceacl Mile Failte 

We 'll remember it boys till we die.
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REFERENCE NOTES

1
2 
3

4

Chapter 1

See Introduction, and Chapter 1, p. 1.
Loch a’ Ghuagain - the lough of the enclosed area - in this case surrounded by hills. 
R. deValera, Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy Vol. 60, Section C., No. 2, The 
Court Cairns of Ireland’, p. 102. A plan of the monument also appears in this work. 
An account of the MacConshnamha family is given in Historical Notices of the 
Parish of Inismagrath, Co. Leitrim, p. 263, by the late Peter S. Clancy, B.A., N.T.
Henceforth in these notes, that work will be referred to as Inishmagrath, Clancy.

5. See Breifne 1961, pp. 331-332, by the late Fr. Canice Mooney, O.F.M.
6. Called "island parishes" because together they are disjoined from the main portion 

of Ardagh Diocese by some 4 miles, along which the dioceses of Kilmore meets 
that of Elphin.

7. Very Rev. Dr. Owen Francis CanonTraynor, P.P, Mullagh, who supplied the 
information on St. Beo-Aodh of Ardcarne, says his informant on Tullynascrin was 
the late Gerry Mulrooney of Ballintogher.

8. Souterrain is an archaeological term denoting a man-made subterranean cavern used 
as a place of storage and as a place of refuge. Grain was sometimes stored in it.

9. In Breifne 1971, p. 207, Dr.Traynor stressed the influence of St. Beo-Aodh on the 
boundaries of Ardcarne-Ardagh Diocese on the Rathbreasil Synod of 1111 A.D.

10. An account of Fr. Padraig O Coirnin is to be found in Inishmagrath, Clancy, p. 285._ X _
Cuirnin or O Cuirnin is the form of that surname prevalent in most collections _ -

of annals, but in Irish Men of Learning, Chapter IX, by Fr. Paul Walsh, the form O 
Coirnin as appearing in 1704 is referred to in dealing with Fr. Padraig O Coirnin. 
The modern English spelling is Cornyn, the surname of the people who have lived 
in Ballinaglera since at least around 1834 as recorded in Drumreilly Tithe Lists.

11. See Breifne 1961, pp. 331-332, by the late Fr. Canice Mooney, O.F.M.
12. Michael Gildea of Drumristan says that Nancy Karr, a native of Enniskillen, married 

the son of a horse-dealer named McGourty who lived near Cartown House, 
Carrick-on-Shannon. They came to live in Stradina in the house where James 
McGourty was born in the 1860s and where he lived all his life. The house has 
been demolished and the land attached to it bought by Patrick Gilchreest who lives
there in 1979.
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13.

14.

15.

16. 
17.

18.

19.
20. 
21. 
22.

23.

1.

2.

3.

Derived from Griffith Valuation dealing with the portion of Drumreilly Parish in 
Dromahaire Barony.
The six townlands of Drumreilly Lower in Co. Cavan are Doon, Moher,
Ardmoneen, Garryfliugh, Knockfin and Corraleehanbeg.
The six townlands transferred to Drumreilly Lower from Oughteragh Parish are 
Clogher, Drumcroman, Drumgownagh, Mulnavannoge (or Mullinavanogue), 
Kiltyhugh, and Kiltycreevagh.
See Appendix I.
See Diocese of Kilmore, Its History and Antiquities by the late Dr. Philip O’
Connell, pp. 114-115, wherein it is stated that the Irish form of the name is ‘Druim 
air Bhealaigh . i.e. the ridge of the eastern road. It is further stated in the same pages 
that in the Martyrology of Donegal a festival in honour of the "Seven Bishops of 
Drumairbhealaigh’ is registered as on January 15th.
See ‘Commentarius Rinuccinianus’.Vol.V, pp. 50-51, date of document 25th July 
1652. Ed. by Stanislaus Kavanagh, O.F.M., Cap.
‘Composition Book of Connaught’, Ed. Freeman, p. 140.
Memoirs and Correspondence ofViscount Castlereagh’.Vol. IV, p. 119.

Inishmagrath, Clancy, p. 297.
Dr. Farrell O Reilly, Bishop of Kilmore (1806-1829) and his Co-adjutor, Dr. Patrick 
Maguire, O.F.M., sent a joint relatio to Rome in 1822 on the state of the diocese.
In the list of priests Rev. Patrick Carroll is given as P.P. of Ballinaglera. Dr. James 
Browne also mentions him in his Visitation Book in the years 1827 and 1829. He 
omits his Christian name.
See p. 10.

Chapter II

In Ballinaglera the word ditch is usually intended to mean a clay or stone fence, 
while the drain alongside is often referred to as the seogh’ which seems to be of 
Scottish origin. The ‘Cross Ditch’jn some townlands, e.g. in Coralubber and 
Stranagarvanagh, separates farms from adjoining tulachai, while the fence or ditch 
separating these tulachai from mountain commons is known by various other names. 
This revision was done by Prof. Seamus P. 0 Mordha of St. Patrick’s College of 
Education, Drumcondra, Dublin.
Cor na tulcha - the turn or twist of the tulach or upland - a derivation given by the
late Peter S. Clancy.
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4.

5.

6. 
7.

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

9.
10.

Sliabh na Coille, as the derivation was given by the late Peter S. Clancy. Dr. O. F. 
Traynor is in full agreement. Change in the pronunciation of the slender ‘cille’ may 
have occurred.
James Gilchreest of Tullynaha and James Doyle of Aughrim say they heard the latter’s 
father, the late Michael Doyle (died 1952) relate the incident without mentioning 
the priest’s name. He may have been Fr. Charles Reynolds, O.F.M. of tradition. 
Michael Francis Flynn, Carntulla, gave the information.
See under the heading ‘Physical Features’, Ch. I, pp. 1-2.

Chapter III

The names and activities of Franciscan friars reputedly domiciled in Corraglas 
towards the end of the 17th century have been found in notes of the late Peter S. 
Clancy and mentioned in his Inismagrath. He procured the information from the 
late Patrick Travers of Derrinvoney, New Bridge, Inismagrath, who was born in 
1883. Travers had heard traditions about Franciscan friars from Phil Keegan and 
John McFadden. The latter lived to be 90, and his mother, nee Nancy Forde, was 
about 100 years old. For further information on friars see Breifne 1961, pp. 331-332 
by Fr. Canice Mooney, O.F.M.
See Ref. Note 1, Ch. II.
See Ref. Note 10, Ch. I.
Fr. Charles Reynolds, O.F.M., has been tentatively placed by the Most Rev. Dr.

1750 and FrFrancis J. Kiernan, our present bishop, between Fr. Philip Magauran - 
Ambrose Cassidy - 1801 - . See Breifne 1972. p. 374.
For fuller description see Poll a Chait in Aughrim under heading, Some Local Sub
denominations’. Ch. II.
This traditional account of Fr. McGowan has been found in the notes of the late 
Peter S. Clancy.
He is Patrick McMorrow of Fahy.
Told by the late Terence Forde of Tullynaha who died in 1950 aged 82. He was a 
great grandson of Dominick Forde, and father of the late Patrick J. Forde.
Tim Forde was a son of Dominick.
See Heinrich Wagner, Linguistic Atlas and Survey of Irish Dialects.Vol. Ill, for 
material collected from Hubert Forde, pp. 371-377; also Vol. I passim. See also 
Caniiint Mhuintir Chionnaith and ‘Claim Fhearmaighe’ by Stiofain O Ceilleachair, 

Breifne Vol.lII. no. 10, pp. 266-295 and No. 11. pp. 299-319, containing traditional
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11.

12.

13.
14.
15.
16. 
17.

18.
19.

20.

21.

22.
23.

24.
23.

24.

material in Irish from Hubert Forde of Derrinageer, Brigid Darcy, Greaghnafarna,_ - - **
Francis Early, Eden, and Thomas Gilmartin, Slievenakilla. O Ceilleachair collected 
his material in 1940 and Wagner around 1953.
Dan McGlynn, born about 1870, lived all his life in The City’, (a group of houses in 
Tullyvacan) till his death in the late 1930s. His son, Bobbie, emigrated, leaving the 
house vacant.
One of these was Owen Gilchreest ofTullynaha whose father, Frank, (1836-1916) 
worked as a boy on The Mountain Road in 1847.
This was done by Eileen Clancy assisted by Mary Jane Kiernan.
See Appendix II.
See Appendix IV.
Related by Michael Francis Flynn, Carntulla.
P. J. Forde has it from his mother (nee McPartlin), reared in Slievenakilla, that about 
1800 Micheal McPartlin, her great grandfather, became tenant of these lands and 
mountain area. He divided the lands in four approximately equal portions between 
his sons Padraig, Peadar and Johnny, and his daughter who married a man named 
Connor.
Townland spelling as taken from the records concerned.
Padraig and Peadar McPartlin were brothers, and fathers respectively of Mylie 
and Dan.
The rev. Arthur Ellis had a Dublin address at 5 Great Denmark St. He probably 
owned the house and lived there.
Patrick McGourty, a native of Slievenakilla, who lived for some years in Dublin, says 
he heard his father, Francis, say that he remembered when the road ended at the 
Carntulla-Slievenakilla boundary before McGrail’s Bridge was built. As Francis was 
born in 1853, the time in question was, presumably, in the 1860s.
Source - Michael Francis Flynn of Carntulla.
Patrick J. Forde, then ofTullynaha, as a small boy, saw The Lodge in this condition
in 1920.
See Ref. Note I, Ch. II. *
Michael Francis Flynn of Carntulla, grandson of William Cornyn, and son of Tom 
Flynn, has told the story of his family’s possession of Inch island.
Patrick J. Forde was one of the children who had this experience.
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Chapter IV

1. See Ch. Ill, p 41.
2. See Ch. I, p. 15.
3. See Ch. Ill, p. 42.
4. See Ch. Ill, p. 42.
5. See Ch. 1, p. 11.
6. The parishes referred to throughout the present work are those prior to the 

amalgamation of 1969. They are shown on the map of Kilmore Diocese and its 
parishes, page 68, reproduced from The Book of Kilmore Cathedral (1947). 
However, the parish of Ballaghameehan is shown on the map as Rossinver" which 
has been the usually accepted name of that parish in recent times. Likewise, the 
parish of Kilsherdany is shown on the map as "Kill".

7. See Ch. I, p. 16.
8. For further traditions of Fr. Bryan Keaney while in Ballinaglera, see Inishmagrath,

Clancy, p. 308.
9. Concerning Fr. Mason’s will and his interest in lands in Clerhanbeg (older form 

Cleighran Beg), see St. Patrick’s College, Cavan, A Centenary History p. 125. by 
Rev.T. P. Cunningham and Rev. D. Gallogly.

10. Fr.Thomas McGauran’s nephew,Very Rev. John McGauran, who served as C.C. in 
Drumkeeran, was P.P. of Killesher and died P.P. Ballintemple on 20 Dec. 1957.

11. A water system having been recently installed in the church, Fr. Rynn. PR, in 1953 
had a boarded floor fitted in it, a new vestibule erected, railings put around the 
baptismal font and the two confessionals modified.

12. Inishmagrath, Clancy, p. 313.
13. The house in Lurgandill where Fr. McCabe resided is on a hill about 90 yards from 

the right-hand side of the main road going towards Dowra and within about 240 
yards of the stream farther on which forms the boundary with Dernahona. It 
remained the residence of curates until 1926 when Fr. Patrick J. Brady, C.C., 
changed to a house, then owned by a Cornyn family, just across the boundary in 
Dernahona near the left-hand side of the main road. This latter house continued to 
be occupied by curates till 1950, the start of a time when the parish had no curate. 
Soon afterwards it was purchased by an O Dwyer family.

14. Stated by Michael Gildea of Drumristan.
Information was supplied by Mrs. Josie Wheatley (nee Early). Drumshanbo, a 
granddaughter of Brian Early who was a brother of Fr. Terence.

15
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16. For further information re Michael McMorrow see Chapter VII, p. 199 and p. 201.
17. Information derived from St. Patrick’s College, Cavan, A Centenary History, p. 121, 

which contains a list of priests who completed their theology courses at the college,
1874-1886.

18. See Ref. Note 17 from above source.
19. Frank McHugh, whose wife was a sister of Peter Flynn (‘Fabber’) of Tullyvacan, 

bought the farm where they lived in Cornamuckla South from Peytons, a Protestant 
family who owned much land there.

Chapter V

1. See Ref. Note 21, Ch. III.
2. Told by Francis Cornyn and Thomas McGourty, both now living in Slievenakilla.
3. See Chapter II, p. 24.
4. Michael Gildea of Drumristan says that around 1650 certain Flynn families came 

from Co. Galway and settled in Tullyvacan. He also says that Patrick Flynn living in 
‘The City’ and around 84 years of age in 1979 is a descendant of one of those 
families, but that the ancestors of the two Flynn families who were blacksmiths there 
till about 1950, when they gave up the trade, came from somewhere he does not 
know at a much later date.

5. Michael Gildea of Drumristan gave most of this information.
6. One of the others appears to have been (Mrs.) Margaret McManus mentioned in 

Griffith records and referred to by Michael Gildea.
7. Francis McTigue lived in ‘The City’, his farm being in Tullyvacan.The farms of all 

the others were in Drumristan.
8. Dan and Mrs. Boyle of Lower Annagh supplied the information on mud-walled 

houses.
9. Bog oak and bog deal were often found deeply embedded in bogs where the trees 

appear to have fallen in the distant past. Acidic preservative prevalent in the bogs 
caused the timber to become very,durable and resistant to dry rot and woodworm. 
Thus, it was very suitable for roof rafters and laths or ribs roughly carved. Such 
timber was also used as a fuel, but was very tough to cut and split.

10. The use of blue clay for grate hobs was told by Joe McKiernan, Manorhamilton, and 
its use for cooking the Christmas goose byTadhg Early, Coralubber.

11. A loy is a kind of spade about 5ft. long but it has a heavy wooden handle or shaft. 
See illustration p. 111.
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12. Irish or plantation measure, with 7 instead of 51/2 yards in the linear perch, was

13
long in use in Ballinaglera.
‘Foy’ seems to come from the Irish word, fothach = foundation.

14. The old man was Frank Gilchreest, known as ‘Frank Odie’, of Tullynaha who died in 
1916. His son, Owen, died in 1939, while the younger man referred to was Michael 
McPartlin of Aughrim, known locally as ‘Michael Markie’, who died in 1963.

15. Related by Patrick Travers to Peter S. Clancy, Br. J.C. Forde and Patrick J. Forde in 
1955. For more about Patrick Travers, see Ref. 1, Ch. III.

16. Stated by Sylvester Maguire of Urbal Barr, born in the late 1860s and died in the 
early 1940s.

17. Told by Paddy Flynn who now owns the old forge in The City’.
18. John McTigue of Tullynaha from his father, Mike, who told the circumstances of 

loading and transferring the millstones.
19. Michael McPartlin of Tullynapurtlin has recently mentioned the general area but not 

the exact location of the old mill. He says that some of the older generation knew 
the spot.

20. Perhaps it may be mentioned that in Cornamuckla North near the right bank of the 
stream forming the boundary with Greaghnafarna, and along the right-hand side of 
the main road going towards Dowra, there was a bakery which was discontinued 
about 1920. It was a two-storeyed thatched building named - Allen View Bakery - 
and owned by a McNiff family who lived in it. In the 1950s the house was 
reconstructed solely as a dwelling with a slated roof.

21. See Breifne 1972, pp. 423-424 by Patrick J. Flanagan, B. Sc., Ph.D.
22. ‘Geological Survey Memoirs’, 66/67, p. 31 (1878), R. J. Cruise.
23. Cuisle naTire. lulv 1974. p. 41.
24. See Ch. Ill p. 67.

1.
2.
3.

4.

Chapter VI

Pistreogs’ instead of piseogs’ or pisreogs has been the term used in Ballinaglera.
See Ch. Ill, p. 48.
Tim Forde who died about 1875 was grandfather of Terence Forde (died 1950 
aged 82) ofTullynaha.
Related by James Gilchreest ofTullynaha and James Doyle of Aughrim. They heard 
the story from James Doyle’s father, Michael (died 1952 aged 78), who was a 
grandson of the Pat Doyle concerned, but whose father was also Pat.
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5.
6.

7.
8. 
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.
10.

11.
12.
13.

Told by Michael Francis Flynn of Carntulla.
Among the present older men, reared in Ballinaglera, who lifted the stone in their 
20s are John McGourty of Stranagarvanagh, Francis Cornyn of Slievenakilla, Hubert 
Gilchreest and Patrick J. Forde, then of Tullynaha.
For songs or ballads from Hubert Forde see Ref. Note 10, Ch. III.C_J
Mrs. McPartlin of Coralubber is said to have this cure.
Lacha leech is the local name for a tough-skinned crab-like creature about two 

inches long and half an inch thick found occasionally stuck to stones in rivers 
and streams.
Eileen Clancy, Druminalass.
Kate McGourty, Druminalass.
Katie McMorrow, Fahy.
Joe McKiernan, Manorhamilton.

Chapter VII

See Ch. 1, p. 10 and Ch. Ill, p.41.
Tradition perTadhg Early, Coralubber.
Michael McMorrow, known locally as Gog’ (from pedagogue), lived in
Cornamuckla North just over a mile from Dowra. The house, still occupied by his 
descendants, is along the right-hand side of the main road looking towards Dowra. 
Related by Mrs. Kate Flynn, ex N.T. Kilmore, and Miss M. J. Kiernan, ex N.T. 
Coralubber.
Per the late Jim Early (died 1968) of Eden on whose land it was situated. He was a 
son of Francis (died 1956) who spoke Irish.
Told by John McCauley who lives in the house in Eden.
An apprentice teacher, often from another part of the country, who stayed in turn in 
the houses of pupils and assisted them in their studies.
Jim Joe Loughlin of Cornamuckla South pointed out the site in that townland, 
while the late Terence Forde of Tullynaha described the Aughrim school.
Available in the National Library, Dublin.
J. J. Loughlin (see Ref. Note 8) has mentioned a man named Barry as having taught 
in the school.
See Inspectors’ Reports’ on Urbal N. S. in this chapter, p. 204.
A descendant of the Healy family still lives in Coralubber.
Told by the late Jim Early (died 1968) of Eden.
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14. Told by Mr. and Mrs. Michael John Partlin of Cornamuckla N. Philip Cornyn died 
about 1913, Mary Early, born in the 1860s, was a sister of Francis Early, Eden.
Francis had a knowledge of Irish and is mentioned among native speakers in
Ch. Ill, p. 46.

15. For a short time some pupils remained in the old school with a teacher not 
recognised by the Education Board.

16. Available in the National Library, Dublin.
17. Source (1) - Mary J. Kiernan, ex N.T., from her mother (nee McMorrow) (1864- 

1958) who was Assistant with Robert Bannon in Slievenakilla N. S. (2)-The late 
Lucy Kelliher, daughter of Myles.

18. M. J. Kiernan, ex. N.T. and Patrick McMorrow, Fahy.
19. Told by the late Lucy Kelliher, daughter of Myles.
20. Kathleen Maguire became Assistant in Cornagee N. S. in 1972.
21. Patrick McGourty of Slievenakilla from his father, Francis.
22. Mrs. Brigid McGourtys father was Peter McGreal (not the more usual McGrail), 

known locally as P. Arthur. A native of Aughrim, he lived in Oughteragh Parish 
where he died in August 1971 aged 100 years and one month.

23. M. J. Kiernan is mentioned as Assistant in Cornagee N. S. till her retirement in 1972.
24. Mrs. Clancy as Miss Eileen Regan in 1930 was appointed Assistant in Urbal N. S. 

where she remained till 1943 when she went as Principal to Hollymount-Tullyvacan 
N. S. In 1956 she replaced her late husband as Principal in Cornagee N. S., 
remaining there till 1961 when she went to teach in Dublin. In 1962 she returned 
to become Principal of Slievenakilla N. S. till 1973.

25. Kathleen Maguire was temporary Assistant in Urbal N. S. from 1966 to 1968.
26. John Reynolds of Clerhanmore heard of it from his father, Patrick, and the late 

Francis Ward (died 1971) of Clerhanmore.
27. Peter Cremer was teacher in Slievenakilla N. S. in 1857, and in Eden N. S. in 1858 

and 1859.
28. Daniel Flynn was teacher in Slievenakilla N. S. from March 1856 to March 1857 

at least.
29. John Cullen was teacher in Slievenakilla N. S. in April 1859.
30. Anne Cornyn, later Mrs. Kelliher, succeeded her father, Philip Cornyn, as teacher in 

Cornamuckla (North) N.S. in 1889.
31. Daniel Flynn was teacher inTullynaha N.S. in 1858 and 1859. See also Ref. Note 

28 above.
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32. A group of houses in Tullyvacan at the Old Road.
33. Pat McPartlin, Aughrim, was the parent. His daughter, Catherine who became Mrs. 

O Hara, N.T., told the story.
34. Per the late Gerald Kelliher, ex N.T., Greaghnafarna.
35. See result of private counts, Ch. Ill, p. 53. Further private counts within the old 

parish have shown that the population was 630 in the year 1970, and 613 in 1972 
when there were 194 households.
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St. Augustine’s Seminary, Cavan, 
St. Mary’s Church, Glenfarne, 
St. Patrick’s

104

83

College, Cavan,
St. Patrick’s Training 

College, Dublin,
Stony River,
Stony River Bridge, 
Stradrina N. S., 
Swanlinbar,
Synod of Drumreilly,

84,85,89,91,96, The Old Clerhan Road,
98,101,103,104,105 The Old Forge,

14

113 
43,166 

101,102 
13,94,96,97,98, 101

140
8

60,61
121,145, 186, 190 

10
118
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Tenant Right and 

Land Purchase Acts,
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152
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198
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119,148 Young, Arthur,
29,30,52,62,1 14, Young, Rev. John G.
116,117,118, 155 Yugan,

The Old Aughrim Road, 
The Old Barrack,

207
1,2,27,33, 120 

120 
211

The Old Road,
The Playbank,
The Slievenakilla and

Mountain Road, 
The Tullynaha Road,

97,171,173 Tuatha de Danann,

115,118 

119,203 

116 

154

43,113. 116.121, 149 

27,175

71.73,114, 

115.116,118

119

4
Tobar Bheo-Aoidh River, 43,149,189,208 
Tottenham, Nicholas Loftus, 84
Tullynaha N. S.,
Tullynascrin,
Tullyvacan-Aughrim 

Road,
Tullyvacan N. S.,
Tullywana,

206, 209.212.213

8

22,23,115. 118,120.121 

205,210,212.213 

173

Urbal N.S., ■81,83.98. 199, 204. 
207,212,213,215,216

Wagner, Prof. Heinrich, 
West, Rev. Augs. W., 
Woodcock Hill, 
Woodford River, 
Wyndham Act,

Yellow Gap, 
Yellow River,

46
59

42
6

140

115
2,23. 24,28.60,66, 115, 174

119
49 

59, 66
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Guide for Place-names Represented by Numbers on Map
The location of the following place-names on the map may be found by reference 
to their respective numbers as indicated below. Ten of the place-names described 
in Chapter II appear on the map and are not represented by numbers.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 
11 
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25

Sceillin
Tulach na nGleacach 
Ascai
Carraig na gCat 
Abha Bhui 
Lochan 
Caiseal
Carraig na Madadh 
Carraig na hAiste 
Beann Bheag 
Carraig Chuim Achaidh 
Tulach Bhaine 
Cloch Bhan 
Poll a’ Bhroic 
Currach Cuach 
Spincin
Tulach na nDaoineX
Alt na nGarrdha 
Mullach Bea I
Poll na nEasanna 
Srath Salach 
Mullach Ruadh 
Seanbhaile Aille 
Lurthan 
Poll a’ Chait

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

42
43
44
45
46
47
48

Seanphairc
Screaglan Bui 
Corran
Poll a’ tSean Ti 
Tobar Shile 
Alt na gCuileann 
Log a’Turlaigh 
Screag Noirin a’ 
Chailleach 
Screag Liath 
Scardan 
Brocach
Briseadh an Talaimh 
Leacht a’ tSearraigh 
Sruthan a’ Bhroic 
Tulach (Tulaigh?) Bhroc 
Carraig Bhinn 
Chruaiche 
Log Eadain Beag 
Carraig na nAis 
Raonaidheacht 
Tulaigh Ard 
Tulach na nAis 
Tulaigh na Blonoige 
Asca Bhan

49 Log a Chaoith
50 Tulach an Uisce
51 Beann Chruaiche
52 Furan
53 Ascai na Muc
54 Beal Beag
55 Poll a’ Chuisleain
56 Poll a’ tSleibhe
57 Leachta or Learchta’
58 Buaile
59 Buaile Aindriais
60 Tulach an Uisce
61 Stradrina Beann
62 Cornamuckla Beann
63 Tulaigh Bhinn an Ailt
64 Poll Gias
65 Alt Sasanach
66 Beann na nGag
67 Tulach na Croise
68 Corr na Circe
69 Poll Jack
70 Poll Bui
71 Leana a’ Ghabhair
72 Smuthan
73 Spadan
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Mrs. Eileen Clancy (nee Regan) originally of Palmfield House, Carracastle, Co. 
Mayo, in May 1930 came to Ballinaglera as Assistant teacher in Urbal National 
School. Since then, except for a year or so, 1961-62, when she taught in a 
national school in Dublin, her home has been in Ballinaglera Parish. She and 
Peter S. Clancy, who was then Principal of Slievenakilla School, were married in 
1938. She was Principal of Hollymount-Tullyvacan N.S. from 1943 till 1956, and 
then became Principal of Cornagee N.S. where she remained until 1961. In 1962 
she was appointed Principal of Slievenakilla N.S. where her husband, who died in 
1956, had been Principal, and held this position until her retirement in 1973. 
Regarding Ballinaglera as the parish of her adoption, its impressive mountains, 
beautiful lake, at times rushing rivers, and quiet valleys have always fascinated her. 
One aspect of Ballinaglera life that especially appealed to her was the wealth of 
local lore and tradition to be found there, and she followed the example of her 
late husband in helping to ensure the recording of this material. The publication 
of this work marks the fulfilment of a long cherished ambition.
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Patrick J. Forde, son of the late Terence and Sarah Anne Forde (nee McPartlin) of 
Tullynaha, Ballinaglera, was born in 1913, and attended Slievenakilla N.S., where 
for a short time he was a pupil of the late Peter S. Clancy. Until the age of 25 
years he lived in Ballinaglera and was closely associated with the traditions and 
mode of life of the people. He was particularly interested in traditional Irish 
music and became a well known performer on fiddle and flute.
In 1938 he left Ballinaglera to undertake a course of study in horticulture, 
including a course in the Albert Agricultural College, Glasnevin, where he 
developed a special interest in Botany and general biology, and later he acquired 
further qualifications in these subjects. Although he has spent many years in the 
public service in Dublin and elsewhere he has nevertheless kept in close touch 
with the affairs of his native parish. Living in Dublin provided him with the 
opportunity of doing the research necessary for the present work. The result of 
this research helped to confirm and occasionally to throw additional light on his 
own recollections of traditions, as well as on traditional information obtained from 
other people living in Ballinaglera. Thus the present work may be regarded as a 
combination of tradition and documentary evidence.
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DEDICATED

To the undying memory 

of

The Wandering Friars ”, the Spiritual Sons of St. Francis,

and of

all the other heroic clergy

who

kept the lamp of faith brightly burning throughout 
Leitrim in spite of ruthless persecutors, when in penal days,

“They bribed the dock, they bribed the son, 
To sell the priest, and rob the sire, 

Their dogs were taught alike to run 
Upon the scent of wolf and friar ”
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EDITORIAL

The pathetic aspect of editing, posthumously, this historical sketch from the pen of 
my former revered teacher, the late Peter Clancy of Ballinaglera, Co. Leitrim, is, 
however, mingled with a sense of joyful triumph that such a comprehensive 
account of that historic parish, Inishmagrath, is being placed on record. A perusal 
of these pages will suffice to show that the author was, not only a man of letters 
deeply versed in the literature and historical works in both the Irish and English 
languages from our ancient manuscripts down to the works of the most modern 
writers, but that he was also a man whose very soul was steeped in the spirit and 
grandeur of past ages, whose heart exulted in joyful pride at the glories and 
fortitude of our noble race, or was, in turn, wrung with sorrow at its sufferings 
and wrongs.

He has, hitherto, made notable contributions towards the collection of 
unrecorded history and tradition (Bealoideas). His notes reveal that the closing 
days of his earthly sojourn were spent amid the volumes and newspaper files of 
the National Library, Dublin, hunting information about the past heroes of his 
native district whom he was so soon to join and among whom, indeed, he was so 
worthy to take an honourable place.

To his dear wife, Eileen and his loving daughter, Maura, this little volume 
must prove to be a fond memento, and what more fitting one. To them, to me, to 
all who knew him and were associated with him in this work, to Very Rev. P. 
Canon Connolly, P. P.,V. F., Inishmagrath, who, so aptly, chose him for the task, this 
booklet is but enriched with tender memory by his unexpected and lamented 
passing.

Go ndeanaigh Dia trocaire ar a anam.

J.C. Forde, 
June, 1958.
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CHAPTER I

The Parish of Inishmagrath, 
its Name and Early History

Position and Boundaries
The parish of Inishmagrath, Co. Leitrim, comprising an area of about 36 square 
miles, lies to the north and north-west of Lough Allen. It touches nearly the 
whole northern shore of the lake and almost exactly the half of its western shore. 
It is bounded to the east for a short distance by the River Shannon, beyond which 
lies portion of the parish of Ballinaglera. At the point, a little over a mile from the 
lake, where the Owennayle River flows into the Shannon, Inishmagrath meets the 
parish of Killinagh, in Co.Cavan, which forms the remainder of its eastern 
boundary. To the north it touches the parishes of Cloonclare and Killargue; to the 
west lie Killenummery and Geevagh with the parish of Kilronan to the south
west. Portions of Inishmagrath and Geevagh parishes are separated for a short part 
of its course by the Arigna River.

It will be seen, therefore, that Inishmagrath touches three counties and two 
dioceses, both Killenummery in Co. Leitrim and Kilronan in Co. Roscommon 
being in the diocese of Ardagh, while the parish of Geevagh, in Co. Sligo, belongs 
to the diocese of Elphin.

A short distance from the point where the Shannon enters Lough Allen at 
its north-eastern extremity, lies the island of Inishmagrath or, as it is commonly 
called Inch Island.To distinguish the parish of Inishmagrath from the island of the 
same name the latter will be referred to as Inch Island in these pages.

Muintir Chionaith (or Muintir Kenny).
Many place - names in Ireland are derived from the names of the families or 
tribes who inhabited them in early times, the names of such families or tribes
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themselves being derived from some of their distinguished ancestors.1
These family names were often formed by prefixing certain words to the 

names of the ancestors, such as, Cineal, Clann, Gore, Muintir, Siol.Tealach, etc., all 
of which have more or less the same meaning, and signify race, kindred, family, 
people or descendants.

The ancient name of the district embracing the parish of Inishmagrath was 
Muintir Chionaith, or Muintir Kenny, and it was also frequently referred to as 
Clann Chionaith, both names having the same meaning.

This name, of course, signifies the People, or Family of Cionaith, no doubt, 
being a personage of some note or distinction among his people. Beyond the fact 
that he gave his name to a particular family or tribe and, later on, to a particular 
district, we know nothing about him. His name is now perpetuated in the name 
of the tribal territory only and he belonged to an early sept who occupied the 
district prior to the coming of the Ui Briuin, that is, the race of Briun, a brother 
of King Niall of the Nine Hostages, who, extending their power north-eastward 
from Connaught, made themselves masters of the whole of Breifne about the end 
of the eighth century. Muintir Chionaith, or Clann Chionaith, were a family 
group belonging to the Conmaicne, a people who came from the barony of 
Dunmore, in Co. Galway, and conquered all South Leitrim and Co. Longford in 
the sixth or seventh century.These people must not be confused, however, with 
the Ui Briuin, who, as we have seen, at a later date, became rulers of the whole of 
Breifne.

This part of Leitrim has been known as Muintir Chionaith from early times 
as is evident from such native writings as O’Dugan’s “Topographical Poems,” 
compiled in the early fourteenth century. It is mentioned, too, in some State 
documents, down at least until the last quarter of the sixteenth century. For 
example, the name is mentioned twice fn “The Composition Book of 
Connaught,” (1585) that is, the book containing the deeds or agreements by 
which the Connaught chieftains surrendered their lands to the crown, thus giving 
up their status and privileges as petty kings, and receiving in return, a portion of 
the tribe lands, together with certain fixed rents from their tenants. In this way 
they ceased to be chieftains and became, instead, only great landlords.They were
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obliged themselves, however, to pay heavy rents to the government and, in 1593, 
when Sir George Bingham, Governor of Connaught, demanded these rents from 
Brian Og O’Rourke, chieftain of Breifne, Brian’s refusal to pay led to a conflict 
which marked the beginning of the Nine Years’War in Ireland.

In “The Composition Book,’’ however, the lands of Muintir Kenny are 
mentioned as distinct from those of Inishmagrath and Ballinaglera, the two latter 
places being taken together whenever they are referred to. At first sight, then, it 
would appear that the Leitrim Jurors of the time seemed to make a distinction 
between the two places, giving the impression that they regarded Muintir Kenny 
and Inishmagrath as two separate districts. This admits of a very probable 
explanation, however, as in the case of Inishmagrath they are possibly only 
referring to the lands of the island itself and its immediate vicinity. However, the 
point is only of minor importance and need not be laboured, for the fact remains 
that Muintir Kenny and the parish of Inishmagrath have been regarded by 
historians as synonymous terms, both place names referring to one and the same 
locality and being co-extensive in application, or nearly so, one with the other.

The Island of Inishmagrath or Inch Island
That the parish of Inishmagrath derived its name from the island of the same 
name in Lough Allen, there can be no doubt.The parish was known to the Irish 
speakers of past generations as “Paraiste na hlnse,’ that is, “The Parish of the 
Island,’’ corrupted in later times to “Praish na hlnch” and later still to the “Parish 
of Inch.’This island, as we have seen, lies a short distance from the mainland, near 
the entrance of the Shannon to the lake, and embraces an area of a little over 
seven acres.

On this island stand the ruins of an ancient church, as well as a disused 
graveyard.The fabric of the ruin has disintegrated a good deal with the centuries 
but Dr. James McPartlan, who compiled his “Statistical survey of the Co. Leitrim 
for the Royal Dublin Society in 1802, speaking of the remains of the church, 
states: “The nave measures fifty feet by thirty. The windows and ruins of the aisles 
seem to be proportionate.”
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Saint Beo-Aodh
Tradition says that the church on Inch Island was built by St. Beo-Aodh or, as the 
name is rendered into English, "Live’ Hugh, the word “Live being an epithet 
applied to the Saint, no doubt, on account of his zeal, liveliness of manner and 
great missionary activity. St. Beo - Aodh, whose death is given in the Annals at 
dates varying from 518 to 524,2 was a contemporary of our National Apostle and 
is said to have been consecrated by St. Patrick himself and to have been appointed 
by him to the Bishopric of Ardcarne, near Boyle, in Co. Roscommon. Here St. 
Beo - Aodh founded an abbey early in the sixth century but his ancient See was, 
at an early date, annexed to the Diocese of Elphin.

John O’Donovan, the great topographer and historian, writing of the parish 
of Inishmagrath in 1836, says: There is a well in Derrinweer Townland called 
Tobar Bheo - Aodha (puteusVivi Aidi)".The saint is also commemorated in the 
name of a Holy Well in the parish of Ballinaglera, called Tobar Bheo - Aodh 
(pronounced locally Tobar Vo-ee) where a “pattern” or station used to be held on 
the 8th March each year but which has long since been discontinued.The Saint’s 
name is also preserved in the old name of one of the Ballinaglera parish 
cemeteries, namely Cill Bheo - Aodh.This name is shown on at least one fairly 
old map of Ireland2 and there is a tradition that a small wooden church stood at 
one time near the cemetery, the church being probably the original Cill Bheo - 
Aodh, or Church of St. Hugh, the word “Cill in Irish signifying both a church 
and a burial ground.

Inch Island as a Place of Burial
For many centuries, it would appear, the people of the district buried their dead 
in Inch Island.This, however, was very inconvenient and was often, naturally, 
attended with much hardship and danger. Dr. James McPartlan in his “Statistical 
Survey,” referred to above, states: “It was, time immemorial, the burial place of all 
the country surrounding that part of the lake, and many were the perils and 
hardships attending these interments - for much sooner would their friends suffer 
the remains of the deceased to get putrid on the shore, expecting a calm hour, or 
boldly brave the strong waves in a crazy little boat, to reach this land of promise,
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than suffer the interment to take place in any other ground. Even when Father 
Myles Me Partlan had the little church erected in 1735 at Kilbride, with its 
adjoining cemetery to be a more convenient burial-ground for the area, 
interments still continued to take place on the island, and Dr. Me. Partlan, 
referring to this continues: "I myself have known, for days together, the coffins to 
have remained on shore, covered with sand, and the good old neighbours sitting 
around them, smoking and dramming, and exposed to the stormy elements, 
indulging in all the blended luxury of friendship and grief, until, at length, a 
returning calm interrupted the blissful reveries, and the lessening boat, expressive 
of the long and last adieu, had closed the scene."

The point of land jutting into the lake, where the people kept watch over 
their dead until a favourable opportunity for interment on the island presented 
itself, is known to this day as "Gob na nDaoine Marbh," or "The Dead People’s 
Point," more commonly spoken of as, "The Dead Man’s Point."

The Name Tnishmagrath’
It is disappointing to have to state that a perusal of the great source books of Irish 
history fails to reveal any information as to how the island, and subsequently the 
parish, came to be called Inishmagrath.The "Annals of the Four Masters, those of 
Ulster, of Loch Ce and of Connaught, as well as many other sources where one 
might expect some information, are all silent on the point.

The name does not seem to have appeared in any printed source prior to 
the sixteenth century when we find it in the "Composition Book of Connaught" 
already referred to. It is mentioned, too, in the "Census of Ireland, an old work 
compiled about the year 1659; in a seventeenth century list of place names; as well 
as in Goblet’s ‘Index of Parishes and Townlands’. None of these works, however, 
throws any light on the origin of the name: and their chief interest lies in the 
different spellings by which they refer to the parish. Thus we find Inesh Me Ra, 
Inish Macra,’‘Inish Me Raw,’ lnish Mic an Ratha’,‘Enismyrae and ‘Enesmyrah all 

of which, however interesting, convey no information as to the derivation of the 
name. John O’Donovan, already mentioned, in the Ordnance Survey Letters for 
Cavan and Leitrim, states: "Inishmagrath Parish is called Ionas (not Inis) Mac 
Ratha, which is said to signify the Island of Megrath."
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In the absence of any documentary evidence on the matter we have to rely 
on tradition which speaks of a law-suit which took place many years ago 
regarding the ownership of the island. It is said that the litigants were from 
Inishmagrath Parish and Ballinaglera respectively and that the suit went in favour 
of one Mac Grath from the Drumkeerin area. The tradition, however is rather 
confused. Some speak of MacGrath as being a native of Drumshanbo and even of 
the Sheemore district in Co. Leitrim. It is said also that the contending parties 
were the clergy of Inishmagrath and this man Mac Grath. At any rate, he is said to 
have obtained possession of the island during the operation of the Brehon or old 
Irish law. If that is so, he could scarcely have won his case later than about the 
middle of the sixteenth century, for around the year 1585 the old Irish legal 
system was replaced by that of England throughout the province of Connaught.

It is, of course, a common thing in Irish place names to find a locality or 
piece of ground called after its owner. Often, however, we find that the owner was 
a man of some standing or importance in the community. If Mac Grath were such 
we would expect to find some further tradition regarding him, but such is not 
forthcoming but the story of law-suit is such a persistent one that it cannot be 
ignored; indeed it may furnish the real clue to the derivation of the name.

Mac Grath: A ‘Termoner’ of the Island?
On the other hand, it is quite possible - and, indeed, probable - that Mac Grath’s 
name may have become associated with Inch Island in quite a different manner. In 
medieval Ireland a very important system prevailed by which laymen were 
appointed hereditary wardens of churches and church lands. ' Such people were 
known as ‘ Termoners’ a word, which comes from the Irish word ‘Tearmannach’, 
meaning a patron or protector.

Briefly the system which gave rise to the term, and which obtained only in 
Ireland, was as follows; Often, on the founding of a church, the lands attached to it 
were given "to some clerk, not being in orders, and to his heirs for ever, with this 
intent that he should keep the church clean and well repaired, keep hospitality and 
give alms to the poor for the soul’s health of the founder. " The Termoners were 
lay hereditary farmers of church lands, but primarily and strictly of ‘Termon
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Lands’, that is, lands not only farmed for the benefit of the church, but also having 
the privilege of sanctuary, the Irish word "Tearmann" signifying not only limit, or 
boundary, but also sanctuary or protection.

These ‘Termon Lands’ also provided sustenance for the secular clergy and an 
income for the Bishop of the diocese and were free of any secular imposition. The 
"Termoner," before his appointment, had to promise obedience to the Bishop and 
his officials; cultivate, and reside on, the Termon Lands, pay certain fees to the 
Bishop and he was forbidden to sub-let any portion of the lands in his charge. On 
the appointment of a new Bishop, the Termoners were re-elected as a matter of 
course so that the tenancy of these lands remained in the same family for 
generations, even for centuries.

These "Termon Lands" were kept inviolate by the Irish so that they were 
often little havens of peace in the midst of encircling wars. Often the Termoners 
themselves were distinguished personages, skilled in many crafts, and cultivated in 
the arts of music, poetry and history, and from these Termoner families, it is said, 
the master craftsmen and professional men in medieval Ireland were largely 
recruited.

It is probably only a coincidence that one of the most important 
"Termoner" families in Ireland was that of Mac Grath.They gave their name to 
the ancient parish of Termonmagrath, which lay partly in Co.Fermanagh and 
partly in Co. Donegal, but which is now known as the Parish of Templecarne. 
Other parishes to which the system gave its name are Termonmagurk and 
Termonfeckin, both in the Archdiocese of Armagh, and Termoneney and 
Termonamongan in the Diocese of Derry. In fact Termon or Tarmon is a rather 
common place - name in Ireland and the parish of Inishmagrath, besides the 
island of the same name, had other Termon lands, as the place name Tarmon 
indicates, a district in the parish of Inishmagrath which was always accorded its 
proper pronunciation,Tearmann, by the older inhabitants.

Inishmagrath and our ancient Annals
There are many gaps in our information regarding Inishmagrath - as, indeed, 
there must be in the history of hundreds of other parishes throughout Ireland -
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from about the seventh to the sixteenth century. All the records of personages and 
events during these centuries, were taken down in manuscript form. These records 
were, for the most part, compiled by the monks living in the monasteries and by 
the great scholar-families and genealogists of the country. As they were written by 
hand, comparatively few copies of them could be made and it could easily happen 
that only a single copy of a manuscript containing valuable information might 
exist.

Many events in Ireland militated against the preservation of these records. 
From the end of the eighth century to the beginning of the eleventh, the country 
was in a state of almost continuous war with the Danes and Norsemen. Even after 
they were finally defeated, turmoil and strife often existed in the country during 
the century and a half when Ireland was ruled by "Kings with Opposition." For 
hundreds of years subsequent to the Anglo -Norman invasion in the twelfth 
century, our story has been one of almost incessant strife and warfare. Apart from 
their being destroyed in time of war, they could easily be mislaid, or lost through 
accident. Thus we read that in the disastrous fire which gutted a good portion of 
Creevelea Abbey in 1536, the Friary sustained ‘the loss of many valuable books’6. 
Yet a large number of them did survive and are now securely housed in Dublin 
and in several libraries in the British Isles and on the Continent.

"The Annals of the Kingdom of Ireland" is the chief source - book for our 
history from the earliest times, down to the year 1616; and here it may be 
remarked that Co. Leitrim had the honour of housing the four Masters during the 
time they were engaged in the prodigious task of collating and sifting the 
evidence contained in the old manuscripts which they had gathered around them. 
For three hundred years it was believed that this great national undertaking had 
been carried out in the Franciscan Friary in Donegal, but it has been shown in 
recent years, beyond the shadow of doubt, that the Annals were actually compiled 
at Rosfriar7 on the south bank of the River Drowes, beside the source of that 
river, where it emerges from Lough Melvin. It happened that they were written 
there because the Friars had been expelled from their monastery in Donegal some 
years previously and were obliged to seek refuge in a secluded and lonely spot, 
such as Rosfriar is to this day. We know, too, that one of the Masters was a native
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of County Leitrim. He was Cucoigcriche O Duigenan, a native of Castlefere in 
the parish of Fenagh, who belonged to one of the great Irish families of the time, 
being a descendant from a long line of scribes and scholars.

This digression in our narrative may serve to explain, at least to some 
extent, the lack of historical material at our disposal when dealing with a small 
area. It may well be asked why, if so many records have survived, our information 
is so meagre. The reason is that, while local records in all probability existed, they 
could hardly be expected to survive in private hands down through the centuries 
while, on the other hand, the entries in our Annals, recording only the more 
significant events in our history, are more often of general and national appeal and 
seldom of purely local interest. Hence, we cannot, as a rule, hope to glean a great 
deal from them when compiling parochial history.

When we come to examine our Annals for references to Inishmagrath, or 
Muintir Chionaith, however, we are comparatively fortunate because, in olden 
times, the parish was the seat of an important family who have left their mark on 
our history. This was the family of Mac Conshnamha (Mac Connava), chieftains, 
for many centuries, of the district of Muintir Chionaith.
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CHAPTER II

The family of Mac Conshnamha or Forde
The name Mac Conshnamha signifies the son of Cu-Shnamha, that is, of the 
swimming hound or expert swimmer and it was the title given to some 
progenitor of the clan, probably on account of some remarkable swimming feats 
by which he had distinguished himself. The name was popularly supposed to be 
"Mac an Atha" or the "Son of the Ford" and, on this false assumption, it has been 
translated Ford or Forde.

John O’Dugan in his "Topographical Poem", written in the early fourteenth 
century, states that "Mac Conshnamha is over Clann Chionaith", meaning that he 
was chieftain of that district. There are references to the family in The Annals of 
the Four Masters", the first being sub anno 1252 A.D., where it is recorded that 
Cuchonnacht Mac Conshnamha, chief of Muintir Chonaith. died in that year. 
Several other notices of the deaths of its chieftains bring us down to the year 
1537. The family gave a Bishop to the Diocese of Kilmore, Bishop Conchubhar 
(Conor) Mac Conshnamha, whose death is recorded as taking place in the year 
1355. He is described in the "Annals of Ulster" as "Bishop of Breifne from 
Druim-Cliabh to Ceanannas", that is, from Drumcliffe in Co. Sligo to Kells in Co. 
Meath.

Another entry of much interest in the Annals reads: "A.D. 1530. O Donnell 
led an army into Breifne and burned the best wooden house in all Ireland, viz., 
the House of Mac Consnava in Lough Allen. He destroyed Breifne from the 
mountain eastwards on this occasion"

The house referred to here by the Annalist stood on the largest island in 
Lough Allen, near the southern extremity of the lake, about two miles from 
Drumshanbo. Comprising about thirteen statute acres and anciently known as 
Inis na Conaire, this island has had a varied history, a brief reference to which may 
be of interest.8 It was called from different names derived from its respective 
owners or inhabitants at different periods. It is mentioned more than once in our
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Annals, the first occasion being sub anno 1244, A.D., when it is recorded that 
"Teige, the grandson of the Red-handed O ’Conor " was hanged there "on the 
festival of Saint Berach by Cuchonnaught O’Reilly". By the sixteenth century, 
and perhaps long before that time, it had passed into the hands of the Mac 
Conshnamhas. Later on, it became the property of the Mac Dermott Roes, 
chieftains of North Roscommon. Mary Fitzgerald, the wife of Mac Dermott Roe 
and the patroness of O’Carolan, the Irish Bard, was always called by her own 
name and the island was called "Mary Fitzgerald’s Island" in her honour. 
Subsequently it was owned by a farmer named Gilhooley in whose family it 
remained until about the year 1830 when it passed into the hands of Myles 
J. O ’Reilly, a descendant of the O Reilly ’s of Tara and a well-known figure of the 
last century. In a letter from Heath House, Co. Laois, dated August 28th, 1836, 
and quoted in O’Donovan’s Survey Letters from Cavan and Leitrim, O’Reilly 
describes the island as "part of my estate adjoining the lake in Co. Roscommon". 
On O’Donovan’s suggestion the island was marked "O’Reilly’s Island" on the 
Ordnance Survey Maps prepared towards the middle of the last century. At a later 
date, still, the island became the property of the junior branch of the old 
O Conors of Connaught. The late Major O ’Conor handed over the island to the 
first Papal Nuncio to the new Irish State, Most Rev. Dr. Pascal Robinson, O.F.M., 
for use during his lifetime. He in turn handed it back to Miss Mary Mac 
Dermott, a niece of the O Conors, and she gave it to her brother, Bob. It was 
offered for sale in 1954, but not being purchased it is still in the possession of the 
Mac Dermott family, 4 Church Road, Dunlaoire.

Practically nothing now remains to mark the site of Mac Consnava’s once- 
splendid mansion on Inis na Conaire but O’Donovan states: "Near the summit of 
the island, but a little to the Leitrim side of it, is a rough heap of stones with an 
old holly bush and a scrub of blackthorns which no doubt was the site of Mac 
Consnava’s House". The fact that he chose to build his fine wooden dwelling on 
this island, removed a considerable distance from the district over which he ruled 
as chieftain, seems to indicate that his possessions at that time may have embraced 
a more extensive area than the old territory of Muintir Chionaith. Probably some 
short term after the burning of his home on the island, Mac Consnava decided to
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remove to his patrimony on the north side of Lough Allen. Here, in the district 
of Corry, adjacent to the lake, he erected his castle where his descendants appear 
to have lived in comparative quiet until the year 1640, when they became 
involved in conflict with the Planters.

The Fordes of Corry involved in conflict with the new settlers 
in Co. Leitrim.
Students of Irish history generally, but perhaps of Leitrim history in particular, are 
familiar with the name of Sir Frederick Hamilton. A planter of Scottish origin, he 
was the son of Claud Lord Hamilton of Paisley. Becoming a soldier of fortune 
during the reign of James 1, he was granted in the sixth year of Charles 1 (1630), a 
large tract of Land in Co. Leitrim, in recognition of his military services. His vast 
estates in the country comprised 5,000 acres of arable and pasturelands, together 
with about twice that amount of wood and bog. The terms of the grant specified, 
among other matters, "The lands are created into a manor, to be called the Manor 
of Hamilton"9.

Arriving in Ireland to take possession of these estates, he had erected, at 
immense cost, the castle of Manorhamilton, regarded as probably the strongest of 
the fortified buildings of Connaught at the time.

Settled close to his castle in the town of Manorhamilton. to which he gave 
his name, was a colony of Scottish Presbyterians "imbued with all the narrow 
prejudice and religious intolerance of their class"10, who looked upon their 
Catholic neighbours with hatred and contempt. Hamilton, from the beginning of 
his career in Leitrim was a bitter scourge of the natives and his record of tyranny 
and persecution, his lust for blood and spoliation are matters of history and are 
well remembered, too, in north Leitrim tradition.

A diary which some writers believe to have been written by Hamilton 
himself11 published in London in 1643, covering over three years and beginning in 
1640, "is one of the most startling and revolting narratives of atrocities and 
murders that perhaps was ever published". Here, however, we are only concerned 
with that portion of the diary, which treats of Hamilton’s hostilities against the 
Fordes of Muintir Chionaith. During his many raids and incursions into the
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country around, Hamilton had taken a number of the Irish soldiers and chiefs 
prisoner while, at the same time, some of the planters had fallen into the hands of 
the insurgents. Hamilton, on one occasion, not only refused to negotiate for an 
exchange of prisoners but hanged a number of his own prisoners from the 
battlements of his castle in front of the Irish soldiers who, outraged at this breach 
of the laws of honourable warfare, burned to the ground his town and mills of 
Manorhamilton.

From that time forward his cruelties and excesses knew no bounds and his 
diary, already mentioned, is a record of massacres, burnings and plunderings, 
committed chiefly in the country of O’Rourkes and the Mac Anawes - Fordes, as 
they began to be called about that time. It may be best to quote here a few of the 
relevant entries in the diary:

"May 1st 1642: A party of foot is sent into a woodland mountain country, 
where by the dawning of the day we fell upon some houses belonging to the 
great lord of that country, Mac Anawe - Forde, where we burned and killed in 
those houses upwards of three score persons, taking the chief Mac Anawe - Forde, 
himself, with his two daughters and kinsman prisoners, his wife being already 
killed."

"May 21st, 1642:This night the rebels made an attempt to rescue their great 
lord, Mac Anawe - Forde, and his daughters, but were not successful, and as they 
crossed the river our musketeers gave fire amongst them, killing vast numbers, and 
we chased the rest near three miles over the mountains towards Sligo, bringing 
home the head chief commander, our soldiers being well furnished with hundreds 
of their best mantles, coats and cloaks their drums, arms, and a good store of meal 
and other commodities which we found in their camp."

"May 27th 1642: A party of foot was sent to Muintir Kenny.That night we 
killed many persons in their homes amongst the woods, and brought back with us 
two hundred cows and one hundred sheep. On our return we were set upon by 
Owen O’ Rourke and the sons of Anawe - Forde, they being about three hundred 
men, yet it pleased God we not only defended ourselves and our prey, but we 
killed their best men, took their arms, and some prisoners and cattle".

For a good deal of information about that branch of the Fordes of Corry
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from whom he was maternally descended we are indebted to the writings of Dr 
Richard Robert Madden, eminent physician, philanthropist, patriot and historian 
who, in addition to his monumental work on the United Irishmen and other 
books of note, left much valuable manuscript material on family history, as well as 
his memoirs, much of which was afterwards edited and published in two volumes 
by his son, Dr. Thomas More Madden. In one of these books,12 referring to the 
raid on Forde’s castle in Corry, mentioned under date May 1st, 1642, in 
Hamilton’s diary, Dr. Madden states:

'In 1642, Garret Forde, Chief of Muintir Kenny, was seized by Sir Frederick 
Hamilton, his wife, children and relatives slain, his stronghold of Corry (a 
promontory jutting into Lough Allen) sacked and burned down, while several 
members of his family were cruelly put to the sword, and the ill-fated Garret 
himself was carried off a prisoner to Manor Hamilton, and there hanged, together 
with others of his kinsmen, who had unfortunately fallen into the hands of the 
inhuman monster Colonel Hamilton, and his soldiers.

"Among the many victims of Hamilton’s ruthless massacre were two 
beautiful young daughters of the Chieftain of Muintir Kenny, Garret Forde, who 
with the other members of his family, were already slain.

"To the present day", says Dr. Richard R. Madden, who in 1840, visited 
Inch Island, and saw the skulls, apparently cleft with a sword, of the daughters of 
his ancestor, "the cleft skulls of these martyred maidens are still preserved in the 
ancient church of the island, and are held in the greatest veneration by the people 
of the surrounding country; and many are the legendary tales told by the 
peasantry about these dark days of persecution, when their island church, abbey 
and convent were destroyed, and the sainted inmates either massacred or left to 
perish amid the flames of the burning cloister ".

Written accounts, as has been mentioned, state that 3 women of the Forde 
household were massacred by Hamilton's troopers; but tradition holds that four, in 
fact, were done to death by them. The fourth - probably another daughter - 
escaped from the castle and was pursued by Sir Fredericks son who overtook her 
in the townland of Doolargy where she was foully murdered by him. The story 
goes on to say that, a short time afterwards, young Hamilton, being overcome by
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fatigue, lay down to rest and soon fell asleep. The story of his crime soon became 
known all over the district. A young man, Hughie Oates, happening to pass by 
the place where Hamilton lay asleep, is said to have dealt him a mortal blow with 
a heavy cudgel. Thereupon Oates became terrified lest he should fall into the 
hands of Sir Frederick’s soldiers and prayed that God would take him in death at 
home rather than such a fate would befall him. It is said that he died that same 
day and was "waked in his father’s house, as he had desired.

Hamilton was buried in the spot where he had lain in the townland of 
Ailteen and the place was ever afterwards known as "Hamilton’s Grave". It is said 
that remarkably strong rushes grew over the grave and children, in search of 
material for rush candles, were often tempted to pull them but they were never 
known to light, no matter how carefully prepared.

From Dr. Madden’s book we also learn that Frank Forde, the son of Garret 
who was hanged by Sir Frederick Hamilton, was born in 1610. He married a 
daughter of The Mac Gauran, and had two sons, Hugh and Garret. Hugh Forde 
likewise had two sons, Charles and Garret and the latter, who married a Miss 
Reynolds, had two daughters and two sons, among them Thaddeus Forde who 
was born in 1705 and who, in 1745, married Elizabeth, daughter ofThaddeus 
Lyons of Lyonstown, Co. Roscommon. Thaddeus Forde died in 1759 and was 
survived by six young children, including Henry Forde, who afterwards became 
P.P. of Enniskillen, and Elizabeth Forde, who married Edward Madden, a silk 
manufacturer in Dublin, and became the mother of Dr. Richard Robert 
Madden.11

Father Henry Forde, D.D., P.P., Enniskillen.
The following account of the life’of Father Henry Forde, D.D., P.P, Enniskillen, is 
quoted verbatim from Dr. Madden’s book on family history, mentioned above.

"Father Henry Forde was born in 1749, and was the eldest son ofThaddeus 
Forde of Corry. From his earliest years he resolved to consecrate his life to God 
in religion, and consequently was sent to the University of Salamanca in Spain, to 
be educated for the priesthood; and thus this scion of a long line of illustrious 
ancestors renounced the prospects of a possibly brilliant worldly career. When he
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returned to his native land he zealously and unceasingly toiled for the salvation of 
souls and the glory of God in the sacred ministry. Although young, he was soon 
deemed worthy of a nomination to a bishopric, which dignity, although repeatedly 
urged to accept, he firmly declined. He became Parish Priest of Enniskillen, and 
died, aged 45, in the year 1793.

"When I visited my uncle’s grave, in the ancient burial-place surrounding 
the church and round tower of the island of Devenish, near Lough Erne, in the 
county of Fermanagh, I found that the memory of their beloved pastor still 
survived amongst the peasantry. On the tomb over his remains, near the borders 
of the Lake, adjacent to the ruins of the Church, was the following inscription, 
placed there by my mother, who was his sister:-

This Monument 
Was erected to the memory of 
The Rev. Henry Forde, D. D.,

University of Salamanca, and Parish Priest of Enniskillen. 
Who departed this life 14 th June, 1 793,

Aged 45 years.
By his afflicted sister, Elizabeth Forde Madden.

If unaffected piety and benevolence could 
Ensure length of days, his friends 
Would not now have to lament 

His irreparable loss.
R.I.P.

"In the year 1852 I visited Enniskillen, sixty-six years after the death of the 
Rev. Henry Forde, and even then his memory still seemed fresh in the minds of 
some of the older of its inhabitants. My informant spoke of him as of one who 
was idolised by his flock, endeared alike to all creeds and classes, the generous 
benefactor of the poor - the friend of the friendless, of the widow, orphan, and 
sorrow-stricken, upon whom he bestowed the income derived from his ancestral 
estate in Leitrim, as well as his parish stipend, whilst he lived in the humblest
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manner, and on the poorest fare, depriving himself not only of luxuries, but often 
of the necessities of life.

"I was conducted to his house in Bridge-street in which he so long resided, 
and was shown the scantily furnished room, where still remained his old armchair, 
of very primitive fashion, and this small apartment had been his library, dining and 
sitting room. I was told that his charity was unbounded, and that no needy 
mendicant or poverty-stricken sufferer had ever appealed in vain to the kind- 
hearted Father Forde, who was so compassionate towards the afflicted members of 
his flock. Goldsmith should have known my worthy uncle, and he might then 
have had a portrait of a parish priest to match the picture of his village parson."

Disposal of the Corry Estates.
A piece of folklore, still current in the parish of Inishmagrath, states that the lands 
of Corry were granted by Sir Frederick Hamilton to one of his officers. Making 
his way across the mountains from Manorhamilton to take possession of them, and 
accompanied by two or three other men, this soldier happened to meet in the 
townland of Tullaghaus, a native of the district, called Mac Partlan, who was out 
hunting with his dogs in the early morning. The officer inquired the way to 
Corry and being informed by Mac Partlan that he was quite near the place he 
observed that it was a rather poor part of the country. In order to further 
discourage him Mac Partlan agreed adding that the lands were "six months 
covered with the lake waters and six months dry". On hearing this the officer 
said he would be willing to forego all claim to the district, if he were in possession 
of enough money to take him back to England. Thereupon Mac Partlan is said to 
have concluded a bargain with him, giving him fifty shillings in tenpenny pieces 
which were in current use in the country at that time. In this way the Mac 
Partlans were said to have obtained possession of the lands of Corry.

The truth of this story, however, is not borne out by Dr. Madden’s book, 
nor is there any reference in it to the Mac Partlans ever being in possession of the 
lands. The story may perhaps have reference to some other transaction which 
took place long after the period with which it purports to deal.

Of the disposal of the Corry estates, Dr. Madden writes as follows:
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"Soon after the death (1658) of Cromwell, one of the Forde family took out a lease of 
Corry from the Tennisons, who had got possession of these extensive estates. The last of the 
Fordes of Corry who retained any portion of the territory of Muintir Kenny, the ancestral 
possessions of the old race of Forde, Mac Anawe, or Mac Conshnamha, was Thaddeus Forde 
.............  who died in the year 1759.

"The last remnant of the patrimony of this ancient sept, viz. - Kanbeg, 
consisting of about 250 acres of land, in the parish of Inishmagrath, on Lough 
Allen’s shores, was bequeathed by the will of Rev. Henry Forde to the children of 
his sister Elizabeth, by her marriage with Edward Madden. Many years afterwards. 
I reluctantly consented to have Kanbeg sold - this sale of the Kanbeg property 
being made to defray charges thereon, and to pay debts incurred by my two 
brothers,14 who had recently died, and after the death of the last survivor, Kanbeg 
was sold to Mr. Patrick Weldon.

"The ancestral property of Corry, full half a century previously, but in quite 
a different way, was lost to my grandfather, Thaddeus Forde, through means of a 
so-called will, prepared, as was alleged, by unscrupulous persons, who were, 
unhappily, successful in their plot....

"Unfortunately before the lawsuit was ended, my ill-fated grandfather died 
of grief at the unexpected calamity befallen him, in being deprived in this way of 
his home and inheritance. The loss of his devoted wife, whose death took place a 
few months before, added to his sorrow, and thus broken-hearted,Thaddeus Forde 
died at Drumminachoppel, in 1759, leaving six young children to the care of their 
maternal uncle, Myles Lyons of Lyonstown, in the county of Roscommon.
"My grandfather and grandmother were interred in the ruined church of 
Kilbride, as Inch Island had ceased to be the burial place of the Fordes. At 
Kilbride was also interred Frank Forde and his wife, "Madame Forde", his father 
Hugh Forde, and his wife, daughter of The Magauran.

"When I visited Kilbride in 1841, I had the following inscription placed on 
a monument over the resting place of the last of the Fordes of Corry -
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Sacred to the memory of 
Thaddeus Forde, of Corry,

Whose remains are deposited beneath this stone 
With those of his affectionate Wife,

Elizabeth Lyons of Lyonstown,
Both of whom departed this life in 1759.

This Monument
In conformity with the wishes of their 
Daughter, Elizabeth Forde Madden,

Was erected by her Son,
Richard Robert Madden, M.D.

R.I.P.

The house of Corry, situated in the townland of Clonmoore (the ruins of which 
still exist), was remarkable for its extraordinary size and strength, the walls being 
four feet thick, and the doorway wide enough for two horsemen to ride through. 
It was surrounded by an extensive wood, which stretched away down to the 
shores of Lough Allen, adding much to the beauty of the romantic scenery. This 
was the residence of the survivors of Garret Forde s family after Hamilton’s 
massacres, and here their descendants of continued to reside until my grandfather, 
Thady Forde, a short time before his death, in consequence of the circumstances 
already stated, removed from Corry to Drumminachoppel."

When the Land Commission divided the Corry lands into small holdings in 
the 1920s most of the stones in the ruins of Corry House were used in the 
building of new homesteads.
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CHAPTER ITT

The O ’Rourkes of Inishmagrath 
& Their Descendants

There are today several families of the name O’ Rourke in the parish of 
Inishmagrath as indeed there are in many parishes of the ancient territory of 
Breifne, the land of the O Rourkes. From ‘Irish Pedigrees’ by John O Hart, 
published in Dublin 1887, we are able to trace the lineal descent of at least some 
of the Irishmagrath O’ Rourkes in the home parish and elsewhere from Brian 
Ballach O’ Rourke (died A.D. 1562), the last lord of Breifne, down to 1887. We 
are indebted to Mr. Francis Joseph O’Rourke of 44, Cliftonville Road. Glasnevin, 
Dublin, for the remainder of the information on family-lines in this chapter. He is 
a keen family historian, was born at Mount Allen in 1880. and is the last given by 
O’Hart.

Other O’Rourke families in Inishmagrath are probably descended from 
ancestors within this pedigree which O’Hart did not follow up e.g., the three 
younger brothers of John O’Rourke (died 1845), who is number 132 in O Hart’s 
Pedigree, all of whom, he states, left families; or from other lines of the 
descendants of the Provinces of Breifne e.g., the O’Rourkes of Glencar between 
Manorhamilton and Sligo, where was situated the historic Castle - Car in the 
romantic and picturesque valley immortalised by Moore - ‘The Valley lay smiling 
before me’

The numbers 125 to 135 here given are according to O’Hart.

125. Brian Ballach O’Rourke, last lord of Breifne - whose parent Owen 
O’Rourke and Margaret O’Brien founded Creevelea - built Leitrim Castle in 
1540. Brian Ballach’s son, Brian-na-Mota warred with Queen Elizabeth and was 
beheaded in England A. D. 1592. It was Brian-na-Motas son Brian Og O’Rourke 
who received, in Leitrim Castle, Donal O'Sullivan Beare after the famous retreat 
from Dunboy in 1692.
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126. Owen, son of Brian Ballach and younger brother of Brian - na - Mota is 
the ancestor of the O Rourkes of Inishmagrath.

127.Tiernan Ban. son of Owen (126), helped his kinsman, Brian Og O’ 
Rourke, against Sir Richard Bingham, and together they turned the scale of 
victory .^gainst Sir Conyers Clifford at Curlieu’s Pass on that memorable Feast of 
the Assumption A.D. 1600.15

128. Owen x son ofTiernan Ban (1270), lived in the parish of Drumlease, fought 
against Sir Frederick Hamilton, had brothers, Brian slain during 1641 Rising, and 
Con executed during the same period. He had two sons Hugh and Owen. Owen 
the younger brother of Hugh, married Mary McDermott ( Carolan has a song 
about each of them ). He had a metal casting made of the arms of the O’Rourkes 
which will be referred to later.16

129. Hugh, son of Owen (128), and his brother, Gwen, lived in the parish of 
Drumlease before the events of 1641,but they possessed several townlands in the 
parish of Inishmagrath, all of which were confiscated, Hugh’s portion having been

conveyed’ to Richard Barry and Owen’s to Hugh Campbell. Hugh and Owen 
were soldiers and took part in the campaign of 16888-91 under the leadership of 
SirTeige O’ Regan, author of the expression "Let us change commanders and we 
will fight the battle over again" After these events Hugh and Owen lived in 
Inishmagrath.

130, Con, only son of Hugh (129), lived in Alla Cuin (Con’s Hall), now ‘Grouse 
Lodge’ about half a mile from Drumkeerin on theTarmon road and occupied in 
1956 by Miss Deane. Con left one son, Denis and two daughters one of whom, 
Ellen died unmarried in the parjsh at an advanced age in 1820.

131. Denis, only son of Con (130), had four sons, 1 John, 2 Frank (d. 1854), 3. 
Teige, 4 Michael, all of whom left families.

132. John eldest son of Denis (131), died in 1845 aged 80, 
Hugh, 2 Con, 3 Michael Hugh died in 1866 and his family 
Con died without issue in 1846
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133. Michael, youngest son of John (132), died in 1859 leaving five sons, 1 Denis 
(born 1836), 2 John (b. 1838) 3 Michael (b. 1848), 4. Francis (b. 1851), 5. James (b. 
1856), and two daughters, Catherine (b. 1845) and Mary.

134. Denis, (1836-1911) lived at Mount Allen, Co. Roscommon, was teacher in 
the National School there, married, in 1860, Julia, daughter of Thomas Clare of 
Geevagh, Co Sligo, had thirteen children, of whom six sons and three daughters 
died in infancy. He was survived by three daughters, Kate (1864 - 1945), Julia 
Brigid (1870-1947) and Teresa Mary (1878 - living 1956) and one son, Francis 
Joseph (1880 - living 1956)

Kate O’ Rourke (b. 1864) daughter of Denis, married in 1884, Joseph Nangle, 
both were teachers in Corderay N.S., Drumshanbo and had issue, 1. Fannie (1885 
- 1909), teacher in Roundstone, Co. Galway. 2 Michael now retired teacher 
residing in Castlewellan, Co. Down where he taught. 3 Julia (1887 - 1924), was 
matron in Carrick - on - Shannon Hospital. 4 Bernard, died in New York 1955. 
5. Frank now residing in NewYork. 6. Kathleen married O’Dowd and now 
residing in NewYork. 7 Joseph now residing in Corderay, no issue.

Julia Brigid O’ Rourke (b. 1870), daughter of Denis, married Timothy Foran of 
Drumshanbo and had issue, 1 James now living in Sligo 2 Mary (now deceased ) 
married John Me Cormack and lived in Aughagrania, Drumshanbo. 3 Margaret, 
married Edward Molloy, now living in Dublin. 4.Sheila Married Sean Gillespie 
(Garda) now in Claregalway, Co. Galway. 4 Brigid, married Francis Heeran, both 
teaching in Cloone, Co. Leitrim. 6 Denis and 7 Michael Laurence, both now 
priests in England.8.Timothy, now C.C. in Moate, diocese of Ardagh 9. Willie 
(1909 - 1952) was teacher in Drumkeelanmore N.S., Drumshanbo. 10. Frank now 
residing in Cork and married to Mary Gilmartin of Ballinaglera. 11 Patrick now 
residing in Cork. 12. John Joe now residing in Crewe, England

Thei ese Mary O’ Rourke (b. 1878) daughter of Denis married Dr. Louis More 
O’Farrell, who died in 1932. They lived in London, had two sons, George now in 
London and Roderick now a priest in Diocese of Westminster.
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Available information about the other descendants of Michael O’Rourke
number 133 is as follows:

T John O’Rourke (born 1838), 2nd son of Michael (133) lived in Ardlougher, 
Inishmagrath, and had issue, 1. Michael (1879-1945) lived in Ardlougher, survived 
by widow only. II. Mary (born 1880) now living in Aughamore, Lough Allen P.O. 
III. Brigid, married James Gilhooley, both now deceased. IV. Kate, married Patrick 
Flynn both now living in Inishmagrath.

3. Michael O’Rourke (b. 1848), 3rd son of Michael (133), emigrated to U.S.A. 
about 1868, lived and died in Knoxville,Tenn., was married and had several 
children.

Francis O’Rourke (b. 1851), 4th son of Michael (133), emigrated to Sydney, 
Australia, and there married Mary O’Rourke, daughter of the late Phelim 
O’Rourke of Ardlougher, Inishmagrath. They had issue, Mary (who married Mr. 
Killian), Frank, James and Denis. Denis was ordained in Beda College, Rome, in 
1937, returned to Diocese of Sydney where he died in 1950, aged 61.

Mr Killian and his wife Mary O’Rourke live at Kilrorke, Marine Ave., 
Drumoyne, N.S.W. and are parents of two distinguished Christian Brothers in 
Australia.

Phelim O’ Rourke above mentioned was paternal grandfather of Michael 
James O Rourke, in 1956, Postmaster, Spencer Habour P.O. Inishmagrath, and of 
his sister, Mary Jane O Rourke, married to Patrick Leydon (Arigna Coal Mines), 
living in Lecarrow House on the Banks of Lough Allen, Spencer Harbour, former 
residence of General Fossett of British Army.

T James O’Rourke (1856-1918), youngest son of Michael (133), was teacher in 
Tarmon N.S. Inishmagrath, married Catherine Guihen, had issue, I. Elizabeth, died 
1946, formerly teaching in Manchester, married George Power, their son James 
now Vt. Surgeon in Dublin, and daughter Agnes, librarian in London. .11. Michael, 
deceased, unmarried, former teacher in Geevagh N.S. III. Frank, deceased, 
unmarried. IV. Patrick, died in youth. V. Mollie, married A. Lee in England. VI. 
James (born 1896),VII. John, unmarried, teacher, died in London.VIII. Joseph,
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member of the Christisan Brothers, Marino, Dublin. IX. Kate, now Sister Lucy in 
the Cross and Passion Convent, St. Helen’s, Lancashire.

James O’Rourke (born 1896), son of James (born 1856), lives in the old home, is 
married to Mary, daughter of Patrick Leydon, Crosshill, Keadue, both living 1956, 
have family, I. Mary Josephine, teaching in Tarmon N.S., II Agnes, married to 
Martin McTiernan in London. III. Philomena, living in London.
IV. Gerard O’Rourke (born 1938), present direct descendant, living in 
Aughamore, Inishmagrath.

Catherine O’Rourke (1845-1909), daughter of Michael (133), married 
McDermott and lived in Inishmagrath.

Mary O’Rourke, daughter of Michael (133), was former teacher in Tarmon 
N.S. Inishmagrath, married Thomas McLoughlin, former teacher in 
Gortnasilla N.S., Inishnagrath.They had issue, I. James, who emigrated to 
U.S.A. about 1893, now deceased. II. Mary (deceased), former teacher 
Tarmon N.S., married Myles Fallon. 111.Michael (1878-1920), priest in 
Diocese of Kilmore. IV. Rose Anne, a nun in Convent of St. Louis, Clones, 
living 1956.V.Thomas (deceased) former teacher Gortnasilla N.S., 
Inishmagrath.VI. Patrick (deceased).

Rev. Fr. Michael Me Loughlin (1878-1920)
Fr. Michael Me Loughlin, son of Thomas, and Mary O’Rourke, was born near 
Drumkeerin. He was educated in St.Patrick s College, Cavan, and Maynooth 
College which he entered in 1899. After a distinguished scholastic career he was 
ordained in 1905, and was curate successively in Glangevlin, Ballinaglera,
Killasnett, Glenfarne and Belturbet. He was everywhere beloved, and was 
admired for the energy and straightforwardness as well as for the simplicity and 
piety of his character. " Is An outstanding Gaelic Organiser, he was mainly 
instrumental in raising an Irish Ireland spirit in every locality where he ministered. 
He was a fluent Irish speaker and conducted Irish classes in Glangevlin under the 
auspices of the Gaelic League. He was principal, for a time, of the Manorhamilton 
Intermediate School while in Glenfarne and organised a successful annual Feis in
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that part of Co. Leitrim. His last four years were spent in Belturbet. During that 
period he assisted at the formation of the former Breifny Antiquarian Society, 
which published a few numbers of a Journal subsequent to his death. A collection 
of Glangevlin Irish prayers published in 1921 was dedicated to him and the Ard 
Scoil Bhreifne was established as a memorial to him. He died in Dublin, after a 
brief illness, on 18th May 1920 and was laid to rest in his native parish beside St. 
Brigid’s Church. Drumkeerin where a large tombstone inscribed in Irish marks 
his grave.

Owen Q Rourke and the Arms of the Q Rourkes
Owen O’ Rourke, son of Owen (128) and younger brother of Hugh (129), lived 
in Inishmagrath in the 17th century.This is the Owen O’ Rourke referred to by 
Hardiman in his Memoir of Cardan" in Introduction to "Irish Minstrelsy" 1831, 
vol. L pp. liii and Ixii. Hardiman states, "on his (Carolan’s) arrival at Greyfield 
(between Drumkeerin and Dowra) he composed ‘Mhaire an Chulfhin’ or ‘Fair
haired Mary’ for one of the visitors, Mary, daughter of McDermott, ‘Prince of 
Coolavin,’ and wife of Owen O’Rourke who lived on the banks of Lough Allen 
in Leitrim. Again Hardiman states, "We have his (Carolan’s) ‘Dirge on the death 
of Owen O’Rourke for whose lady he had previously composed his "Mhaire an 
Chulfhinn,"

This Owen O Rourke1"’ lived in the townland of Cartron Beg near the 
Roscommon border. He had metal casting made of the Arms of the O’Rourkes, 
which is now in the National Museum.Tradition had it that the slab was cast in 
Furnace Hill Foundry, overlooking Lough Allen, a few hundred yards from the 
town of Drumshanbo. The furnace was extinguished in 1765 for want of fuel, 
which was wood charcoal, but in 1788 three brothers named O’Reilly started to 
smelt iron with coal in the same district - the first attempt of its kind in Ireland.

The slab which is 1ft. lOins. In height and 2ft. 5ins. at its widest part bears 
the date of its casting 1688 in large raised figures and the Roman characters "O 
O R," the initial letters of the name Owen O’ Rourke. The Arms of the O’ 
Rourkes, a lion rampant on the left and a spotted cat rampant on the right are in 
low relief and enclosed in a rather artistic square of side Mins. The absence of the 
crest of the O’Rourkes (an arm in armour erect grasping a sword) is, according to
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Fr. Meehan (see last footnote), probably due to the fact that the omission 
simplified the work of producing the slab in that 17th century Drumshanbo
foundry.

The
O’Rourkes branched from the O Conors

war became seDarated fromConnaught. It states that a chieftain of their clan at 
his men and lay down in an open glade to rest. Being weary he fell into a deep 
sleep. A spotted wild cat crept out of the woods and wakened him just in time to 
escape the enemy.

On the death of Owen without issue in the 18th century the armorial slab 
passed to his nephew Con (No. 130) who lived in Alla Cuin (Grouse Lodge). 
Con’s son Denis (No. 131) died in 1780. Con’s daughter Ellen who died
unmarried at an advanced age in 1820 preserved the slab and gave it to her grand 
nephew, Con, son of John (132), son of Denis (131).This Con, grandnephew of 
Ellen, went to Galway where he died without issue in 1846, leaving the Arms 
behind him in his father’s house. Before his death he was visited by his nephew 
Denis (No. 134).To Denis, Con bequeathed the Arms and related its history.This 
Denis O’Rourke N.T. brought the Arms to his home at Mount Allen near Arigna 
Railway Station and had it inset in the wall of his house. Subsequent to his death 
in 1911 it was removed to Dublin by his son Francis Joseph (No. 135), who later 
presented it to the National Museum, Dublin.That old metal casting has been a 
great means of keeping alive the traditions of the O’Rourkes of Inishmagrath.
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Chapter IV

The Mac Partlan Family
The Mac Partlans were a scribal family in the barony ofTullyhaw, west Cavan. A 
Gaelic poet of that name lived there but unfortunately nothing of his composition 
seems to have survived although it is said many of his sayings and snatches of his verse 
were often quoted by the people of that area down to about 60 or 70 years ago. 
Branches of the family have been for centuries in Inishmagrath and to-day there are 
several families of the name in the parish and in the neighbouring parish of 
Ballinaglera.

It will be recalled how tradition claims a Mac Partlan got possession of the 
lands of Corry by giving fifty shillings to one of Sir Frederick Hamilton s officer to 
whom the lands were granted thus enabling him to return to England. Whether or 
not tradition is correct, the Mac Partlans became an influential family in the district. 
One of them, again according to tradition, was appointed by King James II. High 
Sheriff of Leitrim. Kilbride was, at one time, known as Cluain Pharthalain or Mac 
Partlans Meadow" possibly because so many of the family found a resting place there 
or perhaps in memory of Father Myles Mac Partlan, the founder of its little church.
At a time when the family was at the height of its glory Mac Partlan accompanied by 
the members of his household attended the annual pattern at Tobar' Holy Well in 
Doobally riding on thirteen horses with one white horse for his daughter. In later 
times when the fortunes of the family were apparently on the decline a tradition 
states that one of the Mac Partlans willed the townland of Kanbeg to Cavan College 
for the education of his son William Mac Partlan who it was hoped would enter the 
church. The young man, however, not having a vocation for the priesthood, emigrated 
to America where he became very prosperous.Tradition goes on to state that he was a 
close friend of Wolfe Tone and that when Thomas Addis Emmet went to America in 
1804 William Mac Partlan befriended him in NewYork where he had settled. He is 
buried in Greenwood Cemetery in that city. Mac Partlan could not, of course, have 
willed the lands in question to Cavan College as such for neither the College not its 
predecessor, St. Augustine’s Seminary, Cavan existed for many years after the date on
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Dr.

which the will would have been made. Possibly the lands of Kanbeg were granted to 
the bishop of Kilmore for the education of William Mac Partlan for, certain it is, they 
came into the possession of St. Patrick’s College, Cavan, which collected rents on 
them down to the time that they were bought out under one of the first Land Acts 
passed by the Irish Free State Government in 1923. It is difficult to reconcile this 
account of the Kanbeg property with that of Dr. Madden’s quoted earlier.

There is evidence of a medical tradition in members of the Mac Partlan family. 
A Doctor Bartley is stated to have been the first dispensary doctor appointed to the 
parish of Inishmagrath. He was a Mac Partlan, a native of the parish and it is said he 
was obliged to change his name to Bartley in order to obtain the position. Many 
home remedies and local curses' were discontinued on his appointment including 
bleeding' which was performed with an instrument known as the "flames".

Bartley is supposed to have been a nephew of Father Peter Ward later referred to, who 
was drowned in Lough Gill in 1800. Dispensary doctors were not appointed in 
Ireland until towards the middle of the 19th century. Dr. Madden has reference to a 
Dr. Bartley which complicates the tradition quoted above. He says, " A quaint and 
pathetic song I often heard sung was composed by Carolan ‘ on Eileen O’Rourke’ at 
the request of the once famous Doctor Bartley "20. If Dr. Bartley were a contemporary 
of Carolan who died in 1738, he could not have outlived the immortal Bard long 
enough to receive a dispensary appointment nor could he have been a nephew of 
Father Peter Ward. Dr. Madden it will be remembered visited the parish in 1840 and 
when writing he refers to the "once famous Doctor Bartley" indicating that he had 
passed away by the time. It may be that a later member of the family also bore the 
name Dr Bartley and answers to the traditions mentioned. However, Dr. Madden’s 
account of the story of the song referred to calls the physician "Red Allen" whom 
Madden identifies with the once famous Dr. Bartley." The story is too pathetically 
beautiful to omit here.

‘It (the song) was commemorative of the memory of a beautiful lady of the 
princely race of Breffney.The young Eileen had fallen in love with her physician Red 
Allen’ the son of Me Partlan. Indignant and enraged were her parents, and they shut 
her up in the turret of their old family castle, where they kept her long in 
confinement, but in vain, for faithful and true to her lover did Ellen remain; unceasing 
and unchanged her devoted attachment to the young doctor, which ended only with 
her life. Broken hearted the ill fated maiden died at last, and her death was long 
mourned by ‘Red Allen’21
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CHAPTER V

Creevelea Friary and the Wandering Friars

Creevelea Friary22 played an important part, naturally, in the life of the community 
of the area, not only during the days of its glory, but even after its suppression. 
Some of its priests ministered for a time in the parish of Inishmagrath and, on that 
account, a short sketch of the history of this famous Franciscan foundation may 
not be out of place here.

The Friary was founded in 1508 by Owen O Rourke, prince of Breffneyi^r 
the instance of his wife, Margaret O’Brien, daughter of the king of Thomond; and 
three years later, its church and buildings were consecrated by the Bishop of 
Kilmore, Dr. Thomas Mac Brady. Its ruins are still to be seen on the left bank of 
the "Bonet" (buan or lasting) river beside its entrance to Lough Gill. It was 
known by various names: - Dromahair Castle, Ballyrourke, Creevelea, and Leac 
Phadraig as a tradition states St. Patrick founded a little church there.

In the year 1536 a large portion of the edifice was accidentally burned 
down, one of the friars losing his life in an effort to save the sacred vessels.The 
Friary was partially restored by Brian Ballach O’Rourke. Owen’s successor, and 
the community continued to live there, labouring, praying and educating the 
youth of the district, till they were expelled by Sir Richard Bingham, who had 
been appointed Governor of Connaught in 1584 and "who, on more than one 
occasion, turned the monastery and church into quarters for his soldiers, pillaging 
the place, and burnt the richly-carved panels of the choir for fuel.'
He burned there a precious work of art - a piece of exquisitely carved wood 
representing St. Francis preaching to birds the love of the Divine Redeemer. "23

Some time later, about 1615, it would appear, the friary was leased to one 
Harrison who, on consideration of an annual and exorbitant rent, allowed the 
friars to cover a portion of the church with thatch and live in miserable 
dwellings close at hand. It is said that only four or five friars lived there at the
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time. Harrison erected a gate at the entrance of the cemetery and levied a toll on 
every corpse brought there for interment.

Creevelea was once more repaired by the Franciscans in 1642, with the 
assistance of Sir Owen O Rourke, but their activities were again greatly curtailed 
at the time of Cromwellian Settlement, some twelve years afterwards, although 
some of them continued to live in thatched cabins in the neighbourhood of the 
friary, down to 1718, in which year one of them taught the venerable Charles O’ 
Conor of Belanagar, the first rudiments of Latin, as he himself relates in his 
memoirs.

It is impossible to fix a precise date for the departure of the friars from 
Creevelea, but it most probably occurred some time between 1650 and 1700, for, 
while some remained on, as we have seen, down at least until 1718, others 
probably left to minister among the people at a much earlier date.

What Father Canice Mooney, O.F.M., has written24 about the vicissitudes of 
the Franciscan Friary of Jamestown, in South Leitrim, applies with equal truth to 
the fortunes of Creevelea. The following are his words, substituting Creevelea for 
Jamestown and North Leitrim for South Leitrim:

"Yet, for two hundred years........... the Franciscan convent of Creevelea
continued its precarious existence, sometimes in Creevelea itself, sometimes in 
secluded places of refuge in the neighbourhood, sometimes living a community 
life, oftener, scattered throughout the length and breadth of North Leitrim as 
parish priests, curates, chaplains, and wandering friars, co-operating courageously 
with secular clergy in their work of ministering to the religious needs of the 
people through the good and evil days of the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries."

Franciscan Friars in Inishmagrath and Ballinaglera
It should be mentioned here that on the Down Survey Map of the district, made 
about 1654, the parish of Inishmagrath is shown as including that of Ballinaglera 
also. We have already seen that at the time of the Composition of Connaught 
(1585) at least a portion, if not at all, of Inishmagrath, together with Ballinaglera, 
were regarded as one district.
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It seems reasonable to conclude, therefore, that when the Friars left 
Creevelea, say about 1680, the two parishes were, in all probability jointly 
administered, and that when we hear of these priests being in either parish we 
may presume that their work extended - for perhaps a century at least - over 
both Inishmagrath and Ballinaglera.

Leaving the precincts of their old friary the friars made their way to a place, 
afterwards known as New Creevelea, in the parish of Killargue. Here, in a 
secluded spot, between the Alts of Geeglum and Greaghnagloch they had a 
temporary refuge. They had a dug-out in this area called Poll a Criosta, which is 
still pointed out as the place where they said Mass.
It appears that they did not reside for long in New Creevelea until they made 
their way towards the Ballinaglera district where they are said, according to 
tradition, to have established themselves in the townland of Corraglas.

The party consisted of five priests and three lay brothers, and five of their 
names are still remembered, Father "Paid" O Coirnin, Father John Nerney, Father 
James Rooneen, Father Charles Reynolds and Brother Dominic Mac Gowan.

Father Padraig Q Coirnin
Father Padraig O Coirnin was a native of Ballintogher and belonged to a 
distinguished family of scholars who, for centuries, had been hereditary bards, 
historians and tutors to the O’Rourkes, and were, on occasions, tutors to the 
O’Conors of Belanagar, as well. As stated above, one of them, Father Proinnsias 
O’Coirnin, from the Friary at Creevelea, was tutor for a time, to the young 
Charles O’Conor.

It is very interesting to speculate as to whether Father Padraig O Coirnin is 
the same person regarding whose literary work the late Very Rev. Father Paul 
Walsh, PR, of Multyfarnham, a brilliant Irish scholar with an unrivalled 
knowledge of our old manuscripts, was able to glean quite an amount of 
information from a number of manuscripts preserved in Trinity College, Dublin. 
Father Walsh sets down the results of his researches in a very interesting chapter, 
entitled "The Learned Family of O Coirnin," in one of his books.2’

He states that he finds mention of Father Padraig O Coirnin over a period
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of about thirty years. He says that several pieces in verse, in the Irish language, are 
attributed to him and that we possess a number of specimens of his handwriting. 
The earliest poem of his extant is a piece addressed to the learned Thady Roddy 
of Crossfield,2'' Co. Leitrim, which was apparently written about the year 1704. 
Another piece is an address to Dr.Tadhg O’Rourke, who had been appointed 
Bishop of Killala in 1707, while a piece, composed in 1734, extols the virtues of 
the O’Conors of Belanagar. Dr.Tadhg O’Rourke was a brother of Captain 
Tiernan O’Rourke of Breffney who had a distinguished career as a soldier on the 
Continent.Their father, Brian Ballach O’Rourke - not, of course, to be confused 
with that Brian Ballach who had Creevelea Friary partially restored - had a 
diminutive estate which lay about Corderry in the parish of Killargue and it is 
probable that both the bishop and Captain Tiernan were born there. The Bishop, 
before his appointment to Killala, had been chaplain and secretary to Prince 
Eugene of Austria. His niece Maire, daughter ofTiernan, was the mother of 
Charles O Conor; and Father Walsh states that it seems almost a certainty that it 
was through her Father that Padraig O Coirnin became connected with the 
O’Conors. Turlough O Carolan the gifted Irish composer and poet, commonly 
called "The Last of the Bards," was a frequent visitor at the home of the 
O’Conors and it is likely that Father O Coirnin was well acquainted with him.

There is no evidence which would compel us to exclude the possibility of 
the author of the poems referred to being the same Father O Coirnin who 
ministered in Inishmagrath and Ballinaglera and the dates mentioned seem to 
strengthen this assumption. Furthermore, Father Walsh states that he has reason to 
believe that Father O Coirnin was a member of a Religious Order but he 
wonders, if he were a Franciscan, that no hint of the fact is contained in any of his 
poems, especially in his address to Dr.Tadhg O’ Rourke, who was himself a 
Francisan.

Father O Coirnin was the Superior of the little group of priests and 
brothers who had settled in Ballinaglera. They had not been long there when a 
dispute arose between the people on either side of the Shannon about the right to 
bury in the old graveyard on Inch Island.

A Protestant, the agent of a landlord named Lawder, died suddenly in 
Ballinaglera, as is related, and his friends prepared to bury him on the island. Grave
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exception was taken to this by the people generally and the matter gave rise to a 
violent quarrel. He was buried temporarily on the Dead Man’s Point, but his 
people coming by night, had the remains disinterred and secretly buried in Inch 
Island.

This action gave rise to further trouble and Father O Coirnin was asked to 
arbitrate in the dispute. He suggested that it would be advisable to open a new 
burial-ground for the Ballinaglera area. There is a tradition that there was a heavy 
coat of snow on the ground at the time and the priest advised the parties to 
return home and to walk up the mountainside on the following morning when 
they would see in the distance below them, near Lough Allen, a patch of ground 
which would be green and free from snow. They did as they had been directed 
and the present cemetery by the shore of the lake at Faiche in Ballinaglera, being 
the only green spot to be seen in the area, was chosen as the new burial-ground. 
It would appear, then, that this cemetery was not opened until about the period 
1680-1700. Father O Coirnin himself is said to have been buried in Inch Island 
but his grave, unfortunately, is not marked by a headstone. Tradition seems to 
corroborate much of what has been said about Father O Coirnin and speaks of a 
very distinguished priest of that name who is buried on the Island; he may, 
indeed, be the same person regarding whom Father Walsh s researches have added 
much to our knowledge.

Father Charles Reynolds, O.F.M.
Father Reynolds is also said to have come from Creevelea Friary. He took refuge 
in Ballinaglera for some time during the days of persecution. He is said to have 
been an exceedingly fine athlete and earned for himself the sobriquet Racey' for 
his prowess at running. Once he is said to have jumped a river, and a man on the 
far side commented on the fine jump. "Yes, it was a good jump," said Father 
Reynolds, "but I had a good run to it; I ran seven miles to it. Doubtless he had 
been fleeing from the redcoats.

It is said that once he was obliged to take refuge in a very deep ravine in 
Ballinaglera and his pursuers, unable to follow him. hurled down large stones in 
hope of killing him. As they were leaving, one of them remarked that, "A cat
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would not survive after all those rocks." The place, it was said, was afterwards 
known as "Poll na gCat'.When all danger had passed the people came and 
rescued the priest who was still alive but severely injured. It is said that in a short 
time he recovered completely after this dreadful experience.

Father John Nerney, whose name is still remembered, was a native of Donegal 
and is said to have made his way back to that County before he died.

Brother Dominic Me Gowan, was known as a very strong man. He was a 
stone mason and taught the art of building in stone to the people of the area.

The last link with the Franciscans in the district was the little school which, 
tradition says, they founded in Ballinaglera near Dowra and which, it is believed, 
survived as a hedge school until the year 1853. Its last teacher was Gog’
Me Morrow.

The last Franciscan who ministered in Inismagrath was Fr. Ambrose Cassidy 
(obit. 1824). An account of him is given here in the chapter on "Succession of 
Pastors."

The Friars who came from Creevelea introduced a number of new ideas 
and customs among the people for which the are still remembered. As they 
ministered in the district principally during the days of persecution, it was not 
possible for them to attend, at all times, to the needs of the people as, for example, 
at the burial of the dead.They introduced the custom of keeping consecrated clay 
in a wicker basket called a "Durog" or "Diurog." Each townland had one of the 
baskets. They were oval in shape, about eighteen inches in length and a foot in 
width with an opening at one end. In addition to the blessed clay, each basket 
contained a wooden cross "made of the heart of the oak," some holy water and 
some straw and tow. If a priest could not be present at a burial, some of the clay, 
together with the cross, were placed in the grave and the De Profundis was recited 
by one of the older people who had learned it in the hedge-school. At least one 
of these baskets is still preserved in the parish of Inishmagrath. '
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CHAPTER VI

Succession of Pastors: (1695-1956)

In the year 1704, during the reign of Queen Anne, each parish priest in Ireland 
had to register his name and age, the names of the parish and county where he 
ministered, the year and place of his ordination, together with the name of the 
Bishop from whom he received Holy Orders. He had also to enter into 
recognisance with two sureties, each in the sum of fifty pounds, that he would be 
of peaceable behaviour and not remove out of such county into any part of the 
kingdom."

It was decreed in the same year that no member of the Orders should 
remain in Ireland after July 20th and that no parish priest should maintain a curate 
or assistant.Thus the government hoped that, as the parish priests died, their 
parishes would become vacant, as no successors would be recognised by law.

Father Myles Mac Partlan, P.P. (1695-1737)
A copy of the Register, compiled under the Act referred to above is fortunately 
preserved in the National Library, Dublin, and re-printed in the Irish Catholic 
Directory of 1838.To it we are indebted for the following item of information: 
"Parish of Enismyrae. Rev. Myles Partlane, aged 35, and living at Greaghnaslive.
He was ordained, in 1695, at Cork by Bishop Sleyne, and had as sureties Samuel 
Akins of Carrick and John McKeon of Cornemuckallagh."

Father Myles Mac Partlan was a native of Ceann Beag in Inishmagrath and 
is well remembered in the traditions of his native parish. The Mac Partlans were, at 
one time, a bardic family in the area.

From the above statement it is apparent that Father Mac Partlan was born in 
the year 1669. When a young man, he made his way to Munster as a "poor 
scholar" to pursue a course of studies, probably under some classical master, who 
kept a school. If we suppose that he was about eighteen years of age at the time, it
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would mean that he went to Munster in or about the year 1687, that is, two years 
after the accession of James 11, at a time when the laws against Catholics had 
been temporarily modified and education could be legitimately imparted to those 
who sought it.

Later on, it is said, he went to the famous Irish College in Louvain, which 
had been founded early in the seventeenth century, coming back to Ireland, on 
the completion of his studies, by way of Malahide, Co. Dublin. He was ordained, 
as we have seen, by Bishop Sleyne, in Cork, in the year 1695.

Making his way home after his ordination, Father Mac Partlan reached the 
Shannon, where his father happened to be the ferryman. "Will you take me across 
the river ? he asked. Have you a penny? said his father not recognising his son 
who, by now, was a grown-up man. "I have," said Father Mac Partlan and it was 
said that this was the only lie he ever told. When he reached the opposite bank, 
his father would not believe that he was his son or that he was a priest; but when 
they arrived home, his mother, although very ill, recognised him immediately. It is 
said that she died very shortly afterwards; some say that she died that very night. 
Times had changed considerably for the worse in Ireland since the young man 
had gone to Munster. He was ordained just four years after the Treaty of Limerick 
and the Penal Laws were now in full force throughout the country. No sooner 
had he arrived home than he had to go on the run, staying now at one place, and 
now at another, to evade capture by the forces of the law.

At one time he was staying at the home of a Me Govern family, beside 
Ardlougher Lake. One day, while fishing in the lake, he was obliged to take refuge 
from a thunderstorm in a clump of bushes. While there, he noticed a piece of 
thread under a blackthorn bush and, pulling it towards him, he found that it 
formed part of a clue of yarn which, to his astonishment, contained eleven 
guineas.

No owner having been found for the money, Father Mac Partlan decided to 
use it as the nucleus of a fund to build a church. To get a site, however, was the 
principal difficulty. It happened that four townlands in Inishmagrath had been left 
to Lady Townsend who appears to have been well disposed towards the Catholics. 
She gave him permission to build a church in the townland of Killadiskert, with 
the proviso, however, that it should remain unroofed.
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The priest employed local masons by the name of Carrigan but it happened, 
on completion of the little church, that he had not sufficient money to pay them 
in full for their labour but he made them a promise that their family would have 
half of the inside of the church for burial purposes. Thus was erected the little 
church at Kilbride, known to past generations as Cill Bhrighde and called after St, 
Brigid, the Patron Saint of the parish of Inishmagrath.The church is surprisingly 
ornate for the time and over the doorway, the date of its erection, 1735, is cut on 
the lintel. Although the church was never roofed, the walls are in a good state of 
preservation to this day. During most of the time Father Mac Partlan used to say 
Mass at Baile na Mona in the penal chapel there near the lake shore. In time of 
danger he could take refuge on an island in the lake.

During his time a society was formed among the Catholics of the district 
for the protection of the priest, the members of which used to keep watch for 
him, especially during the celebration of Mass.This society was known as The 
Old Hibernians" and each member wore a plume of heather, arranged in different 
ways at intervals in order to prevent detection.They formed a "cord" of 
protection around the priest and it is said that the family of Christie were 
prominently connected with this society and were known afterwards as the 
"Cordian" Christies, an expression, it is said, that did not please later generations 
of the family who must have been obviously unaware of its worthy and inspiring 
origin. Probably the word "Cordian" in this connection is a corruption of the 
word "Guardian."

Father Mac Partlan was buried inside the walls of the little church, which he 
had erected at Kilbride, on the Gospel side of the Altar. The inscription on his 
tombstone is badly defaced but a copy taken some years ago reads.

"The Rev. Myles Me Parian, who founded this Church, died 1737, and in 
memory ofVery Rev. John McParlan who erected this monument in 1766, died
1784 aged 65."

Very Rev. Owen Mac Partlan, P.P (1737? - 17
Often the Government agents were obliged to furnish the names of the Catholic 
clergy in their respective districts and these, when available, are also of great
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historical value.The High Sheriff of Co. Leitrim, Arthur Ellis, issued a list of 
names in 1744, which contains the following item:

"Owen McPharlon, otherwise Bartley, of Munterkenny,
Titular Deane of the Diocese of Kilmore. "

Father Owen Mac Partlan probably succeeded Father Myles Mac Partlan as 
Parish Priest of Inishmagrath. He was an intimate friend of Dr. Mac Donagh, the 
Bishop of Kilmore, at the time, and was named by the Bishop as one of the 
executors of his will which was dated 12th September, 1746.

In his will the Bishop expressed the wish that his remains should be buried 
"in the church of Munterconachty." Dr.O'ConnelR says that it is not quite clear 
whether this place is to be identified with the parish of Muintirconnacht or that 
of Muintir Chionaith. He states, however, that, in his opinion, the latter place is 
the more likely because he cannot discover that Dr. Mac Donagh had any special 
connexion with the parish of Muintirconnacht, whereas, he was a close personal 
friend of Father Owen Mac Partlan of Inishmagrath and appears to have resided 
in that district when on Visitation.

In 1746, owing to the intense persecution to which the Catholic Church in 
Ireland was subjected, and because he was broken down in health under the strain 
of sixteen years of arduous labour in Kilmore, Dr. Mac Donagh decided to leave 
the country for a time. He set out for Lisbon in the hope that, one day, he would 
return and eventually find a resting place in Irish soil, as is clear from the terms of 
his will written a short time before his departure.

His wish, in this regard, however, was not to be fulfilled, for he died a few 
months after his arrival in Lisbon and was buried there in the church of the Irish 
Dominicans, of which order he had been a member. A splendid monument marks 
his grave.

Very Rev. John Mac Partlan, P. P. (1749? - 178
Very Rev. Owen Mac Partlan must have died some time prior to 1750, or perhaps 
in the early part of that year because, in October, 1750, Dr. Richardson, the 
Bishop of Kilmore, forwarded to the Holy See a list of the Kilmore Pastors which 
contains the following.
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"Joannes Mac Parian, Parochus de Enismeagh."

Father John Mac Partlan, here mentioned, was a nephew of Father Myles 
Mac Partlan, the founder of Kilbride Church. It is said that he was not a man of 
very robust health and he used to reside, at times in the townland of Lower 
Annagh, in the parish of Ballinaglera, where his sister was married. As already 
seen, he had the monument at Kilbride erected over his uncle's grave and died 
himself in 1784, aged 65 years.

Father John or/and James Forde and perhaps a Fr. O'Reilly
1784? - 1816?
We are, unfortunately, unable to trace satisfactorily the exact succession of Pastors 
in Inishmagrath from 1784, when the Very Rev. John Mac Partlan died, until the 
year 1817. We know from a piece of tradition, which shall be referred to later, that 
Father Ambrose Cassidy, O.F.M., was Parish Priest in the latter year.

Only three items of documentary evidence have come to light to help us fill 
in the details for this period.The first is concerned with the year immediately 
preceding the passing, in 1800, of the Act of Legislative Union between Great 
Britain and Ireland. For some time prior to 1800, the minds of the Irish people, 
and especially of the Catholics of the country, were being prepared for this event. 
Catholics were promised that complete emancipation would soon follow and that 
the Act would benefit Irish trade by opening the English markets to Irish produce. 
It is scarcely to be wondered at, in the circumstances, that while the vast majority 
of the Irish Catholics were bitterly opposed to the Union, a small minority, 
including some of the Bishops and priests were impressed by the arguments put 
forward in favour of it. In connexion with this campaign the following which 
appeared in the issue of the "Freeman's Journal's"' of the 12th September. 1799,
will be of interest.

County of Leitrim

"We the undersigned Freeholders, think it necessary the Sentiments of every man interested 
in the Welfare and Prosperity of Ireland, should be taken upon the important question now 

depending, of a Legislative Union of Great Britain and Ireland formed upon liberal
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Principles, which by a Participation of all the Blessings of the British Constitution, political 
and commercial, must be highly beneficial to this Kingdom - earnestly recommend that that 

great Measure may be taken into consideration and carried into effect with as much 
expedition as the discussion of the interests of both Kingdoms will admit."

The document quoted above was signed by about two hundred persons 
from the country, including two from Inismagrath, viz. - The Very Rev. John Ford, 
P.P., Drumkeerin, and John Hamilton, Drumkeerin. Here then seems to be 
indisputable proof that Father Ford, was the Parish Priest in 1799, but, beyond this 
fact, the years of his pastorate cannot at present be accurately determined.
The second piece of evidence, which we possess about the period, is the list of the 
Kilmore priests, forwarded early in 1801, by the Bishop, Dr. Dillon, through Dr. 
Troy of Dublin to Lord Castlereagh, the Chief Secretary, in which the Rev. James 
Forde, a Franciscan, is given as Parish Priest of Inishmagrath. One is tempted to 
surmise that Father James Forde, here mentioned and Father John Ford are 
perhaps one and the same person. Could either of the Christian names John and 
James have been a mistake or a misprint? Were there two Father Fords, Fr John 
Forde succeeded by Fr. James Forde? These are questions, however, which cannot 
at present be answered with any degree of satisfaction.

The last piece of information to which reference may be made is a poem in 
the Irish language entitled "Cumhaidh na Cleire" composed byTheophilus 
O'Flynn, a Gaelic poet of Inishmagrath, to whom we shall have occasion to refer 
later. The poem which names three priests of the parish is preserved among the 
manuscripts of the Royal Irish Academy and a scribal note in English states" the 
three noble clergy who were in the Parish of Innish McGrath, viz., the Rev. Mr. 
Ford, Mr. O'Reilly and Rev. Ambrose Cassidy who had been prosecuted in the 
time of the French landing at Killala in whose memory the foregoing verses have 
been asserted".

The statement about being persecuted in the time of the French landing 
appears to refer to Fr. Ambrose Cassidy alone as does the poem except its first two 
lines which regret that his predecessors, Fr. Ford and Fr. O'Reilly are gone. The 
information in the first quatrain is what chiefly concerns us here and translates, 
"Since Fr. Ford the flower of the clergy departed, and the fine noble Fr. O'Reilly,
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they left us the generous Fr. Ambrose." Whether Fr. O'Reilly preceded or 
followed Fr. Ford as P. P, or was only curate in the parish, we cannot say. It will be 
seen later that Fr. Ambrose was P.P. in Inishmagrath from at least 1817,if not years 
earlier, until his death in 1824.There is no indication in O Flynn's poem that Fr. 
Ambrose was in the parish of Inishmagrath at the time of the French landing. It 
will be seen that he was probably P.P. in Ballinaglera at the time. Indeed if he were 
in Inishmagrath it could have been only as curate because Dr. Dillon's list shows 
he was P.P. in Ballinaglera in 1801. O'Flynn's poem was written after 1798 and at 
a time when Fr. Ambrose had succeeded Fr. Ford and Fr. O'Reilly in
Inishmagrath; hence the poem was written after 1801.The most probable opinion
is that Fr. John Ford (1799) and Fr. James Forde 1801 are one and the same 
person, that Fr. Ford was pastor from 1784 till the coming of Fr. Ambrose early in 
the following century and had as curate Fr. O' Reilly, or else that Fr. O' Reilly 
and Fr. Ford were successively pastors in the parish. There is no tradition of any 
other priest at the time. There are persistent traditions about a Fr. Terence O' 
Reilly around that period, a brief account of which will be found at the end of 
this chapter.

Father Ambrose Cassidy, O.F.M., P.P. (Obit. 1824)
Father Ambrose Cassidy is, perhaps, the best-remembered priest of those who 
suffered persecution in Penal Times in this part of Co. Leitrim. He was born about 
the year 1755 and is said to have been a native of the Blacklion district in Co. 
Cavan, while some have held that he was born in Co. Fermanagh. He was a 
member of the Franciscan Order and tradition speaks of him as belonging to the 
Creevelea community and of holding the office of Guardian at one time. He 
could not, of course, have had any monastic life in Creevelea as the Friary there 
had been suppressed long before his time. That he was a member of that 
community, however, seems very likely as he was very probably associated with a 
number of its priests who ministered in this district and because, "every Franciscan 
Friar or Brother, had to be an affiliated member of some community recognised 
by the Order and that community was called the convent' of the place where 
they were first established."29 Even after the suppression of the monasteries Titular
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Guardians still continued to be appointed by the Franciscan chapters. As regards 
Creevelea, such appointments were made down at least until the year 1825, but in 
the list of Guardians,30 which is still preserved, Father Cassidy is not mentioned as 
ever holding that office. Nevertheless the tradition that he was Guardian is borne 
out in line 12 of Theophilus O'Flynn's poem "Cumhaidh na Cleire" already 
referred to, where he is called "An Gairdian Athair Ambros."

From a list of the Kilmore clergy forwarded to the Government by the 
Bishop, Dr. Dillon, in 1801, and already mentioned in these pages, we learn that 
Father Cassidy was Parish Priest of Ballinaglera in that year. While in that parish, 
he was obliged to celebrate Mass on the Mass Rock, known as Cloch na hAltora 
in the townland of Stranagarvanagh in the north-east part of the parish. The 
lookout post farther up the mountain is still known as Cloch an tSagairt. Fr. 
Cassidy is said to have been the last of those priests who had to go "on the run" 
and a number of stories are still told, on both sides of Lough Allen, of his hair
breadth escapes from the Yeomen who were often on his pursuit.

One time Father Cassidy was staying with a family called Loughlin who 
lived on the old road in the townland of Clerhanmore, Ballinaglera, not far from a 
Protestant family named Peyton, with whom he was always on friendly terms. On 
one occasion, a party of Yeomen, having arrived in the district in the late evening, 
with the object of arresting Father Cassidy, called on the Peytons to await the 
darkness before proceeding on their ugly mission. Robert Peyton, the head of the 
house, happened himself to be a captain in the Yeomanry corps at the time. While 
the soldiers sat around the fire making their plans, Mrs. Peyton happened to 
overhear their conversation and thus became aware of their intentions. She retired 
to her room as though going to bed, and getting out through a window, she ran 
across the fields to warn Father, Cassidy who succeeded in eluding his would-be 
captors.The Peyton family were held in high esteem ever afterwards and when, 
for some reason, a move was made to boycott them in Land League days, the 
people of the parish, remembering how Mrs. Peyton had befriended Father 
Cassidy, would not hear of it.

Another well-known story, or perhaps only the sequel to that told above, 
describes how Father Cassidy was pursued by the Yeomen in the direction of the
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Tobar Bheo-Aodh River which separates the townlands of Clerhanmore and 
Cornamuckla South in Ballinaglera. Crossing the river, he took refuge in a clump 
of bushes while the soldiers passed by without noticing him. One of them, 
however, saw him but did not inform the others. Some time later, this soldier is 
said to have met Father Cassidy in Belcoo and remarked to him, "I saw you the 
night you were hiding in the clump of bushes and he went on to describe the 
exact place where he had seen the priest. "You could not have seen me unless you 
were baptised," Father Cassidy is said to have replied. "Baptised or not, I certainly 
saw you," said the young man. When enquiries were made, it was found that he 
had been baptised as an infant by his nurse.

There are a few versions of the above story in each of which only the 
details vary. In one of them Father Cassidy is said to have met the soldier in 
Ballinamore and the latter's name is variously given as Ormsby, Peyton or 
Beresford, while the name of the nurse is given as Molly Christie.

The exact period of his pastorate in Ballinaglera is not known. Traditions of 
his being on the run in that parish disguised under the name Curley are in 
accord withTheophilus O'Flynn's poem "Cumhaidh na Cleire" lines 4 to 8 of 
which say "Clann Wolly thought they would put him in bonds until Humbert and 
the French landed in Ireland, encamped in Killala and routed the English. It is 
obvious that he was P.P. in Ballinaglera from some time before 1798; certainly he 
was P.P. there in 1801 (Dr. Dillon’s list); and probably went from Ballinaglera as 
P.P. to Inishmagrath.

An interesting item of tradition, which is borne out by the economic 
history of the period, makes it clear that he was Pastor in Inishmagrath in 1817 
and perhaps for some years prior to that date. After the defeat of Napoleon at 
Waterloo in 1815, the prices of grain, cattle and other produce exported from 
Ireland fell to a very low level for a few years while, at the same time, there was 
no proportionate reduction made by the landlords in the rents they extracted from 
the poor, with the result that money became very scarce and the people were 
often unable to procure food.To make matters worse the potato crop failed in the

18173 i which
The
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was known as the Dear Summer. " It happened that Father Cassidy had in his 
possession, at the time, the sum of twenty-five pounds which he decided to use 
for the relief of the necessitous poor of the parish. He formed a committee to 
assist and advise him in this charitable work and the money was used principally 
in buying oatmeal from a type of merchant, common in Ireland at the time, and 
known as mealmonger.32

When Father Cassidy was appointed to Inishmagrath, he went to live in the 
"Long White House" which he rented from a lady known as the "Widow 
Cassidy", one of whose descendants is said to reside there still.This house is near 
the present church atTarmon; it was later occupied by Father Thomas Maguire 
and was afterwards used as a school. Father Cassidy used to celebrate Mass in the 
"Bog Chapel" and it is said that he used to cross the Shannon occasionally at 
Ballintra in order to celebrate Mass in the townlands of Cornaroy and Diffier not 
far from Drumshanbo. We have seen that his pastorate covered at least the period 
1817-1824, but it is quite probable that it commenced some years before the 
former date. Tradition says that he was attended in his last illness by Father 
Thomas Maguire who also officiated at his obsequies.

Father Cassidy died in his home in Tarmon and was interred in Corrus 
graveyard. His grave is marked by a large ornate flagstone, showing a Chalice and 
a Mass Book, on either side of a Host and bearing the following inscription:

Hie Jacet
Rev. dus Ambrosius Cassidy 

Pastor Nuperrimus de Irtish McGrath
Qui Spiritum Deo Reddidit 22 

Novembris Anno 1824.
* Here lie interred 
The mortal remains of the 
Revd. Ambrose Cassidy

Who in the 69th year of his age 
And on the 22nd day of November

returned whence he came 
Requiescat in Pace.
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Very Rev. Thomas Maguire, P.P. (1825-1835)
Father Thomas Maguire, popularly known as Father Tom, was born in the year 
1792,33 on the lands ofTuragan in the parish of Kinawley, Co. Fermanagh, about 
three miles from Swanlinbar. He was the son of Thomas Maguire, a member of 
one of the highest families of the Knockninny Maguires and, therefore, we may be 
sure, a descendant of the Maguires, chieftains of Fermanagh who, for several 
centuries, maintained their castle at a place called "The Rock 34 in the parish of 
Knockninny. His mother, Judith Maguire, was a sister of the Very Rev. Patrick 
Maguire, O.F.M., Parish Priest ofTempleport, who, in 1818, was appointed 
Coadjutor to Dr. O'Reilly, the Bishop of Kilmore.

Father Maguire received his early education at a classical school in 
Ballyconnell, later entered Maynooth College and, after a brilliant course there, 
was ordained in September 1816, in the parish church of Templeport where his 
uncle was Parish Priest. He was appointed curate in the same parish, where he 
served for almost two years until his transfer as Parish Priest to Drumreilly in July, 
1818. He remained in Drumreilly until September, 1825, when he was promoted 
Parish Priest of Inishmagrath.

We are principally concerned here with the outstanding events in which he 
took a part during the years that marked his pastorate of Inishmagrath. These were 
principally two in number, his engagement in a theological duel in Dublin with a 
Protestant clergyman and his participation in the great Clare Election of 1828.
The first was to bring him fame as a brilliant controversialist; and the other, to 
win for him the gratitude and affection of the whole Catholic population of 
Ireland.

Maguire versus Pope
About the year 1822, there was set on foot throughout the country an agitation, 
which aimed at the proselytism of the Catholic poor, by every means that could 
be devised, "among which bribery was not the least prominent. !l It was known 
as the "New Reformation" movement, or "the Second Reformation," an 
organisation which included in its ranks an English clergyman, a redoubtable 
champion of Protestantism, called the Rev. Richard T.P. Pope. The movement
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made itself particularly obnoxious in the Diocese of Kilmore. In the year 1826 an 
Inquiry into its activities was held in Cavan by five members of the Irish 
Hierarchy, including the Primate, Most Rev. Dr. Curtis. Several witnesses came 
forward, each of whom was subjected to the closest scrutiny, and testified that 
pressure was brought to bear on them to abandon their Faith and to attend the 
State Church religious services. If they complied, they were offered, they stated, 
rewards in the form of money, clothing, profitable employment and other kinds of 
bribery. The whole matter was shortly afterwards exposed in the public press and 
the Rev. Mr. Pope, no doubt incensed at this action, issued a challenge to a public 
debate on religious questions to Father Maguire, who was well known to be a 
learned theologian. This Father Maguire accepted but not, as he stated himself, 
until he had "been repeatedly challenged to the conflict".36

According to the custom of the time, the debate took place in a public hall 
but, as the Rotunda, Dublin, could not be made available for six consecutive days 
- the shortest time the discussion could last - and "no more spacious or equally 
commodious place for meeting presenting itself,"37 the Lecture-Room of the 
Dublin Institute, Sackville Street, (now O'Connell St.) was selected for the 
purpose. Preliminaries were entered into, and arrangements for the proposed 
discussion were agreed upon, by the two participants and their agents.The 
meetings were to be presided over by two Chairmen, one Catholic and one 
Protestant, Daniel O'Connell consenting to act as the Catholic Chairman.The 
debate was to begin each day at eleven o'clock and close at three and speeches 
and replies were limited to half an hour for each speaker.

The discussion began, as arranged, on Thursday, 19th April, 1827, and 
concluded on the following Wednesday. The occasion evoked intense public 
interest. Although a fee was paid for admission, the room where the meeting took 
place was crowded to capacity, while all O'Connell Street was thronged with eager 
sympathisers. Father Maguire proved himself a master of theological learning, an 
able logician and a ‘powerful wielder of syllogistic sledge-hammers. ”,K Although 
he had never, up to that time, appeared in a public debate of the kind, he won a 
signal triumph over the State Church champion, completely demolishing every 
argument he brought forward.
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The following interesting reference to the discussion will serve to show the 
importance with which it was regarded at the time: "It is said that Dr. Higgins, 
Professor of Dogma in Maynooth, who was present, became rather uneasy, lest 
Father Tom might not be able to hold his own. If he fails’, he said to Dr. Crotty, 
the President, “I will take his place. ’ ‘The Trustees would not allow a Maynooth 
Professor to take part in this discussion,’ said the President. ’The trustees cannot 
prevent me from resigning my place on the spot,’ said the other and that I am 
prepared to do if necessary.’ But it was not necessary. Father Tom was more than 
able to hold his own. Fluency and eloquence were not enough against the power 
of truth, sustained by vigorous logic. Pope brought to the combat, says Sheil, 
'great fluency, and a powerful declamation. Father Maguire was a master of the 
scholastic logic. After several days of controversy, Pope was overthrown, and Father 
Tom, as the champion of orthodoxy, became the object of popular adoration.39

Father Tom Maguire and the Clare Election
The celebrated Clare Election of 1828 has been described as the most important, 
perhaps, that has ever taken place in these islands; but, when it is realized that it 
was the proximate cause of Catholic Emancipation, its importance becomes at 
once apparent. For close on one hundred and forty years, the infamous Penal 
Code had been in force and, during all that dismal period, no Catholic could be 
elected to Parliament, for the principal reason that before taking his seat, he was 
required to take a number of oaths which were repugnant to Catholic doctrine 
and beliefs.

The immediate cause of this memorable election was as follows. The sitting 
member for Clare, Mr.Vesey Fitzgerald, having been advanced to a seat in the 
British Cabinet, was obliged to vacate his seat in Parliament and then seek re- 
election. He was a member of the aristocratic landlord class, but had always been 
favourable to Catholic Emancipation. He possessed great influence with all classes, 
was a humane and popular landlord and, therefore, had many claims on the 
electors of his native county. It was a bold move, then, on the part of Daniel 
O'Connell when he decided to oppose him as a candidate: but it was O'Connell's 
conviction that, were he elected, the injustice of not allowing him to enter
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Parliament would bring matters to a crisis - that the English people would come 
to look on the expulsion from his seat of a member duly elected as an outrageous 
violation of the constitutional privileges of the subject.

Before O'Connell set out for Clare, the Catholic Association, then a 
powerful body in Ireland, sent a number of its members into the county, to excite 
the minds of the people and prepare the way for his coming. It was at this stage 
that Father Maguire, realizing the grave issues that were involved, decided to set 
out from Inishmagrath and travel down to Clare, to assist in the campaign. He 
visited many centres in the county, explaining to the people in clear, vigorous 
language the important matters that were at stake and exhorting them to vote for 
the Catholic candidate.

It may be of interest briefly to explain the method of procedure at elections 
in those days, as well as to consider the class of people who were entitled to 
exercise the franchise at the time. Each elector, having furnished evidence of 
identification, was obliged to cast his vote in public, the secret ballot being then 
unknown in Parliamentary elections in Ireland. It was a slow process and an 
election usually lasted several days although, perhaps, as was the case in Clare at 
the time, little more than three thousand votes in all might be cast. Only tenants 
who held a forty-shilling freehold and over, that is, who paid at least forty shillings 
a year in rent had a vote. The people, at the time, were little better than serfs; they 
were driven to the polls like sheep and compelled to vote as they were instructed. 
Only on a few occasions before this time had they dared to oppose the will of 
their masters. O'Connell's canvassers, therefore, had set themselves a formidable 
task.

Like those of the other landlords, and when they were ordered to do so, Mr. 
Fitzgerald's tenants marched into Ennis where he addressed them for the last time 
before they cast their votes. He spoke, at some length, of the kindly and generous 
treatment they had always received at the hands of his father and himself; that they 
had always supported Catholic claims and he besought them to stand by him on 
this momentous occasion. Father Maguire, speaking immediately afterwards, 
explained the significance of what they were about to do and exhorted them to 
vote for the Catholic candidate, now that the hour had come to strike a blow for 
Faith and Fatherland. His words of burning appeal made such a profound
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impression on his listeners that, leaving their landlord behind, they marched away 
almost to a man, with Father Maguire at their head to have their votes recorded 
for O'Connell. It was a dramatic movement. Fitzgerald, seeing that he had been 
deserted, broke down and wept.

Father Maguire scored another remarkable victory when he encountered 
Mr. Augustine Butler, an extensive landed proprietor in Clare and the lineal 
descendant of the celebrated Catholic lawyer, Sir Tony Butler. Sir Tony had been 
what is known as "protected person'' within the meaning of the Articles of the 
Treaty of Limerick and had, on occasions, pleaded against various penal 
enactments against the Catholics, at the bar of the House of Commons. Mr. Butler 
boldly encountered Father Maguire, but the latter appealed to the memory of his
celebrated Catholic ancestor, of whom Mr. Butler is justly proud.......What Sir
Tony had been, Mr. O'Connell was; and he adjured him not to oppose one whom 
he was bound to sustain by a sort of hereditary obligation. Father Maguire 
triumphed and immediately secured one hundred and fifty votes for O Connell.

When the result of the poll was declared, it was found that O'Connell had 
been elected by a majority of two to one. Great rejoicing took place all over the 
country, while bonfires blazed on the hill-sides. Catholic Emancipation was 
already on the way. In less than a year it was passed by a reluctant Parliament and 
received the begrudging assent of the British monarch, George IV. O'Connell was 
hailed as the Liberator and Father Maguire's part in securing the victory was 
remembered by a grateful people.

One of the great dreams of O'Connell's life was to secure the Repeal of the 
Legislative Union of Ireland and Great Britain; and to this task he set himself with 
renewed vigour after Emancipation had been granted.To help in raising funds for 
the movement and in order to organise the people of Ireland behind him, 
O'Connell introduced what was known as the Repeal Button. This was a badge or 
emblem, which showed a harp surmounted by a crown; it was sold for one 
shilling and was worn by every Repealer.

Father Maguire supervised the distribution of the button in Inishmagrath 
and when the parish was organised, he convened a great meeting on Sheena Hill, 
near Drumkeerin, on the 15th August, 1833, which he himself addressed, 
explaining to the people the objects of the Repeal movement and exhorting them
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to stand firmly behind O'Connell in his fight for their parliamentary liberties. 
During the Lenten season of 1829, Father Maguire delivered a course of sermons 
in Dublin, as we learn from the following notice in the "Freeman's Journal" of the 
3rd March, of that year.

"Lent Discourses"

The Rev.Thomas Maguire, P.P., of Inishmagrath will deliver a series of Religious 
Discourses in the Church of St.Teresa in Clarendon Street to commence on to
morrow evening, Wednesday, the 4th instant at Seven o'clock and to continue 
every successive evening, Saturdays excepted, during the Lent."

The same paper in its issue of the 15th August, 1835, carried the following:

"On next Sunday, 16th inst., at Two o'clock a charity sermon will be 
preached in the Church of St. Teresa, Clarendon Street by the Rev.T. Maguire, P.P. 
of Inishmagrath, to enable him to finish two chapels in that parish.The Rev.
Father Maguire is driven to make this appeal to the citizens of Dublin in 
consequence of the total inability of his parishioners to give him further 
assistance. Donations will be received by the Catholic clergy of this city, also at 4 
Capel Street, and gratefully acknowledged by Father Maguire. "

The same issue of the "Freeman's Journal" contained the following reference 
to this sermon:

"The Rev. Thomas Maguire"

"It will be seen by the advertisement in another column that this reverend and 
popular preacher delivers a sermon to-morrow at Clarendon Street. The rev. 
gentleman has built three chapels in his parish of Inishmagrath, and being about 
to remove to another parish, he is anxious to liquidate the debt incurred in the 
erection of the third of these temples. For this purpose he will appeal to the 
citizens of Dublin to-morrow. The name of the preacher and the excellence of the 
purpose are sufficient to secure a crowded congregation. But as an additional 
stimulus, even to Protestants, we may mention that Father Maguire will devote a
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portion of his discourse to the O' Mulligan calumnies against the Catholic body 
and to the "fudge'' controversy concerning Dens.''

No reference seems to be easily available which might throw light on the 
nature of the calumnies referred to here; but it appears that Dens refers to a 
work on theology by an author of that name.

The memory of this great priest has been handed down for many 
generations, even to our own day. He was referred to affectionately as, Father 
Tom, God bless him, the man of great learning, a powerful scholar, and had a great 
gradh for a good horse, or a dog, or a gun. " He was a keen sportsman and it is 
said "that he used to boast that he was the best shot, the best courser, the best 
quoit-player and the best breeder of greyhounds, pointers and spaniels in the 
whole county of Leitrim."42

The events of the remaining years of his life belong more properly to the 
parish of Ballinamore to which he was appointed in August 1835. Suffice it to say 
here that in 1838 he engaged in another polemical discussion of nine days 
duration with the Rev.Tresham D. Gregg, D.D., one of the most formidable 
controversialists of the time. Once again Father Maguire scored such a signal 
victory over his opponent that it silenced religious controversy for some time, and 
on his arrival home he was accorded a magnificent reception. During the Lent of 
1842, he delivered a further series of sermons in the Church of SS. Michael and 
John, Lower Exchange Street, Dublin, which he had shortly afterwards published 
in book form.

A very interesting passage in one of Dr. Madden's books1 throws light on 
Father Maguire's knowledge of the Irish Language. Dr. Madden writes: - Never 
shall I forget how, in the month of May 1840, that beautiful song of the blind 
bard14 addressed to the bittern, was recited in the Irish language for me by my old 
friend Father Tom Maguire in his house in Ballinamore. He then translated it into 
English, and it gave me much gratification to listen to one man of genius dealing 
with the sweet sentiments and bright thoughts of another, and clothing them in 
language as consonant to the spirit of the original as was possible.

Because of his uncompromising championship of Catholic rights and 
liberties, he was hated by the fanatics and anti-Catholic bigots of the time who 
were prepared to stop at nothing to encompass his ruin. It is believed that he was
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poisoned by his housekeeper who had been bribed to commit this nefarious 
crime; the circumstances surrounding the case leave little or no doubt as to her 
guilt. He died on December 2nd, 1847 at the early age of 55, and he is buried 
beside the church of Kilnavarth in Templeport parish. A large inscribed tombstone 
marks his grave while, at a little distance away, stands a handsome monumental 
Cross, erected by an admirer in the year 1862, "to perpetuate the memory of a 
priest so distinguished."

Very Rev.Thomas Forde, P.P.,V. F. (1835-1853)
Father Thomas Forde succeeded Father Maguire as Parish Priest of Inishmagrath 
in the year 1835. It is said that he was a native of Oughteragh (Ballinamore) 
parish, but it is also stated that he claimed descent from the Fordes of Corry, 
chieftains of the district, a claim which was accepted locally.

Tradition says that he had a number of escapes from the Yeomen in his 
earlier years, that is, towards the end of the Penal Days. One of these stories seems 
to suggest that he may have spent some time in Ballinaglera. One morning, just 
when Mass had ended at Cloch na hAltora, the Mass Rock in that parish, the 
people were surprised to see a number of Yeomen heading in their direction 
across the hills. Among the congregation was a man known locally as Dermot 
Donn, probably because of his brownish hair or tanned complexion, and said to 
have been a native of the Coraleehan - Aughasheelin part of Leitrim. His surname 
is no longer remembered but it is believed that he had been in an Irish Brigade 
on the Continent before this time and he was known far and wide as a fearless 
Rapparee. Seeing the enemy approach, it is said that he requested the priest to 
give him the Chasuble, which he put on then came out into the open in order to 
be seen and thus deceive the Redcoats. Then he turned and ran in the direction 
of the townland of Aughrim, closely pursued by the Yeomen under their leader 
Captain Elliott. Dermot was fully armed and a poem, composed many years ago 
about the episode, tells how most of the pursuers fell wounded, victims of his 
accurate aim. Elliott was the last to encounter him, but he met the same fate as 
the others and,
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"While fell the Red priest-hunter there,
The women on the brae,

Saw Dermot Donn, the Rapparee 
Spring up and clear away."

He made his way across Sliabh an Iarainn until he reached Patrick's Well in 
Aughnasheelin, where he managed to shake off the pursuit. Later he was able to 
return the Chasuble to Father Forde who, of course, had made good his escape in 
the meantime.

This story is also told about Father Cassidy, while it has been said, too, that 
the priest concerned was a certain Father O'Coirnin.The weight of tradition, 
however, gives the priest's name as Father Forde.

Another story told about him seems to indicate that he may have spent 
some years in Inishmagrath, probably as Curate, before his appointment as Parish 
Priest there, as the events it relates could scarcely have happened as late as 1835, 
six years after Catholic Emancipation. This story tells how, on one occasion, Father 
Forde had to fly from the Bog Chapel in Baile na Mona. Mounting his horse with 
all speed, he out-distanced his pursuers and eventually reached the house of a man 
named Palmer, a Protestant weaver from the north of Ireland. Palmer offered him 
the hospitality of his home and stabled his horse; when the Yeomen later rode up 
in search of the priest, he directed them past the house. When Father Forde was 
leaving he offered Palmer all the money he had in his possession which happened 
to amount to two shillings but Palmer would not accept it. Then he proffered him 
his horse but again he declined the gift, assuring Father Forde that he expected no 
reward for his kind act. Before Father Forde left, he said to his benefactor. Your 
family will flourish here for three generations for the kindness you have shown 
me". "Could you not make it four?" answered Palmer.

The story says that the last of the third generation of that family died in the 
same house about sixty years ago, leaving no descendants.1"

During his pastorate of Inishmagrath, Father Forde lived in the townland of 
Greyfield, about fifty yards from Greyfield crossroads where the site of his house is 
now marked by an old iron shed. He is still remembered for his very sound and
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kindly advice and his wise counsel, naturally, was much sought after. He had the 
happy gift of being able to settle disputes, domestic and otherwise, to the 
satisfaction of all concerned and of effecting reconciliation between people 
bitterly opposed to each other. He died in Inishmagrath on the 14th May, 1853, 
aged 66 years, and is buried in Kilbride where an inscribed monument marks his 
g rave.

Father Bryan Keany was a native of Glenfarne. Appointed Parish Priest of 
Ballinaglera in 1833, he had the parish church erected there during the years 
1841-1842. He was remembered with affection by the older generations in 
Ballinaglera for the magnificent work he did in the alleviation of distress during 
the Great Famine period, especially, during "Black' 47" when he brought relief to 
the necessitous poor and provided them, at his own expense, with seed oats which 
enabled them to sow the fields which would otherwise have lain waste. He 
distributed also small quantities of seed potatoes which were then so scarce and 
valuable.

In Ballinaglera, at that time, as in most parts of Ireland, there were money
lenders or, as they were called, "Gambeen-Men," who lent money to the poor at 
exorbitant rates of interest, never less than pound per pound and sometimes even 
more. The system worked as follows: A poor man in need of money in Spring or 
Summer went around to the "Gambeen-Men" to find out who would give the 
highest price at the following November for a firkin of butter. The lender gave the 
poor man the half of what he agreed on for the butter. Thus, when he received 
the firkin he got twice the value of his loan and sometimes more, if the price of 
butter had gone up in the meantime. Father Keany put an end to this abuse and 
compelled the money-lenders, under grave penalties, to reduce the interest to a 
half-crown in the pound.

While in Ballinaglera, Father Keany, it is said, got an amount of trouble from 
those people who by charm or other means were supposed to be able to "take" 
their neighbours' butter. He visited once a person alleged to indulge in this 
practice and a story is told in this connexion - in all probability the invention of
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some humorous story-teller - which may be worth recounting. Father Keany 
interviewed the offender and learned of the means employed and the words used 
in "taking the butter". Having restored peace among the parties concerned, he 
returned home repeating to himself the words he had heard, merely that he might 
be able to tell them to his housekeeper. At the next churning in the priest's 
house, the churn became so full of butter that the girl could not move the dash, 
and Father Keany had to make enquiries to find out who had lost his butter and 
have it restored.

On his appointment as Parish Priest of Inishmagrath, Father Keany left 
Ballinaglera in July 1854. Some time later it became apparent that a new church 
was required for the Newbridge district to replace an older thatched building, 
erected, in all probability, about the time of Catholic Emancipation. The selection 
of a site gave some little trouble, some of the people being in favour of Doolargy 
while others suggested a place called the "Rampart", in the townland of Ailteen, 
about half a mile from the present church. The present site in Derryvolannagher. 
about three hundred yards from the older church in the same townland, was 
agreed on eventually.

It is not clear in what year the work of building actually commenced but it 
is said that by the time the walls had been completed the funds were exhausted; 
with the result that the church was left unroofed for seven years. When at last the 
work had been finished, about the year 1864, the church was dedicated to St. 
Columcille and Father Keany, who apparently contemplated building two further 
churches in the parish, is said to have remarked that he would leave the others for 
SS. Patrick and Brigid.

In the year 1855 Fr. Keany purchased from the Landlord, William Johnston 
of Kinlough the site on which the present St. Brigid’s Church was later built by 
Father James Me Partlan. It is on a beautiful prominence adjacent to the town of 
Drumkeerin. The title deed in connexion with the transaction is still preserved in 
the Parochial House there.

Father Keany had a sister, Mrs. Rogan, married in the parish in the 
townland of Strongaun. He died in the year 1866 and was interred in Achadh 
Leacaigh graveyard. A headstone, inscribed in Latin, marks his grave and gives the 
date of his death as the 1st April, 1866.
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Very Rev. John Maguire, D.D., P.P.,V.G., 1866
That eminent clergyman most widely known as Rev. Dr. John Maguire, P.P.V.G., 
Manorhamilton, because of his very long and fruitful pastorate in that parish - was 
for a short period pastor in Inishmagrath. Although no issue of the Irish Catholic 
Directory assigns him to it, tradition is positive that he was P.P. there. This is 
borne out by evidence in the Obituary Notice of Rev. John Rogan, P.P.,V.G., 
Manorhamilton which appears in the 1867 issue of the Irish Catholic Directory 
where it is stated that on 27th October 1866, "At the Solemn Office and High 
Mass the Rev. John Maguire, P.P, Drumkeerin, preached an eloquent and 
impressive sermon. This evidence is further substantiated by the report of his 
death which appeared in the Anglo-Celt on February 20th 1904. It states that he 
was "appointed Administrator and subsequently P.P. of Kinlough. He was 
afterwards transferred to the parish of Inishmagrath and in 1866 was appointed 
P.P. of Cloonclare" (Manorhamilton or Glenfarne as the parish is variously 
designated). The report continues, "His long life in the Sacred Ministry was full 
of labours. He built the parish church of Kinlough, the Newbridge Church in 
Inishmagrath, St. Mary's Church, Glenfarne, the church of Kiltyclogher and his 
last great work in church building was the erection of the beautiful and spacious 
church of Manorhamilton under the shadow of which his remains are laid".

Tracing the career of his ministry from the Irish Catholic Directory we find 
that he was ordained in Maynooth in 1841, was C.C. in Oughteragh (in the parish 
of Ballinamore) until 1845, C.C. in Glenfarne until 1850, P.P. in Killasnet until 
1852, Administrator in Kinlough until 1857 and subsequently P.P. in that parish 
until 1866. The 1867 and all subsequent issues until his death on 14th February, 
1904 show him P.P. in Cloonclare. As Rev. Brian Keany, P.P. of Inishmagrath died 
in April 1866, and Rev. John Rogan, P.P.,V.G., Cloonclare died on October 24th, 
in the same year, Rev. Dr. John Maguire must have been P.P. in Inishmagrath for 
about six months immediately prior to his appointment to Cloonclare towards the 
close of 1866.

It has been seen earlier that the Newbridge church was completed about 
1864 by Father Bryan Keany and St. Brigid's Church, Drumkeerin was 
commenced in the close of 1866 by Father James Me Partlan. Although the 
building of neither can be attributed to Rev. Dr. Maguire such an outstanding
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church builder can easily be imagined actively employed in providing funds to pay 
off the debt of one and for the commencement of the other. During his short 
pastorate in the parish he purchased the present Parochial House which was 
formerly the residence of the Protestant Parson, Bell.

It is interesting to note that the parish of Ballinamore had at one period. 
1841 to 1845, two eminent priests of the name Maguire, Rev. Thomas Maguire as 
P.P. and Rev. Dr. John Maguire as C.C., both of whom were at other periods 
pastor in Inishmagrath.

Rev. Dr. John Maguire was son of James Maguire, Castlemill, 
Manorhamilton, was born about 1817 and tradition states that he spent a good 
portion of his youth at Cushlaville (now Cherrybrook).

Very Rev. James Mac Partlan, P.P., V.E (1866 - 1886)
Father James Mac Partlan was born in the townland of Greaghnasliabh in the 
parish of Inishmagrath. Very shortly after his appointment as pastor of his native 
parish, in the year 1866, the need for a new church became pressing. The Bog 
Chapel," the principal church in the parish at the time, had served the needs of 
the community over a long period of years and being a rather poor thatched 
edifice, situated in a somewhat backward place, Father Mac Partlan lost no time in 
having it replaced by a more up-to-date church on the site purchased by Fr. Bryan 
Keany.

At that time it was customary for the young men of the parish to spend a 
portion of each year as "migratory" labourers in Co. Dublin, or other parts of the 
country. The money thus earned formed a substantial supplementary income for 
these people and enabled them to subscribe generously towards the erection of 
the new church. Father Mac Partlan naturally encouraged this practice and it is 
said that he sometimes advanced travelling expenses to such as had not the means 
to take them to Co. Dublin. After a few months labour there, they were able to 
pay back the debt as well as to contribute to the building fund without undue 
sacrifice. It is said that all the expenses incurred in the erection of the new 
church were subscribed by the parishioners.

The work of erection was started in the year 1866, the year of Father Mac 
Partlans appointment to the parish and the main structure was completed in three
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years, the first Mass, it is said, being celebrated in the new church in November, 
1869. It was not fully finished, however, until the belfry was added in the year 
1886. In the same year the Kilmore National Schools were erected, the stones 
from the disused Bog Chapel" being employed in their construction.

Father Mac Partlan was related maternally to that branch of the Magaurans 
of Glangevlin who, for centuries, were hereditary chiefs of that district. His 
mother was a first cousin of the Most Rev. Dr. James Magauran, D.D., who was 
born in Glangevlin and who after spending some time as Parish Priest in 
Ballinamore, became Bishop of Ardagh and Clonmacnoise, his episcopate 
extending over the period, 1815 - 1829. We read that Father Mac Partlan "was a 
highly accomplished linguist and a capital singer of church music, and was 
considered a noble type of an Irish priest. He was proud of his relationship with 
the clan Magauran, and is reported to have often said Magauran was the best 
feather in his cap' "?6

Father Mac Partlan's remains repose within the church which he had 
erected and a mural tablet to his memory records that he died on the 25th March, 
1886, having been Pastor of Inishmagrath for twenty years.

Very Rev. James Dolan, P.P.,VF. (1886 - 1904)
Very Rev. Father James Dolan was born in the townland of Carrickrevagh, 
Glenfarne, in the parish of Cloonclare.

It is very probable that he was ordained in 1868 and in the following year 
he was appointed a professor in St. Augustine's Seminary, Cavan, where he 
remained until 1874. On the opening of St. Patrick s in that year he remained on 
the professorial staff of the new college. He was appointed Dean of the college in
1877 and from 1879 until 1886, he filled the office of President.

In the latter year Fathef Dolan was appointed Parish Priest of Inishmagrath. 
During his pastorate work was commenced on the construction of a new church 
at Tarmon to replace an older building which was found to be out of keeping 
with the other churches of the parish. On the death, on 14th February, 1904, of 
the Very Rev. Dr. John Maguire, P.P.,V.G., Manorhamilton, Father Dolan was 
appointed to the pastoral charge of Cloonclare where he died on 24th May, 1915.
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Father Patrick McMorrow was born in Tullymorrow in the parish of Inishmagrath 
in the year 1839. That year is still associated in the tradition of the parish with 
"The Night of the Big Wind" when much destruction was caused. Father 
McMorrow was educated at St. Patrick's College, Cavan and Maynooth where he 
was ordained in 1865. After ministering as C.C. for about three years in each of 
the parishes of Glangevlin and Ballinaglera he was transferred as C.C. to 
Manorhamilton. In 1876 he was appointed P.P. of Killargue where he built the 
Parochial House. After a long pastorate there he was transferred in 1904 as P.P. to 
Inishmagrath where he spent the remaining years of his life. He continued the 
building of St. Patrick's Church, Tarmon which was completed about 1906. The 
older chapel there was known as The Chapel of Ease and was situated almost 
beside the present St. Patrick's. Father McMorrow also effected extensive 
improvements to the Parish Church in Drumkeerin. In 1923 his remains were 
laid to rest in the cemetery adjoining it.

Father McMorrow was a nephew of Father James McMorrow (Ban) who 
ministered in Ballinaglera. Father James had been ordained for the Killala diocese. 
Finding it difficult to obtain a curacy there he was engaged by Father Francis 
Mason P.P, Ballinaglera, for very rarely in those days was there any curate 
appointed by the bishop to that parish. Father James McMorrow died at Upper 
Annagh, Ballinaglera about 1857.

Very Rev. Francis Flynn, P.P.V.F., (1924-1936)
Born in Glenfarne, Co. Leitrim, Father Francis Flynn was ordained in Maynooth 
in 1895. He was Professor in St. Patrick's College, Cavan from 1897 to 1913 
when he was transferred to Aughnasheelin in the parish of Ballinamore where he 
remained until 1920. He was appointed P.P. of Drumreilly Lower. In 1924 he 
was appointed P.P. of Inishmagrath where he was pastor until his death on 24th 
November, 1936. His remains are interred beside the parish church in 
Drumkeerin. During his pastorate he re-roofed Drumkeerin Church and did 
extensive repair work on the churches and schools.
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Very Rev. Michael Kelly, B.A., P.P.,V.F., (1937-1944)
The present P.P.,V.F., Ballinamore,Very Rev. Michael Kelly was the next pastor of 
Inishmagrath. A native of Corlough, Co. Cavan, he was ordained in Maynooth in 
1913. From that year until 1923 he was professor in St. Patrick's College, Cavan. 
From 1918 to 1923 he had the further responsibility of Bursarship of the College. 
His first curacy was that of Drumgoon until in 1926 he was transferred as senior 
curate to Killann (Bailieborough). There he ministered until his appointment as 
P.P. to Killesher in 1931. His next appointment was to the parish of Inishmagrath 
in 1937. Here he ministered until his transfer in 1944 to Kinawley (Swanlinbar) 
where he was P.P. until his present appointment in 1950.

Very Rev. James Canon Rynn, P.P., V.F. (1944-1952)
Father James Rynn, a member of the widely known family of that name, 
Druminalass House, Ballinaglera, was born on the 27th of December, 1886.
He was ordained in Maynooth on the 22nd of June, 1913, the same day as his 
immediate predecessor in Inishmagrath,Very Rev. Michael Kelly. After spending 
two years in Kinlough as curate he was transferred to Ballaghameehan where he 
ministered until 1920. For the next three years he was curate in Kilmainham 
Wood until his transfer in 1923 to Newbridge in the parish of Inishmagrath. He 
was curate there until his transfer in 1927 to Kinlough where he was senior curate 
until 1936. The last two years of his curacy were spent in Drumgoon after which 
he was appointed P.P. of Drumreilly Upper in 1938. During his pastorate of six 
years there he effected extensive repairs to church and school buildings for which 
work he was highly commended by the late Dr. Lyons. In 1944 he returned to 
Inishmagrath as P.P. When the chapter was re-introduced to the diocese by the 
late Dr. Lyons, he was made one of the first canons. His death on the 18th of 
October 1952 was much lamented. A large tombstone in the cemetery adjoining 
St. Brigid’s Church in Drumkeerin marks his resting place. His successor is the 
present esteemed pastor of Inishmagrath,Very Rev. Patrick Canon Connolly,
P.P.V.F.
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SUCCESSION OF CURATES, 1836-1953

Rev.

DRUMKEERIN

Thomas McKeon 1836 Rev.

NEWBRIDGE

Francis Mason 1836
Thaddeus Maguire 1837-38 II Patrick McMurry 1837-39
John McHugh 1839 II P. Treanor 1841-42
John Brady 1840-45 II Peter Brady 1843-44
Patrick Treanor 1847-52 II Charles Brady 1845
Gerald Magauran 1853-54 II Patrick Clancy 1846-54
Patrick Clancy 1855-59 II John O'Hara 1858-63
John Keaney 1860-66 II Edward Sheerin 1864-67
Patrick Daly 1868 II Luke Smith 1868
Luke Smith 1869 u Patrick Cooke 1869-76
Thomas Corr 1870-77 II Patrick Brady 1877-80
Francis O'Hara 1878-81 II James Fitzpatrick 1881-84
Patrick Keaney 1882-91 II Thomas Drumm 1885-92
Thomas Pakenham 1893 II Francis O Hara 1893-94
Francis Brennan 1894-1901 II Michael O'Rorke 1895-99
Terence Connolly 1902-04 II Martin Kelly 1900-08
Laurence Gilligan 1905-09 II P. McPhillips 1909
John McGauran 1910-12 II John Smith 1910-12
Michael McTernan 1913-14 II John McGauran 1913-15
Patrick McGriskin 1915 II Bernard Farrelly 1915-22
Peter O'Reilly 1916 II James Rynn 1923-27
Terence McDermot 1917-18 II Edward McGennis 1928-38
P.J. Cassidy* 1918 II Brian Maguire 1939-41
Thomas McMahon 1919 II Thomas Devaney 1942-47
Patrick McPhillips 1920-22 II Edmund Lynch 1948-53
James O'Rourke 1923-25 II James Gilsenan 1953 -

91

John McGauran
Francis Rynn
Joseph Gilmartin
Francis A. Lynnott 
Joseph Hunt
Thomas Curran
Sean E. O'Reilly
James Duffy

1926-32
1933- 34
1934- 35 
1936-37 
1938-48 
1949-52 
1952-53
1953

* Rev. P.J.Cassidy was 
Lent from Elphin 
Diocese
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Father Terence O'Reilly
Tradition still speaks of Fr. Terence O'Reilly who it appeared ministered for quite 
a long period in Inishmagrath about the beginning of the last century. It is said 
he was a Cavan man. He is chiefly remembered for the part he played in ending 
the unhappy practice of faction fighting, all too prevalent in many parts of the 
country at the period. One of these parish disturbances, it appears, had continued 
for two years and eight months between two large family groups, the Flynns and 
the McPartlans, when Fr. O'Reilly intervened asking each party to pick a 
champion and end the campaign on the issue of a single fight. The venue was 
arranged and the champions ready for action when Fr. O'Reilly appeared and said 
he would himself fight the champions in turn. One of the would-be combatants, 
Miley Balbh McPartlan declared he would beat any man but he would never fight 
the priest, whereupon the whole affair was amicably ended. From this account it 
cannot but be inferred that Fr. O'Reilly was a big, strong, active man, even 
allowing for the fact that it was reverence rather than lack of courage which 
inspired the statement of Miley Balbh.

This is probably the Fr. O'Reilly mentioned byTheophilus O'Flynn in his 
poem 'Cumhaidh na Cleire" already referred to.

Father Peter Ward (1743-1800)
Among the large horizontal slabs of inscribed stone that cover the graves around 
the church ruins in Curraghs (Corrus) is one bearing the inscription17

Pray for the soul of 
Revd. Peter Ward 

Who departed this life July
,10th (?) 1800, Aged 57.

< carving on the stone shows a chalice with a missal on one side and a bell
on the other.

Tradition18 still recounts some circumstances of Fr. Ward's life and his tragic 
death. It appears he ministered in the Ballintoher district of Co. Sligo and had to 
go on the run in 1798. While bathing in Lough Gill in July 1800 he was drowned
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and was temporarily buried in Carraig-a-Teampull. During the celebrations of the 
12th of July, the Wards, McPartlans, Trowers, Christies and others went from 
Inishmagrath to Carraig-a-Teampull and brought home the body surreptiously. 
They were met at Barra-Ghabhla above Drumkeerin by Molly Mor McPartlan 
with a coffin in which the remains were placed and brought to Corrus for burial. 
It is said Molly Mor McPartlan was a niece of Fr.Ward and sister of Dr. Bartley.

I have been unable to locate any burial ground in the Carraig-a-Teampull 
district, which would correspond with the tradition. It is probable that the body 
was concealed or temporarily buried without any coffin in some convenient place 
to hide it from the authorities who hunted Fr.Ward. It would appear also that he 
was a native of Inishmagrath and this opinion is borne out by the fact that his 
grave along the south wall of the ruins in Corrus near the south-west corner is 
surrounded by grave slabs bearing the name Ward.'
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CHAPTER VII

Inch Island
If tradition is correct in assigning the erection of the church on Inch Island to 
Saint Beo-Aodh, we may safely assume that it was the first place of worship bi 
to serve a portion, at least, of the parish of Inishmagrath. It can claim, then, to 
of great antiquity as the Annals place the death of Saint Beo-Aodh at dates 
varying from 518 A.D. to 524 A.D.

Teampull na gCurrachadha (Curraghs or Corrus)
On the western shore of Lough Allen a little over half a mile south of Tarmon 
Church stand the ruins of what may have been a very old religious foundation.
Of this O'Donovan writes in his Survey Letters: There is an old church in ruins 
in the townland of Curraghs, situated on a point of land running into Lough 
Allen. It is called St. Patrick's Church and by the Irish-speaking people Teampull 
na gCurrachadha, as it is situated in the townland of Curraghs. In another place 
we find the following reference to this church: "The Monasticon is totally silent as 
to its history or name, nor has tradition been more communicative: probably this 
was a hermitage... dependent on the Abbey of Kilronan, about six miles off .49 
Again, we read: "Here we have a fine ivy-mantled old Abbey which is believed to 
be the ruins of a Franciscan Monastery and was dedicated to St. Patrick. In the 
window of the eastern gable there is a beautifully carved image of St. Patrick with 
Crozier in hand. According to tradition this monastery was built in one night. 50 
Dr. Madden refers to this venerable building as "the ancient Abbey of Tarmon. 51 
The image of St. Patrick mentioned above is no longer to be seen probably due to 
the fact that a number of the stone jambs of the eastern window have been 
dislodged by a strong growth of ivy which has taken a firm hold on the whole
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structure. Some maintain that the monastery, if such it had been, was occupied by 
a community of Black Friars.

Teampull na gCailleacha Dubha (Conagh, or Nunnery Point)
About a mile further south in the townland of Cartronbeg near the Leitrim- 
Roscommon border stand the ruins of the old convent of Conagh also known as 
Teampull na gCailleacha Dubha.This convent was also built on a peninsula which 
juts into Lough Allen and is called Nunnery Point. Tradition is now silent about it 
and speaks vaguely of the Black Sisters of Tarmon. Dr. R.R. Madden who visited 
the place in 1840 has left an account of it which states On the western shore of 
the lake stood the ancient Abbey of Tarmon and the convent of Conagh, the latter 
occupied by a large community of nuns until the year 1642 when the convent was 
burned down, and the nuns slaughtered by Colonel Hamilton and his soldiers. 
Amongst the many victims of Hamilton's ruthless massacre were two beautiful 
young daughters of the chieftain of Muintir Kenny, Garret Forde."" Additional 
detail is related in another account which says: This convent was burned down by 
Hamilton on the same night when he took Forde a prisoner. It so happened that 
two of the Me Consnava (Forde) girls escaped in a row boat from their Crannog53 
dwelling at Corry and were pursued by Hamilton's men and traced to the 
Convent at Cartron where they and all the nuns that were living there were 
burned to death. To-day only the ivy -mantled wall remains to tell the mute 
story."54 Dr Me Partlan in his Statistical Survey (page 103), referring to this convent 
states: "Two ladies, of the name of Magauran and O'Rorke then presided.They 
were both women of singular beauty and piety.Tradition is silent about the 
others. He conflictingly states that the nuns were expelled by Cromwell’s soldiers. 
It is interesting to note that an almost straight road running across Arigna 
Mountain connected the convent with Kilronan indicating a possible relationship 
between them.

The Seal Foscaidh
Mass rocks, so often met with throughout the country perpetuating the memory 
of penal days, have their counterparts in Inishmagrath and its traditions. In the
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town land of Gighim there was a "hide -out" where banished Franciscans found 
shelter and said Mass up to the time that they were brought to Ballinaglera. A 
tradition about "Robin the Juggler"55 whose real name was Father Me Govern is 
probably an echo out of the deeper depths of those dark days when a 
masqueraded priest brought spiritual consolations to the people of Inishmagrath 
from the caves in Glangevlin where he hid. In the townland of Drommonds near 
the place where the Abhainn Ghearr river enters Lough Allen a place is pointed 
out where the Holy Sacrifice was offered. There a Seal Foscaidh was used to 
protect the priest and improvised altar. The Seal Foscaidh or temporary shelter, as 
the name indicates consisted of wicker-work frames thatched and placed at an 
advantageous position to ward off wind and storm. It was so constructed that it 
could be easily removed and set up again when and where required.The Seal 
Foscaidh seems to have been much used in the parish for many years prior to that 
breathing space before Catholic Emancipation. On a little island, about 400 yards 
from the mainland near the mouth of the Abhainn Ghearr. 16 little coins of the 
reign of Queen Elizabeth were found and are supposed to be part of a collection 
made at one of those Masses in the open.

Holy Wells
Reference has already been made to a Holy Well in Derrinweer townland called 
Tobar Bheo-Aodha and to the Saint it commemorates dating back to the days of 
St. Patrick. Another Holy Well was situated just above the little church of Kilbride 
in the townland of Killadiscert. It was known as Tober Brighide. Patterns were 
formerly held there but have long since been discontinued.

The Bog Chapel'
Some details have been given concerning the present three churches of the parish, 
some of the older ones which they replaced and also the chapel of Kilbride. It 
remains now to say a word about "Bog Chapel" which served the needs of the 
majority of the people of Inishmagrath over a long period of years. It was situated 
in the townland of Carrowlaur on the south side of the little river Abhainn 
Ghearr which separates this townland from that of Drummonds. Strangely enough
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it is said there was never a bog near this church but to perpetuate its memory the 
place came to be known as Bhaile na Mona. About the date of its erection we 
have no definite information. Being a stone structure of spacious dimensions with, 
however, a thatched roof, it not easy to imagine that it could have been erected 
during a period when the penal laws were in vigorous force.

Tradition holds that Father Myles Me Partlan whose long pastorate in the 
parish began 1695, just when the penal laws proper came in to operation, used to 
say Mass at Baile na Mona in the penal chapel there. This, however, may refer to 
the Seal Foscaidh chapel on the lake shore near the little island in Lough Allen 
already mentioned. The tradition of Father Fordes flight on horseback from the 
Bog Chapel further associates it with the penal era whether or not the priest in 
question was Father Forde?6 Another tradition states that it was built by a Father 
Flynn who, after he left the parish, became a bishop and that he is buried in 
Lissadell, Co. Sligo.

In so far as the design of the chapel is apparent it resembled many early post 
penal chapels. It is possible and, indeed probable that it crept into existence during 
penal times at a period when the laws were not rigorously enforced locally as did 
the unroofed chapel of Kilbride, (built 1735). It bore the same name as the latter 
St. Brigid s, and was probably of later date, utility and size to accommodate a fast 
increasing population being its characteristics rather than the ornate compact 
design of Kilbride Chapel. There are considerations which point to its penal 
origin. Although it was situated adjacent to one of the old roads of the district, it 
was built in a backward locality, nevertheless roughly about the centre of the 
parish so that it could, on its own, serve the needs of the whole parish. It may be 
that it was designated Bog Chapel in order to render it less worthy of
consideration by a barely tolerant dominant minority. It was also known as St. 
Brigid’s and was thus the principal chapel being named in honour of the adopted 
Patron Saint of the parish. As such, one would expect in this part of the country 
to find a burial ground surrounding it but such is not the case, indicative of 
abnormal times. Finally it was abandoned in post emancipation times in favour of 
a site in the hub of the parish at the town of Drumkeerin.

Its roof was blown off on "the night the big wind'" in 1839. It must have 
been re-roofed because it still had thirty more years of service to render.
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All that remains of the Bog Chapel today (1955) is the outline of its 
foundations plainly discernible in the green sward of the little field where it once 
stood. It had the unusual feature that each transept was longer and wider than the 
nave. Built in the form of a T, each arm of the spacious transept, running roughly 
north and south, was about 60ft. x 20ft.while the nave was about 45ft x 14ft. The 
sanctuary was not recessed, the altar having been built against the centre of the 
long east wall of the transept and opposite the nave. Still to be seen is the outline 
of a sacristy which was built just behind the altar thus, to some extent, completing 
the form of a cross.

In the First Report of the Commissioners of Public Instruction Ireland 
1835, the information for which was collected in 1831, it is stated that Mass was 
said in the Bog Chapel once every Sunday and Holyday with an average 
attendance of 2,500. The same report mentions only one other Catholic Church 
in the parish with also only one Mass and an average attendance of 350. 
Nevertheless it states that there were three priests in the parish. It is most probable 
that two Masses were said in the Bog Chapel at the time, it being much larger and 
more central than the other at Tarmon. It will be recalled that Father Thomas 
Maguire left the third chapel in operation before his departure in 1835, probably 
the former thatched chapel at Newbridge.

When the present Church in Drumkeerin was ready for use in 1869 the 
Bog Chapel, having served its purposes well, was abandoned and the stones were 
later used to build Kilmore National School. Whatever be the secrets it has 
carried with it into oblivion, one fact stands out, that it must have rendered no 
paltry meed of service to the spiritual needs and aspirations of many of the former 
generations of Inishmagrath.
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CHAPTER VIII

The French in Drumkeerin, 1798

The first phase of the Rebellion of 1798, fought out mainly in parts of Ulster, the 
Midlands and south-east Leinster in the early summer had ended in disaster for 
the Irish by July. The Irish had been goaded into premature rebellion while bribes 
from Pitt’s treasury had delayed the despatch of aid from France. The spirit of 
revolt was almost quelled until, on the evening of Wednesday 22nd August, one 
thousand French soldiers, among them quite a number of Irishmen in the service 
of France, arrived under the command of General Humbert and disembarked 
from three ships anchored in the little bay of Kilcummin five miles north of the 
town of Killala. The people from the countryside swarmed in to join their French 
comrades. Ireland "broken and bleeding'" but a short time before, now, indeed, 
with re-awakened hope "looked for revenge to the West".

In a brief campaign the Franco-Irish forces captured Killala, Ballina, and the 
Mayo capital where the rout of the English is known as The Races of Castlebar.
A week’s delay in that town by General Humbert against the advice of the Irish 
leaders was later to prove fatal to the cause, for Humbert ’s intentions of joining 
forces with the insurgents of the Midlands and the North and marching on 
Dublin were anticipated by the English. A contingent of troops from Dublin 
commanded by General Lake, and the forces of Hutchinson, English Commander 
of Connaught, both of which had made such a good run from Castlebar had 
rallied and advanced 16,000 strong under General Lake fromTuam to Frenchpark 
to prevent a crossing of the Shannon while Lord Cornwallis, Commander-in-chief 
of the English army in Ireland was advancing from Tuam to Hollymount with
15,000 men.

About 1,500 insurgents from Mayo and Sligo had joined Humbert. Many 
French uniforms and muskets were distributed on them and they were placed 
under the command of General George Blake of Garracloon, Co. Mayo, formerly
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an officer in the British army in Jamaica. Together with the French they set out 
from Castlebar towards Sligo on the 4th of September in order by a circuitous 
route to cross the upper part of the Shannon and join the men of Longford and 
Westmeath. After a march of 25 miles they encamped for the night at Ballaghy. 
General Lake that same day advanced in a parallel line on Humbert’s right from 
Frenchpark to Ballaghadereen and encamped only eight miles from the Franco- 
Irish Army. After a few hours’ rest Humbert resumed his march towards 
Tubbercurry where a cavalry regiment from the Sligo garrison was beaten off and 
the march continued to Collooney. While beginning breakfast under the hedges 
there the French drums beat to arms for a column of 600 from the Sligo garrison 
had attacked. For an hour the engagement proceeded hotly until an Irish officer, 
Bartholomew Teeling, shot out on horseback across the open plain swept by lead 
and grape and pulling up beside the English cannon shot the gunner dead after 
which he rode back to safety.3 Humbert’s superior skill then dislodged the 
enemy column from a position which was protected on the left flank by the 
Owenmore river and completely routed them.

The French General under the impression that he had encountered the 
advance guard of Lake’s large army did not follow up his victory when he could 
have taken Sligo with its immense resources and linked up with the Northern 
insurgents. After a much needed rest he marched eastwards late the same evening 
towards Dromahair which he reached well into the night or early the following 
morning. Large quantities of muskets, ammunition and cannon had been captured 
from the English and as the latter encumbered the march two pieces had been 
dumped into a ditch near Collooney and five more were thrown into the 
Garavogue river at Dromahair. The Franco-Irish march was taking on more and 
more the semblance of a flight dogged as they were by two armies and harassed 
by bands of local yeomanry. ^Between Crawford’s cavalry crops which was the 
advance guard of General Lake’s army and the troops of Humbert’s rear there 
were continuous skirmishes. Although fresh bands of insurgents were joining the 
French at every point the defections were in still greater numbers as many saw the 
hopelessness of trying to realise Humbert’s aim and the Irish knew that, while the 
French could expect an honourable surrender, they themselves could hope for 
nothing better than a merciless slaughter.
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Ever since the defect of Sligo garrison at Collooney there commenced on 
the part of Lake's troops a campaign of savagery and vengeance. The countryside 
from Collooney to Dromahair and Drumkeerin was laid waste; a trail of burning 
homesteads marked the route; the inhabitants fled the terror and those who failed 
to escape were murdered while wounded or fatigued stragglers of the Franco-Irish 
force overtaken at every mile of the road were shot and hanged.

Halting half a mile beyond Dromahair to refresh the troops there was a 
display of much despondency on the part of many French officers who desired a 
surrender. They pointed out that they were followed by thirty or forty thousand 
men, that the French government did not intend to sacrifice uselessly the lives of 
brave men, that they had to abandon artillery which had cost them dearly to 
capture and that the further help expected from France had not come. It was easy 
to understand the flagging spirits of the fatigued men in the hopelessness of their 
position, yet General Humbert and second in command, General Sarrazin 
succeeded in restoring order and procuring agreement to continue. General 
Sarrazin relates that the owner of the castle near Dromahair had a cellar well 
stocked with foreign wines which were distributed on the army and he remarks 
on the poverty of the Irish peasantry in marked contrast with the wealth of the 
landlords.58

At noon on the 6th September Humbert set out on the road to 
Manorhamilton. A few miles from that town at the junction of the Drumkeerin 
road he placed the head of his column on the road to Manorhamilton. Whether 
this move was to deceive the enemy or whether he was on decided about going 
north, or trying to join the insurgents at Granard it was not easy to say. However, 
he wheeled sharply to the south and at 7 o'clock in the evening reached 
Drumkeerin. The memory of the few hours' halt there marked by the offer of the 
honourable surrender which was refused is still living in the traditions of the 
district as is also the march of the two rival armies through the length of the 
parish of Inishmagrath.

At least three accounts written by French participant in the campaign are 
extant.59 That of General Sarrazin relates:

"At 7 o'clock we camped on the high ground in front of Drumkeerin...The 
country people always co-operated with us as helpers in our commissariat and as
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guardians of our military stores. Wherever we halted we were immediately 
surrounded by the local inhabitants who brought us milk, meat and potatoes etc. 
The women showed towards us the care which they have for children, brothers or 
friends. Our soldiers had nothing to do but guard from attack. The French who 
have had the opportunity to observe the Irish at close quarters will never forget 
their friendly behaviour in every situation in which we found ourselves.

At nightfall an envoy under a flag of truce was brought to General 
Humbert with a message that an English General wished to speak to the 
Commander-in-Chief of the French Army. General Humbert, not thinking it 
quite fitting to appear in person, ordered me to find out the object of the general's 
visit. I took with me the staff officers Huet, La Roche and Bebin with four 
troopers of the 3rd regiment.

"When the English officer, Colonel Crawford, saw me approach he 
advanced towards me. He told me of the arrival of our two health officers whom 
he handed over, presuming that they would be essential to us. I answered him 
coldly that when we had sent back to them thirty English officer prisoners we 
had not asked at their outposts for their Commander-in-chief, and that I took it 
for granted he must have some more important matter to communicate. Yes,' he 
replied, but I would like to speak to you alone in private.' I told him I had 
nothing to hide from the officers accompanying me, nor even from the troopers, 
and that he could speak as freely as if we were alone. You are not aware,' he said 
to me that you are surrounded by a numerous army commanded by Lord 
Cornwallis in person. You have defeated us several times, you have just carried out 
great marches within sight of our army, you have covered yourselves with glory 
and you already accomplished more than your government expected from you 
when it ordered you to Ireland. Lord Cornwallis has consented to give you all 
the conditions you wish provided you agree to surrender.' On hearing this word 
I interrupted him sharply - if I was not, Monsieur, a scrupulous observer of 
French integrity, I would give to your proposal and with much more reason the 
impertinent reply which General Lake gave on the day of his defeat at Castlebar 
when he was summoned to surrender.60 We have only done our duty and our task 
is not yet finished. Tell General Cornwallis that the French, anxious to continue
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to merit his esteem and the esteem of the soldiers of Europe, regard as null and 
void the summons you have delivered on his behalf. Please assure him that, if the 
fortunes of war should make him our prisoner, he and all the officers of his army 
will be treated with the greatest consideration.'

"Colonel Crawford seemed astonished at my reply and judged rightly that it 
was useless to argue further on the matter. I gave him to understand that our 
intention was to remain in our present position which was a very strong one. We 
parted after a conversation of little significance regarding our strength and our 
respective positions a conversation in which one, was to presume there was not 
much sincerity on either side. On the same evening at 10 o'clock we left 
Drumkeerin to cross the Shannon at Ballintra.

"About two miles from the Shannon the country people told us that the 
bridge was guarded by strong enemy forces and that they were afraid we would 
not succeed in forcing our way through there. If this was true, our situation 
would be very critical. On our left was Lake Allen; on our right Lakes Arrow and 
Key; in front of us was a river which was not fordable; and on our rear an army of 
twenty thousand English troops. The only thing left us would be to go towards 
Ballinafad, to occupy the position there between Lakes Key and Arrow and then 
to return and take up our headquarters at Castlebar. Destiny, however, had 
ordained otherwise.

"Our advance guard under Major Dufour at Ballintra drove back the enemy, 
whose strength was one hundred troopers. On 7th September at 9 o'clock in the 
morning the crossing of the Shannon by our entire army was fortunately 
accomplished."61
Captain Jobit in his account of the halt at Drumkeerin states:

"On the evening of the 6th of September we halted at a large village in 
order to give our men, worn out with hunger and fatigue, an opportunity of 
renewing a little their exhausted strength. They were preparing to cook for the 
first time the food which had been given them on leaving Castlebar when a 
sudden alarm compelled them to rush to arms. It was thought that the enemy 
was on us but nothing of the sort. The alarm was caused by the arrival of an 
officer of Hompeschs62 cavalry, who was sent as an envoy to offer to our general
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an honourable capitulation. This officer had brought with him two of our soldiers 
whom the enemy, who were harassing us without respite, had made prisoners.

Any other general, possessed of qualities besides that of the bravery of a 
soldier, would have perhaps capitulated in order to save his army, threatened with 
inevitable disaster - for it was about to be overwhelmed by a force of 18,000 
infantry and 6,000 cavalry. Our general, deaf to the voice of prudence and to the 
counsels of his best officers, and listening to the fury of a swaggerer, rejected the 
proposal with disdain, and at the same time ordered General Sarrazin to carry his 
haughty answer to the English colonel. "63

This latter account reveals the growing tension between General Humbert 
and his staff. There is also a tradition round Drumshanbo which tells of strained 
relations between Humbert and Blake, the insurgent Commander, and even of a 
duel between them.

It has been seen that after a ten mile night march from Drumkeerin through 
the valleys on the west side of Lough Allen the Franco-Irish army crossed the 
Shannon at Ballintra near Drumshanbo at 9 o'clock on the morning of the 7th of 
September thus accomplishing what Cornwallis was so anxious to prevent. The 
subsequent history of that memorable march would most probably have assumed a 
very different character had the attempt to destroy the bridge after the Franco- 
Irish army had passed over been successful, in which event the pursuit of Lake's 
whole army would have been cut short. Captain Jobit states: "we lacked not only 
the necessary implements but the requisite knowledge, too, for the work, and any 
further time spent on it would only still more delay our march. "(i4 One of a party 
of pike men who had joined the French in Inishmagrath, a man named William 
Mor McPartlan was left in charge of the work of demolishing the bridge. A hole 
was made in one of the arches and the attempt to blow it up was proceeding 
when a troop of English opened fire. McPartlan escaped with wounds from which 
he died at Tullymorrow. His remains were brought to Kilbride and it is said he 
was the first layman to be buried inside the walls of the never roofed little chapel 
there/'5

Tradition"' states that a number of young men from Inishmagrath joined the 
Franco-Irish army in Drumkeerin.Two are named, one was Billy Flynn an 
ancestor of the present T.D. Stephen Flynn and the other,Tom Gilhooly whose
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name, by some mistake, became Tom Gilheany in a popular ballad. An account of 
Tom's adventure after Ballinamuck is given at the end of this chapter.

The memory of the French in Drumkeerin is perpetuated by a mound 
outside the town known as "The French Grave."

The Franco-Irish troops entered Drumshanbo and rested for an hour on 
Monineur Hill while General Lake's army continued from Ballintra Bridge on the 
old road through Blackrock and on towards Drumhauvre in the direction of 
Carrick. On hearing this Humbert marched southeast through Keshcarrigan, 
Castlefore and Fenagh, up Grassy Hill by the road which is still called The 
Old French Road," through Garvagh and into Cloone which was reached by 6 
o'clock that evening. They were joined on the way by a group of insurgents from 
Ballinamore area. A considerable number of insurgents had joined at
Drumshanbo, among them the Kilbrides, Reynolds, Rocks, McCranns and 
Murrays. Five Murray brothers were killed in the battle of Ballinamuck. Sixteen 
Drumshanbo men retreating from the battle were met by a party of yeos and 
putting up a stiff fight twelve were killed, among them another of the Murrays 
while the youngest of the Murrays, a boy of nineteen escaped as did a McCrann, 
Rock and Kilbride.

Although the march of Humbert is taking us far beyond the boundaries of 
Inishmagrath it may, nevertheless, be of interest here to recount briefly the closing 
stages in that epic journey. After a march of 75 miles in three and a half days from 
Castlebar to Cloone, harassed all the way by an unrelenting enemy and often 
dragging or carrying heavy cannon along the rough and marshy roads it is little 
wonder that the men were completely exhausted lacking food and sleep, and that 
murmuring and discontent pervaded their ranks. Arriving in Cloone at nightfall 
on 7th September they occupied the house of a wealthy protestant named West 
who had a number of neighbours putting in hay that day. The officers were 
entertained to dinner in his house while the army occupied a meadow at its rear. 
The iron gates were removed from the entrance to the Protestant church and six 
bullocks were grilled on them while the people around flocked in with milk, 
bread and potatoes. It is said that Humbert then ordered a complete rest of two 
hours but that the sentries allowed the weary men to sleep for four. The accounts 
of both Sarrazin and Fontaine indicate that Humbert's French advisers realising
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their danger wanted only a short delay before moving on to Granard but that the 
Commander-in-chief was adamant on remaining till 5.0 a.m. Promises of a large 
force of insurgents being mobilised in the area to join them is also supposed to 
have caused Humbert to delay. But the hopeless condition of Humbert's force 
and the news of some thirty thousand English troops closing in on them caused 
most of the insurgents to remain to protect their wives and families. Fontaine's 
account states that "Subsequently their fears were more than justified, the 
cowardly English butchered several of the families of these brave men.6'

At 5.0 a.m. on the 8th of September the Franco-Irish army set out from 
Cloone on the last stage of their heroic march. The chains to draw the powder 
waggon and cannon could not be found and they had to set out with only ropes 
to draw them. These broke and insurgents had to drag the heavy waggon and 
cannon which caused much delay. A tradition accusing West of treachery would 
appear to be groundless while the truth appears to be that the chains were 
covered with hay under West's stairs for greater safety and could not be found on 
departing. West finding them later and fearing trouble dropped them into a draw- 
well in his yard where they remained until 1916 when they were bought by 
Edward Devine, a blacksmith of Mohill, and used for shoeing iron during the war 
scarcity. Three hundred pike men arrived in Cloone just after Humbert's 
departure. On the advice of Father Redehan, P.P., they all returned home except 
thirteen, eleven of whom were killed in Ballinamuck.

Returning to the movements of Lord Cornwallis, the English Commander- 
in-chief when he learned on 4th September that Humbert had evacuated 
Castlebar, moved from Hollymount to Ballyhaunis. There he encamped until the 
morning of the 7th when one of Lake's officers arrived on horseback with word 
that on the previous day Humbert had wheeled south to Drumkeerin. It became 
obvious that the French were heading for Granard where some twenty thousand 
insurgents were awaiting leadership. Cornwallis set out without delay for Carrick. 
Arriving there that evening he learned that the French had crossed the Shannon. 
He left Carrick at midnight with his large army and arrived in Mohill, just three 
miles south -west of Cloone about the time that Humbert left Cloone for 
Granard. Lake's forces entered Cloone an hour after Humbert's departure. The 
English all the time feared a pitched battle as they were no match for the speed
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and agility with which the French wielded the bayonet nor for the reckless 
courage of the pike men at close quarters. But now Cornwallis fearing Humbert's 
troops would slip him again ordered Lake to attack the French rear as much as 
possible while he himself pushed on towards Ballinalee to be "in for the kill".
The long delay of Humbert at Cloone, unavoidable though it may have been, 
certainly hastened the disaster. The powder wagon stuck on a hill and the 
dumping of large quantities of powder and ball into Keeldra Lake to lighten the 
load, the Franco-Irish rear surrounded and cut off forcing the head of the column 
to make a last stand at Ballinamuck; the surrender of the exhausted French after 
the semblance of a fight, their honourable pardon and return to France via 
Dublin; the last desperate stand of the insurgents on the hill of Shanmullagh over 
the village when they had nothing to gain by surrender but death - all these were 
the preamble to the last bloody scene. The massacre on the hill, the rounding of 
the Irish into barns, the hangings from the upturned shafts of two carts and from 
the boultree bushes around, and the mounds that today mark the grave pits in the 
meadows of Shanmullagh tell the rest of the story when "the gold of freedom" 
once more had set and not only poor Wexford but the whole Emerald Isle 
"stripped naked hung high on a cross with her heart pierced by traitors and 
slaves"68.

TQM GILHEANY69
Tom Gilheany came from Drumkeerin in North Leitrim and joined the French 
there as they were passing through. He fought at Ballinamuck, but like many 
another croppy had to strike for home through an unknown and terrified country. 
He came down through Rossan and got to Aughavas. In this parish there was a 
townland Drumgoinne, where a lot of yeomen and protestants lived. There he 
went to the place of a man who was nicknamed 'Shuffling Shaun.' Now this 
shuffling Shaun was everyman's man. a United Man to day, a yeoman spy to 
morrow. Gilheany met him and asked could he direct him to any place where he 
could get work and stay for a few weeks till things blew over. Shuffling Shaun 
said he was delighted to help any croppy and that he would get a place for him.
So he pointed out a house on the side of the hill, and told Gilheany to go there
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and he would be quite safe. He told Gilheany if he had any money to leave it 
with him, that he would keep it safe for him, for that it wasn't safe for him to 
carry it about. Gilheany had £4; he gave it to Shuffling Shaun and took up his 
pike and started off for the house. Now who should live there but a yeoman 
named Bill Ferguson. When Ferguson saw the man coming with his pike, he took 
his gun and halted him. Gilheany knew he was betrayed and told Ferguson his 
story. Oh,' said Ferguson, it was Shuffling Shaun sent you here - did you give 
him any money?' Gilheany said he did, so Ferguson said. Well, since you were 
betrayed I'll keep you till things blow over and the first thing we'll do is go down 
to Shuffling Shaun and get back your money.' They went and got the money, and 
Ferguson kept Gilheany till everything was quiet.

"Some years after this, Ferguson, who was a horse-dealer, was at a fair in 
Drumshanbo, and he bought a horse from a man there. There was another man 
who had his eye on the horse, but he wouldn't pay the price Ferguson paid.
Well, he was vexed to see Ferguson getting the horse, so himself and a crowd of 
his neighbours raised a bit of a row and said it was a shame to sell a horse to a 
bould yeoman.'When the word got round that Ferguson was a yeoman the crowd 
got very threatening, and the end of it was that they took the horse off him.They 
were going to beat him, and Ferguson shouted: 'Well, if Tom Gilheany of 
Drumkeerin was here, he wouldn't let ye treat me in this way.' As luck would have 
it, Gilheany was at the fair, and in a few moments he was at Ferguson's side. He 
told his story to the people, and instead of being kicked out of the town Ferguson 
was cheered along the street and got back his horse. "

A lengthy ballad published in O'Flynn's "History of Leitrim" tells 
substantially the same story of Tom Gilheany, except it states he went to Castlebar 
where he joined the French and that the fair was in Drumkeerin instead of 
Drumshanbo.
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CHAPTER IX

Theophilus O ’Flynn, Seanchai and Poet

Theophilus O’ Flynn belonged to a class of people who are now, unhappily, 
becoming very rare in Ireland with the exception of the districts where Irish is 
still the spoken language. These were the local story-tellers or seanchaithe, one of 
whom was to be found in almost every district of the country. These were the 
custodians and repositories of the folklore and traditions of the people and were 
well versed in local history and genealogy. Lovers of poetry and song they were 
often poets and musicians of note themselves. They might be regarded as the 
successors of the older Bards and while not enjoying the privileges and patronage 
of the latter, they were held in high esteem by the people because on occasion 
they took them back, at least in spirit, to happier times and caused them to forget 
their present miseries.

O’Flynn was born in the parish of Inishmagrath. Although the date of his 
birth is not known it must have been somewhere about the year 1770. 0 He was 
the son of a miller who worked in Sheena mill near Drumkeerin. It is believed 
that he was a blacksmith by trade himself as it is said that before he left 
Drumkeerin to go to America he sold a set of smith’s tools to a neighbouring 
blacksmith named Tommy Carty'1.

He must have taken a great interest in the poetry and songs in the Irish 
language that were current in his day and, being a noted singer himself, he 
memorised the words of a great number of these, including many of Carolan’s 
composition. He was something of an authority on Irish Poetry and composed 
an amount of verse in Irish himself.

He does not seem to have devoted all his energies to work in the forge, 
however, for it appears that he made occasional journeys through the country 72 
seeking the company, no doubt, of those who, like himself, were interested in the 
refinements of poetry and song. After some years probably on the approach of old
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age, he relinquished his work as a blacksmith and decided to travel further afield 
after the manner of the old professional bards, if not from patron to patron, at least 
seeking patronage as a living and in order that he might share his rich store with 
others. A tradition1 states that O’Flynn could not write because of something 
that happened to his hands. In all probability he was never capable of writing all 
he knew. It is possible, however, that an accident in his forge or otherwise or 
some malady forced him to set out on the vanishing profession of the wandering 
Bard and by a happy chance brought him into contact with James Hardiman.
That great scholar and historian of his native county, Galway, got his scribe,
Patrick Glynn, to write down twenty-nine songs in the Irish Language from the 
dictation of O Flynn. These are fortunately preserved, being the first 38 folios of 
manuscript 23042 in the Royal Irish Academy, Dublin. Hardiman added some 
folios at the front with comments in his own hand, among which are the 
following: These transcribed by Patk. Glynn from the dictation ofT O’Flynn,
Galway, October, 1835."

Theophilus O’Flynn went to America to his son in 1836,"
Twenty-nine songs, good, bad and indifferent as they are from the dictation 

of that eccentric old Scealaidhe,Theophilus O’Flynn. Some of them are 
excellent, ten of Carolan’s’.

Contents of the following. 38 leaves taken from the dictation of Theophilus 
(Teige) O’Flynn of the Co. Leitrim, A.D. 1836 for J.H. 71

There is a signature ‘T. O ’Flynn’ written in a beautiful hand on one of these 
first folios. There is no reason to assume that it is O’Flynn’s hand. The signature 
appears to be in the hand of the scribe, Glynn, who wrote several comments and 
translations in English on tops and backs of folios.

A number of the poems which O’Flynn dictated to Hardiman’s scribe were 
his own composition. The first lines and subject matter are as follows: -75

"Is mian liom fein tracht ar Ardrigh na Coigiughadh"
In praise of the O Conor Don, King of Connaught and monarch of Ireland.

Is I dTuaim Ghaillimh' na feile do chomhnuigheas an Ardfhlaith 
b'fhearr cliu agus cail," in praise of the great Dr. McHale, Archbishop ofTuam.
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"Do bhearfadh me an chuairt so air Uaisle Gaodhal," composed 
worthy Mrs. Dillon, Donegal. On the MS. In the scribal hand, there is t
following note:- "This Mrs. Dillon was law to the Primate of Armagh
whose liberality could not pass unnoticed by our present bard Theophilus 
O’Flynn. "

"Ar bhruach Loch Ceidh chomhnuigheas croidhe na feile," praising the 
Molloys of Oport Planxty.

"Do bheurfa me an chuairt so go Connachta gan spas, " in praise of James 
Hardiman, Esq..Taylor’s Hill West, Galway; the brave O’Connell: and the Revd. 
Thomas McGuire.

The poem on folio 38 commencing:

"O d'imthigh Mac an Amha do ursgoth na cleire" bears the title 
"Cumhaidh na Cleire." The only justification for the word cumhaidh is a tinge 
of lament in the first two lines that two such estimable clergymen as Father Ford 
and Father O’Reilly have departed, (whence we do not know).The rest of the 
poem welcomes their successor, Fr. Ambrose Cassidy, O.F.M., whom the English 
tried to enslave, and exults in the joy and hope that the French landing in Killala 
brought of one day avenging Fr. Ambrose’s enemies.

The first four poems above mentioned are attributed in the MS. to T. 
O’Flynn in Hardiman’s hand; the fifth and sixth are not. In the case of the fifth 
there is internal evidence in the poem itself and in a note in English in Glynn s 
hand which unquestionably establish O Flynn's authorship. In the case of 
Cumhaidh na Cleire, three priests who are known to have ministered in 
Inishmagrath early in the century are mentioned. ' The third and fourth lines of 
the poem: D’fhag siad (i.e. Fr. Ford and Fr. O’Reilly) againn" etc., translate,
"They left us the generous Fr. Ambrose." The first person (againn or a chugain) 
used here shows the author was an Inishmagrath man and there is no known poet 
of the period in that district except O'Flynn himself.

Another of O’Flynn’s compositions is preserved in the Royal Irish Academy 
MS. 2318, page 143, the first line of which is:
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"Is mian liom fein tracht ar Ardfhlaith na feile,"
And was written in praise of Thomas Molloy McDermott.

We can glean some little information of O’Flynn’s itinerancy from the patrons he 
extols in his poems. The 39th folio of MS.23042, Royal Irish Academy, is a copy 
in Hardiman’s hand of a very interesting testimonial which O’Flynn carried.
Before setting out on his travels in 1832 he approached Father Tom Maguire, who 
was Parish Priest in Inishmagrath at the time, seeking a letter of recommendation 
and from him he received the following which was attested by the by the 
Protestant Vicar in Inishmagrath, and has been preserved for us by Hardiman.
"The bearer, Theophilus Flynn is a very considerable Antiquarian. He has got by 
rote and by heart all the beautiful and, I lament to say, hitherto uncollected airs 
and songs of the ancient Irish Bards. He has made from tradition a splendid 
collection of the unpublished songs of the immortal Carolan and, I am bold to 
affirm, sings them inimitably. As a poet, a wit, and a tourist, and an antiquarian, 
but especially a melodist I recommend him to the Cognoscenti. He is better 
acquainted than any man now living with the manners, habits and language of 
that disembodied portion of creation called Good People. His anecdotes on this 
subject are at once instructive and amusing. He is really religious and honest.

Augt. 6, 1832 
Thos. Maguire

P. P. Inishmagrath."

"Inismagrath; Augt. 8th 1832.

"I fully agree with the Revd.Thos. Maguire in his statement of the bearer,
Theophilus O’Flynn’s, many and great accomplishments.

<

Charles Montgomery, CLK.,
Vicar of Inismagrath. "

In all probability O’Flynn would have had the honour of mention in Hardiman’s 
Irish Minstrelsy (published 1831) had their happy acquaintance been made before 
that date. How many years of life’s span were allotted to O ’Flynn after his
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departure to America in 1836 we cannot say but it is known that he died in New 
York.'8 Greatly is it to be regretted that so much off his apparently large store of 
folklore and tradition went with him unrecorded to the grave.

Editor’s Translation of "Cumhaidh na Cleire

Since Father Forde, the glory of the priesthood, has gone,
And the noble Father Reilly of amiable traits,

They left us an equal of the generous hearted Guaire. 
Father Ambrose whose charity knows no bounds.

Clan Wolly thought to put him in cruel bondage chain.
Till Humbert and the friendly French came sailing to Erin:

They pitched their camp above Killala s jewelled main.
And startled the foreign foe and the English speaking race.

The sun was brightly beaming, birds melodied in glen and dale.
And peace came to the Gael from Shannon s source to sea: 

Howth re-echoed to the thunder of the French guns ringing out. 
For "protection" they had brought to the "Guardian Fr. Ambrose

Oh may he see the day when the strong riders come. 
Buonaparte beside him, his escort around:

For then the seven nations will rise one against another.
And Williamites and Cromwellians deny their English tongue.

Your like we 'll never know. Oh generous one and peace-maker. 
‘Tis you confused the Gall every day without fail.

Before bench, before bar. gaining freedom for hundreds;
A kings ransom for your freedom. Father Ambrose we would pay.
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CHAPTER X

The Drowning in Lough Allen,
2nd April, 1831

On the night of Good Friday, 2nd April, 1831, a most tragic and distressing 
calamity occurred which cast a gloom over the parish of Inishmagrath, for 
fourteen of its people, four young men and ten women, lost their lives by 
drowning in Lough Allen.

It appears it was customary, at the time, for the people on the northern side 
of the lake to attend the weekly market in Drumshanbo where they disposed of 
their surplus farm produce taking back with them the provisions required at 
home. On that Good Friday morning twenty five people, in all. assembled at 
Corry shore in the hope of making the journey to Drumshanbo by boat but the 
seating capacity being only eighteen, seven were disappointed and had to return 
home.

When the boat was fully loaded it set off between Rosbeg and Corry Point. 
The sails were hoisted, four strong men plied the oars and driven by a favourable 
wind the boat made the journey in record time. On reaching their destination the 
occupants agreed that they should meet again at three o clock in the evening so 
that the homeward journey might be completed before night fell.

Owing to various delays, however, they were not ready to sail until about 
seven o’ clock in the evening when they entered the boat at the Canal Bridge 
near Drumshanbo. The large quantity of seed oats and potatoes purchased at the 
market in preparation for the Springs sowing meant an extra load for the boat. 
One of the passengers, Mrs. Forde, who had made the journey on several 
occasions judged by the distance from the gunwale to the water that the boat was 
much lower than it should be. She left the boat and persuaded a neighbour, Paddy 
Travers, to do likewise stating that they intended to stay with friends at Mount
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Allen for the night. Following their example, two men from Ballinaglera also left 
to make the journey home by road.

Shortly after the boat set out on the return journey, the evening changed for 
the worse. Heavy black clouds began to roll across the sky driven by a rising wind 
which soon developed into a gale.The lake was true to its ancient name "Loch na 
Scadog" or the "Lake of Gusts" for soon great squalls, sweeping down from the 
surrounding mountains, caused the waters to boil into an angry swell. By the time 
the boat had travelled about two miles, darkness had fallen and the women, it is 
believed, becoming panic-stricken began to move uneasily.The boat was lashed by 
huge waves and, in the confusion and darkness, overturned throwing its occupants 
into the swirling waters. Anxious eyes had watched from the shore the struggling 
boat in the growing darkness till its disappearance was well nigh certain and the 
alarm was raised. Men with torches might be seen converging on the northern 
shore of the lake in the hope of rendering some assistance but by then the 
hopeless victims were beyond all human aid. As dawn broke on Holy Saturday 
the men set out in boats, equipped with grappling irons, to recover the bodies of 
their dear ones. When they were located and placed in the boats they were 
brought to Corry. Amid moving scenes of grief fourteen coffins were conveyed 
to Kilbride cemetery and laid, side by side, in one grave. A large stone bearing the 
names of the victims was erected over the grave in their memory. The grappling 
irons used in removing the bodies may still be seen in the Drumkeerin district.

The ill-fated boat belonged to a landlord of the locality named Palmer who 
bought it for the use of his tenants. It was manned by two brothers named 
MacFadden, one of whom, Johnie, seems to have acted as captain. He was to have 
been married on the following Easter Monday. A plaintive song, in memory of 
the drowning composed shortly after the tragedy laments that:

"The wild fowl of the water, no more they ’ll come to shore 
The blackbirds and the thrushes will quit Mount Allen s grove
The tree, in June, no more will bloom, but wither and decline,*

Since Johnie and his comrades took their ‘lodging' in Kilbride.
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CHAPTER XI

Social, Economic & Religious Conditions
about 1836

From the First Report of Commissioners Poor Laws (Ireland) 1836, a considerable 
amount of interesting information may be gleaned concerning the conditions 
which prevailed in the parish at that time. Similar conditions, of course, obtained 
in most other rural areas of the country at the period in question.

Houses were in some cases built of stone but, in general, they were poor 
mud-wall constructions.

Furniture was very primitive, the bedsteads and bedding being in most cases 
uncomfortable. Amenities within doors were indifferent while the position in 
regard to clothing was rather poor. The ordinary diet of the people consisted of 
potatoes and buttermilk and the Report states that oatmeal was rarely used as an 
article of food in this part of the country. According to the cost of provisions at 
the time, it was estimated that about £5 to £6 would provide an able-bodied 
labourer in full employment with food for a year.

The people had, in general, only small portions of land, a large number of 
farms not exceeding five acres in extent and many were dependent for their 
substances on the produce of a potato garden. For both arable and pasture land 
they paid an annual rent of from ten shillings to a pound sterling per acre. The 
principal landlords were absentees; some residing in different parts of Ireland while 
those who possessed the most extensive and best properties lived in England.
At the time in question there were an estimated 400 labourers in the parish; work 
was generally very scarce, and none were in constant employment. Labourers 
were engaged principally in Spring and Autumn and least in the other two 
seasons. Their daily wages without diet were generally lOd. in summer and 8d. in 
winter; if provided with food, they received 6d. per day. It was reckoned that if a
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labourer were generally employed he might be able to earn from £6 to £10 per 
year. For any single year about that period the number employed, even for very 
short periods, on the public roads did not exceed one hundred.

In some cases they were paid by the perch; in others, at the rate of lOd. per 
day. They were engaged chiefly in carrying stones on their backs and breaking 
same.' Each year large numbers of the men migrated to different parts of Ireland 
especially to Co. Dublin, as well as to England, to assist at harvesting operations,
their wives and children being supported by the charitable and humane" during 

their absence. Emigration from the parish, as we know it, however, had been 
limited up to that time and was entirely confined to America.

Illicit distillation does not appear to have been prevalent, although it was 
carried on in some neighbouring parishes, principally for the purpose of making a 
little extra money to pay the landlords rents. Markets at the time were in a very 
depressed state, consequent on the Peace of 1815 which ended the Napoleonic 
Wars. The conditions of the poor, although bad enough before, became worse 
after 1815 as prices for farm produce, especially corn, fell to a very low level and 
the refusal of the landlords to make any corresponding reduction in their rents 
rendered matters still worse.

The Tithe System
Although Catholic Emancipation had brought freedom of worship, little else was 
changed for the better. Many grievances still remained among which the 
obnoxious Tithe levy was by no means the least. Catholic tenants still had to give 
a tenth part of what their little bits of land produced for the support of the 
Protestant Church and its ministers, that is, every tenth sheaf of oats or every tenth 
stone of corn or potatoes, or their value in money. In the Public Record Office, 
Dublin, the Applotment Books for many parishes in the country, including that 
for Inishmagrath are preserved. They are manuscript books and contain a 
complete list of all the properties in the area, the owners’ names, value of the 
properties and the tithes assessed. The Applotment Book for Inishmagrath which 
exists was compiled as late as 1834. We must not for infer from this that tithes 
were not collected before that date as there may have been older lists or tithe
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collections without them. The book shows 847 titheable land properties in the 
parish at the time. The front page summary given below will convey an idea of 
the extent to which the tithe levy affected the parish.

Acres Rds. ScU Pers

Titheable Lands 17,373. 1. 25
Untitheable Lands 4,689 0. 37
Tithe Free Lands 951. 0. 39
Total in Statute Acres 23,013 3. 21

Amount of Composition £ d

To Rectorial 128. 0. 0
To Vicarial 64. 0. 0

£192. 0. 0 by the year

Michael McGoldrick 
Sole Commissioner
Signed 7th June 1834.

Judging by the wages at the period, the above sum was a considerable levy 
on the parish. The population has been always mainly Catholic. Fences erected 
between the lands of Protestants and Catholics were known as the Pawns". At 
one period every family in the townland of Drummonds was a Protestant family. 
The Puritans burned all the houses in four townlands, one only of which, 
Drumrihead is in the parish of Inishmagrath and the whole property was sold by 
the landlord, John Jameson to another landlord for £441. A Protestant church was 
built in the parish in 1828. According to the First Report of the Commissioners 
of Public Instruction, Ireland, 1835, the protestant population of the parish was 
then about 480. Before the close of the last century it had dwindled to 70 or 80 
and to-day is about 30. A few years ago the protestant school was closed and the 
resident Rector removed from the parish.
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The earliest account of the Hedge-Schools of the parish which we have is 
that contained in the Second Report of the Commissioners of Irish Education 
Inquiry 1826-27 from which the following table is extracted:

Name of Place
Name and Religion 
of Teacher

Annual 
Income 
of Teacher

Description of 
School-house 
and probable
cost

Number of 
By Prot. 
Return
Prot. Cath.

Pupils
By Cath. 
Return
Prot. Cath.

Derinweir
Thomas M’Guire,
Prot.

£6 plus
lOd - 2/6
a qr. from 
pupils

Stone and lime 
cost £ 10.
Rented at 8d. 
a week

13 19 13 19

Coolegrane
Peter Cassidy R.C.

£8 1

hovel cost £4.
A miserable 7 23 15 84

Killvdeskirt
Bryan Kealeher was
R.C. now Prot.

£8 1 A miserable 
concern of 
clay and rushes 
cost £ 12

12 15 8 62

Drumkeerin
Mary Ovans Prot.

£8 from
Baptist
Society

Cabin, lime 
and stone 
cost £ 10

10 30 12 36

Doughlargv
Cormack M’Partlon R.C.

£3.10s. An old cow 
house cost £3

- 40 1 66

Muddurah
Michael Christy R.C.

£3.10s. A wretched 
cabin cost £6

- 40 1 60

Carracormick
Patrick Corkran R.C.

£10 A cabin without 
accommodations

- 50 - 68

Cloonamorgan
Bartley M'Gieskin R.C.

1 £3.10s. A rented cabin 
without
accommodations

2 13 5 29
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In the Second Report of the Commissioners of Public Instruction Ireland, 
1835, the number of schools in the parish is given as 13.They are designated by 
the names of the teachers.

Number of Children

Male
on the Books

Female Total

1 Day school kept by J. Littleton 50 18 68
2 Hedge-school kept by P. Oates 63 12 75
3 11 11 11 11 M. Christy 49 15 64
4 B. M’Genniskin 61 2 63
5 D. Kelly 56 24 80
6 J. Robinson 48 14 62
7 J. Joice 52 3 55
8 M. M’Tiernan 52 10 62
9 D. Heaney 37 22 59

10 P. Dolan 60 12 72
11 C. M Partlon 70 16 86
12 J. Carney 38 16 54
13 11 11 11 11 J. M’Enroy 45 26 71

In the case of the majority of the above schools it is indicated that numbers 
were on the increase. In pre-famine years the Parish of Inishmagrath with a 
population of between 8,000 and 9,000s’ had close on 1,000 children attending 
the schools such as they were in the twilight of freedom. A century later we find
the parish with a population of 2,071 (1946 census), and 1,692 (1956 census). In 
1934, eleven schools were operating in the parish with 466 on rolls, and in 1954, 
nine schools with 261 on rolls. Are we forced to lament with Goldsmith:

"111 fares the land to hastening ills a prey 
Where wealth accumulates and men decay?"
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71. Tradition taken from Patrick Travers, Derrinvoney, Inishmagrath.
72. Fr.Tom Maguire in his testimonial to O’Flynn (here given) describes him as

a tourist.
73. Patrick Travers, Derrinvoney, Inishmagrath.
74. The date above (October, 1835) is on folio lb.The date 1836 is on folio le,

and is probably the year in which Hardiman drew up the list of contents.
75. Scribed spelling adhered to.
76. Fr. Ambrose Cassidy died in 1824. If O’ Flynn gave the misleading title to the 

poem at the time he dictated it (1835) he would then be lamenting mentally 
the passing of Fr. Ambrose.

77. The editor is indebted to Seamus P. O Mordha for valuable assistance in 
deciphering the script, identifying hands and interpreting the poem.

78. Editorial note: The author had positive tradition on this point.

Chapter X

79. It will be noticed that vowel rhyme (shore, grove) is employed after the 
fashion of Irish verse rather than consonantal rhyme employed in English 
poetry.

Chapter XI

80. The "First Report of the Commissioners of Public instruction. Ireland 1835, 
gives the following figures for the Parish of Inishmagrath.

According to the enumerator’s Return (1831).
Established Church 454, Catholics 7525,Total 7979.
As determined by the Commissioner (1834).
Established church 483, Catholics 7827,Total 8310

Some townlands in the north of the parish then included in Inishmagrath 
were since transferred to the parish of Killargue. The area in question would only 
slightly affect these figures, as also the area of parish given in Chapter I.
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